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PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. 

DEFINITIONS. 

-1. LANE TRIGONOMETRY treats of the rela¬ 
tions and calculations of the tides and angles of plane tri¬ 
angles. * 

2. The circumference of every circle (as before obferved 
in Geom. Def. 56) is fuppofed to be divided into 360 equal 
parts, called Degrees ; alfo each degree into 60 Minutes, 
each minute into 60 Seconds, and fo on. 

Hence a femicircle contains 180 degrees, and a quadrant 
90 degrees. 

3. The Meafure of any angle (Def. 57, Geom.) is an arc 
of any circle contained between the two lines which form 
that angle, the angular point being the centre ; and it is 
eftimated by the number of degrees contained in that arc. 

Hence, a right angle, being meafured by a quadrant, or 
quarter of the circle, is an angle of 90 degrees; and the 
fum of the three angles of every triangle, or two right 
angles, is equal to 180 degrees. Therefore, in a right-angled 
triangle, taking one of the acute angles Irom 90 degrees, 
leaves the other aicute angle; and the fum of two angles, in 
any triangle, taken from 180 degrees, leaves the third angle; 
or one angle being taken from 180 degrees, leaves the fum 
of the other two angles. 

4. Degrees are marked at the top of the figure with a 
fmall °, minutes with7, feconds with 7/, and fo on. Thus, 
570 30' 12", denote 57 degrees 30 minutes and 12 feconds. 
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z PLANE TRIGONOMETRY, 

5. The Complement of an arc, is 
what it wants of a quadrant or 90°. 
Thus, if AD be a quadrant, then BD 
is the complement of the arc AB ; 
and, reciprocally, AB is the comple¬ 
ment of BD. bo that, if AB be an 
arc of 50°, then its complement BD 
will be 40°. 

6. The Supplement of an arc, is 
•what it wants of a femicircle, or 180°. 
Thus, if ADK be a femicircle, then BDE is the fupplement 
of the arc AB; and reciprocally, AB is the fupplement of 
the arc BDE. So that, if AB be an arc of 50°, then its 
fupplement BDE will be 130°. 

7. The Sine, or Right Sine, of an arc, is the line drawn 
from one extremity of the arc, perpendicular to the diameter 
which palfes through the other extremity. Thus, BF is the 
fine of the arc AB, or of the arc BDE. 

Carol. Hence the fine (BF) is half the chord (BG) of the 
double arc (BAG). 

8. The Verfed Sine of an arc, is the part of the diameter 
intercepted between the arc and its line. So, AF is the 
verfed line of the arc AB, and EF the verfed line of the arc 
EDB. 

9. The Tangent of an arc, is a line touching the circle in 
one extremity of that arc, continued from thence to meet a 
line drawn from the centre through the other extremity : 
which laft line is called the Secant of the fame arc. Thus, 
AH is the tangent, and CH the fecant, of the arc AB. 
Alfo, El is the tangent, and Cl the fecant, of the fupple- 
mental arc BDE. And this latter tangent and fecant are 
equal to the former, but are accounted negative, as being 
drawn in anoppolite or contrary diredlion to the former. 

10. The Cofme, Cotangent, and Cofecant, of an arc, 
are the line, tangent, and fecant of the complement of that 
arc, the Co being only a contraffion of the word comple¬ 
ment. Thus, the arcs AB, BD being the complements of 
each other, the fine, tangent or fecant of the one of thefe, 
is the, cofme, cotangent or cofecant of the other. So, BF, 
the fine of AB, is the coline of BD; and BK, the line of 
ED, is the coline of AB : in like manner, AH, the tangent 
of AB, is the cotangent of BD ; and DL, the tangent of 
DB, is the cotangent of AB : alfo, CH, the fecant of AB, 
is the cofecant of BD ^ and CL, the fecant of BD, is the 
cofecant of AB. 

3 Cord, 



DEFINITIONS. 3 

Coni. Hence feveral remarkable properties eafily follow 
from thefe definitions; as, 

Ift. That an arc and its fupplement have the fame fine, 
tangent, and fecant; but the two latter, the tangent and 
fecant, are accounted negative when the arc is greater than 
a quadrant or 90 degrees. 

2^, When the arc is o, or nothing, the fine and tangent 
are nothing, but the fecant is then the radius CA.—But 
when the arc is a quadrant AD, then the fine is the greateft 
it can be, being the radius CD of the circle; and both the 
tangent and fecant are infinite. 

3d, Of any arc AB, the verfed fine AF, and cofine BK, 
or CF, together make up the radius CA of the circle.—The 
radius CA, tangent AH, and fecant CH, form a right angled 
triangle CAH. So alfo do the radius, fine, and cofine, form 
another right-angled triangle CBF or CBK. As alfo the 
radius, cotangent and cofecant, another right-angled triangle 
CDL. And all thefe right-angled triangles are;' fimilar to 
each other. 

11. The fine, tangent, or fecant of an angle, is the fine, 
tangent, or fecant of the arc by which the angle is mea- 
fuped, or of the degrees, &c. in the fame arc or angle. 

12. The method of con¬ 
figuring the fealesof chords, 
fines, tangents, and fecants, 
ufually engraven on inftru- 
ments, for praflice, is exhi¬ 
bited in the annexed figure. 

13. A Trigonometrical 
Canon, is a table exhibiting 
the length of the fine, tan¬ 
gent, and fecant, to every 
degree and minute of the 
quadrant, with refpeff to the 
radius, which is exprelled by 
unity or 1, and conceived to 
be divided into 10000000 or 
more decimal parts. And 
farther, the logarithms of 
thefe fines, tangents, and 
fecants are alfo ranged in the 
tables; which are moft com¬ 
monly ufed, as they perform 
the calculations by only ad¬ 
dition and fubtradlion, in- 
ftead of the multiplication 

B 2 and 



4 PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. 

and divifion by the natural fines, &c, according to the na¬ 
ture of logarithms. o 

Upon this table depends the numeral folution of the fe- 
veral cafes in trigonometry. It will therefore be proper to 
begin with the mode of conftrubting it, which may be done 
in the following manner : 

PROBLEM I* 

To find the Sine and Cojine of a Given Arc. 

This problem is refolved after various ways. One of thefe 
is as follows, viz. by means of the ratio between the diameter 
and circumference of a circle, together writh the known feries 
for the fine and cofine, hereafter demonftrated. Thus, the 
femicircumference of the circle, whofe radius is i, being 
3* 141592653589793 &c, the proportion will therefore be, 

as the number of degrees or minutes in the femicircle, 
is to the degrees or minutes in the propofed arc, 
fo is 3*14159265 &c, to the length of the faid arc. 

This length of the arc being denoted by the letter a; and 
its fine and cofine by s and c ; then will thefe two be expreffed 
by the two following feries, viz. 

a 
4* 

O' a‘ 

2.3 2.3.4.5 2.3.4.5.6.7 

4- &c. 

-4 &c. 

a6 
F 
a2 

a 

120 5040 

, a* , — _i- --- o^c. 
2 2.3.4 2.3.4 5.6 ^ 

4- — ■ 
2 ,-,24 

<22 a' 

720 
: 4* &c. 

Example I. If it be required to find the fine and cofine of 
one minute. Then, the number of minutes in x8o° being 
10800, it wdll be fir ft, as 10800 : 1 :: 3*14159265 &c. : 
000290888208665 = the length of an arc of one minute. 

Therefore, in this cafe, 
a ~rz *0002908882 

and 000000000004 &c, 
. the difF. is s zzz *0002908882 the fine of 1 minute. 

Alfo, from 1, 

take = 0*0000000423079 &c, 

leaves c = '9999999577 the cofine of 1 minute. 

Emm- 



PROBLEMS. S 

Example 2. For the fine and cofine of 5 degrees. 
Here/as 180° : 50 :: 3*14159265 &c. : *08726646 = a the 
length of 5 degrees. Hence a = *08726646 

— ±a3 =— *00011076 

4- t4o"5 = *00000004 

thefe collefiled give s = '08715574 the fine of 50. 

And, for the cofine, t zzz I* 
— \a2 =— *00380771 

= *00000241 

thefe collected give *99619470 the cofine of 50. 

After the fame manner, the fine and cofine of any other 
arc may be computed. But the greater the arc is, the flower 
the feries will converge, in which cafe a greater number of 
terms muft he taken to bring out the conclufion to the fame 
degree of exa&nefs. 

Or, having found the fine, the cofine will be found from 
it, by the property of the right-angled triangle CBF, viz. the 

cofine CF in: ^/CB2 —«BF2, or c —yji — s2. 

There are alfo other methods of conftru&ing the canon 
of fines and cofines, which, for brevity’s fake, are here 
omitted, 

PROBLEM II. 

To compute the Tangents and Secants, 

Thf. fines and cofines being known, or found by the 
foregoing problem ; the tangents and fecants will be eafily 
found, from the principle of fimilar triangles, in the fol¬ 
lowing manner; 

In the firft figure, where, of the arc AB, BF is the fine, 
CF or BK the cofine, AH the tangent, CH the fecant, DL 
the cotangent, and CL the cofecant, the radius being CA or 
CB or CD; the three fimilar triangles CFB, CAH, CDL 
give the following proportions : 

1/?, CF : FB :: CA : AH; whence the tangent is known, 
being a fourth proportional to the cofine, fine, and radius. 

'id, CF : CB :: CA : CH; whence the fecant is known, 
being a third proportional to the cofine and radius. 

* • yh 



6 PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. 

3^/,-BF : FC I: CD : DL ; whence the cotangent is 
known, being a fourth proportional to the fine, cofine, and 
radius. 

4//;, BF : BC :; CD : CL; whence the cofecant is 
known, being a third proportional to the fine and radius. 

Having given an idea of the calculation of fines, tangents 
and fecants, we may now proceed to refolve the feveral cafes 
of Trigonometry; previous to which, however, it may be 
proper to add a few preparatory notes and obfervations, as 
below. 

Note 1. There are ufually three methods of refolving tri¬ 
angles, or the cafes of trigonometry ; namely, Geometrical 
Conftrudfion, Arithmetical Computation, and Inftrumental 
Operation. 

In the Firji Method, The triangle is conftrudfed, by making 
the parts of the given magnitudes, namely the fides from a 
fcale of equal parts, and the angles from a fcale of chords, 
or by fome other inftrument. Then, meafuring the un¬ 
known parts, by the fame fcales or inftruments, the folution 
will be obtained near the truth. 

In the Second Method, Having ftated the terms of the pro¬ 
portion according to the proper rule or theorem, refolve it 
like any other pioportion, in wrhich a fourth term is to be 
found from three given terms, by multiplying the fecond 
and third together, and dividing the produbt by the firft, in 
working with the natural numbers : or, in working with the 
logarithms, add the logs, of the fecond and third terms to¬ 
gether, and from the fum take the log. of the firft term ; 
then the natural number anfwering to the remainder is the 
fourth term fought. 

In the Third Method, Or Iiiftrumentally, as fuppofe by the 
log. lines on one fide of the common two-foot fcales ; Ex¬ 
tend the Compaifes from the firft term, to the fecond or 
third, which happens to be of the fame kind with it; then 
that extent will reach from the other term to the fourth 
term, as required, taking both extents towards the fame end 
of the fcale. 

Note 2. Every triangle has fix parts, viz. three fides and 
three angles. And in every triangle, or cafe in trigonometry, 
there muff be given three parts, to find the other three. Alfo, 
of the three parts that are given, one of them at leaf! muff be 
a fide; becaufe, with the fame angles the fides may be greater 
or lefs in any proportion, 

Note 3. 
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Note 3. All the cafes in trigonometry, may be comprifed 
in three varieties only ; viz. 

]y?, When a fide and its oppofite angle are given. 
2dy When two fides and the contained angle are given. 
3</, When the three fides are given. 

For there cannot poffibly be more than thefe'three varieties 
of cafes; for each of which it will therefore be proper to 
give a feparate theorem, as follows : 

-THEOREM J. 

When a Side and its Oppojlte Angle, are two cf the Given Parts. 

Then the fides of the triangle have the fame proportion 
to each other, as the fines of their oppofite angles have. 
That is, As any one fide, 

Is to the fine of its oppofite angle ; 
80 is any other fide. 
To the fine of its oppofite angle. 

Demonjir. For, let ABC be the pro-' 
pofed triangle, having AB the greateft 
fide, and BC the Ieaft. Take AD =2 
BC, confidering it as a radius; and let 
fall the perpendiculars DE,CF, which 
will evidently be the fines of the angles 
A and B, to the radius AD or BC., 
But the triangles ADE, ACF are equiangular, and therefore 
have their like fides proportional, namely, AC : CF :: AD 
or BC : DE ; that is, AC is to the fine of its oppofite angle 
B, as BC to the fine of its oppofite angle A. 

Note 1. In practice, to find an angle, begin the proportion 
with a fide oppofite a given angle. And to find a fide, begin 
with an angle oppofite a given fide. 

Note 2. An angle found by this rule is ambiguous, or un¬ 
certain whether it be acute or obtufe, unlefs it be a right 
angle, or unlefs its magnitude be fuch as to prevent the 
ambiguity ; becaufe the fine anfwers to two angles, which 
are fupplements to each other; and accordingly the geome¬ 
trical conftru6Iion forms two triangles with the fame parts 
that are given, as in the example below ; and when there is 
no reftri&ion or limitation included in the queflion, either of 
them may be taken. The degrees in the table, anfwering 
to the fine, is the acute angle ; but if the angle be obtufe, 

fubtrafl 

c 



8 PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. 
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fubtraft thofe degrees from 180°, and the remainder will be 
the obtufe angle. When a given angle is obtufe, or a right 
one, there can be no ambiguity ; tor then neither of the 
other angles can be obtufe, and the geometrical conflrudlion 

will form only one triangle. 

EXAMPLE i. 

In the plane triangle ABC, 

AB 345 yards 
BC 232 yards 

„ /A37°2o/ 

Required the other parts. 

Gi¬ ven < 

I. Geometrically. 

Draw an indefinite line, upon which fet off ABtz=345, 
from fome convenient fcale of equal parts.—Make the angle 
A zzz 37°t*—With a radius of 232, taken from the fame 
fcale of equal parts, and centre B, crofs AC in the two 
points C, C.—rLafily, join BC, BC, and the figure is con- 
ftrudfed, which gives two triangles, and (hewing that the 
cafe is ambiguous. 
- Then, the fides AC meafured by the fcale of equal parts, 
and the angles B and C meafured.by the line of chords, or 
other inflrument, will be found to be nearly as below; viz. 

AC 174 Z B 27° Z C H5°i 

or 3741 or 781 °r 64 i 

2. Arithmetically. 

Firfl, to find the angles at C. 

As fide BC 232 - - log. 2*3654880 
To fin. op. ZA 370 20' - - - 97827958 
So fide AB 345 - 2*5378191 
To fin. op. ZC 1150 36' or 64° 24' - 9*9551269 

add ZA 37 go 37 2o —- 

the fum 152 56 or 101 44 
taken from 180 OO 180 00 

leaves Z B 27 04 or 78 16 

Then, 
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Then, to find the fide AC. 

As fine ZA 370 20' 
To op. fide BC 232 

S„ z B {jnj' : 
To op. fide AC 174-07 

or 374'S6 

log. 9-7827958 
2*3654880 
96580371 

9-9908291 
2*2407293 

2’57352I3 

3. Inftrumen tally. 

In the firft proportion.—Extend the compafies from 232 
to 345 upon the line of numbers ; then that extent will 
reach, on the fines, from 3y°\ to 64°!, the angle C. 

In the fecond proportion.—Extend the compares from 
37°y to 270 or 78°!, on the fines; then that extent will 
reach, on the line of numbers, from 232 to 174 or 374I-, 
the two values of the fide AC. 

\ 

EXAMPLE II. 

In the plane triangle ABC, 

AB 365 poles f Z C 98° 3* 
A 570 12' Anf.< AC 154*33 
B 24 45 ^ BC 309*86 

Required the other parts. 

Given {i 

Given 

EXAMPLE III. 

In the plane triangle ABC, 
* 

« 
AC 120 feet 
BC 112 feet Anf. 

Z A 57° 27' , { 
Required the other parts. 

Z B 64° 34' 21" 
or 115 25 39 

57 58 39 
or 7 7 21 

AB 112*65 feet 
or 16*47 feet. 

THEOREM II. 

When two Sides and their Contained Angle are given. 

Then it will be, 

As the fum of thofe two fides, 
Is to the difference of the fame fides ; 
So is the tang, of half the fum of their op. angles, 
To itfie tang, of half the diff, of the fame angles. 

Hence, 
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Hence, becaufe it has been Shewn (Alg. p. 243), that the 
half fum of any two quantities increafed by their half dif¬ 
ference, gives the greater, and diminished by it gives the 
Jefs, if the half difference of the angles, fo found, be added 
to their half fum, it will give the greater a'ngle, and Sub¬ 
tracting it will leave the lei's angle. t 

Then all the angles being now known, the unknown fide 
will be found by the former theorem 

Demonfi. Let ABC be the pro¬ 
posed triangle, having the two given 
lides AC, BC, including the given 
angle C. With the centre C, and 
radius CA, tfie lefs of thefe two 
Tides, defcribea Semicircle, meeting 
the other fide BC produced in D 
and E. Join AE, AD, and draw 
DF parallel to AE. 

Then, BE is the Sum, and BD the diff. of the two given 
lides CB, CA. Alfo, the fum of the two angles CAB, CBA, 
is equal to the fum of the two CAD, CDA, thefe fums 
being each the Supplement of the vertical angle C to two 
right angles: but the two latter CAD, CDA are equal to 
each other, being oppolite to the two equal fide? CA, CD : 
hence either of them, as CDA, is equal to half the fum of 
the two unknown angles CAB, CBA. Again, the exterior 
angle CDA is equal to the two interior angles B and DAB ; 
therefore the angle DAB is equal to the diff. between CDA 
and B, or between CAD and B : confequently the fame 
angle DAB is equal to half the difference of the unknown 
angles B and CAB; of which it has been Shewn that CDA 
is the half Sum. 

Now the angle DAE, in a Semicircle, is a right angle, or 
AE is perpendicular to AD ; and DF, parallel to AE, is 
alfo perpendicular to AD : confequently AE is the tangent 
of CDA the half fum, and DF the tangent of DAB the half 
difference of the angles, to the fame radius AD, by the defi¬ 
nition of a tangent. But the tangents AE, DF being paral¬ 
lel, it will be as BE : BD :: AE : DF ; that is, as the fum 
oi the fides is to the difference of the lides, fo is the tangent 
of half the fum of the oppofite angles, to the tangent of half 
their difference. 

Note. The fum of the unknown angles is found, by taking 
the given angle from 18o°. 

exam- 
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EXAMPLE 

In the plane triangle ABC, 

T^B 345 yards 
AC 174*97 yards 

./A 370 2o/ 

Required the other parts. 

Gi ven 

1. Geometrically. 

Draw AB =±r 345 from a fcale of equal parts. Make the 
angle A = 370 20'. Set off A.C = 174 by the fcale of equal 
parts. Join BC, and it is done. 

Then the other parts being meafured, they are found to 
be nearly as follow ; viz. the fide BC 232 yards, the angle 
B 270, and the angle C 115°^. 

2. Arithmetically. 
As fum of fides AB, AC, - - 519*07 log. 2*7152259 
Todiff, of fides AB, AC, - - 170*93 - 2*2328183 
So tang, half fum A s C and B - yi° 2o/ - 10*4712979 
To tang, half diff. Zs C and B - 44 16 - 9*9888903 

their fum gives Z C 115 36 
their diff. gives Z B 27 4 

Then, by the former theorem, 

As fin. Z C 1150 36' or 64° 24* - log. 9*9551259 
To its op. fide AB 345 - 2*5378191 
So fin. Z A 370 20' - 97827958 
To its op. fide BC 232 - - - 2*3654890 

3. Inflrumen tally. ,, 

In the firfl proportion.—Extend the compaffes from 519 
to 171, on the line of numbers ; then that extent will reach, 
on the tangents, from 71°-!- (the contrary way, becaufe the 
tangents are fet back again from 45°) a little beyond 45, 
which being fet fo far back from 45, falls upon 44°|, the 
fourth term. 

In the fecond proportion.—Extend from 64°^ to37°-J, on 
the fines ; then that extent will reach, on the numbers, from 

J45 t0 232> fourth term fought. 

E X A M- 



PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. I& 

EXAMPLE 

In the plane triangle ABC, 

r AB 365 poles 
Given \ AC 154*33 

l Z A 570.12' 
Required the other parts. 

11. 

Anf. < 

' BC 309 86 

Z B 240 45 
L z c 98 3 

EXAMPLE III. 

In the plane triangle ABC, 

r AC 120 yards 
Given J BC 112 yards Anf. 

I Z C 570 58' 39" 

Required the other parts. 

AB 112*65 
Z A 570 27' o" 
Z B 64 34 21 

.THEOREM III. 

IVhen the Three Sides of the Triangle are given. 

Then, having let fall a perpendicular from the greatefi, 
angle upon the oppofite fide, or bafe, dividing it into two 
fegments, and the whole triangle into two right-angled 
mangles; it will be, 

As the bafe, or fum of the fegments. 
Is to the fum of the other two fides ; 
So is the difference of thofe fides, 
To the diff. of the fegments of the bafe. 

Then half the difference of the fegments being added to 
the half fum, or the half bafe, gives the greater fegment ; 
and the fame fubtra&ed gives the lefs fegment. 

Hence, in each of the two- right-angled triangles, there 
will be known two fides, and the angle oppofite to one of 
them; confequently the other angles will be found by the 
firfl theorem. 

Demonjir. By cor. to theor. 35, Geom. the reftangle under 
the fum and difference of the two fides, is equal to the 
re6tangle under the fum and difference of the two fegments. 
Therefore, by forming the fides of thefe re&angles into a 
proportion, it will appear that the fums and differences are 
proportional as in this theorem, by theor. 76, Geometry. 

EXAM- 
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% 

r; 

EXAMPLE I. 
I 

Iji the plane triangle ABC, 

Given 
the tides 

"AB 345 yards 
« AC 232 
.BC 174*07 

To find the angles. 

I. Geometrically, 

Draw the bafe AB 345 by a fcale of equal parts. 
With radius 232, and centre A, defcribe an arc; and with 
radius 174, and centre B, defcribe another arc, cutting the 
former in C. Join AC, BC, and it is done. 

Then, by meafuring the angles, they will be found to be 
nearly as follows, viz. 

Z A 270, Z B 37°-|-, and Z C 115*!. 
* ■ 

2. Arithmetically. 

Having let fall the perpendicular CP, it will be, 
As the bafe AB : AC -{- BC :: AC — BC : AP — BP, 
that is, as 345 : 406*07 :: 57 93 : 68*i8 = AP — BP, 

its half is - 3409 
the half bafe is - 172*50 

the fum of thefeis 206*59 = AP 
and their diff. 138 41 = BP 

Then, in the triangle APC, right-angled at P, 

As the fide AC 
To fin. op. Z P 
So is fide AP 
To fin. op. Z ACP 

which taken from 

leaves the Z A 27 04 

232 

9f “ 

206*59 - 
62° 56' 
90 00 

log. 2*3654880 
IO'OOOOOOO 

2*3151093 
9*9496213 

Again, 
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Again, in the triangle BPC, right-angled at P, 

As the fide BC 
To fin. op. Z P - 
So is fide BP 
To fin. op. Z BCP 

which taken from 

- I74’07 - . log. 2-2407239 
go° - 10 OOOOOOO 

-- 138-41 - - 2*1411675 

- 52°40/ - - 9-9004436 
- 90 00    - 

leaves the Z B 37 20 
—• 

Alfo, the - Z ACP 62° 56' 
added to Z BCP 52 40 
gives the whole" Z ACB 115 36 

So that all the three angles are as follow, viz. 

the Z A 270 4'; the Z B 370 2o/; the Z C 1150 36''. 

3. Injirumentally. 
\ 

In the firffc proportion.—Extend the compares from 345 
to 406, on the line of numbers; then that extent will reach, 
on the fame line, from 58 to 68-2 nearly, which is the dif¬ 
ference of the fegments of the bale. 

In the fecond proportion.—Extend from 232 to 2064, on 
the line of numbers ; then that extent will reach, on the 
fines, from 90° to 63°. 

In the third proportion—-Extend from 174 to 138-!; then 
that extent will reach from 90° to 52°! on the fines. 

* 

* 

EXAMPLE II. 

In the plane triangle ABC, 

AB 36c poles 
AC 154-33 

_ BC 309-86 

To find the angles. 

Given 
the tides 

Anf. 
r Z A 

Z B 
Z C 

57 
24 
98 

12' 

45 
3 

In the plane triangle ABC, 

Given 
the fides 

' AB 120 
< AC 112*6 

_ BC 112 

To find the angles. 

Anf. 
" Z A 570 27'00" 

< Z B 57 58 39 
j. Z C 64 34 21 

The 



THEOREM IV. *5 

The three foregoing theorems include all the cafes of 
plane triangles, both right-angled and oblique; befides which, 
there are other theorems fuited to fome particular forms of 
triangles, which are fometimes more expeditious in their 
ufe than the general ones; one of which, as the Cafe for 
which it ferves fo frequently occurs, may be here taken, as 
follows: 

THEOREM IV. 

fVhen, in a "Right-angled Triangle) there are gfaren one Leg and 
the Angles; to find the other Leg or the Hypsthenuje; it 
will be. 

As radius, (i. e. fin. of 90° or tang, of 45°] 
Is to the given leg, 
So is tang, of its adjacent angle 
To the other leg ; 
And fo is fecant of the fame angle 
To the hypothenufe. 

Demonjlr. AB being the given leg, in the 
right-angled triangle ABC ; with the centre 
A, and any affumed radius AD, deferibe an 
arc DE, and draw DF perpendicular to AB, 
or parallel to BC. Now it is evident, from 
the definitions, that DF is the tangent, and 
AF the fecant, of the arc DE, or of the 
angle A which is meafured by that arc, to the radius AD. 
Then, becaufe of the parallels BC, DF, it will be, - - 
as AD : AB :: DF : BC :: AF : AC, which is the fame 
as the theorem is in words. 

* 

EXAMPLE I. 

In the right-angled triangle ABC, 

Given / ^\ To find AC and BC. 
1 Z A 530 7 48" / 

I. Geometrically. 

Make AB =1. 162 equal parts, and the angle A ±2 
530 7' 48"; then raife the perpendicular BC, meeting AC 
in C. So fhall AC meafure 270, and BC 216. 

2. Arith- 
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t 

As radius 
To leg AB - 
So tang. Z A 
To left BC 
So fecant Z A 
To hyp. AC 

2. Arithmetically. 

tang. 45 
- 162 

- 53° 7'4S". 
- 216 

- 53° i 48" 
- 270 

log. IO’OOOOOOO 
2*2095150 

10*1240271 

2*3344521 
10*2218477 
2-4313627 

3. Irijlruni: ntally. 

Extend the compares from 450 to 53°^, on the tangents. 
Then that extent will reach from 162 to 216 on the line of 

numbers. 

EXAMPLE II. 

In the right-angled triangle ABC, 

the leg AB 180 
the Z A 62° 40" 

AC 392*0146 
BC 348*2464 

To find the other two Tides. 

Note. There is fometirnes given another method for right- 
angled triangles, which is this: 

ABC being fuch a triangle, make one 
leg AB radius, that is, with centre A, 
and difiance AB, defcribe an arc BF. 
Then it is evident that the other leg BC 
reprefents the tangent, and the hypothe- 
nufe AC the fecant, of the arc BF, or 
of the angle A. 

In like manner, if the leg BC be made 
radius; then the other leg AB will re- 
prelcnt the tangent, and the hypothenufe AC the fecant, of 
the arc BG or angle C. 

But if the hypothenufe be made radius ; then each leg 
will reprefent the fir e of its oppofite angle; namely, the leg 
AB the fine of the arc AE or angle C, and the leg BC the 
fine of the arc CD or anode A. o • 

And then the general rule for all thefe cafes, is this, 
namely, that the fides of the triangle bear to each other the 
fame proportion as the parts wdiich they reprefent. 

And this is called, Making every fide radius. 

OF 
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Of HEIGHTS and DISTANCES, &c. 

BY the menfuration and protraftion of lines and angles* 
are determined the lengths, heights, depths, and diftances of 
bodies or objefts. 

Acceflible lines are meafured by applying to them fome 
certain meafure a number ot times, as an inch, or foot, or 
yard. But inacceffible lines mud be meafured by taking 
angles, or by fuch-like method, drawn from the principles 
of geometry. 

When indruments are ufed for taking the magnitude of 
the angles in degrees, the lines are then calculated by trigo¬ 
nometry : in the other methods, the lines are calculated 
from the principle of fimilar triangles, without regard to 
the meafure ot the angles. 

Angles of elevation, or of deprefhon, are ufually taken 
either with a theodolite, or with a quadrant, divided into 
degrees and minutes, and furnidied with a plummet fulpend- 
ed trom the centre, and two fights fixed on one of the radii, 
or elfe with telefcopic fights^ 

To take an Angle of Altitude and Deprefhn with the Quadrant« 

% 

Let ‘A be any objeft, as the fun, 
moon, or a ftar, or the top of a . 
tower, or hill, or other eminence: 
and let it be required to find the 
meafure of the angle ABC, which 
a line drawn from the objjeft makes 
above the horizontal line BC. 

Fix the centre of the quadrant in 
the angular point, and move it 
round there as a centre till, with 
one eye at D, the other being fhut, 
you perceive the objedf A through the fights: then will the 
arc GH of the quadrant, cut off by the plurnb line BH, be 
the meafure of the angle ABC as required. 

The angle ABC of deprefiion of 
any objeff A,-below the horizontal B__ 
line BC, is taken in the fame man¬ 
ner ; except that here the eye is 
applied to the centre, and the mea¬ 
fure of the angle is the arc GH, on m A 
the other fide of the plumb line. 

Vol. II. C The 
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The following examples are to be conftru&ed and calcic 
lated by the foregoing methods, treated of in Trigonometry. 

* % , 
* • 

EXAMPLE I. 

Having meafured a diftance of 200 feet, in a direfl ho¬ 
rizontal line, from the bottom of a fteeple, the angle of 
elevation of its top, taken at that diftance, was found to be 
470 30': from hence it is required to find the height of the 

fteeple. 

Conjtruftion. 

Draw an indefinite line, upon which fet oft AC = 200 
equal parts, for the meafured difiance. Eredt the indefinite 
perpendicular AB ; and draw CB fo as to make the angle 
C — 470 30', the angle of elevation ; and it is done. Then 
AB, meafured on the fcale of equal parts, is nearly 218J. 

Calculation. 
4' IB 

As radius 10*0000000 I 
To AC 200 - 2*3010300 /* 
bo tang. Z C 470 30' 10-0379475 ftf [1 
To AB 218*26 required 2’3389775 / yr Hi 

/ 1 111 
A 

EXAMPLE II. 

What was the perpendicular height of a^ cloud, or of a 
balloon, when its angles of elevation were 350 and 64°, as 
taken by two obfervers, at the fame time, both on the fame 
fide of it, and in the fame vertical plane; the diftance between 
them being half a mile or 880 yards. And what was its 
diftance from the faid two obfervers r 

Conjiruclioni 

Draw an indefinite ground line, upon which fet off the 
given diftance AB — 880 ; then A and B are the places of 
the obfervers. Make the angle A —350, and the angle 
B = 64° ; and the interfedlion of the lines at C will be the 
place of the balloon : from whence the perpendicular CD* 
being fet fall, will be its perpendicular height. Then, by 
mealurement, are found the diftances and height nearly as 
follows, viz. AC 1631, BC 1041, DC 936. 

CaU 
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Calculation. ', 
CT 
.* fTT • ,* y tSr 

flrft, from Z B 64° 
take Z A 35 
leaves Z ACB 20 ...••** 

..♦** 

.• : 
.♦* •'* : : 

* 
• 2 

• <2 0 » 
•t 

0 m 
* < 

3 
** * . s 

Then, in the triangle ABC, 

B JD 

As fin. ZACB >29° - 
To op. fide AB 880 - 
So fin. Z A 35® - - - 
To op. fide fiC 1041 *i 25 

96855712 
2*9444827 

975859t3 
3*6175028 

As fin. ZACB 29° - * • ~ 
To op. fide AB 880 - 
So fin. Z B ii6° or 64° - 
To op. fide AC 1631*442 - 

*—r- $ 

9*6855712 
2*9444827 
9*9536602 
3'2I257I7 

- \ 

And, in the triangle BCD, 

As fin. Z D 9^ 
To op. fide BC 1041*125 
So fin. Z B . 64° 
To op. tide CD 935757 * 

16*0000000 
3-0175028 
9 9536602 
2*9711630 

EXAMPLE 111. 

Having to find tbs height of an obelifk handing on the 
top of a declivity, 1 fir It meafured from its bottom a difiance 
of 40 feet, and there found the angle, formed by the oblique 
plane and a line imagined to go to the top of the obelifk, 
41 °; but, after meafuring on in the fame direction 60 teet 
further, the like angle vras only 230 45'. What then was 
the height of the obelifk ? 

ConjlruBicn. 

Draw an indefinite line ior the doping plane or declivity,- 
in which affume any point A for the bottom of the obelifk, 
from whence fet off' the diftance AC — 40, and again 
CD = 60 equal parts. Then make the angle C — 410, and 
the angle D — 23° 45''; and the point B where the two lines 
meet will be the top of the obelifk; Therefore AB, joined, 
will be its height, 

C 2 ' Cal* 
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Calculation. 

From the ZC 410 oo' 
take the Z D 23 45 
leaves the Z DBC 17 15 

Then, in the triangle DBC, 

As fin. ZDBC 170 15' 
To op. fide DC 60 
So fin. ZD 23 45 
To op. fide CB 81*488 

- 9* 4.720856 

- i*778i5I3 
9*6050320 
1*9110977 

And, in the triangle ABC, 

As fum of fides CB, CA 121*488 
To diff. of fides CB, -CA 41 *488 
So. tang, half fum Zs A, B 69° 30' 
To tang, half diff. Zs A, B 42 244- 

4-084.5334 
1*6179225 

10*4272623 
9-96065x4. 

the diff. of thefeis ZCBA 27 

Daftly, asfin. ZCBA 270 5% 
Toop. fide CA 40 
So fin. ZC - 4i°o/ 
To op. fide AB 57*623 

9*6582842 
1 '6020600 
9*8169429 
1*7607187 

EXAMPLE IV. 
' » - « 

Wanting to know the di fiance between two inacceffible 
trees, or other objedl9, from the top of a tower, 120 feet 
high, which lay in the fame right line with the two objects, 
I took the angles formed by the perpendicular wall and lines 
conceived to be drawn from the top of the tower to the 
bottom of each tree, and found them to be 330 and 64°^.- 
What then may be the diftance between the two objeHs ? 

Conftniclion. 

Draw the indefinite ground line 
BD, and perpendicular to it BA =f 
120 equal parts. Then draw the 
two lines AC, AD making.the tw7o 
angles BAC, BAD equal to the 

given 

A 

Jy\ 

A. 7» 

A 

■9s 

■-.ft 
__L 

c 
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j-given angles 330 and 64°!. So fhall C and D be the places 
of the two objedls. 

Calculation. 

Firll, In the right-angled triangle ABC, 

As radius 
To AB - 120 
So tang. Z BAG 330 
To BC - 77*929 • 

IC*0000000> 

20791812 
9*8125174 
1*8916986 

And, in the right-angled triangle ABD, 

As radius - . - 
To AB - - 120 
So tang. ZBAD * - 64°\ - 
To BD - - 251*585 
from which take BC 77*929 
leaves the dift. CD 173*656 as required* 

•10*0000000 

•2*0791812 

l0‘32I5039 
2*4006851 

EXAMPLE V.y 

Being on the fide of a river, and wanting to know the. 
diflance to a houfe which was feen on the other fide, I mea- 
fured 200 yards in a flraight line by the fide of the river; 
and then at each end of this line of diflance took the hori¬ 
zontal angle formed between the houfe and the other end of 
the line; which angles were, the one of them 68° and 
the other 730 15''. What then were the difiances from each 
end to the houfe ? 

Confer action. 

Draw the line AB — 200 equal parts. Then draw AC fo 
as to make the angle A = 68° 2', and BC to make the angle 
B = 730 ife. So fhall the point C be the place of the 
houfe required. 

Calculation. 
1 

To the given Z A 68° 2‘ 
add the given Z B 73 15 
then their fum 141 l7 
being taken from 180 0 
leaves the third ZC 38 43 

r 
.Hence 
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Hence, As fin. /C 38° 43' 
To op. fide AB 200 
So fin. Z A 68° o! 
To op. fide BC 296-54 

And, As fin. ZC 38° 43' 
To op. fide AB 200 
So fin. ZB 730 15' 
To op. fide AC 30619 

97962062 

2‘30l0300 
9-9672679 

2-4720917 

97962062 
2-3010300 
9-9811711 

2T859949 

Exam. vi. From the edge of a ditch, of 36 feet wide, 
furrounding a fort, "having taken the angle of elevation of 
the top of the wall, it was found to be 62° 4o/: required 
the height of the wall, and the length of a ladder to reach 
from my fiat ion to the top of it ? 

k r f height of wall 69*64, 
Anl* l ladder 78-4 feet. 

Exam, vii- Required the length of a fhoar, which, being 
to ftrut 11 feet from the upright of a building, will fupport 
a jamb 23 feet 10 inches from the ground ? 

Anf. 26 feet 3 inches. 

Exam. viii. A ladder, 40 feet long, can be fo planted, 
that it fhall reach a window 33 feet from the ground, on one 
fide of the fireet; and by turning it over, without moving 
the foot out of its place, it will do the fame by a window 
21 feet high, on the other fide : required the breadth of the 
fireet? Anf. 56-649 feet. 

Exam. ix. A Maypole, whofe top was broken off by a 
blaft of wind, ftruck the ground at 15 feet diftance from the 
foot of the pole : what was the height of the whole maypole, 
iuppofing the broken piece to meafure 39 feet in length ? 

Anf. 75 feet, 
/ ■ .... 

Exam. x. At 170 feet difiance from the bottom of a 
tower, the angle of its elevation was found tp be 520 30' : 
required the altitude of the tower ? Anf. 221 feet. 

Exam. xi. From the top of a tower, by the fea-fide, of 
143 feet height, it was obferved that the angle of deprefiion 
pf a (hip’s bottom, then at anchor, mealured 350; what 
then was the fhip’s diftance from the bottom of the wall ? 

Anf. 204*22 feet. 

Exam. xii. What is the perpendicular height of a hill; its 
angle of elevation, taken at the bottom of it, being 46°, 

and 
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and 200 yards farther off, on a level with the bottom of it, 
the angle was 31° ? Anrf. 286*28 yards. 

Exam. xiii. Wanting to know the height of an inaccef- 
lible tower.; at the leaft dillance from it, on the fame ho¬ 
rizontal plane, I took its angle of elevation equal to 58° ; 
then going 300 feet dircdlly from it, found the angle there 
to be only 320: required its height, and my didance from 
it at the fir ft flation ? ^ j- f height 3 07*53 

1 didance 192*15 

Exam. xiv. Being on a horizontal plane, and wanting to 

know the height ot a tower placed on the top of an inac- 
ceffible hill; I took the angle ot elevation of the top of the 
hill equal 40°, and of the top of the tower equal 510 ; then 
Tneafurinsr in a line diredtlv from it to the dillance of 200 

, . O j 

ieet farther, I found the angle to the top ot the tower to be 
33° 45/* What then is the height of the tower ? 

Anf. 93*33148 feet. 

Exam. xv. From a window near the bottom of a boufe, 
which teemed to be on a level with the bottom of a ftecple* 
I took the angle of elevation of the top of the fteeple equal 
40° ; then from another window, 18 feet diredtly above the 
former, the like angle was 3y° 30': what then is the height 
and dillance of the fteeple ? ^ ^ f height 210*44* 

• \ diftance 250*79 

Exam. xvi. Wanting to know the height of, and my 
dillance from, an cbjebl on the other tide of a river, which 
teemed to be on a level with the place where I flood, clofe 
by the fide of the river ; and not having room to meafure 
backward, on the fame plane, becaufe of the immediate 
rife of the bank, I placed a mark where I flood, and mea- 
fured in a direction from the object, up the amending 
ground to the diftance of 264 feet, w here it was'evident that 
1 was above the level of the top of the objeiSl; there the 
angles of deprefiion were found to be, viz. ot the mark left 
at the river’s fide 42®, of the bottom of the object 27°, and 
of its top 190. Required then the height of the object, and 
the diftance of the mark from its bottom ? 

p f height 57*26 
\ dillance 15^*50 

Anf. 

Exam, fcvii. If the height of the mountain called the 
Pike of TenerifF be 3 miles, and the angle taken at the top 
pf it, as formed between a plumb line and a line conceived 

t£> 
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to touch the earth in the horizon, or fartheft vifible point, 
be 87° 46' 33" ; it is required from hence to determine the 
magnitude of the whole earth, and the utmoff diflance that 
can be feen on its furface from the top of the mountain, 
fuppofing the form of the earth to be perfectly round ? 

A of / iift- 154*539 \ miles- 
Anl* 1 diam. 7957*75 J 

Exam, xviti. Two fhips of war, intending to cannonade 
a fort, are, by the fhallownefs of the water, kept fo tar 
from it, that they fufpeft their guns cannot reach it with 
effe£l. In order, therefore, to meafure the diflance, they 
feparate from each other a quarter ot a mile, or 440 yards ; 
then each fhip obferves and meafures the angle which the 
other fhip and the fort fubtends, which angle were 83° 45' 
and £5° 15'. What then was the diflance between each fhip 
and the fort ? A r f 2292*26 yards. 

■ 9 1 2298*05 

Exam. xix. Being on the fide of a river, and wanting to 
know the diflance to a houfe which was feen at a diflance on 
the other fide; 1 meafured out for a bafe 400 yards in a 
right line by the fide of the river, and found that the two 
angles, one at each end of this line, fubtended by the other 
end and the houfe, were 68° 2' and 730 15'. What then 
was the diflance between each flation and the houfe ? 

Anf. / 593-08 yards. 
\ 612-38 

Exam. xx. Wanting to know the breadth of a river, I 
meafured a bafe of 500 yards in a flraight line clofe by one 
fide of it ; and at each en.d of this line I found the angles 
fubtended by the other end and a tree clofe on the bank on 
the other fide of the river, to be 530 and 790 12'. What 
then was the perpendicular breadth of the river ? 

Anf. 529*48 yards. 

Exam. xxi. Wanting to know the extent of a piece of 
water, or diflance between two headlands; I meafureti from 
each of them to a certain point inland, and found the two 
diftancesto be 735 yards and 846 yards ; alfo, the horizontal 
angle fubtended between thefe two lines was 550 40'. What 
then was the diflance required ? Anf. 741-2 yards. 

Exam. xxii. A point of land was obferved, by a fhip at 
fea, to bear eaft-by-fouth ; and after failing north-eaft 
miles, it was found to feear fouth-eafUby-eafl. It is required 

to 
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io determine the place of that headland, and the fhip’s dif- 
tanee from it at the lafi obfervation. Anf. 26‘oj2% miles. 

Exam, xxiii. Wanting to know the diflance between a 
houfe and a mill, which w ere feen at a diflance on the other 
fide of a river, I meafured a bafe line along the fide, where I 
was, of 600 yards, and at each end of it took the angles fub- 
tended by the other end and the houfe and mili, which wer^ 
as follow7, viz. at one end the angles w7ere 58° 2o/ and 950 20', 
and at the other end the like angles were 530 30' and 98° 45'. 
What then w7as the diflance between the houfe and mill ? 

Anf. 959*5866 yards. 

Exam. xxiv. Wanting to know my diflance from an in-r 
acceffible objedl O, on the other fide of a river ; and having 
no inflrument for taking angles, but only a chain or cord 
for meafuring difiances; from each of two flations, A and B, 
which were taken at 500 yards afunder, I ineafured in a 
diredl line from the objeft O 100 yards, viz. AC and BD 
each equal to 100 yards; alfo the diagonal AD meafured 
550 yards, and the diagonal BC 560. What then w7as the 
diflance of the objeft O from each fiction A and B ? 

MENSURATION of PLANES. 

THE Area of any plane figure, is the meafure of the 
fpace contained wdthin its extremes or bounds ; without any 
regard to thick nefs. 

This area, or the content of the plane figure, is efiimated 
by the number of little fquares that may be contained in it ; 
the fide of thofe little meafuring fquares being an inch, a 
loot, a yard, or any other fixed quantity. And hence, the 
area or content is faid to be fo many fquare inches, or fquare 
feet, or fquare yards, &c, 

Thus, 
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Tims, if the figure to be meafured be n f- C 
thcredangle ABCD, and the little fquare 
E, whofe tide is one inch, be the meafur¬ 
ing unit propofed : then, as often as the 
laid little fquare is contained in the retd- 

0 < > 

angle, fo many fquare inches the re&angle 
is laid to contain, which in the prefent 
cafe is 12. 

A 

. ) 

B 

V 
L-J 

PROBLEM I. 

*To find the Area of any Parallelogram, whether it he a Square, 
a Rebt angle, a Rhombus, or a Rhomboid. 

Multiply the length by the perpendicular breadth, or 
height, and the product will be the area*.. 

EXAMPLES. 

Ex. 1. To find the area of a parallelogram, whofe length 
is 12*25, and height 8*5. 

12*25 length 
8*5 breadth 

6125 
9800 

104*125 area 

* The truth of this rule is proved in the Geom. theor. 81, 
cor. 2. 

The fame is otfter'vife proved thus: Let the foregoing rectangle 
be the figure propofed ; and let the length and breadth be divided 
into equal parts, each equal to the linear meafuring unit, being here 
4 for the length, and 3 for the breadth ; and let the oppofite points 
ofdivifion be connected by right lines.—Then, it is evident that 
thele lines divide the redangle into a number of little fquares, each 
equal to the fquare meafuring unit E ; and farther, that the number 
of tliefe little fquares, or the area of the figure, is equal to the 
number of linear meafuring units in the length, repeated as often 
as there are linear meafuring units in the breadth, or height j that 
is, equal to the length drawn into the height; which here is 4 X 3 
or 1 2. 

And it is proved (Gepsn. theor. 25, cor. 2), that a redangle is 
equal to any oblique parallelogram, of equal length and perpen¬ 
dicular breadth. Therefore the rule is general for all parallelograms 
whatever. 

Ex, 2.0 

w. 
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Ex. 2. To find the area of a fquare, whole fide is 35*25 
chains. Anf. 124 acres, 1 rood, 1 perch. 

Ex. 3. To find the area of a rectangular board, whofe 
length is 12J feet, and breadth 9 inches. Anf. 9-L feet. 

Ex. 4. To find the content of a piece of land, in form of 
a rhombus, its length being 6 20 chains, and perpendicular 
height 5*45. Anf. 3 acres, 1 rood, 20 perches. 

Ex 5. To find the number of fquare yards of painting in 
a rhomboid, whofe length is 37 feet, and breadth 5 feet 
3 inches. Anf. 2I1Zo fquare yards. 

PROBLEM IT. ' 

To find the Area of a Triangle, 
Rule i. Multiply the bafe by the perpendicular height, 

and take half the product for the area*. Or, multiply th© 
one of thefe dimenfions by half the other. 

EXAMPLES. 

Ex. 1. To find the area of a triangle, whofe bafe is 625, 
and perpendicular height 520 links ? 

Here 625 X 260 — 162500 fquare links, 
or equal 1 acre, 2 roods, 20 perches, the anfwer. 

Ex. 2. How many fquare yards contains the triangle, 
whofe bafe is 40, and perpendicular 30 feet ? 

Anf. 66-f fquare yards. 

Ex. 3. To find the number of fquare yards in a triangle, 
whofe bafe is 49 feet, and height 251 reet ? 

Anf. 68f|, or 68-7361, 

Ex. 4. To find the area^of a triangle, whofe bafe is 18 
feet 4 inches, and height 11‘feet 10 inches ? 

Anf. 108 feet, 5-J inches. 

* The truth of this rule is evident, becaufe any triangle is the 
half of a parallelogram of equal bafe and altitude, by Geom. 

sjaeor, 26* 
Rule ii. 



MENSURATION 

Rule ii. When two fides and their contained angle'arc 
.given : Multiply the two given fides together, and take hall 
their product : Then lay, as radius is to the line ot the given 
angle, fo is that hall produdt, to the area oi the triangle. 

Or, multiply that half produdl by the line of the faid 
angle*. 

Ex. i. What is the area of a triangle, whofe two fides are 
30 and 40, and their contained angle 28° 57' 18"? 

Here i X 40X 3° —- 600, 
therefore 1 : *4841226 nat. fm/280 57' iS'y 

600 

290*47356 the anfwer. 

Ex. 2. How many fquare yards contains the triangle, of 
which one angle is 45°, and its containing fides 25 and 
2i| feet ? • Anf. 20*86947. 

Rule ill. When the three fides are given : Add all the 
three fides together, and take half that fum. Next, fubtradt 
■each fide feverally from the faid half fum, obtaining three 
remainders. Then multiply the faid half fum and thofe 
three remainders all together, and, laftly, extrafl the fquare 
root of the laft produdi, for the .area of the triangle t. 

• r. Ex. I. 

* For, let AB, AC be the two given fides, 
including the given angle A. Now -LAB x 
CP is the area, by the firft rule, CP being 
perpendicular. But, by trigon. as fin. Z P, or 
radius \ AC :; fin. Z A \ CP — fin. Z A 
X AC, taking radius ?= 1. Therefore the area 
LAB x CP is = LAB x AC x fin. Z A, to radius 1; or 
as radius \ fin. ZAfiiABx AC \ the area. 

+ For, let b denote the bafe AB of the triangle ABC (fee the 
laft fig.), alfo a the fide AC, and c the fide BC. Then, by th. 5, 

Trigon. as b ; a + c \ \ a — r ; —~ - AP — PB the diff. of.' 

the fegmentsj 

c 

iheref* 
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Ex. i. To find the area of the triangle whole three fides 
are 20, 30, 40. 

20 45' ‘ 45 45' j 
30 20 3° 40 

40' 
25 1 ft rem. 15 2d rem. 

% 

5 3d remv 
2 J90 

45 half fum 

- -\ 

Then 45 X 25 x rs X 5 ='84375- 
1 he root of which is 29o’4737, the area. 

Ex. 2. How many fquare yards of plaftering are in a" 
triangle, whofe fides are 3c, 40, 50 feet ? Anf. 664. 

Ex. 3. How many acres, &c. contains the triangle,, whofe 
fides are 2569, 4900, 5025 links ? 

Anf. 61 acres, X rood, 39 perches, 

PROBLEM III. 

To find the Area of a Trapezoid. 

Add together the two parallel fides ; then multiply their 
Aim by the perpendicular breadth, or the diftance between, 
them; and take half the product for the area. By Geom. 
theor. 29. 

theref. Xb + 
an cc bb -p aa— cc 

2 b 2 b 
■=. the fegment AP; 

hence V AC2 — AP2 — the perp. CP, that is, 
, ,bb + aa — cc 2 

v 
2a7b2 — /?4 -p 2\b2cz — b4 4- 2a2 c2 — c.‘ 

4 bb 
But 4AB X CP is the area, that is, 

CP. 

tb X CP rr y/ 
2a2 Id a 4~ 2Id c2 — /;4 4- 7-n22 — r4 

,,—■ aa 4- bb 4- cc-\- 2 be aa 
= ✓(-——X—r— x — 

16 
bb — cc 4~ l be 

. .a 4~ b 4- c —/7*4" b 4“ 

= V (—-X-•— 
.2- 2 

c a 
-.X- 

) 
b d- c a 4- b — r 
—T— x —T-—) 

z=z \/ (s x s — *2 X f — b x 5 — c), which is the rule, where s de¬ 
notes half the fum of the three fides. 

Ex. 1. 

k 
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Ex. i. In a trapezoid, the parallel tides arc 750 and 1225V 
and the perpendicular diftance between them 1540 links: to 
find the area. 

1225 
750 

1975 X 77o == I52075 fquare links =15 acr. 33 perc*. 

Ex. 2. How many fquare feet are contained in the plank, 
whofe length is 12 feet 6 inches, the breadth at the greater 
end 15 inches, and at the lefs end ri inches ? 

Anf. 1344 feet. 

Ex. 3. In meafuring along one fide AB of a quadrangular 
field, that tide and the two perpendiculars let fall on* it from 
the two oppofite corners, meafured as below : required the 
content. 

AP = 

AB = 
CP = 

DQ_= 

ito links. 

745 
ir 10 

352 
595 

Anf. 4 acres, 1 rood, 5*792 perches., 

PROBLEM IV, 

To find the Area efi any Trapezium. 

Divide the trapezium into two triangles by a diagonal 
then find the areas of thefe triangles, and add them to¬ 
gether. 

Note. If two perpendiculars be let fall on the diagonal, 
from the other two oppofite angles, the fum of thele per¬ 
pendiculars being multiplied by the diagonal, hajLf the pro- 
du6i will be the area of the trapezium. 

Ex. 1. To find the area of the trapezium, whofe diagonal 
is 42, and the two perpendiculars on it 16 and 18. 

Here 16 -j- 18 — 34, its half is 17. 
Then 42 x 17 = 714 the area. 

Ex. 2. How many fquare yards of paving ate in the tra-r 
pezium, whofe diagonal is 65 feet, and the two perpendi¬ 
culars let fall on it 28 and 33I feet ? Anf. 222TV yards. 

3-' 
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Ex. 3. In the quadrangular field ABCD, on account of 
obftrueiions there could only be taken the following mea~ 
fares, viz. the two fides BC 265 and AD 220 yards, the, 
diagonal AC 378, and the two Jiftancesof the perpendiculars 
from the ends of the diagonal, namely, AE 100, and CF 
70 yards. Required the area in acres, when 4840 fquare 
yards make an acre i Anf. 17 acres, 2 roods, 21 perches. 

PROBLEM V. 

jVo find the Area of an Irregular Polygm. 
* . v 

D raw diagonals dividing the propofed polygon into tra¬ 
peziums and triangles. Then find the areas of all thefe 
Separately, and add them together for the content of the 
whole polygon. 

Exam. To find the content ot the irregular figure ABC 
DEFGA, in which are given the following diagonals and 
perpendiculars : namely. 

AC 55 
FD 52 
GC 44 
Gm 17 
Bn 15 
Go 12 
Ep 8 
Dq 23 

Anf. 1 878.f 

B 

PROBLEM VI., 

Po find the Area of a Regular Polygon. 

Rule i. Multiply the perimeter of the polygon, or fum 
of its fides, by the perpendicular drawn from its centre on 
one of its fides, and take half the produtt for the area*. 

* This is only in effeff refolving the polygon into as many equal 
triangles as it has fides, by drawing lines from the centre to allther 
angles ; then finding their areas, and adding them all together. 

Ex. 1* 
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Ex. i. To find the area of the regular pentagon, eath 
fide being 25 feet, and the perpendicular from the centre on 
each fide is 17*2047737. 

- / i y! 

Here 25 X 5 = 125 is the perimeter. 
And 17-2047737 X 125 = 2150*5967125. 
Its half 1075*298356 is the area fought* 

j \ 

Rule ii. Square the fide of the polygon ; then multiply 
that fquare by the area or multiplier let againft its name in' 
the following table, and the produdt will be the area*. 

No. of 
Sides. 

Names. 
• 

-1— 
Areas, or 

Multipliers. 

3 Trigon, or triangle °'433°i27 
4 Tetragon, or fquare I '0000009 

5 Pentagon 17204774 
,6 Hexagon 2-5980762 

7 Heptagon 3’6339i24 
8 • Oodagon 4-8284271 

9 Nonagon 6-l8l8242 
JO Decagon 7-6942088 
11 Undecagon 9'3656399 
12 Dodecagon II-I96I524 

Exam/ 

* This rule is founded on the property, that like polygons, being 
fimilar figures, are to one another as the fquares of their like fides ; 
which is proved in the Geom. theor. 89. Now, the multipliers in 
the table, are the areas of the refpeftive polygons to the fide 1, 
Whence the rule is manifeft. 

Note. The areas in the table, to each fide rr 
may be computed in the following manner : 
From the centre C of the polygon draw lines 

, to every angle, dividing the whole figure into 
as many equal triangles as the polygon has 
fides; and let ABC be one of thofe triangles, 
the perpendicular of which is CD. jpivide 
360 degrees by the number of fides in the po¬ 
lygon* the quotient gives the angle at the centre ACB. The half 
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Exam. Taking here the fame example as before, namely 
a pentagon, whofe fide is 25 feet. 

Then 25s being = 625, 
And the tabular area 1* *7204774 ; 
Theref. 1-7204774 X 625 = 1075*298375, as before. 

Ex. 2. To find the area of the trigon, or equilateral tri¬ 
angle, whofe fide is 20. Anf. 173 20508. 

Ex. 3. To find the area of the hexagon, whofe fide is 20. 
Anf. 1039-23048. 

Ex. 4. To find the area of an octagon, whofe fide is 20. 

, , - Anf- *93r'37°84. 
Ex. 5. To find the area of a decagon, whofe fide is 20. 

Anf. 3077*68352. 

problem VII. 

To find the Diameter and Circumference of any Circle, the one 
from the other. 

This may be done nearly by either of the two following 
proportions, viz. 

As 7 is to 22, fo is the diameter to the circumference. 
Or, As 1 is to 3-1416, fo is the diameter to the circum¬ 

ference*. 
Ex. i. 

of this gives the angle A CD; and this taken from 90°, leaves th® 
angle CAD. Then, as radius is to AD, fo is tang, angle CAD, to 
the perpendicular CD. 'i his multiplied by AD, gives the area of 

the triangle ABC; which being multiplied by the number of the 
triangles, or of the fides of the polygon, gives its whole area, as 

- in the table. 

* For, let ABCD be any circle, whofe centre 
is E, and let AB, BC be any two equal arcs. 
Draw the feveral chords as in the figure, and join 
BE ; alfo draw the diameter DA, which produce 
to F, till BF be equal to the chord BD. 

Then the two ifofceles triangles DEB, DBF 
are equiangular, becaufe they have the angle at 
D common; confequently DElDB* *DB*DF. 
But the two triangles AFB, bCB are identical, 
or equal in all refpetls, becaufe they have the an¬ 
gle F rr; the angle BDC. being each equal to the 
angle ADB, thefe being fubtended by the equal 

Vol, II, D arc* 
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Ex. i. To find the circumference of the circle whofedfsr- 
meter is 20. 

By the firft rule, as 7 : 22 :: 20 : 62-, the anfwer. 
Ex. 2. 

arcs AB, BC; alfo the exterior angle FAB of the quadrangle 
ABCD, is equal to the oppofite interior angle at C; and the two 
triangles have alfo the fide BF = the fide BD; therefore the fide AF 
is alfo equal to the fide DC. Hence the proportion above, viz. DE* 
DB :: DB : DF = DA + AF, becomes DE : DB :: DB ; 2DE 
-j- DC. Then, by taking the rectangles of the extremes and 
means, it is DB2 = 2DE2 4. DE.DC. 

Now, if the radius DE be taken — 1, this expreffion becomes 

DB2 = 2 DC, and hence the root DB = 3/ z DC. That 
is, If the meafure of the fupplemental chord of any arc be increafed 
by the number 2, the fquare root of the fum will be the fupplemental 
chord of half that arc. 

Now, to apply this to the calculation of the circumference of the 
. circle, let the arc AC be taken equal to 4of the circumference, and 
be fuccellively bife&ed by the above theorem: thus, the chord AC, 
of-lof the circumference, is the fide of the infcribed regular hexa¬ 
gon, and is therefore equal the radius AE or t *. hence, in the rights 

angle triangle ACD, it will be DC = 3/ AD2 — AC2 = y 22— 12 
= V3 = 1*7320508076, the fupplemental chord of ~ of the pe¬ 
riphery. 

Then, by the foregoing theorem, by always bifefting the arcs, 
and adding 2 to the laft fquare root, there will be found the fupple- 
mental chords of the 12th, the 24th, the 48th, the 96th, &c. parts of 
the periphery; thus. 

1/3*7320508076 — 
V 3 “9 T18 5* * 65.25 = 
1/3*0828897227 == 
V 3*99 97178465 = 
t/3‘998929,743 == 
V/3’999732?737 = 
v\3*999933o678 = 
t/3'99998326b9 = 

1*931^516525 
1 *9828897227 

1 *9957*78+65 
1*9989291743 
1*9997322757 

1 *9999350^7S 
1 *9999832669 

C 

C 

> 

4J O 
Cu-o 
C*-. 

,3 O 

I 

< 

1 2 
1 

2? 1 
n 
ter 

1 
19 2 

t _ 
7 6 8 

1 
Cl 5'3 6 J 

> 

Since then it is found that 3*9999832669 is the fquare of the fup¬ 
plemental chord of the 1 536th part of the periphery, let this number 
be taken from 4, which is the fquare of the diameter, and the remain¬ 
der 0*00001673 51 will be the fquare of the chord of the faid 15 36th 
part of the periphery, and consequently the root 3/0*0000167351 
= 0*0040906112 is the length of that chord; this number then 
being multiplied by 1 536, gives 6*2831788 for the perimeter of a 
regular polygon of 1536 fuies infcribed in the circle ; which, as the 

fide» 
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Ex. 2. If the circumference of the earth be 25000 .miles* * 
what is its diameter? 

By the 2d rule, as 3*1416 : 1 :: 25000 : 7957J nearly the 
diameter. 

PROBLEM VIII. 

To find the Length of any Arc of a Circle. 

Multiply the degrees in the given arc by the radius of 

the circle, and the produd again by the decimal *01745, for 

the length of the arc #. 
, Ex. r. 

fides of the polygon nearly coincide with the circumference of the 
circle, muft alfo exprefs the length of the circumferenee itfelf, very 
nearly. 

But now, to {hew how near this determination is 
to the truth, let AQP = 0-0040906112 reprefent 
one fide of fuch a regular polygon of 1536 Tides, 
and SRT a fide of another fimilar polygon deferibed 
about the circle ; and from the centre E let the per¬ 
pendicular EQR be drawn, bifeding AP and ST 
in Q^and R. Then, ft nee AQ^is = —AP = - - 
0.002049.3056, and EA =; 1, therefore EQL~ EA5 
— AQ^rr: *9999958167, and confequently its root 
gives EQj=: *9999979084 ; then, becaufe of the pa¬ 
rallels ap, st, it is eqj er :: ap : st :: as 
the whofe inferibed perimeter * to the circumfcribed one, that is, as 
*9999979084 * i !* 6 2831788 * 6-283 1920 the perimeter of the 
circumfcribed polygon. Now, the circumference of the circle being 
greater than the perimeter of the inner polygon, but lefs than that 
of the ouier, it muft confequently be greater than 6-2831788, 

f but lefs than 6*2831920, 
and muft therefore be nearly equal 4 their fum, or 6*2831854, 
which in fad is true to the laft figure, which fnould be a 3 inftead 
of the 4. 

H encc. the circumference being 6*2831854 when the diameter 
is 2, it will be the half of that, or 3*1415927, when the diameter 
is 1, to which the ratio in the rule, viz. 1 to 3-1416 is very near. 
Alfo, the other ratio in the rule 7 to 22 or 1 to 3-f = 3-1428 &c. 
is another near approximation. 

* It having been found, in the demonftration of the foregoing 
problem, that when the radius ot a circle is 1, the length of the 
whole circumference is 6*283 '°i4> which confifts of 360 degrees ; 
therefore as 360° : 6*283 r 854 :! i° *. *01745 &c. the length of the 
arc of 1 degree. Hence, the number *01745 multiplied by any 
number of degrees* will give the length of the arc of thofe degrees* 

D 2 - And, 
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Ex. i. To find the length of an arc of 30 degrees, the 
radius being 9 feet. Arif. 4-7115. 

Ex. 2. To find the length of an arc of 12° io^ or I2°±, 
the radius being 10 feet. Anf. 2*1231. 

PROBLEM IX. 

To find the Area of a Circle *. 
Rule 1. Multiply half the circumference by half the 

diameter. Or multiply the whole circumference by the 
whole diameter, and take \ of the product. 

Rule n. Square the diameter, and multiply that fquare 

by the decimal "7854, for the area. 

Rule iii. Square the circumference, and multiply that 
fquare by the decimal *07958. 

Ex. 1. To find the area of a circle whofe diameter is 10, 
and its circumference 31*416. 

By Rule 1. 
3I-4i6 

10 IQ 

By Rule 2. 

•7854 
“ TOO 

4) 314-16 
78'S4 78-54 

By Rule 3. 

3x'4t6 
31-416 

986'o65 
•07958 

78-54 

So that the area is ;8-54 by all the rules. 

- '• ' ~ ' , . ' „ 

And, becaufe the circumferences, and arcs, are as the diameters, or 
as the radii of the circles, therefore as the radius 1 is to any other 
radius r, fo is the length of the arc above mentioned, to rx '01745 
X degrees in the arc, which is the length of that arc, as in the rule. 

* The fir it rule is proved in the Geom. theor. 94. 
And the 2d and 3d rules are deduced from the firft rule, in this 

manner.—By that rule, dc -f- 4 is the area, when d denotes the 
diameter, and c the circumference. But, by prob. 7,r is = 3*14164; 
therefore the faid area dc ~ 4, becomes d X 8-1416 ^ ~ 41=: 
*7854 42, which gives the 2d rule.—Alfo, by the fame prob. 7, d is 

c -7- 3-1416; therefore again the fame firft area dc 4* be¬ 
comes! c -7- 3-1416 X c -r- 4 = c2 12*5664, which is c2 X 
*07958, by taking the reciprocal of 12-5664, or changing that 
divifor into the multiplier *07958 ; which gives the 3d rule. 

Corol Hence, the areas of different circles are in proportion to 
one another, as the fquare of their diameters, or as the fquare of 
their circumferences; as before proved in the Geom. theor 93. 

2 Ex. 2- 
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Ex. 2. To find the area of a circle, whofe diameter is 7, 
and circumference 22. Anf. 28-t. 

Ex 3. How urv my fquare yards are in a circle, whole dia¬ 
meter is 3'-fee, r Anf. 1*069. 

Ex. 4. To find the area of a circle’whofe circumference is 
12 feet. Anf. 11*4595. 

PROBLEM X. 

To find the Area of a Circular Ring, or Space included between 
two Concentric Circles, 

Take the difference between the areas of the two circles, 
as found by the laft problem, for the area of the ring.—Or, 
which is the fame thing, fubtracl the fquare of the lefs dia¬ 
meter from the fquare of the greater, and multiply their dif¬ 
ference by *7834*:—Or laddy> multiply the fum of the dia¬ 
meters by the difference of the fame, and that product by 
•7854 ; which is Till the fame thing, becaufe the produ£l of 
the fum and difference of any tvro quantities, is equal to the 
difference of their lquares. 

Ex. 1. The diameters of two concentric circles being 
10 and 6, required the area of the ring contained between 
their circumferences. 

Here 10 -j- 6 — 16 the fum, and 10 — 6 = 4 the diff. 
Therefore *7854 x 16 X 4 = 7854 X 64 = 50*2656, 

the area. 

Ex. 2. What is the area of the ring, the diameters of 
whofe bounding circles are 10 and 20 ? Anf. 235*62. 

PROBLEM XI. 

To find the Area of the Sector of a Circle. 

Rule i. Multiply the radius, or half the diameter, by 
half the arc of the fe&or, for the area. Or, multiply the 
whole diameter by the whole arc ol the fedlor, and take | 
of the produ£t. The reafon of which is the fame as for the 
firft rule to problem 9. 

Rule ii. As 360 is to the degrees in the arc of the fe&or, 
fo is the area of the whole circle, to the area of the feTor. 

This is evident, becaufe the feTor is proportional to the 
length of the arc, or to the degrees contained in it. 

Ex. 1. To find the area of a circular feTor, whofe arc 
contains x8 degrees; the diameter being 3 feet ? 
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1. By the ift Rule. 

Firft, 3*1416 X 3 — 9*4248, the circumference. 
And 360 : 18 : : 9*4248 : *47124, the length of the arc. 
Then -47124 X 3 -f- 4^*11781 73 = *35343> the area. 

2. By the 2d Rule. 

Firft, *7854 X 32 = 7*0686, the area of the whole circle. 
Then, as 360 : 18 :: 7'o686 : *35343- the area of the fe£tor. 

Ex. 2. To find the area of a fc6tor, whofe radius is 10, 
and arc 20. Anf. 100. 

Ex. 3. Required the area of a fe&or, whofe radius is 25, 
and its arc containing 1470 29'. Anf. 804*398(5. 

PROBLEM XII. 

To find the Area of a Segment of a Circle. 
1 

Rule i. Find the area of the feflor having the fame arc 
with the fegment, by the laft problem. 

Find alfo the area of the triangle, formed by the chord of 
the fegment and the two radii of the fedlor. 

Then take the fum of thefe two for the anfwer, when the 
fegment is greater than a femicircle: or take their difference 
for the anfwer, when it is lefs than a femicircle.—As is 
evident by inlpedion. 

Ex. 1. To find the area of the fegment ACBDA, its chord 
AB being 12, and the radius AE or CE 10. 

Firft, As AE : AD :: fin. ZD900 : fin. 
36° 52/-l ~ 36*87 degrees, the degrees in the 
ZAEC or arc AC. Their double, 73*74, 
are the degrees in the whole arc ACB. 

Now *7854 X 400 = 314*16, the area of 
the whole circle, 

Therefore 360° : 73*74 :: 314*16 : 64*3054, area of the 
feftor ACRE. 

Again, ^/AE2 —AL)2 = fj 100 — 36 = ^64 = 8 = DE. 
There!. AD x DE = 6x8 =48, the area of the tri¬ 

angle AEB. 

Hence, fedfor ACBA—triangle AEB = 16*3504, area of 
feg. ACBDA. 

Rule i. 
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Rul eii. Divide the height of the fegment by the diameter, 
and find the quotient in the column of heights in the follow¬ 
ing tablet:—Take out the correfponding area in the next 
column on the right hand; and multiply it by the fquare of 

the circle's diameter, for the area of the legment *. 

Note. When the quotient is not found exa&ly in the table, 

proportion may be made between the next lels and greater 

area, in the fame manner as is done for logarithms, ot any 

Other table. 

Table of the Areas of Circular Segments. 
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Ex. 2. Taking the fame example as before, in which are 
given the chord AB 12, and the radius io, or diameter 20. 

And having found, as above, DE -8; then CE — DE 
~ CD = 10 — 8=: 2. Hence, by the rule, CD C F 2 
-j- 20 = T the tabular height. Tnis being found in the firft 
column of the table, the correfponding tabular area is 
*04088. Then *04088 X 20a — *04088 X 400 == 16*352, 
the area, nearly the fame as before.. 

* The truth of this rule depends on the principle of fimilar plane 
figures, which are to one another as the fquare of their like linear 
dimenfions. The fegments in the table are thofe of a circle whofe 
diameter is 1 ; and the firft column contains the correfponding 
heights or verfed fines divided by the diameter. Thus then, the 
area of the fimilar fegment, taken from the table, and multiplied 
by the fquare of the diameter, gives the area of the fegment to 
this diameter. 

1, - Ex. 3. 
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Ex. 3. What is the area of the fcgment, whole height is 
18, and diameter of the circle 50? Anf. 636-375. 

Ex. 4. Required the area of the fegment whofe chord 
is 16, the diameter being 20 ? Anf. 44728. 

PROBLEM XIII. 

T’o meafure long Irregular Figures. 

* Take or meafure the breadth in feveral places, at equal 
diftances. Then add all thefe breadths together, and divide 
the fum by the number of them, for the mean breadth ; 
which multiply by the length, for the area. 

Note 1. Take-half the fum of the extreme breadths for 
one of the faid breadths \ which makes the number to divide 
by the fame as the number of parts in the bafe. 

Note 2. If the perpendiculars or breadths be not at equal 
diftances, compute all the parts feparately, as fo many trape¬ 
zoids, and add them all together for the whole area. 

Or elfe, add all the perpendicular breadths together, and 
divide their fum by the number of them for the mean breadth, 
to multiply by the length; which will give the whole area, 
not far from the truth. 

* This rule is made out as follows 
Let ABCD be the irregular piece; hav¬ 
ing the feveral breadths AD, EF, GH, 
IK, BC, at the equal diftances AE, EG, 
GI, IB. Let the feveral breadths in or- 
der be denoted by the correfponding let¬ 
ters a, b, c, dy e, and the whole length AB by /; then compute the 
areas of the parts into which the figure is divided by the perpen¬ 
diculars, as fo many trapezoids, by prob. 3, and add them all to¬ 
gether. Thus, the fum of the parts is, 
a 4* b b —1 - e c •4 d d *1* c 
~~ xAE + x EG +1_±_ X GI + —x IB 

2 
T b b 4- c , c A- d . d 4- e x v + -f- x y + xy + X 

2 ^ 2 IL 

= (** + b + e + d + %e) {m + b + c + J) 
which is the whole area, agreeing with the rule; *n being the arith¬ 
metic mean between the extremes, or half the fum of them both, 
and 4 the number of the parts. And the fame for any other num¬ 
ber of parts. 
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Ex. i. The breadths of an irregular figure, atfiveequi- 
dillant places, being 8*2, 7*4, 9*2, io*2, 8*6 ; and the whole 
length 39 ; required the area ? 

Fir ft, (8*2 + 3 ’6) -4- 2 = 8*4, the mean of the two extremes. 
Then 8*4 -j- 7*4 + 9'2 -f* 10*2 = 35% fum of breadths. 
And 35*2 4 — 8*8, the mean breadth. 
Hence 8*8 X 39 = 343*2, the anfwer. 

Ex. 2. The length of an irregular figure being 84, and the 
breadths at fix equidiftant places 17*4, 20’6, 14*2, 16*5, 2o*i, 
24*4; what is the area ? Anf. 1550*64. 

MENSURATION of SOLIDS. 

By the Menfuration of Solids are determined the fpaces 
included by contiguous furfaces, and the fum of the meafures 
of thele including furfaces, is the whole furface or fuperncies 
of the body. 

The meafure of a folid, is called its folidity, capacity, or 
content. 

Solids are meafured by cubes, whofe Tides are inches, or 
feet, or yards, &c. And hence the folidity of a body is faid 
to be fo many cubic inches, feet, yards, See. as will fill its 
capacity or fpace, or another of equal magnitude. 

The leaft folid meafure is the cubic inch, other cubes 
being taken from it according to the proportion in the fol- 
lowing table. 

Talk of Cubic or Solid Meafures, 

r 
1728 cubic inches make 

27 cubic feet 
i66-§- cubic yards 

64000 cubic poles 
512 cubic furlongs 

1 cubic foot 
I cubic yard 
I cubic pole 
1 cubic furlong 
l cubic mile. 

\ 

FRO- 
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PROBLEM I. 
% * 

To find the Superficies of a Prifm. 

Multiply the perimeter ol one end of the prifm by the 
length or height of the folid, and the product will be the 
furface of all its fides. To which add alfo the area of the 
two ends of the prifm, when required*. 

Or, compute the areas of all the fides and ends feparately, 
and add them all together. 

Ex. 1. To find the furface of a cube, the length of each 
fide being 20 feet. • Anf. 2400 feet. 

Ex. 2. To find the whole furface of a triangular prifm, 
whofe length is 20 feet, and each fide of its end or bale 
j8 inches. Anf. 91-948 feet. 

\ _ 
Ex. 3. To find the convex furface of a round prifm, or 

cylinder, whofe length is 20 feet, and diameter of its bafe is 
2 feet. Anf. 125 664. . 

Ex. 4. What mud be paid for lining a re&angular cittern 
' with lead, at 2d. a pound weight, the thicknefs of the lead 

being fuch as to weigh 71b. for each fquare foot of furface ; 
the infide dimenfions of the cittern being as follow, viz. the 
length 3 feet 2 inches, the breadth 2 feet 8 inches, and depth 
2 feet 6 inches. Anf. 2l. 3s. iofd. 

PROBLEM 11. 

f % J 

To find the Surface of a Pyramid or Cone. 

Multiply the perimeter of the bafe by the flant height, 
or length of the fide, and hall the produS! wall evidently be 
the furface of the fides, or the fum of the areas of all the 
triangles which form it. To which add the area of the end 
or bafe, if requilite. 

* The truth of this will eafily appear, by confidering that the 
fides of any prifm are parallelograms, whofe common length is the 
fame as the length of the folid, and their breadths taken all together 
make up the perimeter of the ends of the fame. 

And the rule is evidently the fame for the furface of a cylinder. 

, J Ex. 1, 
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Ex. I. What is the Upright furface of a triangular pyramid, 
the flant height being 20 feet, and each fide of the bale 3 feet? 

/' Anf. 90 feet. 

Ex. 2. Required the convex furface of a cone, or circular 
pyramid, the flant height being 50 feet, and the diameter of 
its bafe 8\ feet. Anf. 667*59. 

PROBLEM III. 

STo find the Surf nee of the Fruflum of a Pyramid or Core \ being 
the lower part, when the top is cut off by a plane parallel to 
the bafe. 

Add together the perimeters of the two ends, and multiply 
their fum by the flant height, taking half the produdl for the 
anfwer.—As is evident, becaufe the fides of the folid are 
trapezoids, having the oppofite fides parallel. 

Ex. 1. How many fquare feet are in the furface of the 
fruflum of a fquare pyramid, whofe flant height is 10 feet; 
alfo, each fide of the bafe or greater end being 3 feet 4 inches, 
and each fide of the lefs end 2 feet 2 inches ? Anf. no feet. 

Ex. 2. To find the convex furface of the fruflum of a cone, 
the flant height of the fruflum being I2f feet, and the circum¬ 
ferences of the two ends 6 and 8*4 feet. Anf. 90 feet. 

I 

PROBLEM IV. 

Po find the Solid Content of any Prifm or Cylinder. 

* Find the area of the bafe, or end, whatever the figure of 
it may be ; and multiply it by the length of the prifm or cy¬ 
linder, for the folid content. • j 

Note. For a cube, take the cube cf its fide; and for a pa- 
rallelopipedon, multiply the length, breadth and depth all 
together, for the content. 

* This rule appears from the Geom. 
theor. 110, cor. 2, and is more parti¬ 
cularly (hewn as follows: Let the an¬ 
nexed rectangular parallelopipedon be 
the folid to be meafured, and the cube 
P the folid meafuring unit, its fide be¬ 
ing 1 inch or 1 foot, Sec.; alfo, let the 
length andbreadih of the bafe AHCD, 
and the height AH, be divided into 
{paces equal to the length of the bafe of 
the cube P, namely here 3 in the length 
and z in the breadth, making 3 times 2 

or 
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Ex. i. To find the folid content of a cube, whofe fide is 
24 inches. Anf. 13824. 

Ex. 2. How many cubic feet are in a block of marble, its 
length being 3 feet 2 inches, breadth 2 feet 8 inches, and 
ihicknefs 2 feet 6 inches ? Anf. 2i£. 

Ex. 3. How many gallons of water will the cifiern contain, 
whofe dimenfions are the fame as in the laid example, when 
282 cubic inches are contained in one gallon ? Anf. i2Qyy# 

Ex. 4. Required the folidity of a triangular prifm, whofe 
length is 10 feet, and the three fides of its triangular end or 
bafe, 2re 3,4, 5 feet. ' • Anf. 60. 

Ex. 5. Required the content of a round pillar, or cylinder, 
whofe length is 20 feet, and circumference 5 feet 6 inches. 

Anf. 48-1459. 

PROBLEM V. 

Ty find the Content of any Pyramid fir Cone. 
* Find the area of the bafe, and multiply that area by the 

perpendicular height; then take 4 of the product for the 
content. 

Ex. 1. Required the folidity ol the fquare pyramid, each 
fide of its bafe being 30, and its flant height 25. Anf. 6000. 

Ex. 2. To find the content of a triangular pyramid, whofe 
perpendicular height is 30, and each fide of the bafe 3. 

Anf. 38*97117- 

or 6 fquares in the bafe AC, each equal to the bafe of the cube P. 
Hence it is manifeft that the parallelopipedon will contain the cube 
P, as many times as the bafe AC contains the bafe of the cube, re* 
jieated as often as the height AH contains the height of the cube. 
That is, the content, of any parallelopipedon is found, by multi-, 
plying the area of the bafe by the altitude of that folid. And, 
becaufe all prifms and cylinders are equal to parallelapipedons of 
equal bafes and altitudes, by Geom. theor. 108, it follows that the 
rule is general for all fuch folids, whatever the figure of the bafe 
may be. 

* This rule follows from that of the ptifm, becaufe any pyramid 
is of a prifm of equal bafe and altitude; by Geom, theor. 115, 
oor, 1 and 2* 

Ex. 3;, 
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Ex. 3. To find the content of a triangular pyramid, its 
height being 14 feet 6 inches, and the three fides of its bafe 
5, 6, 7 feet. ' Anf. 71*0352. 

Ex. 4. What is the content of a pentagonal pyramid, its 
height being 12 feet, and each fide of its bafe 2 feet ? 

Anf. 27*5276. 

Ex. 5. What is the content of the hexagonal pyramid, 
whofe height is 6*4 feet, and each fide of its bafe 6 inches ? 

Anf. 1*38564 feet. 

Ex. 6. Required the content of a cone, its height being 
lo| feet, and the circumference of its bafe 9 feet. 

* Anf. 22*56093. 

PROBLEM Vr. 

To find the Solidity, of the Fruflum of a Com or Pyramid. 

* Add into one fum, the areas of the two ends, and the 
mean proportional between them, or the fquare root of their 
produft; and 4 of that fum will be a mean area ; which 
being multiplied by the perpendicular height or length of the 
fruflum, will give its content. 

Ex. 1. To find the number of folid feet in a piece of 
timber, whofe bafes are fquares, each fide of the greater end 

* Let ABCD be any pyramid, of which BCDGFE 
is a fruflum. And put a2 for the area of the bafe 
BCD, i2 the area of the top EFG, b the height IH 
of the fruflum, and c the height A1 of the top 
part above it. Then c h — AH is the height of 
the whole pyramid. 

Hence, by the lafl prob. -|-a2 (c 4- h) is the content 
of the whole pyramid ABCD, and ±!j2c the content 
of the top part AEFG; therefore the difference 
^a2(c 4- h) — 4b2r is the content of the fruflum BCDGFE. But, 
by Geom. theor. 112, a2 \ b2 \ \ (r -f h)z ’ c2, or a l b\ \ c 4- h * c, 

_ 7/7 1 bh ah 
and a — b \ b\\h \ c ; hence c ■=. --, and c 4- h = -;; then. 

a — b a — b 

thefe values of c and c h being fubflituted for them in the ex- 
prefllon for the content of the fruflum, gives that content m X 

ah 
¥2 x 

bh 
— \h X 

a' b3 

a a — b 
yh x (a2 4- ah 4^3) i 

which is the rule above given. 
being 
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being 15 inches, and each fide of the lefs end 6 inches ; alfa, 
the length or perpendicular altitude 24 feet ? Anf. I9§. 

Ex. 2. Required the content of a pentagonal fruftum, 
whofe height is 5 feet, each fide of the bafe 18 inches, and 
each fide of the top or lefs end 6 inches. Anf. 9*31925 feet. 

Ex. 3. To find the content of a conic fruftum, the alti¬ 
tude being 18, the greateft diameter 8, and the lead dia¬ 
meter 4. • , Anf. 527*7888. 

Ex. 4. What is the folidity of the fruftum of a cone, the 
altitude being 25, alfo the circumference at the greater end 
being 20, ana at the lefs end 10 ? Anf, 464*205. 

Ex. 5. If a calk, which is two equal conic fruftums joined 
together at the bafes, have its bung diameter 28 inches, the 
head diameter 20 inches, and length 40 inches ; how many 
gallons of wine will it hold ? Anf. 79*0613. 

PROBLEM Vri. 

To find the Surface of a Sphere, or any Segment. 

* Rule i. Multiply the circumference of the fp he re 
by its diameter, and the produ& will be the whole furface 
of it. 

Rule ii. 

* Thefe rules come from the following theorems for the furface 
of a fphere, viz. That the faid furface is equal to the curve furface 
of its circumfcribing cylinder ; or that it is equal to 4 great circles 
of the fame fphere. or of the fame diameter; which are thus proved* 

Let A BCD be a cylinder, circumfcribing 
the fphere EFGH, the former generated 
by the rotation of the. rectangle FBCH 
about the axis or diameter FH; and the 
latter by the rotation of the femicircle 
FGH about the fame diameter FH. Draw 
two lines KL, MN perpendicular to the 
axis, intercepting the parts LN, OB of the 
cylinder and fphere ; then (hall the ring or 
cylindric furface generated by the rotation 
ofLN, be equal to the ring or fphcrical fur- 
face generated by the arc OP. For, firft, fuppofe the parallels KLancJ 
MN to be indefinitely near together; drawing IO, and alfo OQ paral¬ 
lel toLN. Then, the two triangles IKO, OQP being equiangular,it 

is. 
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Rule ii. Multiply the fquare of the diameter by 3*14165 
and the produ£l will be the furface. 

Note. For the furface of a fegment or fruftum, multiply 
the whole circumference of the fphere by the height of the 
part required. 

* Ex. 1. Required the convex fuperficies of a fphere, whofe 
diameter is 7, and circumference 22. Anf. 154. 

Ex. 2. Required the fuperfieies of a globe, whofe diameter 
is 24 inches. Anf. 1809-5616. 

Ex. 3. Required the area of the whole furface of the 
earth, its diameter being 7957! miles, and its circumference 
25000 miles. Anf. 198943750 fq. miles. 

Ex. 4. The axis of a fphere being 42 inches, what is the 
convex fuperficies of the fegment whofe height is 9 inches} 

Anf. 1187*5248 inches. 

Ex. 5, Required the convex furface of a fpherical zone, 
whofe breadth or height is 2 feet, and cut from a fphere of 
12| feet diameter. Anf. 78*54 feet. 

is, as OP ! OQj>r L,N •• IO or KL I KO * * circumference de- 
feribed by KL * circumf. deferibed by KO ; therefore the rectangle 
OP X circumf. of KO is equal to the rectangle LN X circumf. of 
KL ; that is, the ring deferibed by OP on the fphere, iz equal to 
the ring deferibed by LN on the cylinder. 

And as this is every where the cafe, therefore the fums of any cor- 
refponding number of thefe are alfo equal; that is, the whole fur-* 
face of the fphere, generated by the whole femicircle FGH, is equai 
to the whole curve furface of the cylinder, generated by the height 
BCj as well as the furface of any fegment generated by FO, equal 
to the furface of the correiponding fegment generated by BL. 

Carol. 1. Hence the furface of the fphere is equal to 4 of its 
great circles, or equal to the circumference E^GH, or of DC, mul¬ 
tiplied by the height BC, or the diameter FH. 

Corel. 2. Hence alfo, the furface of any fuch part as a fegment, 
or fruftum, or zone, is equal to the fame circumference of the 
fphere, multiplied by the height of the faid part. And confe- 
quently fuch lpherical curve furfaces are to one another, in the 
fame proportion as their altitudes* 

< i 

PRO- 
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PROBLEM VIII* 

To find the Solidity of a Sphere or Globe• 

* Rule 1. Multiply the furface by the diameter, and 
take £ of the produdt for the content. 

Rule ii. Take the cube of the diameter* and multiply it 
by the decimal *5236, for the content. 

Ex. 1. To find the content of a fphere whole axis is 12. 
Anf. 9047808. 

Ex. 2. To find the folid content of the globe of the earth, 
fuppofing its circumference to be 2^000 miles. 

Anf. 263858149120 miles, 
r\ / 7 

PROBLEM IX. ♦ 

To find the Solid Content of a Spherical Segment. 

t Rule i. From 3 times the diameter of the fphere, 
take double the height of the fegment; then multiply the 

remainder 

* For, put d~ the diameter, c the circuference, and sz=o 
the furface of the fphere, or of its circumfcribing cylinder; alfo, 
a — the number 3-1416. 

Then, is= the bafe of the cylinder, or one great circle of the 
fphere; and d is the height of the cylinder; therefore \Js is the 
content of the cylinder. But L of the cylinder is the fphere, by 
th. 117, Geom. that is, §■ of \dst or ±ds is the fpherewhich is the 
firft rule. 

Again, becaufethe furface s is = ad- ; therefore ~ds = ±ads =3 

•$if6d3, the content, as in the 2d rule. 

+ By cord. 3, of theor. 117, Geom. it 
appears that the fpheric fegment PFN, is 
equal to the difference between the evlinder 
ABLO, and the conic fruflum ABMQ^ 

But, putting d = AB or FH the diameter 
of the fphere or cylinder, £=FK the height 
of the fegment, r — PK the radiU3 of its 
bafe* and a ~ 3*1416; then the content 
of the cone A BI is = \ad2 X -yFI — fe^d3 ; 
and by the fimilar cones ABI, QjMI, as 

FI5 ; Kp 
4 * ** 

U 
(£ u = the cone QMI; 

therefore 
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remainder by the fquare of the height, and the produdt by 
the decimal *5236, for the content. 

Rule ii. To three times the fquare of theradiusof the 
fegment’s bafe, add the fquare of its height; then multiply 
the fum by the height, and the produdl by *5236, for the 
content. 

Ex. 1.. To find the content of a fpherical fegment, of 
2 feet in height, cut from a fp^ere of 8 feet diameter. 

Anf. 4 1 ’888* 

Ex. 2. What is the folidity of the fegment of a fphere? 
its height being 9, and the diameter of its bafe 20 ? 

Anf. 1795-4244, 

Note. 'The general rules for meafuring all forts of figures 
having been now delivered, we may next proceed to apply 
them to the feveral pra&ical ufes in life, as follows. 

therefore the cone ABI — the cone QMJ = -hadl X 

~d -— h 
(-——-—= ^adzh— %adh2 -f is = the conic fruftum ABMQ^ 

And \ad2h is = the cylinder ABLO. 

Then the difference of thefe two is \adh2 — ±ahl r= ±ah2 X 
(3d — 2h), for the fpheric fegment PFN; which is the firft rule. 

Again, becaufe PK2 = FK x KH, or r2 ~ h (d — h), therefore 

and id — 2 h — -y—\- h — ; which being 

Q Y**. n | _ ? 
fubftituted in the former rule, it becomes ±ab2 x 1--= •§•#& 

\ tO 

X [y2 which is the 2d rule. 

Note. By fubtra&ing a fegment from a half fphere, or from 
another fegment, the content of any fruftum or zone may be found. 

VOL. If. E LAND 
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LAND SURVEYING, 

SECTION I. 
« 4" 

DESCRIPTION and USE q^f the INSTRUMENTS, 

I. OF THE CHAIN. 

LAND is meafured with a chain, called Gunter’s Chain, 
from its inventor, of 4 poles or 22 yards, or 66 feet in 
length. It confilts of 100 equal links- and the length of 
each link is therefore Tyy of a yard, or of a foot, or 
7'92 inches. 

Land is eftimated in acres, roods, and perches. An acre 
is equal to iofquare chains, that is, 10 chains in length and 
1 chain in breadth. Or it is 220 X 22 — 4840 fquare yards. 
Or it is ,40 X 4 = 160 fquare poles. Or it is 1000 X 100 
= 100000 fquare links. Thefe being all the fame quantity. 

Alfo, an acre is divided into 4 parts called roods, and a 
rood into 40 parts called perches, which are fquare poles, or 
the fquare of a pole of 5^ yards long, or the fquare of | of 
a chain, or of 25 links, which is 625 fquare links, bo that 
the divilions of land meafure will be thus : 

1 / . .1 \ * 

625 fq. links = 1 pole or perch / 
40 perches = 1 rood 
4 roods = 1 acre. 

The length of lines, meafured with a chain, are bell fet 
down in links as integers, every chain in length being 100 
links; and not in chains and decimals. Therefore after the 
content is found, it will be in fquare links; then cut off five 
oi the figures on the right-hand for decimals, and the reft 
will be acres. Thefe decimals are then multiplied by 4 for 
roods, and the decimals of thefe again by 40 for perches. 

Exam. Suppofe the length of a re&angular piece of 
ground be 792 links, and its breadth 385 ; to find the area 
in acres, roods, and perches. 

792 
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792 3*04920 

385 4 

3960 •19680 

6336 40 
2376 

7*87200 

3'°492° 

Anf. 3 acres, o roods, 7 perches. 

2. OF THE PLAIN TABLE. 

This inftrument confifts of a plain reftangular board, of 
any convenient fize : the centre of which, when ufed, is fixed 
by means of fcrews to a three-legged Hand, having a ball 
and focket, or other joint, at the top, by means of which, 
when the legs are fixed on the ground, the table is inclined 
in any direction. 

To the table belong various parts, as follow. 

1. A frame of wood, made to fit round its edges, and to 
be taken off, for the convenience of putting a fheet of paper 
upon the table. The one fide of this frame is ufually divided 
into equal parts, for drawing lines acrofs the table, parallel 
or perpendicular to the fides; and the other fide of the frame 
is divided into 360 degrees from a centre which is in the 
middle of the table; by means of which the table is to be 
ufed as a theodolite, &c. 

2. A needle and compafs, either ferewed into the fide of the 
table, or fixed beneath its centre, to point out the diredtions, 
and to be a check upon the fights. 

3. An index, which is a brafs two-foot fcale, with either 
a fmall telefcope, or open fights erected perpendicularly upon 
the ends. Thefe fights and one edge of the index are in the 
fame plane, and that edge is called the fiducial edge of the 
index. 

To ufe this inftrument, take a fheet of paper which will 
cover it, and wet it to make it expand ^ then fpread it flat 
on the table, prefling down the frame upon the edges, to 
ftretch it and keep it fixed there; and when the paper is 
become dry, it will, by contracting again, ftretch itfelf 
imooth and flat from any cramps and unevennefs. On this 
paper is to be drawn the plan or form of the thing meafured. 

Thus, begin at any part ot the ground the moft proper, 
' E 2 and 
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and make a point on a convenient part of the paper or table, 
to reprefent that point of the ground ; then fix in that point 
one leg of the compalles, or a fine /feel pin, and apply to 
it the fiducial edge of the index, moving it round till through 
the fights you perceive fome remarkable objeft, as the corner 
of a field, &c ; and from the ftation point draw a line with 
the point of the compafies along the fiducial edge of the 
index ; then fet another obje£l or corner, and draw its line; 
do the fame by another, and fo on, till as many objefts are 
fet as may be thought fit. Then meafure from the ftation, 
towards as many of the objects as may be neceflfary, and no 
more, taking the requilite offsets to corners or crooks in the 
hedges, laying the meafures down on their refpe&ive lines 
on the table. Then, at any convenient place, meafured to, 
fix the table in the fame pofition, and fet the objeffs which 
appear from thence, &c, as before; and thus continue till 
the work is finiChed, meafuring fuch lines as are necefiary* 
and determining as many as may be, by interfering lines of 
direction drawn from different ftations. 

Of Jhifting the Paper on the Plain Table. 

When one paper is full, and you have occafion for more ; 
draw a line in any manner through the fartheft point of the 
laft ftation line, to which the work can be conveniently laid 
down ; then take the fheet off the table, and fix another on, 
drawing a line upon it, in a part the moft convenient for the 
reft of the work; then fold or cut the old fheet by the line 
drawn on it, applying the edge to the line on the new fheet, 
and as they lie in that pofition, continue the laft: ftation line 
on the new paper, placing on it the reft of the meafure, be¬ 
ginning at where the old fheet left off. And fo on from 
fheet to fheet. 

When the work is done, and you would faften all the 
fheets together into one piece, or rough plan, the aforefaid 
lines are to be accurately joined together, in the fame man¬ 
ner as when the lines were transferred from the old fheets to 
the new ones. 

But it is to be noted, that if the faid joining lines, on the 
old and new (beets, have not the fame inclination to the fide 
of the table, the needle will not point to the original degree 
when the table is re6Ufied ; and if the needle be required to 
ref pee! ftill the fame degree of the compafs, the eafieft way 
of drawing the lines in the fame pofition, is to draw them 
both parallel to the fame fides of the table, by means of the 
equal divificns marked on the other twro fides. 

3. OF 
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3. OF THE THEODOLITE. 

The theodolite is a brazen circular ring, divided into 360 
degrees, and having an index with fights, or a telefcope, 
placed on the centre, about which the index is moveable; 
alfo a compafs fixed to the centre, to point out courfes and 
check the fights; the whole being fixed by the centre on 
a Hand of a convenient height for ufe. 

In ufing this infirument, an exaCt account, or field-book, 
of all meafures and things necefiary to be remarked in the 
plan, mult be kept, from which to make out the plan on re¬ 
turning home from the ground. 1 

Begin at fuch part of the ground, and meafure in fuch 
directions, as you judge moft convenient; taking angles or 
directions to objects, and meafuring fuch difiances as appear 
necefiary, under the fame refiriCtions as in the ufe of the 
plain table. And it is fafeft to fix the theodolite in the ori¬ 
ginal pofition at every flation by means of fore and back 
objeCts, and the compafs, exaCtly as in ufing the plain table ; 
regifiering the number of degrees cut off by the index when 
directed to each objeCt; and, at any Ration, placing the 
index at the fame degree as when the direction towards that 
ftation was taken from the lalt preceding one, to fix the 
theodolite there in the original pofition. 

The belt method of laying down the aforefaid lines of 
direction, is to deferibe a pretty large circle; then quarter 
it, and lay on it the feveral numbers of degrees cut off by 
the index in each direction, and drawing lines from the 
centre to all thefe marked points in the circle. Then, by 
means of a parallel ruler, draw, from ftation to ftation, 
lines parallel to the aforefaid lines drawn from the centre to 
the refpeCtive points in the circumference. 

4. of t_he cross. 

The crofs confifis of two pair of fights fet at right angles 

to each other, upon a ftaff having a (harp point at the bottom 

to (tick in the ground. 
The crofs is very ufeful to meafure fmalland crooked pieces 

of ground. The method is to meafure a bafe or chief line, 
ufually in the longeft direction of the piece, from corner to 
corner; and while meafuring it, finding the places where 
perpendiculars would fall on this line, from the feveral cor¬ 
ners and bends in the boundary of the piece, with the crofs, 
by fixing it, by trials, on fuch parts of the line, fo that 
through one pair of the lights both ends of the line may 
appear, and through the other pair you can perceive the 

'i ' * * cor- 
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correfponding bends or corners ; and then meafuring the 
lengths of the faid perpendiculars. 

REMARK S. 

Befides the fore-mentioned inftruments, which are mod 
commonly ufed, there are fome others; as the circumfe¬ 
rentor, which refembles the theodolite in fhape and ufe; and 
the femicircle, for taking angles, &c. 

The perambulator is ufed for meafuring roads, and other 
great diltances on level ground, and by the fides of rivers. 
It has a wheel of 8| feet, or half a pole in circumference, 
by the turning of which the machine goes forward ; and the 
diflance meafured, is pointed out by an index, which is moved 
round by clock work. 

Levels, with telefcopic or other fights, are ufed to find the 
level between place and place, or how much one place is 
higher or lower than another. And in meafuring any Hoping 
or oblique line, either afcending or defeending, a fmall pocket 
level is ufeful for {howing how many links for each chain are 
to be deduced, to reduce the line to the true horizontal length. 

An offset-Raff is a very ufeful and neceffary inftrument for 
meafuring the offsets and other fhort diflances. It is io links 
in length, being divided and marked at each of the io links. 

Ten fmall arrows, or rods of iron or wood, are ufed to 
mark the end of every chain length, in meafuring lines. 
And fometimes pickets, or ftaves with flags, are fet up as 
marks or objettsof direction. 

Various Icales are alfo ufed in protradling and meafuring 
on the plan or paper; fuch as plane fcales, line of chords, 
protra&or, compaffes, reducing fcale, parallel and perpen¬ 
dicular rules, &c. Of plane fcales, there fliould be leveral 
lizes, as a chain in I inch, a chain in | of an inch, a chain 
in \ an inch, &c. And of tbefe, the befi for ufe are thofe 
that are laid on the very edges of the ivory fcale, to mark off 
diflances, without compaffes. 

5. OF THE FIELD-BOOK. 

In furveying "with the plane table, a field-book is not ufed, 
as every thing is drawn on the table immediately when it is 
meafured. But in furveying with the theodolite, or any 
other inffrument, fome fort of a field-book muff be ufed, to 
write down in it a regifler or account of all that is done and 
occurs relative to the furvey in hand. 

This book every one contrives and rules as he thinks fitted 
for himfelf. 1 he following is a fpecimen of a form W'hich 
has been formerly ufed. It is ruled into 3 columns: the 
middle, or principal column, is for the Rations, angles, 

' bearings, 
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bearings, diftances meafured, &c; and thofe on the right 
and left are for the offsets on the right and left, which are 
fet againft their correfponding diftances in the middle co-» 
lumn ; as alfo for fuch remarks as may occur, and may be 
proper to note in drawing the plan, &c. 

Here 0 1 is the fir ft Ration, where the angle or bearing is 
I05° 25'. On the left, at 73 links in tthe diltance or prin¬ 
cipal line, is an offset of 92; and at 610 an offset of 24 to 
a crofs hedge. On the right, at o, or the beginning, an 
offset 25 to the corner of the field; at 248 Brown’s boun¬ 
dary hedge commences ; at 610 an offset 35; and at 954, 
the end of the firft line, the o denotes its terminating in the 

' hedge. And fo on for the other Rations. 
A line is drawn under the work, at the end of every 

Ration line, to prevent confufion. 

Form of this Field-Booh, 

Offsets and Remarks 
on the left. 

* 1 

Stations, 
Bearings, 

and 
DiRances. 

Offsets and Remarks 
on the right. 

0 1 / 105° 25' 
• 

00 25 corner 
92 73 

Brown’s hedge 248 
crofs a hedge 24 610 35 

954 00 

O 2 
\ - * 

53° Io/ 
i ■: 00 00 

houfe corner 51 25 21 
120 29 a tree 

34 734 40 a Ryle 

© 3 
67° 20' 

6l 35 
a brook 30 248 

639 16 a fpring 
foot-path 16 8io 

crofs hedge 18 973 20 a pond 

But 
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But fome fkilful furveyors now make ufe of a different 
method for the field-book, namely, beginning at the bottom 
of the page and writing upwards; by which they fketch a 

neat boundary on either hand, as they pafs along ; an ex¬ 
ample of which will be given further on, in the method of 
furveying a large eftate. 

In fmaller furveys and meafurements, a good way of fetting 
down the work, is, to draw by the eye, on a piece of paper, 
a figure refembling that which is to be meafured; and fo 
writing the di'menfions, as they are found, againft the cor- 
refponding parts of the figure. And this method may be 
praftifed to a confiderable extent, even in the larger furveys. 

SECTION II. 
* 

THE PRACTICE OF SURVEYING. 
4 t • v ;' •' ■ ■* ' * 

THIS part contains the feveral works proper to be done 
in the field, or the ways of meafuring by all the inftruments, 
and in all fituations. 

PROBLEM I. 

2 0 Meajure a Line or D>'fiance, 

Tomeafure a line on the ground with the chain : Having 
provided a chain, with 10 fmall arrows, or rods, to flick 
one into the ground, as a mark, at the end of every chain ; 
two peffons take hold of the chain, one at each end of it ; 
and all the 10 arrows are taken by one of them, who goes 
foremoll, and is called the leader ;'the other being called the 
follower, for diltindfion’s fake. • 

A picket, or llation Half, being fet up in the direction of 
the line to be meafured, il there do not appear fome marks 
naturally in that dire&ion; they meafure ftraight towards it, 
the leader fixing down an arrow at the end of every chain, 
which the follower always takes up, till all the ten arrow's 
are ufed. They are then all returned to the leader, to ufe 
over again. And thus the arrows are changed from the one 
to the other at every 10 chains length, till the whoje line is 
finifhed ; then the number of changes of the arrows fhews 
the number of tens, to which the follower adds the arrows 

he 
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he holds in his hand, and the number of links of another 
chain over to the mark or end of the line. So, if there have 
been 3 changes of the arrows, and the follower hold 6 ar¬ 
rows, and the end of the line cut off 45 links more, the 
whole length of the line is fet down in links thus, 3645. 

When the ground is not level, but either afccnding or de- 
fcending; at every chain length, lay the offset Raff, or link- 
ftaff down in the flope of the chain, upon -which lay the 
fmall pocket level, to fhew how many 1 inks or parts the Hope 
line is longer than the true level one; then draw the chain 
forward fo many links or parts, which reduces the line to 
the horizontal dire&ion. 

PROBLEM II. 

To take Angles and Bearings. 

Let B and C be two objedls, or 

two pickets fet up perpendicular, and 

let it be required to take their bearings, 

or the angle formed between them at 

any ftation A. 

I. With the Plain Table. 

The table being covered with a paper, and fixed on its 
ftand : plant it at the ftation A, and fix a fine pin, or a point 
of the compares, in a proper point of the paper, to repre- 
fent the point A : Clofe by the fide of this pin lay the fiducial 
edge of the index, and turn it about, ftill touching the pin, 
till one objedt B can be feen through the fights: then by the 
fiducial edge of the index draw a line. In the very fame 
manner draw another line in the direction of the other ob¬ 
ject C. And it is done. 

2. With the Theodolite, &c. 

Diredl the fixed fights along one of the lines, as AB, by 
turning the inftrument about till the mark B is feen through 
thefe fights ; and there ferew the inftrument faft. Then turn 
the moveable index about till, through its fights, you fee the 
other mark C. Then the degrees cut by the index, upon the 
graduated limb or ring ot the inftrument, fhew the quantity 
of the angle. 

3. With the Magnetic Needle and Compafs. 

Turn the inftrument, or compafs, fo, that the north end 
of the needle point to the fiower-de-luce. Then diredf the 

* fights 
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fights to one mark as B, and note the degrees cut by the 
needle. Next dire# the fights to the other mark C, and note 
again the degrees cut by the needle. Then their Turn or 
difference, as the cafe is, will give the quantity of the angle 
BAC. 

4* By Measurement with the Chain, &c. , 

Meafure one chain length, or any other length, along 
both directions, as to b and c. ['hen meafure the diftance 
b c, and it is done.—This is eauly transferred to paper, by 
making a triangle Abe with thele three lengths, and then 
meafuring the angle A. 

PROBLEM III. 

To meafure the Offsets, 

A h i k 1 m n being a crooked hedge, or river, &c. From 
A meafure in a flraight direftion along the fide of it to B. 
And in meafuring along this line A B, obferve when you are 
diredlly oppofite any bends or corners of the boundary, as at 
c, d, e, &c; and from thence meafure the perpendicular 
offsets c h, d i, &c, with the offset-flaff, if they are not very 
large, otherwife with the chain itfelf. And the work is 
done. The regifter, or field-book, may be as follows: 

Offs. left. Bafe line AB. 
f 

0 
c h 62 
d i 84 
e k 70 
fi 9s 

gm 57 
B n 91 

O A 
45 Ac 

220 A d 
340 A e 
510 A f 

634 Ag 
785 AB 

A c d e f g & 

PROBLEM IV. 

To furvey a Triangular Field ABC. 

I. By the Chain, 
C 

AP 794 
AB 1321 
PC 826 

A P 

Having 
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Having fet up marks at the corners, which is to be done 
in all cafes where there are not marks naturally; meafure 
with the chain from A to P, where a perpendicular would 
fall from the angle C, and fet up a mark at P, noting down 
the diftance AP. Then complete the diftance AB by mea- 
furing from P to B. Having fet down this meafure, return 
to P, and meafure the perpendicular PC. And thus, having 
the bafe and perpendicular, the area from them is eafily 
found. Or having the place P of the perpendicular, the 
triangle is eafily conftrudted. 

Or, meafure all the three fides with the chain, and note 
them down. From which the content is eafily found, or the 
figure conltructed. 

2. By taking foma of the Angles, 

Meafure two fides AB, AC, and the angle A between 
them. Or meafure one fide AB, and the two adjacent angles 
A and B. From either of thefe ways the figure is eafily 
planned ; then by meafuring the perpendicular CP on the 
plan, and multiplying it by half AB, you have the content. 

PROBLEM V. 

To meafure a Four-Jided Field. 

I. By the Chain. 

AE 
AF 
AC 

214 
262 
592 

210 DE 
306 BF 

Meafure along either of the diagonals, as AC ; and either 
the two perpendiculars DE, BF, as in the laft problem ; or 
elfe the fides AB, BC, CD, DA. From either of which 
the figure may be planned and computed as before diredfed. 

Otherwife, by the Chain. 

AP no 

aQ-745 
AB mo 

352 PC 

595 OP 

Meafure on the longed fide, the diflances AP, AQj AB; 
and the perpendicular PC, QD. 

2. By 
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2. By taking fame of the Angies. 

Meafure the diagonal AC (fee the laft fig. but one), and 
the angles CAB, CAD, ACB, ACD.—-Or meafure the four 
fides, and any one of the angles, as ICAD. 

Thus 
AC ,591 

CAB 370 20' 
CAD 41 15 
ACB 72 25 
ACD 54 40 

Or thus 
AB 486 
BC 39+ 
CD 410 
DA 462 

BAD 78° 35' 

PROBLEM VI. 

'To furvey any Field by the Chain only. 

Having fet up marks at the corners, where neceiTary, of 
the propofed field ABCDEFG, walk over the ground, 
and confider how it can bed; be divided in triangles and tra¬ 
peziums; and meafure them feparately as in the laft two 
problems. Thus, the following figure is divided into the 
two trapeziums ABCG, GDEF, and the triangle GCD. 
Then, in the firft trapezium, beginning at A, meafure the 
diagonal AC, and the two perpendiculars G m, Bn. Then 
the bafe GC, and the perpendicular Dq. Laftly, the dia¬ 
gonal DF, and the two perpendiculars p E, oG. All which 
meafures write againft the correfponding parts of a rough 
figure drawn to refemble the figure to be furveyed, or let 
them down in any other form you choofe. 

Thus 
A m *35 
A n 410 
A c 550 

cq 152 
CG 440 

Fo 206 
Fp 288 
FD 520 

Thus 
130 m G 
180 n B 

230 q D 

120 o G 
80 p E 

B 

Or 

K 
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; Or thus, 

Meafqre all the Tides AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FG, an 
GA; and the diagonals AC, CG, GD, DF. 

Otherwife. 

Many pieces of land may be very well furveyed, by mea- 
furing any bafe line, either within or without them, together 
with the perpendiculars let fall upon it from every corner of 
them. For they are by thofe means divided into feveral 
triangles and trapezoids, all whofe parallel Tides are perpen¬ 
dicular to the bafe line ; and the lum of theie triangles and 
trapeziums will be equal t<£ the figure propofed if the bafe 
line fall within it ; it not, the fum of the parts which are 
without being taken from the fum of the whole which are 
both within and without, will leave the area of the figure 
propofed. 

In pieces that are not very large, it will be Tufficiently 
exact to find the points, in the bafe line, where the feveral 
perpendiculars will fall, by means of the crofs, and from 
thence meafuring to the corners for the lengths of the per¬ 
pendiculars.-—And it will be moft convenient to draw the 
line fo as that all the perpendiculars may fall within the 
figure. 

Thus, in the following figure, beginning at A, and mea¬ 
furing along the line AG, the diftances and perpendiculars 
on the right and left, are as below. 

A b 3*5 35° b B 

A c 440 70 c C 

' A d 585 320 d D 

A e 610 50 e E 

A f 99° 470 f F 

AG 1020 0 

PS 0- 
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PROBLEM VII. 

To furvey any Field with the Plain Table. 

1. From one Station. 

Plant the table at any angle 
as C, from whence all the other 
angles, or marks fet up, can be 
feen; turn the table about till the 
needle point to the flower-de-luce; 
and there fcrew it faft. Make a 
point for C on the paper on the 
table, and lay the edge of the index 
to C, turning it about C till through 
the fights you fee the mark D; and 
by the edge of the index draw a dry or obfcure line: then 
meafure the diflance CD, and lay that dillance down on the 
line CD. Then turn the index about the point C, till the 
mark E be feen through the fights, by which draw a line, 
and meafure the difiance to E, laying it on the line from C 
to E. In like manner determine the pofitions of CA and CB, 
by turning the fights fucceflively to A and B; and lay the 
lengths of thofe lines down. Then conned! the points with 
the boundaries of the field, by drawing the black lines CD, 
DE, EA, AB, BC. 

2. From a Station within the Field. 

When all the other parts cannot 
be feen from one angle, choofe fome 
place O within; or even without, if 
more convenient, from whence the 
other parts can be feen. Plant the 
table at O, then fix it with the needle 
north, and mark the point O on it. 
Apply the index fucceflively to O, 
turning it round with the fights to 
each angle A, B, C, D, E, drawing 
dry lines to them by the edge of the index; then meafuring 
the diftances OA, OB, &c, and laying them down upon 
thofe lines. Laftly, draw the boundaries AB, BC, CD, 
DE, EA. 

3. By going round the Figure. 

When the figure is a wood, or water, or from fome other 
obfiru&ion you cannot meafure lines acrofs it; begin at any 

point 

D 

D 
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point A, and meafure round it, either within or without the 
figure, and draw the direflions of all the lides thus : Plant 
the table at A, turn it with the needle to the north or flower- 
de-luce ; fix it, and mark the point A. Apply the index to A, 
turning it till you can fee the point E, and there draw a line; 
then the point B, and there draw a line: then meafure thefe 
lines, and lay them down from A to E and B. Next, move the 
table to B, lay the index along the line AB, and turn the table 
about until you can fee the mark A, and fcrew faff the table; 
in which pofition alfo the needle will again point to the flower- 
de-luce, as it will do indeed at every llation when the table is 
in the right pofition. Here turn the index about B till through 
the fights you fee the mark C; there draw a line, meafure 
BC, and lay the diffance upon that line after you have fet 
down the table at C. Turn it then again into its proper 
pofition, and in like manner find the next line CD. And fa 
on quite round by E to A again. Then the proof of the 
work will be thejoining at A: for if the work is all right, 
the laff direffion EA on the ground, will pafs exactly through 
the point A on the paper; and the meafured diflance will 
alfo reach exa&ly to A. If thefe do not coincide, or nearly 
fo, fome error has been committed, and the work muff be 
examined over again. 

PROBLEM VIII. 

To ftrvey a Field with the Theodolite, &c. 

I. From one Point or Station, 

When all the angles can be feen from one point, as the 
angle C (firif fig. to laft prob.) place the inffrument at C, 
and turn it about till, through the fixed fights, you fee the 
mark B, and there fix it. Then turn the moveable index 
about till the mark A is feen through the fights, and note 
the degrees cut on the inffrument. Next turn the index 
fuccefhvely to E and D, noting the degrees cut off at each ; 
which gives all the angles BC A, BCE, BCD. Laftly, meafure 
the lines CB, CA, CE, CD; and enter the’meafures in a 
field-book, or rather againff the correfponding parts of a 
rough figure drawn by guefs to refemble the field. 

2. From a Point within or zvithout. 

Plant the inffrument at O (laft fig.), and turn it about 
till the fixed fights point to any objecf, as A ; and there 
fcrew it faff. Then turn the moveable index round till the 

fights 
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fights point fucceffively to the other points E, D,C, B, noting 
the degrees cut off at each of them ; which gives all the angles 
round the point O. Laftly, meafure the diftances OA, OB, 
OC, OD, OE, noting them down as before, and the work is 
done. 

3. By going round the Field, 
1 ,• 

By meafuring round, either 
within or'without the field, pro¬ 
ceed thus. Having fet up marks 
at B, C, &c, near the corners as 
ufual, plant the inftrument at 
any point A, and turn it till the 
fixed index be in the direifion 
AB, and there ferew it faft: then 
turn the moveable index to the 
direction AF ; and the degrees cut off will be the angle A. 
Meafure the line AB, and plant the inftrument at B, and 
there in the fame manner obierve the angle A. Then mea¬ 
fure BC, and obferve the angle C. Then meafure the 
diftance CD, and take the angle D. Then meafure DE, 
and take the angle E. Then meafure EF, and take the angle 
F. And laftly meafure the diftance FA. 

To prove the work ; add all the inward angles A, B, C, 
&c, together, for when the work is right, their fum will be 
equal to twice as many right angles as the figure has fides, 
wanting 4 right angles. But when there is an angle, as F, 
that bends inwards, and you meafure the external angle, 
which is lefs than two right angles, fubtratft: it from four 
right angles, or 360 degrees, to give the internal angle 
greater than a femicircle or 180 degrees. 

Otherwife. 

Inftead of obferving the internal angles, you may take the 
external angles, formed without the figure by producing the 
fides further out. And in this cafe, when the work is right, 
their fum altogether will be equal to 360 degrees. But when 
one of them, as F, runs inwards, fubtradl it from the fum of 
the reft, to leave 360 degrees. 

PROBLEM IX. 

To furvey a Field with Crooked Hedge St t$c. 

With any of the inftruments, meafure the lengths and po- 
fitions of imaginary lines running as near the fides of the field 

as 
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as you can: and, in going along them, meafure the offsets in 
the manner before taught; then you will have the plan on the 
paper in ufing the plain table, drawing the crooked hedges 
through the ends of the offsets; but in furveying with the 
theodolite, or other inftrument, fet down the meafures pro¬ 
perly in a field-book, or memorandum-book, and plan them 
after returning from the field, by laying down all the lines 
and angles. 

So, in furveying the piece ABCDE, fet up marks a, b, c, d, 
dividing it into as few fides as may be. Then begin at any 
Ration a, and meafure the lines ab, be, cd, da, taking their 
pofitions, or the angles a, b, c, d; and, in going along the 
lines, meafure all the offsets, as at m, n, o, p, &c, along 
every Ration line. 

And this is done either within the field, or without, as 
may be moft convenient. When there are obftru&ions 
within, as wood, water, hills, &c, then meafure without, as 
in the figure here below. 

Vol. II, 
w 

F PRO- 
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PROBLEM X. 
, . . i 

To Jurvty a Field, or any other Thing, by two Stations. 

This is performed by choofing two Rations, from whence 
all the marks and objects can be feen; then meafuring the 
difiance between the Rations, and at each Ration, taking the 
angles formed by every objedl, from the Ration line or dif¬ 
tance. 

The two Rations may be taken either within the bounds, 
or in one of the fides, or in the dire&ion of two of the 
obje&s, or quite at a diRance and without the bounds of 
the objedls, or part to be furveyed. 

In this manner, not only grounds may be furveyed, with¬ 
out even entering them, but a map may be taken of the 
principal parts of a county, or the chief places of a town, 
or any part of a river or coaR furveyed, or any other inac- 
ceflible obje£ls; by taking two Rations, on two towers, or 
two hills, or fuch like. 

To furvey a Large EJlate. 

I f the eRate be very large, and contain a great number of 
fields, it cannot well be done by furveying all the fields 
fingly, and then putting them together; nor can it be done 
by taking all the angles and boundaries that inclofe it. For 
in thefe cafes, any fmall errors will be fo multiplied, as 
to render it very much difiorted. 

i. Walk 
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1. Walk over the eftate two or three times, in order to 
get a perfeft idea of it, and till you can carry the map of it 
tolerably well in your head. And to help your memory, 
draw an eye draught of it on paper, or at leaf! of the prin¬ 
cipal parts of it, to guide you ; fetting the names within the 
fields in that draught. 

2. Choofe two or more eminent places in the eftate, for 
Rations, from whence all the principal parts of it can be feen: 
and let thefe Rations be as far diftant from one another as 
poflible. 

3. Take fuch angles, between the Rations, as you think 
neceffary, and meafure the diftances from Ration to Ration, 
always in a right line : thefe things muft be done, till you 
get as many angles and lines as are fufiicient for determining 
all the points of Ration. And in meafuring any of thefe 
Ration diftances, mark accurately where thefe lines meet 
with any hedges, ditches, roads, lanes, paths, rivulets, &c ; 
and where any remarkable obje6f is placed, by meafuring its 
diftance from the Ration line ; and where a perpendicular 
from it cuts that line. And thus as you go along any main 
Ration line, take offsets to the ends of all hedges, and to any 
pond, houfe, mill, bridge, &c, omitting nothing that is 
remarkable, and noting every thing down. 

4. As to the inner parts of the eftate, they muft be de¬ 
termined in like manner, by new Ration lines : for, after the 
main Rations are determined, and every thing adjoining to 
them, then the eftate muft be fubdivided into two or three' 
parts by new Ration lines ; taking inner Rations at proper 
places, where you can have the beft view. Meafure thefe 
Ration lines as you did the firft, and all their interfe&ions 
with hedges, and offsets to fuch objefts as appear. Then 
proceed to furvey the adjoining fields, by taking the angles 
that the fides make with the Ration line, at the interfe&ions, 
and meafuring the diftances to each corner, from the inter- 
feffions. For the Ration lines will be the bafes to all the 
future operations; the fituation of all parts being entirely 
dependent upon them ; and therefore they fhould be taken 
of as great length as poflible ; and it is beft for them to run 
along fome of the hedges or boundaries of one or more fields, 
or to pafs through fome of their angles. All things being 
determined for thefe Rations, you muft take more inner 
Rations, and continue to divide and fubdivide till at Iaft you 
come to Angle fields; repeating the fame work for the inner 
Rations, as for the outer ones, till all is done; and clofe the 
work as often as you can, and in as few lines as poffible. 
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5, An eftate may be fo fituated that the whole cannot be 
furveyed together ; becaufe one part of the eftate cannot be 
feen from another. In this cafe, you may divide it into 
three or four parts, and furvey the parts feparately, as if 
they were lands belonging to different perfons ; and at laft 
join them together. 

6. As it is neceffary to protraft or lay down the work as 
you proceed in it, you mull have a fcale of a due length to 
do it by. To get fuch a fcale, meafure the whole length of 
the eftate in chains; then confider how many inches long 
the map is to be ; and from thefe will be known how many 
chains you mull have in an inch; then make the fcale ac¬ 
cordingly, or choofe one already made. 

The New Method of Surveying. 

In the former method of meafuring a large eftate, the 
accuracy of it depends on the corre&nefs of the inftruments 
ufed in taking the angles. To avoid the errors incident to 
fuch a multitude of angles, other methods have of late years 
been ufed by fome few fkilful furveyors: the moft pradtical, 
expeditious, and correti, feems to be the following. 

Choofe two or more eminences, as grand ftations, and 
meafure a principal bafe line from one ftation to the other, 
noting every hedge, brook, or other remarkable objeft as 
you pafs by it; meafuring alfo luch Ihort perpendicular lines 
to the bends of hedges as may be near at hand. From the 
extremities of this bafe line, or from any convenient parts 
of the fame, go off with other lines to fome remarkable ob- 
jedt fituated towards the tides of the eftate, without regard¬ 
ing the angles they make with the bafe line or with one an¬ 
other ; ftill remembering to note every hedge, brook or other 
objedf that you pafs by. Thefe lines, when laid down by 
interfedlions, will with the bafe line form a grand triangle 
on the eftate; feveral of which, it need be, being thus laid 
down, you may proceed to form other fmaller triangles and 
trape2oids on the tides ot the former: and fo on, until you 
finifh with the enclofures individually. 

This grand triangle being completed, and laid down on 
the rough plan paper, the parts, exterior as well as interior, 
are to be completed by fmaller triangles and trapezoids. 

' In countries where the lands arc cnelofed with high hedges, 
and where many lanes pafs through an eftate, a theodolite 
may be ufed to advantage, in meafuring the angles of fuch 

lands; 
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lands; by which means, a kind of fkeleton of the eftate may 
be obtained, and the lane-lines ferve as the bafes of fuch 
triangles and trapezoids as are necelfary to fill up the interior 
parts. 

The field-book is ruled into three columns. In the 
middle one are fet down the diftances on the chain line at 
which any mark, offset, or other obfervation is made; and 
in the right and left hand columns are entered the offsets 
and obfcrvations made on the right and left hand relpedfivcly 
of the chain line. 

It is of great advantage, both for brevity and perfpicuity, 
to begin at the bottom of the leaf, and write upwards ; de¬ 
noting the croffingof fences, by lines drawn acrofs the middle 
column, or only a part of fuch a line on the right and left 
oppofite the figures, to avoid confufion ; and the corners of 
fields, and other remarkable turns in the fences where offsets 
are taken to, by lines joining in the manner the fences do, 
as will be beft feen by comparing the book with the plan 
annexed to the field-book following, p. 74. 

The letter in the left-hand corner at the beginning of every 
line, is the mark or place meafured from; and, that at the 
right hand corner at the end, is the mark meafured to: But 
when it is not convenient to go exaffly from a mark, the 
place meafured from, is defcribed fuch a difiance from one 

mark towards another; and where a mark is not meafured 
to, the exaff place is afeertained by faying, turn to the right 
or left hand, fuch a difiance to fuch a murk, it being always 
underftood that thofe difiances are taken in the chain line. 

The charaffers ufed, are [ for turn to the right handy 

( for turn to the left handy and A placed over an offset, to 
fhew that it is not taken at right angles wfith the chain line, 
but in the line with fume ftraight fence; being chiefly ufed 
when crofling their directions, and it is a better way of ob¬ 
taining tneir true places than by offsets at right angles. 

When a line is meafured whofe pofition is determined, 
either by former work (as in the cafe of producing a given 
line, or meafuring from one known place or mark to another) 
or by itfelf (as in the thiid fide of a triangle) it is called a 
faft line, and a double line acrofs the book is drawn at the 
conclufion of it; but if its polition is not determined (as m 
the fecond fide of a triangle) it is called a looje line, and a 
fingle line is drawn acrofs the book. When a line becomes 
determined in pofition, and is afterwards continued, a double 
line half through the book is drawn. 

When 
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When a loofe line is meafured, it becomes absolutely ne- 
cefTary to meafure Some line that will determine its pofition. 
Thus, the firft line ahy being the bafe of a triangle, is al¬ 
ways determined ; but the pofition of the Second fide hj, does 
not become determined, till the third fide jb is meafured; 
then the triangle maybe conftru&ed, and the pofition of 
both is determined. 

At the beginning of a line, to fix a loofe line to the mark 
or place meafured from, the fign of turning to the right or 
left hand muft be added (as at j in the third line); other- 
wife a ftranger, when laying down the work, may as eafily 
conftrudt the triangle hjb on the wrong fide of the line ab9 

as on the right one : but this error cannot be fallen into, if 
the fign above named be carefully obferved. 

In choofing a line to fix a loofe one, care muft be taken 
that it does not make a very acute or obtufe angle ; as in the 
triangle pBr, by the angle at B being very obtufe, a fmall 
deviation from truth, even the breadth of a point at p or r, 
would make the error at B, when conftru&ed, very consi¬ 
derable ; but by conftru6ting the triangle pBq, Such a devia¬ 
tion is of no confequence. 

Where the words leave off are written in the field-book* it 
is to fignify that the taking of offsets is from thence discon¬ 
tinued; and of courfe Something is wanting between that 
and the next offset. . 

The field-book for this method, and the plan drawn from 
it, are contained in the tour following pages, engraven on 
copper-plates. 

& 
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PROBLEM XII. 

To furvey a County, or large Trafi of Land. 

1. Choose two, three, or four eminent places, for Rations; 
fuch as the tops of high hills or mountains, towers, or 
church Reeples, which may be feen from one another; from 
which mod of the towns and other places of note may alfo 
be feen ; and fo as to be as far diftant from one another as 
poflible. Upon thefe places raife beacons, or long poles, 
with flags of different colours flying at them, fo as to be 
vifible from all the other Rations. 

2. At all the places, which you would fet down in the 
map, plant long poles with flags at them, of feveral colours, 
to diftinguifli the places from one another; fixing them on 
the tops of church fteeples, or the tops of houfes* or in the 
centres of letfer towns. 

Thefe marks then being fet up at a convenient number of 
places, and fuch as may be feen from both Rations ; go to 
one of thefe Rations, and, with an inflrument to take angles, 
Randingat that Ration, take all the angles between the other 
Ration and each of thefe marks. Then go to the other 
Ration, and take all the angles between the firR Ration and 
each of the former marks, letting them down with the others, 
each againR his fellow with the fame colour, You may, if 
you can, alfo take the angles at fome third Ration, which 
may ferve to prove the work, if the three lines interfeft in 
that point where any mark Rands. The marks muR Rand 
till the obfervations are finifiied at both Rations ; and then 
they muR be taken down, and fet up at frelh places. The 
fame operations muR be performed, at both Rations, for 
thefe frefh places; and the like for others. The inRrument 
for taking angles muR be an exceeding good one, made on 
purpofe with telelcopic fights; and of a good length of ra¬ 
dius. A circumferentor is reckoned a good inRrument for 
this purpofe. 

3. And though it be not abfolutely neceflary to meafure 
any diRance, becaufe a Rationary line being laid down from 
any fcule, all the other lines will be proportional to it ; yet 
it is better to meafure fome of the lines, to afeertain the 
diRances of places in miles, and to know how many geo¬ 
metrical miles there are in any length ; as alfo from thence 
to make a fcale to meafure any diRance in miles. In mea- 
furing any diRance, it will not be exadf enough to go along 
the high roads; by reafon of their turnings and windings. 
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hardly ever lying in a right line between the ftations, 
which muft caufe infinite redu&ions, and create endlefs 
trouble to make it a right line; for which reafon it can never 
be exadh But a better way is to meafure in a right lind 
with a chain, between ftation and Ration, over hills and 
dales or level fields, and all obftacles. Only in cafe of water, 
woods, towns, rocks, banks, &c, where one cannot pafs, 
fuch parts of the line muft be meafured by the methods of 
inacceflible diftances; and befides, allowing for afcents and 
defcents, when they are met with. A good compafs that 
fhews the bearing of the two Rations, will always direft you 
to go ftraight, when you do not fee the two Rations; and in 
the progrefs, if you can go ftraight, offsets may be taken to 
any remarkable places, likewife noting the interfedlion of the 
Ration line with all roads, rivers, &c. 

4. From all the ftations, and in the whole progrefs, be 
very particular in obferving fea-coafts, river-mouths, towns, 
cafties, houfes, churches, mills, trees, rocks, fands, roads, 
bridges, fords, ferries, woods, hills, mountains, rills, brooks, 
parks, beacons, ftuices, floodgates, locks, See, and in general 
every thingUhat is remarkable. 

5. After you have done with the firft and main Ration 
lines, which command the whole county ; you muft then 
take inner ftations, atfome places already determined; which 
will divide the wrhole intofeveral partitions: and from thefe 
ftations you muft determine the places of as many of the 
remaining towns as you can. And if any remain in that 
part, you muft take more ftations, at fome places already 
determined ; from which you may determine the reft. And 
thus go through all the parts of the county, taking Ration 
after Ration, till we have determined all wre want. And in 
general the Ration diftances muft always pafs through fuch 
remarkable points as have been determined before, by the 
former ftations. 

PROBLEM XIII. 

To furvey a Town or City. 

This may be done with any of the inflruments for taking 
angles, but beft of all with the plain table, where every mi¬ 
nute part is drawn while in fight. It is beft alfo to have a 
chain of 50 feet long, divided into 50 links of one loot each, 
and an offset-Raff of 10 feet long. 

Begin 
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Begin at the meeting of two or more of the principal 
ftreets, through which you can have the longeft profpedts, 
to get the longeft ftation lines: There having fixed the in¬ 
ftrument, draw lines of diredlion along thofe fireets, ufing 
two men as marks, or poles fet in wooden pedeftals, or per¬ 
haps fome remarkable places in the houfes at the further 
ends, as windows, doors, corners, &c. Meafure thefe lines 
with the chain, taking offsets with the ftaff, at all corners 
of ftreets, bendings, or windings, and to all remarkable 
things, as churches, markets, halls, colleges, eminent houfes, 
&c. Then remove the inftrument to another ftation, along 
one of thele lines; and there repeat the fame procefs as be¬ 
fore, And 16 on till the whole is finifhed. 

Thus, fix the inftrument at A, and draw lines in the 
diredfion of all the ftreets meeting there ; then meafure AB, 
noting the ftreet on the left at m. At the fecond ftation B, 
draw the directions of the ftreets meeting there ; and mea¬ 
fure from B to C, noting the places of the ftreets at n and o 
as you pafs by them. At the 3d ftation C, take the diredtion 
of all the ftreets meeting there, and meafure CD. At D do 
the fame, and meafure DE, noting the place of the crofs 
ftreets at p. And in this manner go through all the prin¬ 
cipal ftreets. This done, proceed to the fmaller and interme¬ 
diate ftreets; and laftly, to the lanes, alleys, courts, yards, 
and every part that it may be thought proper to reprefent in 
the plan. 

SEC- 
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SECTION III. 

Of PLANNING, COMPUTING, and DIVIDING. 

PROBLEM I. 

"To lay down the Plan of any Survey. 

IF the Purvey was taken with a plain table, you have a 
rough plan of it already on the paper which covered the 
table. But if the Purvey was with any other instrument, a 
plan of it is to be drawn from the meafures that were taken 
in the Purvey, and firft of all a rough plan on paper. 

To do this, you rauft have a fet of proper inftruments, 
for laying down both lines and angles, See ; as Pcales of va¬ 
rious lizes, the more of them, and the more accurate, the 
better ; feales of chords, protractors, perpendicular and pa¬ 
rallel rulers, &c. Diagonal feales are bell for the lines, 
becaufe they extend to three figures, or chains and links, 
which are hundredth parts or chains. But in ufing the 
diagonal fcale, a pair of compares mull be employed to take 
off the lengths of the principal lines very accurately. But a 
fcale with a thin edge divided, is much readier for laying 
down the perpendicular offsets to crooked hedges, and for 
marking the places of thofe offsets upon the Itation line ; 
which is done at only one application of the edge of the 
fcale to that line, and then pricking off all at once the dis¬ 
tances along it. Angles are to be laid down either with a 
good fcale of chords, which is perhaps the mofl accurate 
way ; or with a large protraftor, which is rpuch readier when 
many angles are to be laid down at one point, as they are 
pricked off all at once round the edge of the protradfor. 

In general, all lines and angles muff be laid down on the 
plan in the fame order in which they were meafured in the 
field, and in which they are written in the field-book; laying 
down firft the angles for the pofition of lines, next the 
lengths of the lines, with the places of the offsets, and then 
the lengths of the offsets themfelves, all with dry or obfeure 
lines ; then a black line drawn through the extremities of all 
the offsets, will be the hedge or bounding line of the field, 
&c. After the principal bounds and lines are laid down, 
and made to fit or clofe properly, proceed next to the fmaller 
objetls, till you have entered every thing that ought to ap¬ 
pear in the plan, as houfes, brooks, trees, hills, gates, flilcs, 
roads, lanes, mills, bridges, woodlands, Sec. Sec. 

The 
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The north Jfde of a map or plan is commonly placed 
uppermoft, and a meridian lomewhere drawn, with the com- 
pafs or flower-de-luce pointing north. Alfo, in a vacant 
part, a fcaleof equal parts or chains is drawn, with the title 
of the map in confpicuous characters, and embellifhed with 
a compartment. Hills are fhadowed, to difiinguifh them in 
the map Colour the hedges with different colours; repre- 
fent hilly grounds by broken hills and valleys; draw fingle 
dotted lines for foot-paths, and double ones for horfe or car¬ 
riage roads. Write the name of each field and remarkable 
place wdthin it, and, if you choofe, its content in acres, 
roods, and perches. 

In a very large effate, or a county, draw vertical and ho- 
* rizontal lines through the map, denoting the fpaces between 

them by letters placed at the top, and bottom, and fides, for 
readily finding any field or other object mentioned in a 
table. , ' • 

In mapping counties, and eftates that have uneven grounds 
of hills and valleys, reduce all oblique lines, meafured up¬ 
hill and down-hill, to horizontal ffraight lines, if that was 
not done during the furvey, before they were entered in the 
field-book, by making a proper allowance to fhorten them. 
For which purpofe there is commonly a fmall table engraven 
on fome of the inffruments for furveying. , 

PROBLEM II. 

To compute the Contents of Fields. 

1. Compute the contents of the figures, whether triangles, 
or trapeziums, &c, by the proper rules for the feveral figures 
laid down in meafuring; multiplying the lengths by the 
breadths, both in links, and divide by 2; the quotient is 
acres, after you have cut off five figures on the right for 
decimals. Then bring thele decimals to roods and perches, 
by multiplying firlt by 4, and then by 40. An example of 
which is given in the defeription of the chain, pag. 50. 

2. In fmall and feparate pieces, it is ufual to compute their 
contents froni the meafures of the lines taken in furveying 
them, without making a correct plan of them. 

3. In pieces bounded by very crooked and winding hedges, 
meafured by offsets, all the parts between the offsets are molt 
accurately meafured feparately as fmall trapezoids. 

4. Sometimes fuch pieces as that laft mentioned, are com¬ 
puted by finding a mean breadth, by dividing the fum of the 

offsets 
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offsets by the number of them, accounting that for one of 
them where the boundary meets the Ration line; then mul¬ 
tiply the length by that mean breadth. 

But this method is commonly in fome degree erroneous. 

5. But in larger pieces, and whole eflates, confifting of 
many fields, it is the common pra&ice to make a rough plan 
of the whole, and from it compute the contents quite inde¬ 
pendent of the meafures of the lines and angles that were 
taken.in furveying. For then new lines are drawn in the 
fields in the plan, fo as to divide them into trapeziums and 
triangles, the bafes and perpendiculars of which are mea- 
fured on the plan by means of the fcale from which it was 
drawn, and fo multiplied together for the contents. In this 
way, the work is very expeditioufly done, and fufficiently 
correft; for .fuch dimenfions are taken as afford the molt 
eafy method of calculation ; and, among a number of parts, 
thus taken and applied to a fcale, it is likely that fome of 
the parts will be taken a fmail matter too little, and others 
too great; fo that they will, upon the whole, in all proba¬ 
bility, very nearly balance one another. After all the fields, 
and particular parts, are thus computed feparately, and added 
all together into one fum; calculate the whole eilate inde¬ 
pendent of the fields, by dividing it into large and arbitrary 
triangles and trapeziums, and add thefe alfo together. Then 
if this fum be equal to the former, or nearly fo, the work 
is right; but if the fums have any confiderable difference, it 
is wrong, and they muff be examined, and recomputed, till 
they nearly agree. 

6. But the chief fecret in computing, confiRs in finding 
the contents of pieces bounded by curved or very irregular 
lines, or in reducing fuch crooked fides of fields or boun¬ 
daries to Rraight lines, that (hall inclofe the fame or equal 
area with thofe crooked fides, and fo obtain the area of the 
curved figure by means of the right-lined one, which will 
commonly be a trapezium. Now this reducing the crooked 
fides to Rraight ones, is very eafily and accurately performed 
in this manner:—Apply the Rraight edge ol a thin, clear 
piece of lanthorn-horn to the crooked line which is to be 
reduced, in fuch a manner, that the fmail parts cut off from 
the crooked figure by if, may be equal to thofe which are 
taken in : which equality of the parts included and excluded 
you will prefently be able to judge of very nicely by a little 
pra&ice: then with a pencil, or point of a tracer, draw a 
line by the Rraight edge of the horn. Do the fame by the 
other fides of the field or figure. So (hall you have a Rraight 

Rded 
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fided figure equal to the curved one; the content of which, 
being computed as before diredled, will be the content of the 
curved figure propofed. 

Or, inftead of the ftraight edge of the horn, a horfe-hair 
tnay be applied acrofs the crooked fides in the fame manner; 
and the eafieft way of ufing the' hair, is to firing a fmall 
flender bow with it, either of wire, or cane, or whale-bone, 
or fuchlike flender elaftic matter; for, the bow keeping it 
always ftretched, it can be eafily and neatly applied with one 
hand, while the other is at liberty to make two marks by the 
fide of it, to draw the ftraight line by. 

EXAMPLE. 

Thus, let it be required to find the contents of the fame 
figure as in prob. ix of the laft fe&ion, pag. 65, to a fcale 
of 4 chains to an inch. 

% 

Draw the four dotted ftraight lines AB, BC, CD, DA, 
cutting off equal quantities on both fides of them, which 
they do as near as the eye can judge : fo is the crooked figure 
reduced to an equivalent right-iined one of four fides ABCD, 
Then draw the diagonal BD, which, by applying a proper 
fcale to it, meafures 1256. Alfo the perpendicular, or neareft 
diftance, from A to this diagonal, meafures 456 ; and the 
diftance of C from it, is 428. 

Then, half the fuin of 456 and 428, multiplied by the 
diagonal 1256, gives 555152 fquare links, or 5 acres, 2 roods, 
8 perches, the content of the trapezium, or of the irregular 

' crooked piece. 

F R 0- 
> 
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PROBLEM III. 

To transfer a Plan to another Paper, &c. 
4 

After the rough plan is completed, and a fair one is 

wanted; this may be done by any of the following methods. 

Firjl Method.—Lay the rough plan on the clean paper, 
keeping them always preffed flat and clofe together, by 
weights laid on them. Then, with the point of a fine pin 
or pricker, prick through all the corners of the plan to be 
copied. Take them afunder, and connedf the pricked points, 
on the clean paper, with lines ; and it is done. "I his method 
is only to be praclifed in plans of fuch figures as are fmall 
and tolerably regular, or bounded by right lines. 

Second Method.—Rub the back of the rough plan over 
with black lead powder ; and lay the faid black part on the 
clean paper on which the plan is to be copied, and in the 
proper pofition. Then with the blunt point of fome hard 
fubftance, as brafs, or fuch like, trace over the lines of the 
whole plan ; prefling the tracer fo much as that the black 
lead under the lines may be transferred to the clean paper: 
after which, take off the rough plan, and trace over the 
leaden marks with common ink, or with Indian ink—Or, 
inftead of blacking the rough plan, you may keep conftantlv 
a blacked paper to lay between the plans. 

Third Method.—Another method of copying plans, is by 
means of fquares. This is performed by dividing both ends 
and lides of the plan which is to be copied, into any conve¬ 
nient number of equal parts, and connecting the correspond¬ 
ing points of divilion with lines ; which will divide the plan 
into a number of fmall fquares. Then divide the paper, 
upon which the plan is to be copied, into the fame number 
of lquares, each equal to the former when the plan is to be 
copied of the fame fize, but greater or lefs than the others, 
in the proportion in which the plan is to be increafed or 
diminifhed, when of a different fize. Laflly, copy into the 
clean fquares the parts contained in the correfponding lquares 
of the old plan; and you will have the copy, either of the 
fame fize, or greater or lefs in any proportion. 

Fourth Method.—A fourth method is by the inflrument 
called a pentagraph, which alio copies the plan in any fize 
required. 

3 Fifth 
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Fifth Method.—But the neateft method of any, at lead in 
copying a fair plan, is this. Procure a copying frame or glafs, 
made in this manner ; namely, a large fquareof the bed win¬ 
dow glafs, fet in a broad frame of wood, which can be raifed 
up to any angle, when the lower fide of it reds on a table. 
Set this frame up to any angle before you, facing a drong 
light; fix the old plan and clean paper together with feveral 
pins quite around, to keep them together, the clean paper 
being laid uppermoft, and over the face of the plan to be co¬ 
pied. Lav them, with the back of the old plan, on the glafs, 
namely, that part which you intend to begin at to copy firft ; 
and, by means of the light Ihining through the papers, you 
will very didindtly perceive every line of the plan through 
the clean paper. In this ftate then trace all the lines on the 
paper with a pencil. Having drawn thatpart which covers 
the glafs, Aide another part over the glafs and copy it in the 
fame manner. Then another part. And fo on, till the 
whole is copied. 

Then, take them afunder, and trace all the pencil-lines 
over with a fine pen and Indian ink, or with common ink. 

And thus you may copy the fined plan, without injuring 
it in the lead. 

When the lines are copied on the clean paper, the next 
bufinefs is to wrrite fuch names, remarks, or explanations as 
may be judged necefiary; laying down the fcale for taking 
the lengths of any parts, a flower-de-luce to point out the 
dire&ion, and the proper title ornamented with a compart¬ 
ment; illudrating or colouring every part in the manner 
that (hall feem mod natural, fuch as (hading rivers or brooks 
with crooked lines; drawing the reprefentations of trees, 
bufhes, hills, woods, hedges, houfes, gates, roads, &c, in 
their proper places; running a Angle dotted line for a foot¬ 
path, and a double one for a carriage road; and either re- 
prefenting the bafes or the elevations of buildings, &c. 

Qr 
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Or ARTIFICERS’ WORKS, 

AND 

TIMBER MEASURING. 

\ ’ , 

I. Of the CARPENTER’S or SLIDING RULE. 

THE Carpenter’s or Sliding Rule, is an inftrument much 
ufed in meafuring of timber and artificers’ works, both for 
taking the dimenfions, and computing the contents. 

The inftrument confifts of two equal pieces, each a foot 
in length, which are conne&ed together by a folding joint. 

One fide or face of the rule, is divided into inches, and 
eighths, or half quarters. On the fame face alfo are feveral 
plane fcales, divided into twelfth parts by diagonal lines; 
which are ufed in planning dimenfions that are taken in feet 
and inches. The edge of the rule is commonly divided de¬ 
cimally, or into tenths; namely, each foot into io equal 
parts, and each of thefe into io parts again: fo that by 
means of this laft fcale, dimenfions are taken in feet, tenths 
and hundredths, and multiplied as common decimal num¬ 
bers, which is the beft way. 

On the one part of the other face are four lines, marked 
A, B, C, D; the two middle ones B and C being on a Aider, 
which runs in a groove made in the ftock. The fame num¬ 
bers ferve for both thefe two middle lines, the one being 
above the numbers, and the other below. 

Thefe four lines are logarithmic ones, and the three A, B, 
C, which are all equal to one another, are double lines, as 
they proceed twice over from i to io. The other or lowed 
line D, is a fingle one, proceeding from 4 to 40. It is alfo 
called the girt line, from its ufe in computing the contents 
of trees and timber; and upon it are marked WG at 17*15, 
and AG at 18 95, the wine and ale gage points, to make 
this inftrument ferve the purpofe of a gaging rule. 

On the other part of this face, there is a table of the value 
of a load, or 50 cubic feet of timber, at all prices, from 
6 pence to 2 (hillings a foot. 

When 
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When i at the beginning of any line is accounted 1, then 
the i in the middle will be io, and the 10 at the end loo 5 
but when 1 at the beginning is accounted 10, then the 1 in 
the middle is 100, and the 10 at the end 1000; and fo on. 
And ail thefmaller divifions are altered proportionally. 

II. ARTIFICERS’ WORK. 

Artificers compute the contents of their works by 
feveral different meafures. As, 

Glazing and mafonry by the foot; 
Painting, plaftering, paving, &c, by the yard, of 9 fquare 

feet; 
Flooring, partitioning, roofing, tiling, &c, by, the fquare, 

of 100 fquare feet. 

And brickwork, either by the yard of 9 fquare feet, or by 
the perch, or fquare rod or pole, containing 272^ fquare 
feet, or 305 fquare yards, being the fquare of the rod or 
pole of i6i feet or 5! yards long. 

As this number 272f is troublefome to divide by, the \ is 
often omitted in praflice, and the content in feet divided only 
by the 272. But when the exadt divifor 272* is to be ufed, it/ 
will be eafier to multiply the feet by 4, and then divide fuc- 
ceflively by 9, 11, and 11. Alfo to divide fquare yards by 
305, lirft multiply them by 4, and then divide twice by n. 

All works, whether fuperticial or folid, are computed by 
the rules proper to the figure of them, whether it be a tri¬ 
angle, or retlangle, a parallelopiped, or any other figure. , 

HI. BRICKLAYERS’ WORK. 

Brickwork is eftimated at the rate of a brick and a 
half thick. So that, if a wall be more ot lefs than this 
ftandard thicknefs, it mufi be reduced to it, as follows: 

Multiply the fuperficial content of the wall by the number 
of half bricks in the thicknefs, and divide the produff bv 3. 

Vol. II. G * The 
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The dimenfions of a building are ufually taken by mea- 
furing half round on the outfide and half round it on the 
infide ; the fum of thefe two gives the compafs of the wall, 
to be multiplied by the height, for the content of the ma¬ 
terials. 

Chimnies are by fome meafured as if they were folid, de¬ 
ducing only the vacuity from the hearth to the mantle, on 
account of the trouble of them. 

And by others they are girt or meafured round for their 
breadth, and the height of the Rory is their height, taking 
the depth of the jambs for their thicknefs. And in this 
cafe, no dedudlion is made for the vacuity from the floor to 
the mantle-tree, becaufe of the gathering of the breafl and 
wings, to make room for the hearth in the next Rory. 

To meafure the chimney fhafts, which appear above the 
building; girt them about with a line for the breadth, to 
multiply by their height. And account their thicknefs half' 
a brick more than it really is, in confideration of the plafier- 
ing and fcaffolding. 

All windows, doors. See, are to be deduced out of the 
contents of the walls in which they are placed. JBut this 
deduction is made only with regard to materials ; for the 
w hole meafure is taken for workmanlhip, and that all outfide 
meafure too, namely, meafuring quite round the outfide of 
the building, being in confideration of the trouble of the 
returns or angles. There are alfo fome other allowances, 
fueh as double meafure-for feathered gable ends, &c. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. How many yards and rods of Randard brick¬ 
work are in a w^all wdiofe length or compafs is 57 feet 
3 inches, and height 24 feet 6 inches ; the walls being 2*- 
bricks or 5 half bricks thick ? , Anf. 8 rods, jy-f-yards. 

Exam. ii. Required the content of a wall 62 feet 6 inches 
long, and 14 feet 8 inches high, and 2\ bricks thick ? 

Anf. 169.753 yards. 
Exam. iii. A triangulargable israifed 17^-feet high, on an 

end wall whofe length is 24 feet 9 inches, the thicknefs being 
2 bricks; required the reduced content ? Anf. 32*08-3- yards. 

Exam. iv. The end wall of a houfe is 28 feet 10 inches 
long, and 55 feet 8 inches high, to the eaves ; 20 feet high is 
2\ bricks thick, other 20 feet high is 2 bricks thick, and the 
remaining 15 feet 8 inches is 1E brick thick ; above which 
is a triangular gable, of 1 brick thick, which rifes 42 courfes 
of bricks, of wdfleh every 4 courfes make a foot. What is 
the whole content in Randard meafure ? Anf. 2^3*626 yards. 

IV. MA- 
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IV. MASONS’ WORK. 

To mafonry belong ajl forts of done-work; and the 
meafure made ufe of is a foot, either fuperficial or folid. 

Walls, columns, blocks of done or marble, &c, are mea- 
fured by the cubic toot ; and pavements, flabs, chimney- 
pieces, &c, by the fuperficial or fquare foot. 

Cubic or folid meafure is ufed for the materials, and fquare 
meafure for the workmanfhip. 

In the folid meafure, the true length, breadth, and thick- 
nefs, are taken, and multiplied continually together. In the 
fuperficial, there mud be taken the length and breadth of 
every part of the projection, which is leen without the ge¬ 
neral upright face of the building. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. Required the folid content of a wall, 53 feet 
6 inches long, 12 feet 3 inches high, and 2 feet thick ? 

Anf. 1310I feet. 

Exam. ii. What is the folid content of a wall, the length 
being 24 feet 3 inches, height 10 feet 9 inches, and 2 feet 
thick ? Anf. 52i‘375 feet. 

Exam. iii. Required the value of a marble flab, at 8s. per 
foot; the length being 5 feet 7 inches, and breadth 1 foot 
10 inches ? Anf. 4I. is. io|d. 

Exam. iv. In a chimney-piece,, fuppofe the 
length of the mantle and flab, each 4 feet 6 inches 
breadth of both together 3 2 
length of each jamb 4 4 
breadth of both together - 1 9 

Required the fuperficial content ? Anf. 21 feet 10 inches. 

-——B*—— - 

V. CARPENTERS’ and JOINERS’ WORK. 

To this branch belongs all the wood-work of a houfe, 
fuch as flooring, partitioning, roofing, See. 

Large and plain articles are ufually meafured by the 
fquare foot or yard, &c ; but enriched mouldings, and fome 
other articles, are often edimated by .running or lineal mea- 
fure, and fome things are rated by the piece. 

G 2 
\ \ ' j 

In 
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In meafuring of joifis, it is to be obfervcd, that only one 
of their dimenfions is the fame with that of the floor; for 
the other exceeds the length of the room by the thicknefs of 
tie wall, and ± of the fame, becaufe each end is let into the 
wall about -f of its thicknefs. 

No deductions are made tor hearths, on account of the 
additional trouble and wafle of materials. 

Partitions are meafured from wall to wall for one di- 
menfion, and from floor to floor, as far as they extend, for 
the other. 

No dedudfion is made for door-ways, on account of the 
trouble of framing them. 

In meafuring of joiners’ work, the ftring is made to ply 
dole to every part of the work over which it pafles. 

The meafure of c<nler'ing for cellars is found, by making a 
flring pafs over the furface of the arch for the breadth, and 
taking the length of the cellar for the length ; but in groin 
centering, it is ufual to allow double meafure, on account 
of their extraordinary trouble. 

In roofing, the length of the houfe in the infide, together 
with -§- of the thicknefs of one gable, is to be confidered as 
the length ; and the breadth is equal to double the length of 
a flring which is ftretched from the ridge down the rafter, 
and along the eaves-board, till it meets with the top of the 
wall. 

Forflair-cafes, take the breadth of all the fleps, by making 
a line ply clofe over them, from the top to the bottom, and 
multiply the length of this line by tl>c length of a flep, for 
the whole area.—By the length of a flep is meant the length 
of the front and the returns at the two ends ; and by the 
breadth, is to be underflood the girt of its two outer fur- 
faces, or the tread and rifer. 

For the balufirade, take the whole length of the upper 
part of the hand-rail, and girt over its end till it meet the 
top of the newel.poll, for the length ; and twice the length 
of the balufier upon the landing, with the girt of the hand¬ 
rail, for the breadth. 

For vjainJFjftingy-1ake the compafs of the room for the 
length ; arid the height from the floor to the ceiling, making 
the Aring ply clofe into all the mouldings, for the breadth.— 
Out of this muff be made deductions for windows, doors, 
and chimneys, &c ; but workmanlhip, is counted for the 
whole, on account of the extraordinary trouble. 

For doors, it is ufual to allow for their thicknefs, by adding 
it into both the dimenfions of length and breadth, and then 

multiply 
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multiply them together for the area.—If the door be pan- 
neled on both fides, take double its meafure for the work- 
manfhip ; but if one fide only be panheled, take the area and 
its hall for the work man fiiip.—For the furrounding architrave, 
gird it about the outermofl part For its length ; and meafure 
over it, as far as it can be leen when the door is open, for 
the breadth. 

IVindoiv flutters, bafes, &c, are mea hired in the fame 
manner. 

In the meafuring of roofing for workmanfhip alone, holes 
for chimey fhafts and fky-lights are generally deduced. 

But in meafuring for work and materials, they commonly 
meafure in all fky-lights, luthern-lights, and holes for the 
chimney fhafts, on account of their trouble and waffe of 
materials, 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. Required the content of a floor 48 feet 6 inches 
long, and 24 Icet 3 inches broad ? Anf. 11 fq. 76J feet. 

Exam. ii. A floor being 36 feet 3 inches long, and 16 feet 
6 inches broad, how many fquares are in it ? 

Anf. 5 fq. 98!- feet. 
Exam. hi. How many fquares are there in 173 feet 10 

inches in length, and 10 feet 7 inches height, ol partition¬ 
ing ? Anf. 18*3973 fquares. 

Exam. iv. What cofl the roofing of a houle at ios. 6d, 
a-fquare; the length, within the walls, being 52 feet 8 inches, 
and the breadth 30 feet 6 inches ; reckoning the roof -J. of 
the flat ? Anf. 12I. 12s. ujd. 

Exam. v. To how much at 6s. per fquare yard, amounts 
the wainfeotting of a room; the height, taking in the cor-- 
nice and mouldings, being 12 feet 6 inches, and the whole 
coinpafs 83 feet 8 inches ; alfo the three w’indow fhutters 
are each 7 feet 8 inches by 3 feet 6 inches, and the door 
7 feet by 3 feet 6 inches ; the door and fhutters, being worked 
on both fides, are reckoned work and halt work ? 

Anf. 36I. 12s. 2|d. 

VI. SLATERS’ and TILERS’ WORK. 

In thefe articles, the content of a roof is found by mul¬ 
tiplying the length of the ridge by the girt over from eaves 
to eaves; making allowance in this girt tor the double row 
of Hates at the bottom, or for how much one row of fiates 
er tiles is laid over another. 

When 
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When the roof is of a true pitch, that is, forming a right 
angle at top; then the breadth of the building with its half 
added, is the girt over both lides. 

In angles formed in a roof, running from the ridge to the 
eaves, when the angle bends inwards, it is called a valley ; 
but when outwards, it is called a hip. 

Deductions are made for chimney fhafts or window holes. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. Required the content of a Hated roof, the length 
being 45 feet 9 inches, and the whole girt 34feet 3 inches? 

Anf. 174-0 yards. 

Exam. ii. To how much amounts the tiling of a houfe, 
at 25s. 6d. per fquare ; the length being 43 leet 10 inches, 
and the breadth on the fiat 27 feet 5 inches, alfo the eaves 
projecting 16 inches on each fide, and the roof of a true 
pitch? ' Anf. 24I. 9s. 5^d. 

VII. PLASTERERS’ WORK. 

Plasterers’ work is of two kinds, namely, ceilingr 
which is plaftering upon laths; and rendering, which is 
plaflering upon wails: which are meafured feparately. 

The contents are eflimated either by the foot or yard, or 
fquare of 100 feet. Inriched mouldings, &c, are rated by 
running or lineal meafure. 

Deductions arc to be made for chimneys, doors, windows, 
&c. But the windows are feldom deducted, as the plaftered 
returns at the top and lides are allowed to compenfate for the 
window opening. 

E X A M P L E S. 

Exam. i. How many yards contains the ceiling, which is 
43 feet 3 inches long, and 25 feet 6 inches broad ? 

Anf. 122-5- 

Exam. ii. To how much amounts the ceiling of a room, 
at lod. per yard; the length being 21 feet 8 inches, and the 
breadth 14 feet 10 inches? Anf. il. 9s. 8|d. 

Exam. hi. The length of a room is 18 feet 6 inches, the 
breadth 12 feet 3 inches, and" height 10 feet 6 inches ; to 
how much amounts the ceiling and rendering, the former at 
8d. and the latter at 3d. per yard; allowing for the door of 
7 feet by 3 feet 8, and a fire-place of 5 feet fquare ? 

Anf. il. 13s. 3|d. 
Exam. 
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Exam, i v. Required the quantity of plafterjpg in a roopn, 
the length being 14 feet 5 inches, breadth 13 feet 2 inches,, 
and height 9 feet 3 inches to the under fide of the cornice, 
which girts 8£ inches, and proje&s 5 inches from the wall 
on the upper part next the ceiling ; deducing only for a 
door 7 feet by 4 ? 

Anf. 53 yards 5 feet 3 inches of rendering 
id 5 6 of ceiling 

39 °tt of cornice. ,7 

VIII. PAINTERS’ WORK. 

Painters’ work is computed in fquare yards. Every 
part is meafured where the colour lies; and the ineafuring 
line is forced into all the mouldings, and corners. 

Windows are done at fo much a piece. And it is iifual to 
allow double meafure for carved mouldings, &c. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. How many yards of painting contains the room 
which is 65 feet 6 inches in compafs, and 12 feet 4 inches 
high ? 4 Anf. 89! yards. 

Exam. ii. The length of a room being 20 feet, its breadth 
14 feet 6 inches, and height 10 feet 4 inches ; how many 
yards of painting are in it, deducting a fire-place of 4 feet 
by 4 feet 4 inches, and two windows each 6 feet by 3 feet 
2 inches ? Anf. 73-27 yards. 

Exam. iii. What coft the painting of a room, at 6d. per 
yard ; its length being 24 feet 6 inches, its breadth 16 feet 
3 inches, and height 12 feet 9 inches ; alfo the door is 7 feet 
by 3 feet 6, and the window fhutters to two window's each 
7 feet 9 by 3 feet 6, but the breaks ot the window's them- 
felves are 8 feet 6 inches high, and I foot 3 inches deep: 
deducing the fire-place of 5 feet by 5 feet 6 ? 

Anf. 3I. 3s. iojd. 

IX. GLAZIERS’ WORK. 

Glaziers take their dimenfions, either in feet, inches 
and parts, or feet, tenths, and hundredths. And they com¬ 
pute their work in fquare ieet. 

In 
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J In taking the length and breadth of' a window, the crofs 
bars between; the fquarcs are included. AJfo windows of 
round or oval forms are meafured as fquare, meafuring them 
to their greateR length and breadth, on account of the wafte 
in cutting the glafs. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. How many fquare feet contains the window 
which is 4*25 feet long, and 2*75 feet broad ? Anf. 1 if. 

Exam. ii. What will the glazing a triangular fky-light 
come to, at iod. per foot; the bafe being 12 feet 6 inches, 
and the perpendicular height 6 feet 9 inches ? 

Anf. il. 15s. idf. 

Exam. hi. There is a houfe with three tier of windows, 
three windows in each tier, their common breadth 3 feet 
11 inches; 

now the height of the firft tier is 7 feet 10 inches 
of the fecond 6 8 
of the third 5 4 

Required the expence of glazing at I4d. per foot ? 
Anf. 13I. 11s. io|d, 

Exam. tv. Required the ex pence of glazing the windows 
of a houfe at 13d. a foot; there being three Rories, and three 
windows in each Rory ; 

the height of the lower tier is 7 feet 9 inches 
of the middle 6 6 
of the upper 5 3^ 

and of an oval window over the door 1 iof 
the common breadth of all the windows being 3 feet 
9 inches ? Anf. 12I. 5s. 6d. 

X. PAVERS’ WORK. 

Pavers’ work is done by the fquare yard. And the 
content is found by multiplying the length by the breadth. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. What colt the paving a foot-path at 3s. 4d. 
a-yard ; the length being 35 feet 4 inches, and breadth 
8 feet 3 inches ? Anf. 5I. 7s, ii|d. 

Exam. ii. What coR the paving a court, at 3s. 2d. per 
yard; the length being 27 feet 10 inches, and the breadth 
14 feet q inches?' ' ’ Anf. 7I. 4s. 5|d. 

Exam, iii, 
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Exam. tit. What will be the expence of paving a re&an- 
gular court-yard, whole length is 63 feet, and breadth 
4^ feet; in which there is laid a loot-path of 5 feet 3 inches 
broad, running the wrhoie length, with broad Hones, at 3s. 
a-yard; the relt being paved with pebbles at 2s. 6d. a-yard ? 

Anf. 40I. 5s. io|d. 

-- 

J . - k iX • < < \ ~ . . 

XI. PLUMBERS’ WORK. 

Plumbers’ work is rated at fo much a pound, or elfe by 
the hundred weight, of 112 pounds. 

Sheet lead ufed»in roofing, guttering. &c, is from 7 to 
iolb. to the Iquare loot. And a pipe ol an inch bore, is 
commonly 13 or 141b. to the yard in iength. 

, EXAMPLES. 

Exam. 1. How much weighs the lead which is 39 feet 
6 inches long, and 3 feet 3 inches broad, at 841b. to the 
fejuare foot? Anf. lopipVb- 

Exam. 11. What cod the covering and guttering a roof 
with lead, at iSs. the cwt. ; the length of the root being 
43 feet, and breadth or girt over it 32 feet ; the guttering 
57 feet long, and 2 feet wide; the former 9*831^, and the 
latter 7*3731b. to the fquare foot ? Anf. 115I. 9s. i}d. 

XII. TIMBER MEASURING. 

PROBLEM I. 

To find the Area, or Superficial Content, of a Board or Plank. 

Multiply the length by the mean breadth. 

Note. When the board is tapering, add the breadths at 
the two ends together, and take half the fum for the mean 
breadth. 

By the Sliding Rule. 

Set 12 on B to the breadth in inches on A; then againfl: 
the length in leet on B, is the content on A, in feet and 
fradional parts. 

Exam- 
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EXAMPLES. 

Exam, t, What is the value of a plank, at ifd. per foot, 

whole length is 12 feet 6 inches, and mean breadth n inches ? 
Anf. is. 5d. 

Exam. ii. Required the content of a board, whofe length 

is ii feet 2 inches, and breadth I foot io inches ? 
Anf. 20 feet 5 inches S". 

Exam. iii. What is the value of a plank, which is 12 feet 
9 inches long, and 1 foot 3 inches broad, at 2|d. a foot ? 

Anf. 3s. 3dd. 

Exam. iv. Required the value of 5 oaken planks at 3d. 
per foot, each of them being feet long; and their feveral 
breadths are as follows, namely, two of 13L inches in the 
middle, one of 144- inches in the middle, and the two re¬ 
maining ones, each 18 inches at the broader end, and 11J at 
the narrower. Anf. il. 5s. 9|d. 

PROBLEM II. 

To find the Solid Content of Squared or Fourfided Timber• 

Multiply the mean breadth by the mean thicknefs, and 
the product again by the length, and the laft product will 
give the content. 

By the Sliding Rule. 

C D D C 
As length : 12 or 10:: quarter girt: folidity. 

That is, as the length in feet on C, is to 12 on D when 
the quarter girt is in inches, or to io on D when it is in 
tenths of feet; fo is the quarter girt on D, to the content 
on C. 

Note, 1. If the tree taper regularly from the one end to 
the other ; either take the mean breadth and thicknefs in the 
middle, or take the dimenfions at the two ends, and half 
their fum will be the mean dimenfions. 

2. If the piece do not taper regularly, but is unequally 
thick in fome parts and fmall in others, take feveral different 
dimenfions, add them all together, and divide their fum by 
the number of them, for the mean dimenfions. 

3. The quarter girt is a geometrical mean proportional 
between the mean breadth and thicknefs, that is the fquare 
root of their produfl. Sometimes unfkilful meafurers ufe 
the arithmetical mean inftead of it, that is half their fum ; 

but 
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but this is always attended with error, and the more fo as 
the breadth and depth differ the more from each oilier. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. The length of a piece of timber is 18 feet 
6 inches, the breadths at the greater and lefs end i foot 
6 inches and i foot 3 inches, and the thicknefs at the greater 

'and lefs end 1 foot 3 inches and 1 foot: required the folid 
content ? Anf. 28 feet 7 inches. 

Exam. ir. What is the content of the piece of timber, 
whofe length is 24-t feet, and the mean breadth and thick¬ 
nefs each 1*04 feet ? Anf. 26J feet. 

Exam. hi. Required the content of a piece of timber, 
whofe length is 20*38 feet, and its ends unequal fquares, the 
fide of the greater being 19--, and the fide of the lefs 92 ? 

Anf. 29*75625 feet. 

Exam. iv. Required the content of the piece of timber, 
whofe length is 27*36 feet; at the greater end the breadth 
is 1*78, and thicknefs 1*23 ; and at the lefs end the breadth 
is 1*04, and thicknefs 0*91 ? Anf. 41*278 leet. 

PROBLEM III. 

To fnd the Solidity of Round or XJnfqunred Timber, 

Multiply the fquare of the quarter,girt, or of 2 of the 
mean circumference, by the length, for the content. 

By the Sliding Rule. 

As the length upon C : 12 or 10 upon D : : 
quarter girt, in I2th$ or ioths, on D : content on C. 

Note, 1. When the tree is tapering, take the mean dU 
menfions as in the former problems, either by girting it in 
the middle, for the mean girt, or at the two ends, and take 
half the fum of the two. But when the tree is very irre¬ 
gular, divide it into feveral lengths, and find the content of 
each part feparately. 

2. This rule, which is commonly ufed, gives the anfwer 
about i lefs than the true quantity in the tree, or nearly 
what the quantity would be after tile tree is hewed fquare in 
the ufual way : fo that it feems intended to make an allow¬ 
ance for the fquaring of the tree. 

E X A M- 
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EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. A piece of round timber being 9 feet 6 inches 
Jong, and its mean quarter girt 42 inches; what is the con¬ 
tent ? Anf. 116-L feet. 

Exam. ii. The length of a tree is 24 feet, its girt at the 
thicker end 14 feet, and at the fmaller end 2 feet ; required 
the content ? Anf. 96 feet. 

Exam. hi. What is the content of a tree, whofe mean 
girt is 3*15 feet, and length 14 feet 6 inches ? 

Anf. 8'9922 feet. 

Exam. iv. Required the content of a tree, whofe length 
is 17! feet, which girts in five different places as follows, 
namely, in the firffc place 9*43 feet, in the fecond 7*92, in 
the third 6*15, in the fourth 474, and in the fifth 3-16? 

Anf. 42-519525. 

CONIC SECTIONS. 

/ , DEFINITIONS. 

1. Conic Sections are the figures made by the mutual 
interfedfion of a cone and a plane. 

2. According to the different pofitions of the cutting plane, 
there a rife five different figures or fe&ions, namely, a tri¬ 
angle, a circ le, an ellipfe, an hyperbola, and a parabola : the 
three lafl of which only are peculiarly called Conic Se&ions. 

3. If the cutting plane pafs through 
the vertex of the cone, and any part of 
the bafe, the feffion will evidently be a 
triangle; as vab. 

4. If the plane cut the cone parallel to 
the bafc, or make no angle with it, the 
fedtion will be a circle ; as abd. 

The 
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5. The feftion dab is an ellipfe, 
when the cone is cut obliquely through 
both licks, on when the plane is in¬ 
clined to the bafe in a lefs angle than 
the fide of the cone is. 

6. The feciion is a parabola, when 
the cone is cut by a plane parallel to 
the fide, or when the cutting plane and 
the fide of the cone make equal angles 
with the bafe. 

7. The feftion is an hyperbola, 
when the cutting plane makes a greater 
angle with the bafe than the fide of the 
cone makes. 

8. And if all the fides of the cone be 
continued through the vertex, forming 
an oppolite equal cone, and the plane 
be alfo continued to cut the oppofite 
cone, this latter feftion will be the op- 
polite hyperbola to the former; as dee. 

9. The vertices of any fedlion, are the points where the 
cutting plane meets the oppofite fides of the cone, or the 
lides ol the vertical triangular fe&ion ; as A and B. 

Hence the ellipfe and the oppofite hyperbolas, have each 
two vertices; but the parabola only one; unlefs we conlider 
the other as at an infinite difiance. 

10. The Axis, orTranfverfe Diameter, of a conic fac¬ 
tion, is the line or difiance ab between the vertices. 

Hence tire axis of a parabola is infinite in length, Ab 

.being only a part of .it. 

• . ^ Ellipfe. 
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Ellipfe. Oppof. Hyperb. Parabola, 

o 

11. The Centre c Is the middle of the axis. 

x Hence the centre of a parabola is infinitely diftant from 
the vertex. And of an ellipfe, the axis and centre lie within 
the curve; but of an hyperbola, without. 

12. A Diameter is any right line, as ab or de, drawn 
through the centre, and terminated on each fide by the 
curve; and the extremities of the diameter, or its interfec- 
tions with the curve, are its vertices. 

Hence all the diameters of a parabola are parallel to the 
axis, and infinite in length. And hence alfo every diameter 
of the ellipfe and hyperbola have two vertices; but of the 
parabola, only one ; unlefs we confider the other as at an in¬ 
finite difiance. 

13. The Conjugate to any diameter, is the line drawn 
through the centre, and parallel to the tangent of the curve 
at the vertex of the diameter. So, fg, parallel to the tangent 
at d, is the conjugate to de ; arid hi, parallel to the tangent 
at a, is the conjugate to ab. 

Hence the conjugate hi, of the axis ab, is perpendicular 
to it. 

14. An Ordinate to any diameter, is a line parallel to its 
conjugate, or to the tangent at its vertex, and terminated by 

the diameter and curve. So dk, el are ordinates to the 

axis ab; and mn, no ordinates to the diameter de. 

Hence the ordinates of the axis are perpendicular to it. 

15. An Abfcifs is a part of any diameter contained be¬ 
tween its vertex and an ordinate to it; as ak or bk, or dn 
or en. 

Hence, in the ellipfe and hyperbola, every ordinate has 
two abfciifes; but in the parabola, only one ; the other ver¬ 
tex of the diameter being infinitely difiant. 

16. The Parameter of any diameter, is a third propor¬ 
tional to that diameter and its conjugate,- : 

17. The 
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17. The Focus is the point in the axis where the ordinate 
is equal to half the parameter. As k and l, where dk or el 
is equal to the femi-parameter. 

Hence, the ellipfe'and hyperbola have each two foci; but 
the parabola only one. 

18. If dae, fbg be two oppofite hyperbolas, having ab 
for their firft or tranfverfe axis, and ab for their fecond or 
conjugate axis. And if dae, fbg be two other oppofite hy¬ 
perbolas having the fame axes, but in the contrary order, 
namely, ab their firft axis, and ab their fecond; then thefe 
two latter curves dae, fbg, are called the conjugate hyper¬ 
bolas to the two former dae, fbg ; and each pair of oppofite 
curves mutually conjugate to the other. 

19. And if tangents be drawn to the four vertices of the 
curves, or extremities of the axes, forming the inferibed 
rectangle hikl ; the diagonals hck, icl of this reftangle, 
are called the afyi'nptotes of the curves. And if thefe afymp- 
totes interfefl at right angles, or the inferibed rectangle be 
a fquare, or the two axes AB and ab be equal, then the hy¬ 
perbolas are faid to be right-angled, or equilateral. 

SCHOLIUM. . v 

The redlangle inferibed between the four conjugate hy¬ 
perbolas, is fimilar to a reflangle circumfcribed about an 
ellipfe, by drawing tangents, in like manner, to the four ex¬ 
tremities of the two axes ; and the afymptotes or diagonals 
in the hyperbola, are analagous to thofe in the ellipfe, cutting 
this curve in fimilar points, and making the pair of equal 
conjugate diameters. Moreover, the whole figure, formed 
by the four hyperbolas, is, as it were, an ellipfe turned in- 
fideout, cut open at the extremities d, e, f, g, of the faid 
equal conjugate diameters, and thofe four points drawn out 
to an infinite diftance, the curvature being turned the con¬ 
trary way, but the axes, and the rectangle pafiing through 
their extremities, continuing fixed. / 
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THEOREM I. 

The Squares of the Ordinates of the Axis are to each other 
as the Rediangles of their Abfcifles. 

Let avb be a plane paffing through 
the axis of the cone; agih another 
ledtion of the cone perpendicular to 
the plane of the former; ar the axis 
of this elliptic fediion; and fg, hi or¬ 
dinates perpendicular to it. Then it 
will be, as fg : hi ;:af. fb : ah . hb. 

For, through the ordinates fg, hi 
draw the circular fed!ions kgl, min 
parallel to the bafe of the cone, having kl, mn for their 
diameters, to which fg, hi are ordinates, as well as to the 
axis of the ellipfe. 

Now, by the fimilar triangles afl, ahn, and bfk, bhm, 
it is AF : AH :: FL : HN, 
and FB : HB :: kf : MH ; 

hence, taking the redlangles of the correfponding terms, 
it is, the redL af. fb : ah.hb :: kf. fl : mh . hn. 

But, by the circle, kf . fl~ fg2, and mh . hn = hi2 ; 
Therefore the redd; af . fb:ah . hb;:fg2;hi2. q^e. d. 

THEOREM II. 

As the Square of the Tranfverfe Axis : 
Is to the Square of the Conjugate :: 
So is the Redlangle of the Abfcifles : 
To the Square of their Ordinate. - 

That is, ab2 : ab2 or 
ac2 : ac2 :: ad.db : de2. 

For, by theor. i, ac.cb : ad . db :: ca2 : de2 ; 
But, if c be the centre, then ac.ce^ac2, and ca is the 

femi-conj. 

\r 

Therefore 
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Therefore ac2 : ad . db :: ac2 : de2; 

or, by permutation* ac2 : ac2 :: ad . db : de2 ; 
or, by doubling, ab2 : ab2 :: ad . db : de2. Q^e.d, 

til) ® 

Corol. Or, by div. ab : -:: ca2 — cd2 : de2, 
1 ,AB 

that is, ab : p :: AD . db or ca2 — cd2 : de2 ; 
\ ab2 

where/* is the parameter - by the definition of it. 

That is, As the tranfverfe, 
Is to its parameter, 
So is the retlangle of the abfeiffes, 
To the fquare of their ordinate. 

> / " 

THEOREM III* 

As the Square of the Conjugate Axis : 
Is to the Square of the Tranfverfe Axis 
So is the Re&angle of the Abfeiffes of the Conjugate, or 

the Difference of the Squares of the Semi-conjugate and 
Diftance of the Centre from any Ordinate of that Axis : 

To the Square of their Ordinate. 

For, draw the ordinate ed to the tranfverfe ab. 

Then, by thaor. i, ca2 : ca2 :: de2 : ad. db or c a2—cd% 
or - - ca2: ca2 :: cd2 : ca2—dE2. 

But - - ca2: ca2 :: ca2: ca2, 
theref. by divifion, ca2 : ca2 :: ca2 — cd2 or ad . db : dEa. , 

E* D . 

Corol. i. If two circles be deferibed on the two axes as 
diameters, the one inferibed within the ellipfe, and the other 
circumfcribed about it ; then an ordinate in the circle will 
be to the correfponding ordinate in the ellipfe, as the axis of 
this ordinate, is to the other axis. 

That is, ca : ca :: dg : de, 
and ca : ca :: dg : dE. 

H • Vol, II. For, 
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For, by the nature of the circle, ad . db =. DC2; theref. 
by the nature ot‘ the ellipfe, ca2 : ca2 :: ad . db or dg1 ; de2, 

or ca : ca :: dg : de. 

In like manner - * ca ; ca :: dg : db. 

Moreover, by equality, dg : de or cci :: dE or DC : dg. 
Therefore cgG is a continued ftraight line. 

Coro!. 2. Hence alfo, as the ellipfe and circle are made up 
of the fame number of correfponding ordinates, which are 
ail in the fame proportion of the two axes, it follows that 
the areas of the whole circle and ellipfe, as alfo of any like 
parts of them, are in the fame proportion of the two axes, 
or as the fquare of the diameter to the reftangle of the two 
axes ; that is, the areas of the two circles, and of the ellipie, 
are as the fquare of each axis and the redlangle of the two, 
and therefore the ellipfe is a mean proportional between the 
two circles. 

✓ 

THEOREM IV. 

* 

The Square of the Difiance of the Focus from the Centre, 
is equal to the Difference of the Squares of the Semi¬ 
axes p 

Or, the Square of the Diftance between the Foci, is equal to 
the Difference of the Squares of the two Axes. 

That is, cf:= ca2 — ca2, 
or Ff2 = ab1 — ab2. 

For, to the focus F draw the ordinate fe ; which, by the 
definition, will be the femi-parameter. Then, by the na¬ 
ture of the curve - -c-a* : Ca2 :: ca2 — cf2 ; fe2 ; 
and by the def. of the para, ca2 : ca2 :: ca2 : fe2 ; 
therefore - - ca2 — ca2—cf2; 

and by addit. and fubtr. cf2 rrr ca2—ca2; 
or, by doubling, - Ff2 — ab2 — ab2. q^e. d. 

Cord. i. The two femi-axes, and the focal diflancc from 
the centre, are the fides of a right-angled triangle CFa; and 
the diflance Fa from the focus to the extremity of the con¬ 
jugate axis, is = ac the femi-tranfveffe. 

/ C&rtL 2. 

/ 
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Carol. 2. The conjugate femi-axis ca is a mean propor¬ 

tional between af, fb, or between a1, 1b, the diflances of 

either focus from the two vertices. 

For ca^CA2 — cf2 = ca 4- cf.ca — cf = af. fb.. 

THEOREM V. 

The Sum of two Lines drawm from the two Foci, to meet 
at any Point in the Curve, is equal to the Tranfverfc 
Axis. 

For, draw ag parallel and equal to ca the femi-con jugate; 
and join cg meeting the ordinate de in h ; alfo take ci a 
4th proportional toe a, cf, cd. 
Then, by theor. 2, ca2 : ag2 :: ca2 — cd2:de2; 
and, by lim. tri. ca2 : ag2::ca2 — CD2 : ag2 — dh2; 
confequently de2 - ag2 — dh2= ca2 — dh2. 

Alfo fd — cf co cd, and fd2 — cf2 — 2CF . CD + cr>2; 
And, by right-angled triangles, fe2 — fd2 de2 ; 
therefore fe2 = cf2 4- ca" — 2CF . cd + cd2 — dh2. 

But by theor. 4, cf2 4~ ca2 — ca2, 
and, by fuppolition, 2CF . cd =rr 2Ca . ci; 
theref. fe2 ca2 — 2ca . ci 4* cd2— dh2. 

Again, by fupp. ca2 : cd2 :: cf2 or ca2 — ag2 : Ci2; 
and, by lim. tri. ca2 ; cd2 :: ca2—ag2 : cd2 — dh1; 
therefore - ci2 — cd2 — dh2 ; 

confequently fe2=ca2 — 2CA . ci 4" ct2* 

And the root or fide of this fquare is fe = ca — ci — ai. 

In the fame manner it is found that 1e — ca 4- ci = bi. 
Confeq. by addit. fe + fE = ai 4- — ab. e. d. 

Carol. 1. Hence ci or ca — fe is a 4th proportional to CA, 
CF, CD. 

Coral. 2. And fE — fe — 2CI ; that is, the difference be¬ 
tween two lines drawn from the loci, to any point in the 
curve, is double the 4th proportional to ca, cf, cd. 

H 2 Coral 
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Corol. 3. Heilce is derived the common method of de~ 
fcribing this curve mechanically by points, or with a thread, 
thus: 

In the tranfverfe take the foci F, f, 
and-any point 1. Then with the radii 
At, bi, and centres F, f, defcribe arcs 
interfe&ing in e, which will be a 
point in the curve. In like manner, 
aff'uming other points 1, as many other 
points will be found in the curve. 
T hen with a Heady hand, the curve line may be drawn 
through all the points of interfedlion e. 

Or, take a thread of the length of ab the tranfverfe axis* 
and fix its twro ends in the foci f, f, by two pins. Then carry 
a pen or pencil round by the thread, keeping it always 
flretched, and its point will trace out the curve line. 

THEOREM VT. 
1 

If from any Point I in the Axis produced, a Line IL be 
drawn touching the curve in one Point l ; and the Ordi¬ 
nate lm be drawn ; and if c be the Centre or Middle of 
ab : Then fhall cm be to ci as the Square of am to the 
Square of ai. 

That is, 
cm : ci :: am* : ai*. 

For, from the point 1 draw any other line ieh to cut the 
curve in two points e and h ; from w7hich let fall the perpen¬ 
diculars ed and hg ; and bifefl dg in K, 

Then, by theor. 1, ad . db : ag . gb :: de2 : gh1, 
and by fim. tri. id2 : ig2 :: de1 : gh1; 
theref. by equality, ad . db : ag . gb id2 : ig2. 

But DB- CB -}-CD — AC -f CD = AG -f- DC — CG 2CK + A G , 
andGB —CB-CG — AC — CG =AD -f- DC-CG = 2CK4-AD; 
theref. ad . 2ck + ad . ag : ag. 2ck +ad. ag:: id2 : ig2, 
and, by div. dg . 2CK : ig2 — id2 or dg . 21K :: ad . 2CK -f* 

AD s AG : ID2* 
or - 2CK : 2IK : : AD . 2CK + AD . AG : ID2, 
Of - AD . 2CK : AD . 2IK : : AD . 2CK + AD . AG : ID* ; 

theref. by div. ck : ik :: ad . ag : id2 — ad . 21k:, 

and, by comp, ck : ci :: ad . ag : id2 — ad . id + ia, 
'Or • - CK ; CI :: AD . AG : ai2. 

But, 
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But, when the line ih, by revolving about the point 1, 
comes into the pofition ot the tangent il, then the points e 
and h meet in the point l, and the points d, k, g, coincide 
with the point m ; and then the lait proportion becomes 
cm : ci :: am2 : ai\ 

THEOREM VII/ 

If a Tangent and Ordinate be drawn from any Point in the 
Curve, meeting the Tranfverfe Axis; the Semi-tranfverfe 
will be a Mean Proportional between the Dillances ot the 
faid Two Interfe&ions from the Centre. 

That is, 
CA is a mean proportional 
between cd andcT ; or CD, 
CA, ct are continued pro¬ 
portionals. 

For, bytheor. 6, cd : cr :: ad2 : at2, 
that is, cd : ct :: (ca — cd)2 : (ct — ca)2, 

or - cd : ct :: cd2 + ca2 : ca2 4- ct2, 
and - cd : dt:: cd2 + ca2 : ct2 — cd2, 

or - cd : dt :: cd2 4- ca2 : (ct 4- cd) dt, 
or - cd2 : cd . ct :: cd2 + ca2 : cd . dt 4"CT . dt, 

hence - cd2: ca2 :: cd . dt : ct . dt, 
and - cd2: ca2 ::.cd : ct. 

therefore (th. 78, Geom.) cd : ca :: ca : ct. Q^e. d. 

Carol. Since ct is always a third proportional to cd, ca ; 
if the points d, a, remain conflant, then will the point t 
be conflant alfo; and therefore all the tangents will meet in 
this point t, which are drawn from the point e, of every 
ellipfe defcribed on the fame axis ab, where they are cut by 
the common ordinate dee drawn from the point D. 

THEOREM VIII. 

If there be any Tangent meeting Four Perpendiculars to the 
Axis drawn from thefc four points, namely the Centre, 
the two Extremities of the Axis, and the Point of Contafl; 
thofe Four Perpendiculars will be proportionals. 

That 
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That is, 
ag : de :: ch : bi. 

For, by theor. 7, tc 
there!, by div. ta 
and by comp. - ta 
and by fim. tri. ag 

: ac :: ac : dc, 
: ad :: tc : ac or cb, 
: td :: tc : tb, 
: de :: ch : bi. Q4, E • D. 

Carol, Hence ta, td, tc, tb 1 
and TG, TE, th, t 1 J 

are alfo proportionals. 

Forthefeare as ag, de, ch, bi, by fimilar triangles. 

THEOREM IX. 

If there be any Tangent, and two Lines drawn from the 
Foci to the Point of Conta£l ; thefe two Lines will make 
equal Angles with the Tangent. 

By cor. 1, theor. 5, , ca : cd :: CF : ca — 

and by theor. 7, ca : cd :: CT : CA ; 
therefore ct : cf :: CA : ca — 

and by add. and fub. tf : Tf :: FE : 2CA—• 
But by fim. tri. tf : Tf :: FE : fe ; 

FE 

therefore 
But. becaufe 

therefore the 

EE or ffiby th. 5, 

, - -. — —j - —— —— “ — 

fe is parallel to fe, the Z.e ~ Zfet ; 

Z fet — Z fte. e. b. 

Carol. As opticians find that the angle of incidence is equal 
to the angle of reflection, it appears from this theorem, that 
rays of light ifluing from the one focus, arid meeting the 
curve in every point, will be reflected into lines drawn from 
thofe points to the other focus. So the ray 1e is reflecled 
into fe. And this is the reafon why the points f, f arc called 
foci) or burning points. 

THE- 
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I 
THEOREM X. 

All the Parallelograms circumfcribed about an Ellipfe are 
equal to one another, and each equal to the Rectangle of 
the two Axes. 

That is, 

the parallelogram PQjts 

the rectangle ab , ab. 

Let eg, eg be two conjugate diameters parallel to the 
fides of the parallelogram, and dividing it into four leffer 
and equal parallelograms. Alfo, draw the ordinates de, de, 
and ck perpendicular to pq^; and let the axis ca produced 
meet the fides of the parallelogram, produced if necefiary, 
in t and t. 

thercf. by equality, 

w J # o 

theref. by equality, 
and the reftangle 

Again, by theor. ; 
or, by divifion, 
and by compofition, 
confeq. the reftangle 

CT CA ♦ • 
• • CA : CD, 

Ct CA • ♦ • • CA : cd ; 

CT Ct • • 
• • cd : CD ; 

CT Ct • • 
• • TD : cd, 

TD cd • • 
• • cd : cd, 

TD DC is - = the fquare 

CD 

CD 

CD 

CA 

CA 

DB • • 
• • 

CA 

DA 

AD 

DT = cd1 

CT, 

AT, 

dt ; 

= AD . DB * 

But, by theor. 1, ca2 ca2 :: (ad . DB or) cd2 : DE2, 

therefore ca ca :: cd : de ; 
In like manner', CA ca :: cd : de, 

or ca de :: ca : CD. 
But, by theor. 7, CT ca :: ca : CD ; 

theref. by equality, CT ca :: ca : de. 
But, by fim. tri. CT ck :: ce : de ; 

theref. by equality, CK ca :: ca : ce, 
and the reftangle ck . ce = ca . caf 

But the reft. ck . ce the parallelogram CEPe, 

theref. the reft, ca . ca = the parallelogram CEPe, 

and confeq. the reft, ab . ab =. the paral. pors. Q. E• D, 

* Corol. Becaufe cd2 = ad . db = ca2 

therefore ca2 = cd2 4~ cd2. 

In like manner, ca2 = de2 + de\ 

CD" 

THE, 

i I 
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THEOREM XI, 

The Sum of the Squares of every Pair of Conjugate Dia* 
meters, is equal to the fame conftant Quantity, namely', 
the Sum of the Squares of the two Axes. 

That is, 
AB2 -]- ab2 = EG2 -|- eg2 ; 
where eg, eg are any pair of con¬ 

jugate diameters. 

For, d^w the ordinates ed, ed. 

Then, by cor. to theor. io, ca2 = cd2 + cd2, 
and - - - ca2 — de2 -j- de2; 
therefore the fum ca2 4~ ca2 — cd2 + de2 + cd2 + de\ 

But, by right-angled As> ce2 = cd2 -j- DE2, 
and - - ce2 — cd2 -j- de2; 
therefore the fum ce2 -j- ce* = cd2 -j- de2 4- cd2 4- de2. 
confequently - ca2 4- ca2 ==- CE2 -j- ce2 ; 
or, by doubling, ab2+ ab2 == eg2 -j- eg2. Q^E. D. 

Of the HYPERBOLA. 

THEOREM I. 

The Squares of the Ordinates of the Axis are to each other 
as the Reftangles of their Abfciffes, 

LET iVB be a plane palling 
through the vertex and axis of the 
oppofite cones; agih another4fec- 
tion of them perpendicular to the 
plane of the former; ab the axis 
of the hyperbolic feftions; and 
eg, hi ordinates perpendicular to 
it.- Then it will be, as 
FG2 r HI2 : : AF . FB : AH . HB. 

For, through the ordinates fg, 
H1 draw the circular fedtions kg l, 

MIN 
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MrN parallel to the bale of the cone, having kl, xtn for their 

diameters, to which fg, hi are ordinates, as well as to the 

axis of the hyperbola. 

Now, by the liimlar triangles afl, ahn, and bfk, bhm, 

it is af : ah :: fl : hn, 

and fb : hb :: jcf : MH ; 

hence, taking the redangles of the correfponding terms, 
it is, the red, af . fb : ah . hb :: kf . fl : mh . hn. 

Bat, by the circle, kf . fl = fg2, and mh . hn — hi2; 

Therefore the red. af . fb : ah , hb fg2 ; hi2. 

% 

THEOREM II. 

As the Square of the Tranfverfe Axis : 
Is to the Square of the Conjugate :: 
So is the Redangle of the Abfciffes : 
To the Square of their Ordinate. 

For, by theor, iy ac . ce : ad . db :: ca2 : de2 ; 
But, if c be the centre, then ac . cb = ac2, andcais the 

femi-conj. 
Therefore - ac' 
or, by permutation, ac: 

or, by doubling, ab 

Corel. Or, by div. ab : 
4 ’ 

that is, ab : p :: AD 

ab2 
where p is the parameter by th# definition of it. 

: ad . db :: ac2 : de2 ; 

' : ac2 :: ad . db : de2; 

1: ab2 :: ad. db : de2. i 

ab2 __ • • 
• • CD — ■ CA : de2, 

AB 

. db or CD2 — - ca2 : de2; 

That is, As the tranfverfe. 
Is to its parameter, 
So is the rediangle of the abfciffes, 
To the fquare of their ordinate. 

TH E- 

r 

I 
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THEOREM III. 

As the Square of the Conjugate Axis ! 
To the Square of the Tranfverfe Axis : 
So is the Sum of the Squares of the Semi-conjugate, and 

Diflance of the Centre from any Ordinate of this Axis : 
To the Square of their Ordinate. 

For, draw the ordinate ed to the tranfverfe ab. 

Then, by theor. i, ca2 : ca2 :: dez : ad.db or cdz — ca: , 
or - - caz: caz :: cd2: dE2—cas 

But - - caz: caz :: ca2: ca2, 

theref. by compof. ca2 : ca2 :: ca2 -j- cd2 : dE2. 
In like manner, ca2: ca1 :: ca2+ cd2 : De2. q^e. d. 

Corel. By the laft theor. ca2 : ca2:: cd2 — ca2: de2, 

and by this theor. c a2 : ca2:: CD2 -\- ca2: De2, 
therefore - de2:dc2::cd2—c a2: cd2-|-ca\ 

In like manner, de2 : dE2:: cd2 — ca2: cd2 -j- ca2. 

THEOREM IV, 

The Square of the Diftance of the Focus from the Centre, is 
equal to the Sum of the Squares of the Semi-Axes. 

Or, the Square of the Diflance between the Foci, is equal to 
the Sum of the Squares of the two Axes. 

That is, 
CF2 =r ca2 -f- ca2, or 
Ff2 = AB2 4- ah2- 

For, to the focus f draw the ordinate fb ; which, by 
the definition, will be the femi-parameter. T hen, by the 

nature 
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nature of the curve - ca2 : ca* :: cf2 — ca2 : fe2; 

and by the def. of the para, ca2 : ca2 :: ca2 : fe2; 

therefore - - ca2 —cf2—ca2 ; 

and by addition, - cf2 — ca24~ ca2 ; 
or, by doubling, Ff2=: ab2 4~ ah2. E. D. 

Corol. i. The two femi-axes, and the focal distance from 
the centre, are the fides of a right-angled triangle CAa ; and 
the diftance Aa is = cf the focal diftance. 

Coro/. 2. The conjugate femi-axis ca is a mean proportional 
between af, fb, or between Af, fB, the diftances of either 
focus from the two vertices. 

For ca2 = cf2 — ca2 — cf + ca . cf — ca= af. fb. 

THEOREM V. 

The Difference of two Lines drawn from the two Foci, to 
meet at any Point in the Curve, is equal to theTranfverfe 
Axis. 

That is, 
fE — fe — AB. 

For, draw AG parallel and equal to ca the femi-conju- 
gate; and join cg meeting the ordinate de produced in h ; 
alfo take ci a 4th proportional to ca, cf, cd. 

Then, by th. 2, ca2 : ag2 :: cd2 — ca2 : de2 ; 
and, by fim. As, ca2 : ag2 :: cd2 — ca2 : dh2 —ag2; 
consequently de2 = dh2—ag2 = dh2— ca2. 
Alfo, fd = cf go cd, and fd2 == cf2 —2cf . cd -j- cd2; 
and, by right-angled triangles, fe2 = fd2 4- de2 ; 
therefore fe2 = cf2 — ca* — 2CF . cd -j- CD2 -f* dh2. 
But, by theor. 4, cf2 — ca2 = ca2, 
and, by fuppofition, 2CF . cd = 2ca . ci ; 
theref. fe2 = ca2 — 2CA . ci cd2 + dh2 ; 
Again, by fuppof. ca2 : cd2 :: cf2 or ca2 4- ag2 • Ci2; 
and, by lim. tri. ca2 : cd2 :: ca2 -j-ag2 : cd2 -j- dh2; 
therefore - cr = cd2 4- dh2 = ch2; 
confequently fe2= ca2 — 2ca . ci 4~ Ci2. 
And the root or fide of this Square is fe = ci — ca — ai. 
I11 the fame manner, it is found that fE = ci 4" CA = bi. 
Confeq. byfubtratl. ie — fe = bi —■ ai = ab. 04 e. d. 

Corol. 1. 
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Carol, i. Hence ch = ci is a 4th proportional to CA, 
CF, CD. 

* t 

Carol 2. And Fe 4. fe 2CH or 2Ci; or fe, ch, fE arc 
in continued arithmetical progreffion, the common difference 
being ca the femi-tranfverfe. 

Coral. 3, Hence is derived the common method of deferr¬ 
ing this curve mechanically by points, thus : 

in the tranfverfe ab, produced, take the foci F, f, and 

any point 1. Then with the radii ai, bi, and centres F, f, 

defer! be arcs interfering in e, which will be a point in the 
curve. In like manner, affuming other points 1, as many 
other points will be found in the curve. 

T hen with a Heady hand, the curve line may be drawn 
through all the points of interfeftion e. » 

In the fame manner are eonftruffed the other two hyper¬ 
bolas, ufing the axis ab inltead of ab, 

THEOREM VI. 

If from any Point 1 in the Axis, a Line il be drawn touching 
the Curve in one Point L ; and the ordinate lm be drawn ; 
and if f be the Centre or the Middle of ab : Then ihall 
cm be to ci as the Square of am to the Square of AI. 

That is, 
cm : ci :: am2 : ai2. 

For, from the point 1 draw any line a eh to cut the curve 
in two points e and h ; from which let fall the perps. ed,hg; 
and bifeft dg in k. 

Then, by theor. 1, ad . db : ag . gb :: de2 : gh% 
and by fim. tri. - id2 : ig2 :: de2 : gh2; 
thcref. by equality, ~ ad . db : ag . gb :: id2 : ig2, 
ButDB=rCB -fCD — CA -}~ CD — CG -j- CD — AG — 2CK — A G, 
and GB = CB -j-CG~CA -f-CG = CG 4- CD — AD —2CK — AD; 
theref. ad . 2CK—ad . ag : ag . 2ck — ad . ag :: id4 : ig2, 
and, by div. dg . 2CK : ig4 — id2 or dg . 21K :: ad . 2CK 

— ad . ag : id2. 
or - 2ck : 21 k :: ad . 2ck — ad . ag : id2 ; 
or AD . 2CK : AD . 2IK *. I AD . 2CK- AD . AG *. ID4; 

theref. by div. ck : ik ad. ag : ad . 2ik — id4, 

and, by div. ck : cr :: ad . ag : id4 — ad . id 4 ia, 
or - ck : ci :: ad. ag : ai2. 

But, 
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But, when the line ih, by revolving about the point I, 
comes into the polition of the tangent il, then the points e 
and H meet in the point l, and the points d, k, g, coincide 
with the point m ; and then the fall proportion becomes 
cm : ci :: am2 : ai2. q^e.d^ 

THEOREM VIE- 

If a Tangent and Ordinate be drawn from any Point in the 
Curve, meeting the Tranfverfe Axis ; the SemUtranfverfc 
will be a Mean Proportional between the Diffancesof the 
faid Two interfeclions from the Centre. 

That is, 
CA is a mean proportion between 
cd and ct ; or cd, ca, ct are con¬ 
tinued proportionals. 

For, by th. 6, cd : ct :: ad5 : at2, 
that is, - cd : ct :: (cd — ca)2:(ca — ct)2, 

or - - cd : ct :: cd2-{-ca2 :cA2-fhT% 
and - - cd : dt :: cd24-ca2 :cd2-^~ct\ 
or - - cd : dt :: cDa-j-CA2 :(cd + ct)dt, 
or cd2 : cd . dt :: cd2 -f ca2 : cd . dt -f ct.td; 

hence cd2 : ca2 :: cd. dt : ct . td, 
and cd2 : ca2 :: cd : ct, 

theref. (th. 78, Geom.) cd : ca :: ca : CD. E. D. 

• K ’ • / • * 1 ’ - I* ' i 

Cord. Since ct is always a third proportional to CD, CA ; 

if the points b, a, remain conllant, then will the point t be 

conftant alfo; and therefore all the tangents will meet in 

this point T, which are drawrn from the point e, of every 

hyperbola defcribed on the fame axis ab, where they are cut 

by the common ordinate dee drawn from the point D. 

THEOREM VIII. 
» ! • * » • • . » / ' ■ ” * 1 t t 

If there be any Tangent meeting-Four Perpendiculars to 
•the Axis drawrn from thefefour Points,'namely, the Centre, 
the t wo Extremities of the Axis, and the Potnt-qf Contact; 
thofe Four Perpendiculars will be Proportional^1** ;u 7 : 

lt * That 



For, bytheor. 7, tc : ac :: ac : dc, 

theref. by div. ta : ad :: tc : ac or cb, 

and by comp. ta : td :: tc : tb, 

and by fim. tri. ag l de I: ch l Bi. * CL« E« D. 

Corol. Hence ta, td, ic, tb \ are ajf0 proportionals, 
and tg, te, th, ti J r f 

For thefe are as ag, de, ch, bi, by fimilar triangles. 

THEOREM IX. 

If there be any Tangent, and two Lines drawn from the 
Foci to the Po:nt of Contact ; thefe two Lines will make 
equal Angies with the Tangent. 

That is, 
the Z fet == Z fEC. 

For, draw the ordinate de, and fe parallel to fe. 

By cor. i,theor. 5, ca : cd :: cf : ca -|- fe, 

and by th. 7, ca : cd :: ct : ca ; 

therefore - cr : cf :: ca : ca -f- fe ; 

and by add. and fub. tf : Tf :: fe : 2ca fe orfE by th.5. 
But by fim. tri. tf : Tf :: fe : fE ; 

therefore - fE— fe, and confeq. Z e — Z fEe. 

But, becaufe fe is parallel to fe, the Z e = Z fet ; 
therefore the Z fet= Z fEe. q^e.d* 

Corol. As opticians find that the angle of incidence is equaL 
to the angle of refle&ion, it appears from this propofition, 
that rays of light iffuing from the one locus, and meeting the 
curve in every point, will be reflected into lines drawn from 
the other focus. So the ray fE is refiedied into fe. And 
this is the reaion w hy the points f, 1 arc called foci, or burn¬ 
ing points* 

THE* 
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THEOREM X. 

All the Parallelograms infcribed between the four Conjugate 
Hyperbolas are equal to one another, and each equal to the 
Redangle of the two Axes. 

That is, 
the parallelogram PQjts =: 

the redangle ab . ab. 

db :: da : 

DT = cd1 — 

dt ; 

: AD . DB # 

Let eg, eg be two conjugate diameters parallel to the fides 
of the parallelogram, and dividing it into four leffer and equal 
parallelograms. Alfo, draw the ordinates de, de, and ck 

perpendicular to pqj and let the axis produced meet the fides 
of the parallelogram, produced, if neceflary, in T and t. 

Then, by theor. 7, ct : ca :: ca : cd, 

and ct : ca :: ca : cd ; 
theref. by equality, ct : ct :: cd : cd ; 
but, by fim. triangles, ct : ct :: td : cd, 
theref. by equality, td : cd :: cd : cd, 

and the reftangle td . dc is = the fquare cd\ 
Again, by theor. 7, cd : ca :: ca : ct, 

or, by divili'on cd : ca :: da : at, » 
and, by compofition, cd 
confeq. the re£l angle cd 

But, by theor. i, ca 
therefore 

In like manner, 
or - - - 

But, by theor. 7, 
theref. by equality, 

But, by fim. tri. 
theref. by equality, 
and the re£langie 

But the re£t. 
theref. the redf. 
and confeq. the reef. 

* Carol. Becaufe 
' * therefore 

In like manner, 

CA 

CA 

ca 
ct 

ct 

CT 

CK 

CK 

CK 

CA 

: ca 

: ca 

t ca 

: de 

: ca 

: ca 

: ck 

: ca 

ce = 

ce = 

ce = 

(ad . db or) cd2 : de2, 

cd : de; 

cd : de; 

ca : CD. 

ca : cd ; 

ca : de. 

ce : de; 

ca : ce, 

ca . ca. 

the parallelogram cEPe, 

the parallelogram cepc. 

ab . a*b the paral. pc^rs. e. d, 

cd2 — AD . DB — CD2 - CA7 AD 

CA“ “ CD 

ca2== de2 

DB — 

- cd2. 

— DE2, 

THE- 
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THEOREM XX. 

The Difference of the Squares of every Pair of Conjugate 
Diameters, is equal to the fame conftant Quantity, namely 
the Difference of the Squares of the two Axes. 

/ 

That is, 
AB2 — ab2 — eg2 — eg2; 
where eg, eg are any conjugate 

diameters. 

For, draw the ordinates ed, ed. 

Then, by cor. to theor. io, ca.2 — cd2— cd2, 
and - - ca2 = de2—de2; 

theref. the difference ca2 — ca2 — cd2 + de2 — cd2— de2. 
But, by right-angled ^s, ce2 = cd2-}- de2, 

and - - ce2 = cd2 + de2; 
theref. the difference ce2 — ce2 = cd2 -j- de2 — cd2 — de*. 
confequently - ca2 — ca2 = ce2 — ce2; 
or, by doubling, ab2 — ab2 — eg2 — eg2. e. d. 

THEOREM XII. 

All the Parallelograms are equal which are formed between 
the Afymptotes and Curve, by Lines drawn Parallel to the 
Afymptotes. 

That is, the lines ge, ek, ap, aq^ 

being parallel to the afymptotes ch, cl; 

then the paral. cgek paral. cpaq^ 

For, let a be the vertex of the curve, or extremity of the 
femi-tranfverfe axis ac,* perp. to which draw al orAl, which 
will be equal to the femi-conjugate, by definition 19. Alfa, 
draw HEDeh parallel to l1, 

Then, by theor. 2, ca2 : al2 :: cd2 — ca2 : de2, 
and, by parallels, ca2 ; al2 cd2 : dh2; 
theref. by fubtradf, ca2 : al2 :: ca2 ;..dh: — de2 or 

redt. HE . Eh ; * 
confeq. the fquare al2 = the redt. he , Eh. 

- But, 
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But, by fim. tri. pa : al ::ge : eh, 
and, by the fame, dA : a1 :: ek : Eh; 
theref. by comp, pa . aq^: al2 :: ge.ek : he . Eh ; 
and, becaufe al2 = he. Eh, theref. pa . aq^==z ge . ek. 

But the parallelograms cgek, cpaq, being equiangular, 
are as the re&angles ge . ek and pa . aq. 

Therefore the parallelogram gk = the paral. pq. 
That is, all the infcribed parallelograms are equal to one 

another. Q. e. d. 

Corol. i, Becaufe the re&angle gek or cge is conftant, 
therefore ge is reciprocally as cg, or cg : CP :: pa : ge. 
And hence the afymptote continually approaches towards the 
curve, but never meets it: for ge decreafes continually as 
cg increafes ; and it is always of fome magnitude, except 
when cg is fuppofed to be infinitely great, for then ge is 
infinitely fmall, or nothing. So that the afymptote cg may 
be confidered as a tangent to the curve at a point infinitely 
diflant from c. 

Corol. 2. If theabfcifles CD, ce, 
CG, &c, taken on the one afymp¬ 
tote, be in geometrical progreffion 
increafing; then {hall the ordi¬ 
nates dh, ei, gk, &c, parallel to. 
the other afymptote, be a decreaf- 
ing geometrical progreflion, hav¬ 
ing the fame ratio. For, all the 
rectangles cdh, cei, cgk, &c, being equal, the ordinates 
dh, ei, gk, &c, ^re reciprocally as the abfcifles CD, ce, cg, 
&c, which aregeometricals. And the reciprocals of geome- 
tricals are alfo geometricals, and in the fame ratio, but de= 
creating, or in converfe order. 

THEOREM XlII. 
♦ *» ^ 

The three following Spaces, between the Afymptotes and 
the Curve, are equal; namely, the Sedfor or Trilinear 
Space contained by an Arc of the Curve and two Radii, 
or Lines drawn from its Extremities to the Centre; and 
each of the two Quadrilaterals, contained by the faid Arc, 
and two Lines drawn from its Extremities parallel to one 
Afymptote, and the intercepted Part of the other Afymp¬ 
tote. 

✓ ■ 

i VOL. II. That 
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That is, 
The feftor cae sst paeg = qaek, 
all (landing on the fame arc ae. 

For, by theor. 12, cpaQj= cgek ; 
fubtradf the common fpace cgio, 
there remains the paral. pi = the par. ik ; 
to each add the trilineal iae, 
the fum is the quadr. paeg — qaek. 

Again, from the quadrilateral caek 
take the equal triangles caq, cek, 
and there remains the fe£ior cae = qaek. 
Therefore cae = qaek = paeg. '< e. E1, 

Of the PARABOLA. 

THEOREM- I. 

The Abfcifies are Proportional to the Squares of their 
Ordinates, 

LET a vm be a fe£lion through 
the axis of the cone, and agih a 
parabolic fe£lion by a plane per¬ 
pendicular to the former, and 
parallel to the fide yM of the, 
cone; alfo let afh be the com¬ 
mon interfedfion of the two 

lanes, or the axis of the para- 
ola, and fg, hi ordinates per¬ 

pendicular to it. 

Then it will be, as af : ah :: fg2 : hi2. 

For, through the ordinates fg, hi draw the circular fec- 
tions kgl, min, parallel to the bafe of the cone, having kl, 
mn for their diameters, to which fg, hi are ordinates, as 
well as to the axis of the parabola. 

' Then, 

© 

V 
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Then, by fimilar triangles, AF :-ah :: fl : hn ; 
but, becaufe of the parallels, KF = mh; 
therefore ... af : ah :: kf.fl : mh.hn„ 

But, by the circle, KF . fl = FG2, and mh . hn = hi2 ; 
Therefore - - af : ah :: fg2 : hi2, q^e. 

FG2 HI2 
Corol. Hence the third proportional - or —- is a con- 

r r af ah 
Rant quantity, and is equal to the parameter of tht axis b'y 
defin. 16. 

Or af : fg :: fg : p the parameter. 
Or the reflangle p . af = fg2. 

THEOREM IU 

As the Parameter of the Axis : 
Is to the Sum of any Two Ordinates •: 
So is the Difference of thofe Ordinates % 
To the Difference of their Abfciffes : 

That is, 
p[: GH 4- DE :: GH —- DE : DG, 

Or, 
p : ki :: ih : ie. 

For, by cor. theor. i, p. ag = gh2, 
and - - p . ad == de2 ; 
theref. by fubtraclion, p.dg — gh2 — de2. 

Or, - - p . dg = ki . ih, 
therefore - - p : ki :: IH : dg of £i. E, 

Corol: Hence, becaufe p. f.1 = ki . ih, 
arid, by cor. theor. i, p.ag = gh2, 
therefore - ag : ei :: gh2 : ki . ih. 

So that any diameter ei is as the re&angle of the feg~ 
inents ki, ih of the double ordinate kh. 

THEOREM III. 

The Diflance from the Vertex to the Focus is equal to J of 
the Parameter, or to Half the Ordinate at the Focus. 

That* is, 
AF = $fe = |p,‘ 
Where f is the focus. 

I 2 For, 

\ 
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For, the general property is af : fe :: fe : p. 
But, by definition 17, - FE rrrip ; 

therefore alfo - - af=|fE:=|p. Q^E.D, 

THEOREM IV. 
•* - ■ • . 

A Line drawn from the Focus to any Point in the Curve, is 
equal to the Sum of the Focal Difiance and the Abfcifs of 
the Ordinate to that Point. 

That is, 
FE = FA -f- AD == GD, 

taking ag = af. 

For, fince fd^adtjaf, 
there!’, by fquaring, FD2rmAF2—2AF.AD-PAD2, 

But; by cor. theor. 1, de2= p.ad = 4af.ad ; 
theref. by addition, FD2-f-DE2r=AF24-2AF.AD-}-AD2# 

But, by riglit-ang. tri. fd2-[-dej=:fe2 ; 
therefore fe2=: af2-{-2af . ad -}- ad2, 
and the root or fide is fe =af d- ad, 

or fe —gd, by taking ag = af, 

t 0^ E. D„ 

Coral 1. If, through the point G, the 
line hg be drawn perpendicular to the 
axis, it is called the direftxix of the 
parabola. The property of which, 
from this theorem, it appears, is this: 
That drawing any lines he parallel to 
the axis, he is always equal to fe the 
difiance of the focus from the point e. 

4, •* f 

Carol. 2. Hence alfo the curve is eafily deferibed by points. 
Namely, in the axis produced take ag = af the focal dif- 
tance, and draw a number of lines ee perpendicular to the 
axis ad ; then with the difiances gd, gd, gd, 8cc, as radii, 
an#'the centre f, draw arcs crofiing the parallel ordinates 
in e, e, e, &c. Then draw the curve through all the points 
Z, p* 

T H E-- 
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THEOREM V. 

If a Tangent be drawn to any Point of the Parabola, meet, 
ing the Axis produced; and if an Ordinate to the Axis be 
drawn from the Point of Contadf; then the Abfcifs of 
that Ordinate will be equal to the External Part of the 

' Axis.' .. 

For, from the point t, draw any line cutting the curve 
in the two points e, h : to which draw the ordinates de, gh ; 
alfo draw the ordinate mc to the point of contadl c. 

Then, by th. i, ad :ag ::de2:gh2; 
and, by fim. tri. td2 : tg2 :: DE®: gh2 ; 
theref. by equality, ad : ag ::td2:tg2; 

and, by divilion, ad : dg :: td2 :tg2—TD2or dg.td -f-TG, 
or - ad : td :: td : TD -f-TG ; 

and, by divilion, ad : at :: td : tg, 
and again by div. ad : at :: at : ag ; 

or - at is a mean propor. between ad, ag. 

Now, if the line th be fuppofed to revolve about the 
point T ; then, as it recedes farther from the axis, the points 
E and H approach towards each other, the point e defcend- 
ing, and the point h afcending, till at laft they meet in the 
point C, when the line becomes a tangent to the curve at c. 
And then the points d and G meet in the point M, and the 
ordinates de, gh in the ordinate cm. Confequently ad, ag, 
becoming each equal to am, their mean proportional at will 
be equal to the abfcifs am. That is, the external partot the 
axis, cut off by a tangent, is equal to the abfcifs of the or. 
dinate to the point of contaft. e. d. 

THEOREM VI. 

If a tangent to the Curve meet the Axis produced ; then 
the Line drawn from the Focus to the Point of Contact, 
will he equal to the Diftance of the Focus from the Inter- 
fe&ion of the Tangent and Axis. 

That 
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That is, 
FC ^ FT, 

For, draw the ordinate DC to the point of contaft c. 

Then, by theor. \t = ad; 
therefore - ft =5 af 4- ad. 

But, by theor. 4, fc =a,af 4* ad; 
theref; by equality, fc = rt. Q^e.d. 

Corol. 1. If cg be drawn perpendicular to the curve, or to 
the.tangent, at c then lhall fg = fc = ft. 

For, draw.FH perpendicular to tc, which will alfo bife£f 
tc, becaufe ft = fc ; and therefore, by the nature of the 
parallels, fh alfo bife&£ tg in F. And confequently fg = 
ft — fc. 

So that f is the centre of a circle palling through t, c, g, 

Corol. 2. The tangent at the vertex AH, is a mean propor¬ 
tional between af and ad. 

For, becaufe fht is a right angle, 
therefore - ah is a mean between af, at, 

or between af, ad, becaufe ad=; at, 
pikewife, fh is a mean between fa, ft, 

or between fa, fc. 
- ■ ? 

Corol. 3. The tangent tc makes equal angles with fc an4 
the axis ft. 

For, becaufe ft = fc, 
' therefore the Z fct = Z ftc. 

Alfo, the angle gcf = the angle gck, 
drawing ick parallel to the axis ag. 

Carol. 4. Arid becaufe the angle of incidence gck is = 
the angle of reflefiion gcf ; therefore a ray of light falling 
on the curve in the dire&ion kc, will be remedied to the 
focus f. That is, all rays parallel to the axis, are refle&ed 
tp the focus, or burning point. 

THE. 
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THEOREM VII. 

-If there be any Tangent, and a Double Ordinate drawn from 
the Point of Contaft, and alfo any Line parallel to the 
Axis, limited by the Tangent and Double Ordinate: th^ji 
(hall the Curve divide that Line in the fame Ratio, as the 
Line divides the Double Ordinate. 

That is, 
ie ; ek :: ck : kl. 

For, by lim. triangles, 
but, by the def. the param. 
therefore, by equality, 

But, by theor. 2, 
therefore, by equality, 
and, by divilion, 

ck : ki :: cd : dt or 2da ; 

p : cl :: cd : 2da ; 

p : ck :: cl : ki. 

p : ck :: kl : ke ; 

cl : kl :: ki : ke; 

ck : kl ;: ie : ek. e. b 

THEOREM VIII. 

The fame being fuppofed as in theor, 7 ; then fiiall the Ex* 
ternal Part of the Line between the Curve and Tangent, 
be proportional to the Square of the intercepted Part of 
the Tangent, or to the Square of the intercepted Part of 
the Double Ordinate. 

That is, ie is as ci2 or ascK2. 
and ie, ta, on, pl, &c, 

are as ci2, ct2, co2, cp2,&c, 

or asCK2,CD2,CM2,CL2,&C. 

For, by theor. 7, ie : ek :: ck : kl, 
or, by equality, ie : ek : : ck2 : ck . KL. 

But, by cor, th. 2, EK is as the reft, ck . kl, 

therefore is is as ck2, or as ci2. q^e. d< 

Coral 
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Carol. As this property is common to every pofition of 
the tangent, if the lines ie, ta, on, &c, be appended to the 
points 1, T, o, &c, and moveable about them, and of fuch 
lengths as that their extremities e, a, n, &c, be in the curve 
of a parabola in fome one pofition of the tangent ; then 
making the tangent revolve about the point c, it appears that 
the extremities e, a, n, &c, will always form the curve of 
fome parabola, in every pofition of the tangent. 

• v . v 
v i \ « 

THEOREM IX. 

The AbfcifTes of any Diameter, are as the Squares of their 
Ordinates, 

That is, ccl> cr, cs, &c, 
are as qe2, ra2, sn2, &c. 

Or - cqj cr :: qe2:ra2, 
&c. 

* 

For, draw the tangent ct, and the externals ei, at, no, 
&c, parallel to the axis, or to the diameter cs. 

Then, becaufe the ordinates qe, ra, sn, &c, arc parallel 
to the tangent CT, by the definition of them, therefore all 
the figures iq^, tr, os, &c, are parallelograms, whofe op* 
polite fides are equal, 

namely, ie, ta, on, &c, 
are equal to cq, CR, cs, &c, 

- Therefore, by theor. 8, cq, cr, cs, Sec, 
areas - ci2, ct2, co2, &c, 
or as their equals qe2, ra2, sn2, &c, Q^E. D. 

Carol. Here, like as in theor. 2, the difference of the ab- 
feiffes is as the difference of the fquares of their ordinates, 
or as the reftangles under the fum and difference of the ordi¬ 
nates, the redfangle under the fum and difference of the 
ordinates being equal to the redfangle under the difference of 
the abfeiffes and the parameter ol that diameter, ojr a third 
proportional to any abfeifs and its ordinate, 

THE- 
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THEOREM X. 

If a Line be drawn parallel to any Tangent, and cut the 
Curve in two Points; then if two Ordinates be drawn to 
the Interfedlions, and a third to the Point of Contaft, 
thefe three Ordinates will be in Arithmetical Progreffion, 
or the Sum of the Extremes will be equal to Double the 
Mean. 

That is, 
EG 4- HI = 2CD. 

For, draw ek parallel to the axis, and produce hi to L, 
Then, by fim. triangles, ek : hk :: td or 2ad : cd; 

but, by theor. 2, - ek : hk :: kl : p the param. 
theref. by equality, - 2ad : kl :: cd : p. 

But, by the defin. - 2ad : 2cd :: cd : pj 
theref. the 2d terms are equal, kl= 2CD, 
that is, - _ EG -f- HI = 2CD. Q^E-D* 

t ' 

THEOREM XI. 

Any Diameter bifeftsall its Double Ordinates, or Lines 
parallel to the Tangent at its Vertex. 

That is, 
ME = MH. 

For, to the axis ai draw the ordinates eg, cd, hi, and 
MN parallel to them, which is equal to cd. 

Then, by theor. 10, 2MN or 2CD = eg -f- hi, 
therefore m is the middle of eh. 

And, for the fame reafon, all its parallels are bifefted. 
E. D. 

SCHOL, 
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Schol. Hence, as the abfcifies of any diameter and their 
ordinates have the fame relations as thofe of the axis, namely, 
that the ordinates are bifeffed by the diameter, and their 
fquares proportional to the abfcilfes; fo all the other pro¬ 
perties of the axis and its ordinates and abfcilfes, before de- 
monftrated, will likewife hold good for any diameter and its 
ordinates and abfeiffes. And alfo thofe of the parameters, 
under Handing the parameter of any diameter, as a third 
proportional to any abfeifs and its ordinate. Some of the 
mod material of which are demonftrated in trie following 
theorems: 

THEOREM XII. 

The Parameter of any Diameter is equal to four Times the 
Line drawn from the Focus to the Vertex of that Dia¬ 
meter. 

That is, 4-FC — p, 
the param. of the diam. cm. 

For, draw the ordinate ma parallel to the tangent ct : 
as alio cd, mn perpendicular to the axis an, and fh per* 
pcntiicular to the tangent ct. 

Then the ablciffes ad, cm or at being equal, by thcor. 5, 
the parameters will be as the fquares of the ordinates cd, ma 
or cr, by the definition ; 

that is, p : p :: cd2 : ct’, 
But, by fim. tri. fh : ft :: cd : ct; 

therefore - p : p :: fh2 : ft2. 
But, by cor. 2, th. 6, fh2 = fa . ft; 

therefore - p : p :: fa . ft : ft2, 
or, by equality, P : p :: FA : FT or FC. 

But, by theor. 3, P — 4FA, 
and therefore - p—4FTor4FC. Q^E.D, 

Coral. Hence the parameter p of the diameter cm is equal 
to 4FA -f- 4ad, or to p 4AD, that is, the parameter of the 
axis added to 4A9, 

THS- 
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THEOREM XIII. 

If an Ordinate.to any Diameter, pafs through the Focus, it 
will be equal to Half its Parameter; and its Abfcifs equal 
to One Fourth of the fame Parameter. 

That is, cm = ^p, 
and me = |p. 

For, join FC, and draw the tangent CT. 

By the parallels, CM = = FT ; 

and, by theor. 6, FC = = ft ; 

alfo, by theor. 12, FC = = Ip; 
therefore CM = = «>• 

Again, by the defin. cm or ip : me :: me : p, 

and confequently - ME =ip = 2CM. 

CoroL l. Hence, of any diameter, the double ordinate 
which pafleth through the focus, is equal to the parameter, 
or to quadruple its abfcifs. 

Carol 2. Hence, and from cor. i 
to theor. 4, and theor. 6 and 12, it 
appears, that if the diredlrix gh be 
drawn, and any lines he, he, pa¬ 
rallel to the axis; then every parallel 
he will be equal to ef, or £ ol the 
parameter of the diameter to the 
point e. 

THEOREM XIV. 

Jf there be a Tangent, and any Line drawn from the Point 
of Contact and meeting the Curve in fome other Point, as 
alfo another Line parallel to the Axis, and limited by the 
Firft Line and the Tangent : then lhall the Curve divide 
this Second Line in the lame Ratio, as the Second Line 

- divides the Firlt Line. 
That 
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For, draw lp parallel to ik, or to the axis. 

Then, by theor. 8, ie : pl :: ci2 : cp2, 

©r, by fim. tri. ie * pl :: ck2 : cl2. 

Alfo, by fim. tri. ik : pl :: ck /: cl, 

or ik : pl :: ck2 : ck.cl; 
therefore by equality, ie : ik : : ck.cl : cl2 ; 

or ie : ik :: ck : cl ; 

and, by divifion, ie : ek :: ck : kl. q^e.d. 

Coral. When CK = kl, then ie ~ EK = |ik, 

THEOREM XV. 

If from any Point of the Curve there be drawn a Tangent, 
and alfo Two Right Lines to cut the Curve; and Dia¬ 
meters be drawn through the Points of Interfe6lion e and 
l, meeting thofe Two Right Lines in two other Points G 

and k: Then will the Line kg joining thefe laft Two 
‘ Points be parallel to the Tangent. 

H 

G 

L 

For, by theor. 14 
and by comp, 
and by the parellels 

But, by fim. tri. 
theref. by equal, 
confequently 
and therefore 

CK • 
• KL • • 

• • El • 
• EK; 

CK • 
• CL • • 

• • El • 
• Kl; 

• • • • GH • 
• LH ; 

CK • 
• CL • • 

• • Kl • 
• LH ; 

Kl ♦ 
• LH • • 

• • GH • 
• LH : 

Kl = GH, 

kg is parallel and equal to ih. Q^e.d, 

THE-* 
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THEOREM XVI. 

If a Reftangle be defcribed about a Parabola, having the 
fame Bafe and Altitude; and a diagonal Line be drawn 
from the Vertex to the Extremity of the Bafe of the Para¬ 
bola, forming a right-angled Triangle, of the fame Bafe and 
Altitude alfo ; then any Line or Ordinate drawn acrofs the 
three Figures, perpendicular to the Axis, will be cut in 
Continual Proportion by the Sides of thofe Figures. 

That is, 
ef : eg :: eg : eh. 

Or, ef, eg, eh, are in con¬ 
tinued proportion. 

For, by theor. 1, ab : ae :: bc2 : eg2, 
and, by fim. tri. - ab : ae :: bc : ef , 
theref. of equality, ef : bc :: eg2 : BC2, 

that is, - ef : eh :: eg2 : eh2, 
theref. by Geom. th. 78, ef, eg, eh are proportionals, 

or - ef : eg :: eg : eh. q*e. d. 

THEOREM XVII. 

The Area or Space of a Parabola, is equal to Two-Thirds 
of its Circumfcribing Parallelogram. 

That is, the fpace abcga =1 -|abcd; 
or, the fpace adcga = -^-abcd. 

For, conceive the fpace adcga to be compofed of, or 
divided into, indefinitively fmall parts, by lines parallel to 
DC or ab, fuch as ig, which divide ad into like fmall and 
equal parts, the number or fum of which is expreffed by the 
line ad. Then, 

by the parabola, bc2:eg2::ab:ae, 
that is, - ad2 : ai2 :: dc : ig. 

Hence it follows, that any one ot thefe narrow parts, as 
D C 

ig, is =r —^ x ai2, whence, ad and dc being given or 

conftant quantities, it appears that the faid parts ig, 8cc, are 
proportional to ai2, &c, or proportional to a feries of fquare 

numbers, 
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numbers, whofe roots are in arithmetical progreflion, and the 
DC 

area adcga equal to —- drawn into the fum of fuch a feries 

of arithmeticals, the number of which is expreffed by ad. 

Now, by the remark at pag. 233, vol. i, the fum of the 
fquares of fuch a feries of arithmeticals, is expreffed by 

1 .2 n -f- i, where n denotes the number of them. 
In the prefent cafe, n reprefents an infinite number, and 
then the fubfa-dlors n 4- 1, 2« -{- become only n and 2n, 
omitting the 1 as inconfiderable in refpedl of the infinite 
number «; hence the expreffion above becomes barely 

. » . 2n = j-n3. 
To apply this to the cafe above: n will denote AD or bc ; 

and the fum of all the ai2,s becomes 4AD3 or tbc3 \ confe- 
DC DC 

quently the fum of all the -—- x a 12’s, is-- x 4-ad 3 = 
1 J AD2 * AD2 3 

jAD .DC={bd, which is the area of the exterior part adcga. 
That is, the faidexterior part adcga, is -|-of the parallelogram 
abcd ; and confequently the interior part abcga is -|of the 
fame parallelogram. e. D. 

Coni. The part afcga, inclofed between the curve and 

the right line afc, is £ of the fame parallelogram. 

THEOREM XVIII. 

The Solid Content of a Paraboloid (or Solid generated by 
the Rotation of a Parabola about its Axis), is Half its 
Circumferibing Cylinder. 

Let abc be a paraboloid, 
generated by the rotation of 
the parabola ac about its axis 
ad. Suppofe the axis ad be 
divided into an infinite num¬ 
ber of equal parts, through 
which let circular planes pal?, 
as efg, all thofe circles making up the whole folid para¬ 
boloid. 

Then, if c — the number 3*1416, then 2c x eg is the 
circumference of the circle efg whofe radius is fg ; there¬ 
fore c X eg2 is the area of that circle. 

But, by cor. theor. 1, Parabola, p x afcz fgj, wherep 
denotes the parameter of the parabola; confequently pc X a F 

will 
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'tvill alfo exprefs the fame circular fedlion eg, and therefore 
pc x the fum of all the af’s will be the fum of all thofe 
circular fedlions, or the whole content of the folid para¬ 
boloid. 

But all the af’s form an arithmetical progreftion, begin¬ 
ning at o or nothing, and having the greatelt term and the 
fum of all the terms each expreffed by the whole axis ad. 
And fince the fum of all the terms of fuch a progreflion, is 
equal to |-ad X ad or \ad2-, half the produft of the greateft 
term and the number of terms ; therefore £ad 2 is equal to the 
fum of all the af’s, and confequently, pc X ^ad2, or \c x 
p x ad2, is the fum of all the circular feftions, or the con¬ 
tent of the paraboloid. 

DC* 
But, by the parabola, p \ DC M DC ! ad or p = — ; 

confequently \c X p X ad2 becomes\c X ad X DC2 for the 
folid content of the paraboloid. But c X ad X DC2 is equal 
to the cylinder bcih ; confequently the paraboloid is the half 
of its circumfcribing cylinder. q^e. o. 

THEOREM XIX. 
, \ , 

The Solidity of the Fruftum begc of the Paraboloid, is equal 
to a Cylinder whofe Height is df, and its Bafe Half the 
Sum of the two Circular Bafes eg, bc. 

t 

For, by lafl theor. \pc X ad2 = the folid abc, 
and - - \pc y, af2 ==, the folid aeg, 
theref. the dif. \pc X (ad2 — af2) = the fruft. begc. 

But AD2 —AF2 = DF x (ad + af), 

theref. \pc X df X (ad + af) = the fruft. begc. 
But, by the parab.p x ad = dc2, andp X af=fg2; 

there!. \c X df x (dc2 -j- fG2) = the fruft. begc. 
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I 

Or MOTION, FORCES, &c. 

DEFINITIONS. 

Art. i. BODY is the mafs, or quantity of matter, in any 
material fubftance; and it is always proportional to its weight 
or gravity, whatever its figure may be. 

2. Body is either Hard, Soft, or Elaftic. A Hard Body 
is that whofe parts do not yield to any ffroke or percuflion, 
but retains its figure unaltered. A Soft Body,is that whofe 
parts yield to any ftroke or impreflion, without refforing 
themfelves again; the figure of the body remaining altered. 
And an Elaftic Body is that whofe parts yield to any ftroke, 
but which prefently reftore themfelves again, and the body 
regains the fame figure as before the ftroke. 

We know of no bodies that are abfolutely, or perfectly, 
either hard, foft, or elaftic; but all partaking thefe properties, 
more or lefs, in fome intermediate degree. 

3. Bodies are alfo either Solid or Fluid. A Solid Body, 
is that whofe parts are not eafily moved amongft one another, 
and which retains any figure you give it. But a Fluid Body 
is that whofe parts yield to the flighted: impreftion, being 
eafily moved amongft one another; and its lurface, when 
left to itfelf, is always obferved to fettle in a fmooth plane 
at the top. 

4. Denfity is the proportional weight or quantity of mat¬ 
ter in any body. 

So, in two fpheres, or cubes, &c, of equal fize or magni¬ 
tude ; if the one weigh only one pound, but the other rwo 
pounds; then the denfity of the latter is double the denfity 
of the former; if it wreigh three pounds, its denfity is triple, 
and fo on. 

5. Motion is a continual and fucceftive change of place.—* 
If the body move equally, or pafs over equal fpaces in equal 
times, it is called Equable or Uniform Motion. But if it 
increafe or decreafe, ir is Variable Motion; and it is called 
Accelerated Motion in the former cafe, and Retarded Motion 
in the latter.—Alfo, when the body moved is confidered with 

refoeft 
* 
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refpe£l to fome other body at reft, it is faid to be Abfolute 
Motion. But when compared with others in motion, it is 
called Relative Motion. 

6. Velocity, or Celerity, is an aftedlion of motion, by 
which a body pafles over a certain fpace in a certain time. 
Thus, if a body in motion pafs uniformly over 40 feet in 
4 feconds of time, it is faid to move with the velocity of 
10 feet per fecond; and fo on. 

7. Momentum, or Quantity of Motion, is the power or 
force incident to moving bodies, by which they continually 
tend from their prelent places, or with which they ftrike any 
obftacle that oppofes their motion. 

8. Force is a powrer exerted on a body to move it, or to 
flop it. If the force a£l conftantly, or inceftantly, it is a Per¬ 
manent Force : like preflure or the force ot gravity. But if 
itadl inftantaneoufly, or but for an imperceptibly frnall time, 
it is called Impulfe, or Perculhon: like the fmart blow of 
a hammer. 

9. Forces are alfo diftinguifhed into Motive, and Accele¬ 
rative or Retarding. A Motive or Moving Force, is the 
pow’er of an agent to produce motion; and it is equal or 
proportional to the momentum it wbll generate in any body, 
when a6!ing, either by percufiion, or for a certain time as a 
permanent force. 

10. Accelerative, or Retardive Force, is commonly un- 
derftood to be that which aftcfts the velocity only ; or it is 
that by which the velocity is accelerated or retarded ; and it 
is equal or proportional to the motive force direflly and to 
the mafs or body moved inverfely.—So, if abodyof 2 pounds 
weight, be adted on by a motive force of 40 ; then the acce¬ 
lerating force is 20. But if the fame force of 40 adl o» 
another body of 4 pounds weight; then the accelerating force 
in this latter cafe is only 10 ; and fo is but .half tire former. 

11. Gravity, or Weight, is that force by which a body 
endeavours to fall downwards. It is called Abfolute Gravity, 
when the body is in empty fpace; and Relative Gravity, 
when immerfed in a fluid. 

12. Specific Gravity is the proportion of the weights of 
different bodies of equal magnitude ; and fo is proportional 
to the denfity of the body. 

VOL. II. K AXIOMS, 
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AXIOMS. 

13. EVERY body naturally endeavours to continue in its 
prefent date, whether it be at reft, or moving uniformly in a 
right line. 

14. The Change or Alteration of Motion, by any external 
force, is always proportional to that force, and in the direc¬ 
tion of the right line in which it adfs. 

15. A6Hon and Re-a<ftion, between any two bodies, are 
equal and contrary. That is, by A&ionand Re-a£lion,equal 
changes of motion are produced in bodies acfting on each 
other ; and thefe changes are diretted towards oppofite or 
contrary parts. 

GENERAL LAWS of MOTION, &c. 

PROPOSITION I. 

16. The Quantity of Matter, in all Bodies, is in the Compound 
Ratio of their Magnitudes and Denfties. 

That is, b is as md\ where b denotes the body or quan¬ 

tity of matter, m its magnitude, and d its denfity. 

For, by art. 4, in bodies of equal magnitude, the mafs or 
quantity of matter is as the denfity. But, the denfities re¬ 
maining, the mafs is as the magnitude ; that is, a double 
magnitude contains a double quantity of matter, a triple 
magnitude a triple quantity, and fo on. Therefore the mafs 
is in the compound ratio of the magnitude and denfity. 

17. Corol. 1. In fimilar bodies, the mafles areas the den¬ 
fities and cubes of the diameters, or of any like linear di- 
menfions.—For the magnitudes of bodies are as the cubes of 

the diameters, &c. 

18. Corol. 2. The maftes are as the magnitudes and fpecific 
gravities.—For, by art. 4 and 12, the denfities of bodies are 
as the ipecific gravities. 

19. Sc ho* 
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19. Scholium. Hence, if b denote any body, or the quan¬ 
tity of matter in it, m its magnitude, d its denlity, g its 
fpecific gravity, and a its diameter or other dimenfion ; then, 
oc (pronounced or named as) being the mark for general 
proportion, from this propofition and its corollaries we have 
thefe general proportions : 

b oc md oc mg oc a3d> 
b 

m oc 
d 
b 

oc 

oc — cc 

a3 oc 

m 
b 

b 

g 

g 

oc a3, 

oc 

oc m oc 

mg 

a3 y 

mg 
d * 

PROPOSITION* II. 

20. The Momentum, or Quantity of Motion, generated by a 
Single Irnpulfe, or any Momentary Force, is as the Generating 
Force. 

That is, m is as f; where m denotes the momentum, 
and f the force. 

f or every efte£l is proportional to its adequate caufe. So 
that a double force will imprefs a double quantity of mo¬ 
tion ; a triple force, a triple motion; and fo on. T hat is, 
the motion imp refled, is as the motive force which pro¬ 
duces it. 

PROPOSITION III. 

-21. The Momenta, or Quantities of Motion, in Moving Bodies9 

are in the Compound Ratio of the Maffes and Ft locities. 

That is, m is as bv. 

For, the motion of any body being made up of the mo¬ 
tions of all its parts, if the velocities be equal, the momenta 
will be as the mafles ; for a double mafs will flxike with a 
double force ; a triple mafs, with a triple force; and fo on. 
Again, when the mafs is the fame, it will require a double 
force to move it with a double velocity, a triple force with a 
triple velocity, and fo on; that is, the motive force is as the 
velocity; but the momentum imprefied, is as the force which 
produces it, by prop. 2 ; and therefore the momentum is as 
the velocity when the mafs is the fame. But the momentum 
was found to be as the mafs when the velocity is the fame. 

K 2 Gonfe- 

1 
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Confequently, when neither are the fame, the momentum is 
in the compound ratio of both the mafs and velocity. 

PROPOSITION IV. 

22. In Uniform Motions, the Spaces deferibed are in the Com- 
pound Ratio of the Velocities and the Times of their Dejcrip- 

tion. 

That is, s is as/t/. 
* 

For, by the "nature of uniform motion, the greater the 
velocity, the greater is the fpace deferibed in any one and 
the fame time ; that is, the fpace is as the velocity, when 
the times are equal. And when the velocity is the fame, the 
fpace will be as the time; that is, in a double time a double 
fpace will be deferibed ; in a triple time, a triple fpace ; and 
foon. Therefore univerfally, the fpace is in the compound 
ratio of the velocity, and the time of defeription. 

23. Corol. 1. In uniform motions, the time is as the fpace 
diredfly, and velocity reciprocally; or as the fpace divided 
by the velocity. And when the velocity is the fame, the 
time is as the fpace. But when the fpace is ,the fame, the 
time is reciprocally as the velocity. 

24. Corol. 2. The velocity is as the fpace dire£ly and the 
time reciprocally ; or as the fpace divided by the time. And 
when the time is the fame, the velocity is as the fpace. But 
when the fpace is the fame, the velocity is reciprocally as 
the time. 

Scholium. 

25. In uniform motions generated by momentary impulfe, 
let b — any body or quantity of matter to be moved, 

/ — force of impulfe afting on the body by 
v — the uniform velocity generated in b} 
m = the momentum generated in b9 
s = the fpace deferibed by the body b, 
/ rn: the tune of deferibing the fpace s with the veloc. v. 

Then from the laft three propofitions and corollaries, we 
have thefe three general proportions, namely,/ oc m,m oc bv, 
and s oc tv; from whichis derived the following table of the 
general relations of thofe fix quantities, in uniform motions, 
and impulfive or percuffive forces : 

t 

f os m 
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Is 
foe m oc bv oc —. 
J t 

in oc f oc bv oc —. 
J t 

l 
v 

7 j m ft mt 
b cc — oc “— oc — 

V s s 
tf tm 

s oc tv oc -7- oc ~~r. 
b b 

s ' f m 
V oc — oc -7-' oc —r. 

t b b 
s bs bs 

t OC - C* —7T- oc — „ 
v j rn 

y37 

By means of which, may be refolved all queftions relating 
to uniform motions, and the effe&s of momentary or im- 
pulfive forces. 

PROPOSITION V. 

26. The Momentum generated by a Conftant and Uniform Forefi 
acting for any Time, is in the Compound Ratio of the Force 
and Time of Adi ing. 

That is, m is as ft. 

For, fuppofing the time divided into very fmall parts, by 

prop. 2, the momentum in each particle of time is the fame, 
and therefore the whole momentum will be as the whole 
time, or fum of all the fmall parts. But, by the fame prop, 
the momentum for each fmall time, is alfo as the motive 
force. Confequently the whole momentum generated, is in 
the compound ratio of the force and time of a&ing. 

27. Carol. 1. The motion, or momentum, loft or deftroyed 
in any time, is alfo in the compound ratio of the force and 
time. For whatever momentum any force generates in a 
given time; the fame momentum will an equal force deftroy 
in the fame or equal time; aefting in a contrary diredfion. 

And the fame is true of the increafe or decreafe of motion, 
by forces that confpire with, or oppofe, the motion of bodies. 

28. Coral. 2. The velocity generated, or deftroyed, in any 
time, is diredfly as the force and time, and reciprocally as 
the body or mals of matter.—For, by this and the 3d prop, 
the compound ratio of the body and velocity, is as that of 
the force and time; and therelore the velocity is as the lorce 
and time divided by the body. And if the body and force 
be given, or conftant, the velocity will be as the time. 

PRO. 
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PROPOSITION VI. 

*Zg. The Spaces pajfed over by Bodies, urged by any Conflant and 
Uniform Forces, aiding during any Times, are in the Com¬ 
pound Ratio of the Forces and Squares of the Times d> redly, 
and the Body or Mafs reciprocally. 

Or, the Spaces are as the Squares Gf the Times, when the Force 
and Body are given. 

That is, s is asy-j-, or as F when f and b are given. 

For, let v denote the velocity acquired at the end of any 
time /, by any given body b, when it has palled over the 
fpace s. Then, becaufe the velocity is as the time, by the 
laft corol. therefore \v is the velocity at \t, or at the middle 
point of the time ; and as the increale of velocity is unitorm, 
the fame fpace s will be defcribed in the fame time /, by the 
velocity \v uniformly continued from beginning to end. But, 
in uniform motions, the fpace is in the compound ratio of 
the time and velocity; theiefore s is as \tv, or indeed s = 

* 'ft 
\tv. But, by the laft corol. the velocity^ is as--r, or as 

the force and time dire&ly, and as the body reciprocally. 
ft2 

Therefore s, or \tv, is as J—, that is, the fpace is as the 

force and fquare ot the time direftly, and as the body reci¬ 
procally. Or s is as t2, the fquare of the time only, when 
b and/'are given. 

30. Corol. 1. The fpace s is alfo as tv, or in the compound 
ratio of the time and velocity ; b and f being given. For, 
s = \iv is the fpace a&ually defcribed. But tv is the fpace 
which might be defcribed in the fame time t, with the laft 
velocity v, if it were uniformly continued for the fame or an 
equal time. Therefore the fpace s, or \tv, which is actually 
defcribed, is juft half the fpace, which would be defcribed 
with the laft or greateft velocity, uniformly continued for 
an equal time /. 

31. Corol. 2. The fpace s is alfo as v2, the fquare of the 
velocity ; becaufe the velocity v is as the time /. 

Scholium. 1 * t -• » . ■ « | 

32. Propofitions 3, 4, 5, 6, give theorems for refolving all 
queftions relating to motions unilormly accelerated. Thus, 
put b = any body or quantity of matter, 

f = the force conftantly a£ling on it, 
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t =2 the time of its adding, 
v = the velocity generating in the time /, 
j — the fpace defcribed in that time, 

m =s= the momentum at the end of the time. 

Then, from thefe fundamental relations, m oc bv, m oc ft, 

s oc tv, and v oc ^ , we obtain the following table of the 

general relations of uniformly accelerated motions: 

m oc lv oc ft oc 
Is 

1 

ft 
oc J~ 

V 
oc 

ft*' 

s 
^ OC *jbfs OC yjbftv. 

7 m ft_ mt ft1 oc 
ftt- J m2 7712 ft 

b a —— oc oc — oc — - OC ' r ' OC -7T- OC -5. 
V V s 5 ms ft 

f 
m lv V1V m? m2 m2 2 bs 

oc 7 
oc 

T oc 
s 

oc 
bs 

• oc -- 
btv 

• OC ■°v- 
s 

oc 
ft m ms ft VI2 /** 

V a 
7 

^« 
b 

oc T oc 
m 

OC . y. 
bft 

' oc • oc—r . 
mr 

tv 
ft2 mt ft2v mv 7712 bv2 m2v 

s a oc 
b 

oc 
I 

oc 
m 

oc 

T 
oc 

/ 
OC —:— • 

/*/ 
s m bv Is bs ms 

t oc 
V 

oc 
7 

oc 
7 

OC -- 
m 

oc 
v? 

oc &c. 

33. And from thefe proportions thofe quantities are to be 
left out which are given, or which are proportional to each 
other. Thus, if the body or quantity of matter be always 
the fame, then the fpace defcribed is as the force and fquare 
of the time. And if the body be proportional to the force, 
as all bodies are in refpedf to their gravity ; then the fpace 
defcribed is as the fquare of the time, or fquare of the velo- 

f 
city; and in this cafe, if f be put = ^, the accelerating 

force; then will 

s oc tv oc Ft2 oc — 
F 

v OCOC Ft OC J FS. 
t 
s V s 

/ oc — oc-r 05 s/ 
V F F 

The 
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The COMPOSITION and RESOLUTION of FORCES. 

34. Composition of Forces, is the uniting of two 
or more forces into one, which {hall have the fame effe£I; 
or the finding of one force that fhall be equal to feveral 
others taken together, in any different dire&ions. And the 
Rcfoldtion of Forces, is the finding of two or more lorces 
which, acting in any different directions, (hall have the lame 
effect as any given tingle force. 

PROPOSITION VII. 

35, If a Body at A he urged in the Diregions AB and AC, hy 
any two Similar Forces, fuch that they zl'ould feparately cauje 
the Body to pafs over the Spue s AB, AC in an equal time; 
then f both Forces all together, they will cauje the Body Jo 
move in the fame time, through AD the Diagonal of the 
Fa rallelogrdm A B C D. 

DrAvv cd parallel to AB, and bd pa¬ 
rallel to AC. And while the body is 
carried over Ab or cd by the force in 
that direction, let it be carried over bd 
by the force in that direction ; by which 
means it will be found at d. Now, if 
the forces be impulfive or momentary, 
the motions will be uniform, and the fpaces defcribcd will 
be as the times of defeription ; 
thetef. Ab or cd : AB or CD :: time in Ab : time in AB, 

and cd or Ac : BD or AC :: time in Ac : time in AC ; 
but the time, in Ab — time in Ac, and time in AB = 
time in AC, therefore Ab : bd :: AB : BD by equality. 

And as this is always the cafe in every point d, d, &c, 
therefore the path of the body is the flraight line AdD, or 
the diagonal of the parallelogram. 

Bat if the fimilar forces, by means of which the body is 
moved in the directions AxB, AC, be uniformly accelerating 
ones, then the fpaces will be as the fquares of the times ; 
in which cafe, call the time in bd or cd /, and the time in 
AB or AC, T; then 

it will be Ab or cd : AB or CD :: t2 : T2, 
and - bd or AC : BD or AC lit2: T2, 

theref. by equality, Ab : bd :: AB : BD ; 
and fo the body is always found in the diagonal, as before. 

36. Corel. 
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36. CoroL 1. If the forces be not fimilar, by which the 
body is urged in the dire&ions AB, AC, it will move in 
fome curve line, depending on the nature of the forces. 

37. Cord. 2. Hence it appears, that the body moves over 
the diagonal AD, by the compound motion, in the very fame 
time that it would move over the fide AB, by the fingle force 
imprefied in that direction, or that it would move over the 
fide AC by the force impretfed in that direction. 

38. CoroL 3. The forces in the directions AB, AC, AD, 
are refpe&ively proportional to the lines AB, AC, AD, and 
in thefe directions. 

I) 

39. CoroL 4. The two oblique forces 
AB, AC, are equivalent to the fingle di- 
reCt force AD, which maybe compound¬ 
ed of thefe two, by drawing the diagonal 
of the parallelogram. Or they are equi¬ 
valent to the double of AE drawn to the 
middle of the line BC. 

And thus any force may be compounded of two or more 
other forces; which is the meaning of the exprefiion, com- 
pofition of forces, 

40. Exam, Suppofe it were 
required to compound the three 
forces AB, AC, AD ; or to find 
thedireftionand quantityof one 
fingle force, which fhall be equi¬ 
valent to, and have the fame 
effeCt as if a body at A were 
aCted on by three forces in the directions AB, AC, AD, 
and proportional to thefe three lines. Firfi reduce the two 
AC, AD to one AE, by completing the parallelogram ADEC. 
Then reduce the two AE, AB to one AF, by the parallelogram 
A-EFB. So fhall the fingle force AF be the direction, and as 
the quantity, wThich {hall of kfelf produce the fame effeCt, 
as if all the three AB, AC, AD aCled together. 

41. CoroL 5. Any fingle direft 
force AD, may be refolveci into two 
oblique forces, whofe quantities and 
directions are AB, AC, having the 
fame effeCf, by defcribing any paral¬ 
lelogram whofe diagonal may be 
AD : and this is called the refolu- 
tion of forces. So the force AD 
may be refolved into the two AB, AC, by the parallelogram 

a£DC; 

JL :b 
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ABDC ; or into the two AE, AF, by the parallelogram 
AEDF ; and fo on, for any other two. And each oi thefe 
may be refolved again into as many others as we pleafe. 

42. Corol. 6. Hence may be found 
the effeft of any given force, in any 
other direftion, befides that of the 
line in which it afts ; as of the force 
AB in any other given direftion CB. 
For draw AD perpendicular to CB ; 
then fhall DB be the effeft of the 
force AB in the direftion CB. For, 
the given force AB is equivalent to the two AD, DB, or 
AE ; of which the former AD or EB, being perpendicular, 
does not alter the velocity in the direftion CB; and therefore 
DB is the whole effeft of AB in the direftion CB. That is, 
a direft force expreffed by the line DB afting in the direftion 
DB, will produce the fame effeft: or motion in a body B, in 
that direftion, as the oblique force expreifed by, and afting 
in, the direftion AB, produces in the fame direction CB. 
And hence a direft; force DB, is to an oblique force AB, as 
AB to DB, or as radius to the cofine of the angle ABD of 
inclination of thofe forces. For the fame reafon, the force 
or effeft in the direftion AB, is to the force or effeft in the 
direftion AD or EB, as AB to AD ; or as radius to fine of 
the fame angle ABD, or cofine of the angle DAB of thofe 
direftions. 

43. Corol. 7. Hence alfo, if the two given forces, to be 
compounded, aft in the fame line, either both the fame way, 
or the one dire6fly oppofite to the other; then their joint or 
compounded force will aft in the fame line alfo, and will be 
equal to the fum of the two when they aft the fame way, or 
to the difference of them when they aft in oppofite direc¬ 
tions ; and the compound force, whether it be the fum or 
difference, will always aft in the direftion of the greater of 
the two. 

PROPOSITION VIII. 

44. If Three Forces A, B, C, afting all together, in the fame 
Plane, keep one another in Equilibria ; they will be Proportional 
to the Three Sides DE, EC, CD, of a Triangle, which are 
drawn Parallel to the Directions of the Forces AD, DB, CD. 

Produce AD, BD, and draw CF, CE parallel to 
them. 
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them. Then the force in CD is equi¬ 
valent to the two AD, BD, by the iup- 
pofition ; but the force CD is alfo equi¬ 
valent to the two ED and CE or FD ; 
therefore, if CD reprefent the force C, 
then ED will reprefent its oppofite force 
A, and CE or FD its oppolite force B. 
Coniequently the three forces A, B, C, 
are proportional to DE, CE, CD, the 
three lines parallel to the diredlions in 
which they aft. 

45. Corol. 1. Becaufe the three fides CD, CE, DE, are 
proportional to the lines of their oppolite angles E, D, C ; 
therefore the three forces, when in equiiibrio, are propor¬ 
tional to the fines of the angles of the triangle made of their 
lines of direction ; namely, each force proportional to the 
fine of tlie angle made by the directions of the other two. 

46. Corol. 2. The three forces, afting againft, and keep¬ 
ing one another in equiiibrio, are alfo proportional to the 
fides of any ether triangle made by drawing lines either per¬ 
pendicular to the direftions of the forces, or forming any 
given angle with thofe direftions. For fuch a triangle is al¬ 
ways fimilar to the former, which is made by drawing lines 
parallel to the directions ; and therefore their fides are in the 
fame proportion to one another. 

47. Corol. 3. If any number of forces be kept in equiiibrio 
by their adtions againft one another; they may be all reduced 
to two equal and oppofite ones.—For, by cor. 4, prop. 7, 
any two of the forces may be reduced to one force adting in 
the fame plane ; then this laft force and another may like¬ 
wise be reduced to another force adting in their plane: and 
fo on, till at laft they be all reduced to the aftion of only two 
oppofite forces; which will be equal, as wrell as oppofite, be¬ 
cause the whole are in equiiibrio by the fuppofttion. 

48. Corol. 4. If one of the forces, 
as C, be a weight, wrhich is fuftained 
by two firings drawing in the direc¬ 
tions DA, DB : then the force or 
tenfion of the firing AD, is to the 
weight C, or- tenlion of the it ring 
DC, as DE to DC ; and the force 
or tenfion of the other ftring BD, is 
to the weight C, or tenfion of CD, 
as CE to CD. ' 

49. Corol. 

HI 
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49. Carol. 5. If three forces be in equilibrio by their mutual 
aftions; the line of direftion of each force, as DC, pafies 
through the oppofite angle C of the parallelogram formed 
by the direftions of tlie other two forces. 

50. Remark. Thefe properties, in this proportion and its 
corollaries, hold true of all fimilar forces whatever, whether 
they be inftantaneous or continual, or whether they aft by 
percullion, drawing, pufhing, prefling, or weighing ; and 
are of the utmofl: importance in mechanics and the doftrine 
of forces. 

On the COLLISION of BODIES. 

PROPOSITION IX. 

51. If a Body impinge or aft Obliquely on a Plane Surface; 
the Force or Energy of the Stroke, or Aft ion, is as the Sine 
of the Angle of Incidence. 

Or, the Force on the Surface is to the fame if it had aftcd 
Perpendicularly, as the Sine of Incidence is to Radius. 

Let AB exprefs the direftion and 

the abfolute quantity of the oblique 
force on the plane DE; or let a given 
body A, moving with a certain velo¬ 
city, impinge on the planeat B ; then 
its force will be to the a£tion on the 
plane, as radius to the fine of the 
angle ABD, or as AB to BC, drawing BC perpendicular, 
and AC parallel to DE. 

For, by prop. 7, the force AB is equivalent to the two 
forces AC, CB; of which the former AC does not aft on 
the plane, becaufe it is parallel to it. The plane is there¬ 
fore only afted on byuhe direft force CB, which is to AB, 
as the fine of the angle BAC, or ABD, to radius. 

52. Carol. 1. If a body aft on another, in any direftion, 
and by any kind of force, the action ot that force on the 
fecond body, is made only in a direftion perpendicular to 
the furface on which it afts. 

For the force in AB afts on DE only by the force CB, 
and in that direftion. 

53* Carol. 2. It the plane DE be not abfolutely fixed, it 
will move, alter the ftroke, in the direftion perpendicular 
to its lurface. For it is in that direftion that the force is 
exerted. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION X. 

54. If one Body A, jlrike another Body B, which is either at Reft 
or moving towards the Body A, or moving from it, but with a 
lefs Velocity than that of A ; then the Momenta, or Quantities 
of Motion, of the two Bodies, ejlimated in any one Direction, 
will be the very Jame after the Stroke that they were before it. 

For, becaufe aCtion and re-a&ion are always equal, and 
in contrary dire&ions, whatever momentum the one body- 
gains one wTay by the ftroke, the other muftjuft lofe as much 
in that fame direCiion ; and therefore the quantity of motion 
in that dire&ion, refulting from the motions of both the 
bodies, remains ftill the fame as it was before the ftroke. 

55. Thus, if A with a momentum 
of 10, ftrike B at reft, and commu- Q-o-~ 
nicate to it a momentum of 4, in the ^ ^ 
dire&ion AB. Then A will have 
only a momentum of 6 in that dire&ion; which, together 
with the momentum of B, viz. 4, make up ftill the fame 
momentum between them as before, namely 10. 

56. If B were in motion before the ftroke, with a mo¬ 
mentum of 5, in the fame direction, and receive from A an 
additional momentum of 2. Then the motion of A after 
the ftroke wifl be 8, and that of B, 7 ; which between them 
make 15, the fame as 10 and 5, the motions before the 
ftroke. 

57. Laftly, if the bodies move in oppofite directions, and 
meet one another, namely, A with a motion of 10, and B, 
of 5; and A communicate to B a motion of 6 in the direc¬ 
tion AB of its motion. Then, before the ftroke, the whole 
motion from both, in the direction of AB, is 10—5 or.5. 
But, after the ftroke, the motion of A is 4 in the direction 
AB, and the motion of B is 6 — 5 or I in the fame direction 
AB j therefore the fum 4 -}- 1, or 5, is ftill the fame motion 
from both, as it was before. 

PROPOSITION XI. 

58. The Motion of Bodies included in a Given Space, is the 
fame, with regard to each other, whether that Space be at Rcjfp 
or move uniformly in a Right Line. 

For, if any force be equally imprefted both on the body 

and the line in which it moves, this will caufe no change in 
the 
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the motion of the body along the right line. For the fame 
reafon, the motions of all the other bodies, in their feveral 
direftions, will ftill remain the fame. Confequently their 
motions among themfelves will continue the fame, whether 
the including fpace be at reft, or be moved uniformly for¬ 
ward. And therefore their mutual aftions on one another, 
muft alfo remain the fame in both cafes. 

PROPOSITION XII. 

59- V a Hard and Fixed Plane be fruck by either a Soft or a 
Flard Unelajlic Body, the Body will adhere to it. But if the 

Plane be flruck by a Perfectly Elajlic Body, it will rebound 

from it again with the fame Velocity with which it flruck the 

Plane. 

For, fince the parts which are ftruck, of the elaftic body, 
fuddenly yield and give way by the force of the blow, and as 
fuddenly reftore themfelves again with a force equal to the 
force which impreifed them, by the definition of elaftic bo¬ 
dies; the intenfity of the action of that reftoring force on 
the plane, will be equal to the force or momentum with 
which the body ftruck the plane. And, as action and re¬ 
action are equal and contrary, the plane will a6t with the 
fame force on the body, and fo caufe it to rebound or 
move back again with the fame velocity as it had before the 
ftroke. 

But hard or foft bodies, being devoid of elafticity, by the 
definition, having no reftoring force to throw7 them off again, 
they muft neceffarily adhere to the plane ftruck. 

60. Cord. 1. The effeft of the blow of the elaftic body, 
on the plane, is double to that of the unelaftic one, the ve¬ 
locity and mafs being equal in each. 

For the force of the blow from the unelaftic body, is as 
its mafs and velocity, which is only deftroyed by the refift- 
anceof the plane. But in the elaftic body,'that force is not 
only deftroyed and fuftained by the plane; but another alfo 
equal to it is fuftained by the plane, in confequence of the 
reftoring force, and by virtue of which the body is thrown 
back again with an equal velocity. And therefore the in- 
tenlity of the blow is doubled. 

61. Carol. 2. Hence unelaftic bodies lofe, by their eollifion, 
only half the motion loft by elaftic bodies; their mafs and 
velocities being equal.—For the latter communicate double 
the motion of the former. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION XIII. 

62. If an Elajlic Body A impinge on a Firm Plane DE at the Point 
B, it will rebound from it in an Angle equal to that in which 
it Jiruck it; or the Angle of Incidence will be Equal to the 
Angle of Reflexion; namely, the Angle ABD equal to the 
Angle FBE. 

Let AB exprefs the force of 
the body A in the direction AB ; 
which let be refolved into the 
two AC, CB, parallel and per¬ 
pendicular to the plane.—Take 
BE and CF equal to AC, and 
draw BF. Now, aftion and re-a£tion being equal, the plane 
will refill the direCt force CB by another BC equal to it, and 
in a contrary direction; whereas the other AC, being pa¬ 
rallel to the plane, is not afted on nor diminilhed by it, 
but Hill continues as before. The body is therefore refle&ed 
from the plane by two forces BC, BE, perpendicular and pa¬ 
rallel to the plane, and therefore moves in the diagonal BF 
by compofition. But, btfcaufe AC is equal to BE or CF, and 
that BC is common, the two triangles BCA, BCF are mu¬ 
tually fimilar and equal; and consequently the angles at A 
and F are equal, as alfo their equal alternate angles ABD, 
FBE, which are the angles of incidence and reflection. 

O 
15 

-o- 

b» c 

* PROPOSITION XIV. % 

63. To determine the Motion of Non-elaflic Bodies, when they 
Jlrike each other Direfily, or in the Same Line of Direction, 

, ’ , . '■ / 

Let the non-elaflic body B, mov¬ 
ing with the velocity V in the di¬ 
rection Band the body b with 
the velocity'?;, flrike each other. 
Then, becaufe the momentum of any moving body is as 
the mafs into the velocity, EV = M is the momentum of 
the body B, and bv = m the momentum of the body b, 
which let be the lefs powerful of the two motions. Then, 
by prop. 10,, the bodies will both move together as one 
mafs in the direction BC after the flroke, whether before 
the flroke the body b moved towards C or towards B. 
Now, according as that motion of b was from or towards B, 
that is, whether the motions were in the fame or contrary 
ways, the momentum after the flroke, in direction BC, will 

be 
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be the fum or difference of the momentums before the 
flroke; namely, the momentum in dire£lion BC will be 

BV -f-bv, if the bodies moved the fame way, or 
BV — bv, if they moved contrary ways, and 
BV only, if the body b were at reft. 

Then divide each momentum by the common mafs of 
matter B b, and the quotient will be the common velocity 
after the flroke in the dire&ion BC ; namely, the common 
velocity will be. 

BV -f- bv . 

B -f b 
in the third. 

in the firfl cafe, —, 
BV — bv. 

B 4- b 
in the 2nd, and 

BV 

B *4" b 

64. For example, ifhthe bodies, or weights, B and b be 
as 5 to 3, and their velocities V and v, as 6 to 4, or as 3 to 2, 
before the ftroke; then 15 and 6 will be as their momentums, 
and 8 the fum of their weights; confequently after the ftroke 
the common velocity will be as 

15 + 6 21 
= -g- or 21 in the fir ft cafe, 

T5 

IS 
8 

■g— = g or i j in the fecond, and 

— — - or 11 in the third. 

PROPOSITION XV. 

65. If two Perfectly El a flic Bodies impinge on one another; 
their Relative Velocity will be the fame both Before and After 
the Impulfe; that is, they will recede from each other with 
the Same Velocity with which they approached and met. 

For the compreffing force is as the intensity .of the ftroke ; 
which, in given bodies, is as the relative velocity with which 
they meet or ftrike. But perfeftdy elaftic bodies reftore 
themfelves to their former figure by the fame force by which 
they were compreffed ; that is, the refloring force is equal to 
the compreffing force, or to the force with which the bodies 
approach each other before the impulfe. But the bodies are 
impelled from each other by this refloring force ; and, there¬ 
fore this force, adling on the fame bodies, .will produce >a 
relative velocity equal to that which they had before; or it 
will make the bodies recede from each other with the lame 

velocity 
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velocity with which they before approached, or fo as to be 
equally diftant from one another at equal times before and 
after the impact. 1 ■■ 

66. Remark. It is not meant by this proportion, that each 
body will have the fame velocity after the impulfe as it had 
before; for that will be varied according to the relation of 
the mafles of the two bodies; but that the velocity of the 
one will be, after the ftroke, as much increased as that of 
the other is decreafed, in one and the fame dire&ion. So if 
the elaffic body B move with a velocity V, and overtake the 
elaffic body b moving the fame way with the velocity v ; then 
their relative velocity, or that with which they ftrike, is 
V — v, and it is with this fame velocity that they feparate 
from each other after the ffroke. Bat if they meet each 
other, or the bodv b move contrary to the body B ; then they 
meet and ftrike with the velocity V 4* and it is with the 
fame velocity that they feparate and recede from each other 
after the ftroke. Bat whether they move forward or back¬ 
ward after the impulfe, and with what particular velocities, 
are circumftances that depend on the various maffes and ve¬ 
locities of the bodies before the ftroke, and which make the 
fubjeft of the next propofition. 

PROPOSITION XVI. 

67. To determine the Motions of Elafiic Bodies after Striking 
each other direfily. 

Let the elaftic body B move in the q_0_ 
direffion BC, with the velocity V; b b c 
and let the velocity ot' the other 
body b be v in the fame direction ; which latter velocity v 
will be pofitive if b move the fame way as B, but negative if 
b move in the oppofite direction to B. Then their relative 
velocity in the dire6tion BC is V — v ;-alfo the momenta 
before the ftroke are BV and bvy the fum of which is 
BV -f- bv in the direction BC. 

Again, put * for the velocity of B, and y for that of by 
in the fame dire6!ion BC, after the ftroke ; then their rela¬ 
tive velocity isy — x, and the fum of their momenta Bx -\~by 
in the fame direction. 

But the momenta before and after the collifion, eftimated 
in the fame direftion, are equal, by prop. 10, as alfo the 
relative velocities, by the laft prop. Whence arife thefe two 
equations, 

VOL. II, L BV 
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BV 4 bv = 4 
V — ^ — y — x 

the refolution of which equations gives 

at = —b^Y + the velocity of B, 

y — —^ } the velocity of L 
jj -j— b 

both in the dire&ion BC, when V and v are both politive, 
or the bodies both moved towards C before the collifion. 
But if v be negative, or the body b moved in the contrary 
dire&ion before collifion, or towards B ; then, changing the 
lign of vf the fame theorems become 

(B — b)V— 2bv , , . r-p, 
x ==  :--p—-—t-, the velocity of B, 
| j V 

y = ®-|Mr^stheveloc.of^inthedireaionBC. 
y b 4- b 

And if b were at reft before the impaft, making its velocity 
*/ = o, the fame theorems give 

* _ and v — -2B V 
B 4 b ’ B -f b ’ 

for the velocities in this cafe. 

O PROPOSITION XVII. 

68. If Bodies ft rile one another Obliquely, it is propofed to de¬ 
termine their Motions after the Stroke, 

Let the two bodies B, b, 
move in the oblique dire£lions 
BA, bAy and llrikeeach other 
at A, with velocities which are 
in proportion to the lines BA, 
bA ; to find their motions after 
the impacb Let CAH repre- 
fent the plane in which the 
bodies touch in the point of 
coneourfe; to which draw the 
perpendiculars BC, /-D, and complete thd re<Bangles CE, DF. 
Then the motion in BA is refolved into the two BC, CA ; 
and the motion in bA is refolved into the two £D, DA; of 
which the antecedents BC, bD are the velocities with which 
they direcHymect, and the confequcnts CA, DA are paral¬ 
lel; therefore, by thefe the bodies do not impinge on each 
ether, and consequently the motions, according to thefe di- 

redlions. 
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regions, will not be changed by the impulfe; fo that the 
velocities with which the bodies meet, are as BC and^D, or 
their equals EA and FA. The motions, therefore, of the 
bodies B, b, dire&ly (hiking each other with the velocities 
KA, FA, will be determined by prop. 16 or 14, according as 
the bodies are elaftic or non-elaftic; which being done, let 
AG be ihe velocity, fo determined, of one of them, as A; 
and lince there remains alfo in the body a force of moving 
in the diredfion parallel to BE, writh a velocity as BE, make 
AH equal to BE, and complete the redfangle GH : then the 
two motions in AH and AG, or HI, are compounded into 
the diagonal AI, which therefore will be the path and velo¬ 
city of the body B after the ftroke. And after the fame 
manner is the motion of the other body b determined after 
the impadl. 

The LAWS of GRAVITY; the DESCENT of HEAVY 
BODIES; and the MOTION of PROJECTILES iw 

FREE SPACE. 
A r > . 

PROPOSITION XVIII. 

69. All the Properties of Motion delivered in Proportion VI, 
its Corollaries and Scholium, for Conjlant Forces, are true in 
the Motions of Bodies freely defending by their own Gravity ; 
namely, that the Velocities are as the Times, and the Spaces as 
the Squares of the Times, or as the Squares of the Velocities. 

For, lince the force of gravity is uniform, and conftantly 
the fame, at all places near the earth’s furface, or at nearly 
the fame diftance from the centre of the earth; and that this 
is the force by which bodies defeend to the furface; they 
therefore defeend by a force which a£is conftantly and 
equally ; confequently all the motions freely produced by 
gravity, are as above fpe.cified, by that propolition, See. 

SCHOLIUM. 
| ' I ' > 

70. Now it has been found, by numberlefs experiments, 
that gravity is a force of fuch a nature, that all bodies,whether 
light or heavy, fall perpendicularly through equal fpaces in 
the fame time, abftrafting from the rehftance of the air ; as 
lead or gold and a feather, which in an exhaufted receiver 
fall from the top to the bottom in the fame time. It is alfo 

L 2 found. 
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found, that the velocities acquired by defeending, are In the 
exa£l proportion of the times of defeent: and farther, that 
the fpaces defeended are proportional to the fquares of the 
times, and therefore to the fquares of tire velocities. And 
hence it follows, that the weights, or gravities, of bodies 
near the furface of the earth, are proportional to the quan¬ 
tities of matter contained in them ; and that the fpaces, 
times, and velocities, generated by gravity, have the rela¬ 
tions contained in the three general proportions before laid 
down. Moreover, as it is found, by accurate experiments, 
that a body in the latitude of London, falls nearly i6t't feet 
in the firft fecond of time, and confequently that at the end 
of that time it has acquired a velocity double, or of 32-5 feet, 
by corol. 1, prop. 6 ; therefore, if denote 16-^ feet, the 
fpace fallen through in one fecond of time, or 2g the velocL 
ty generated in that time ; then, becaule the velocities are 
diredUy proportional to the times, and the fpaces to the 
fquares of the times; therefore it will be, 

as 1" : t" :: 2g : 2gt = v the velocity, 
and i2 : t2 :: g l gt2 = j the fpace. 

So that for the defeents of gravity, we have thefe general 
equations, namely, 

v 

v 

gt2 — — = \tv. 
4g 
2S 

■■ —y— 

' V 2s S 

1 ~~ 2g~~ V ~~ ^ g 

V S V2 

* 2t t2 47* 

Hence, becaufe the times are as the velocities, and the 
fpaces as the fquares of either, therefore, 

if the times be as the numbs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c, 
the velocities will alfo be as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c, 
and the fpaces as their fquares I, 4, 9, 16,25, Sec, 
and the fpace for each time as 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, Sec, 

namely, as the feries of the odd numbers, which arc the 
differences of the fquares denoting the whole fpaces. So 
that, if the firft feries of natural numbers be feconds of time. 

namely, the times in feconds 1", 2", 3", 4", Sec, 
the velocity in feet will be 96i, i28f, See, 

the fpaces in the whole times *44i» 257t> &c» 
and the fpace lor each fecond l6TV, 4880^, II2/T, &c. 

71. Thefc 
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71. Thefe relations of the times, veloci¬ 
ties, and fpaces, may be aptly reprefented by 
certain lines and geometrical figures. Thus, 
if the line AB denote the time of any body’s 
defeent, and BC at right angles to it, the ve¬ 
locity gained at the end of that time, by join¬ 
ing AC, and dividing the time AB into any 
number of parts at the points a, b, c ; then 
fhall ad, be, cf, parallel to BC, be the velocities at the points 
of time a, b, c, or at the ends of the times Aa, Ab, Ac; 
becaufe thefe latter lines, by fimilar triangles, are propor¬ 
tional to the former ad, be, cf, and the times are propor¬ 
tional to the velocities. Alfo, the area of the triangle ABC 
will reprefent the fpace defcended by the force of gravity in 
the time AB, in which it generates the velocity BC ; be¬ 
caufe that area is equal to 4AB X BC, and the fpace descend¬ 
ed is r = \tv, or half the produfl of the time and the laft 
velocity. And, for the fame reafon, the lefs triangles Aad, 
Abe, Acf, will reprefent the feveral fpaces defcribcd in the 
correfponding times Aa, Ab, Ac, and velocities ad, be, cf; 
thofe triangles or fpaces being alfo as the fquares of their like 
Tides Aa, Ab, Ac, which reprefent the times, or of ad, be, cf, 
which reprefent the velocities. 

-A 
f \ 

<? 

d 

72. But as areas are rather unnatural p h c d 
rep refen tat ions of the fpaces palled over 
by a body in motion, which are lines, the 
relations may better be reprefented by 
theabfcilTes and ordinates or a parabola. 
Thus, if PQ_ be a parabola, PR its 
axis, and RQjts ordinate ; and Pa, Pb, 
Pc, &c, parallel to RQ, reprefent the 
times from the beginning, or the velo¬ 
cities, then ae, bf, eg, &c, parallel to the axis PR, will re¬ 
prefent the fpaces deferibed by a fallingbody in thofe times ; 
for, in a parabola, the abfeirfes Ph, Pi, Pk, &c, or ae, bf, 
eg, &c, which are the fpaces deferibed, are as the fquares of 
the ordinates he, if, kg, &c» or Pa, Pb, Pc, &c, which re¬ 
prefent the times or velocities. 

73. And becaufe the laws for the deftru&ion of motion, 
are the fame as thofe for the generation of it, by equal 
forces, but afting in a contrary direction ; therefore, 

ijiy A body thrown dire&ly upwards, with any velocity, 
will lofe equal velocities in equal times. 

24 If 
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id, If a body be projefcled upwards, with the velocity it 
acquired in any time by descending freely ; it will lofe all its 
velocity in an equal time, and will afcendjuft to the lame 
height from whence it fell, and will defcribe equal Spaces in 
equal times, in riling and falling, but in an inverfe order ; 
and it will have equal velocities at any one and the fame 
point of the line defcribed, both in afcending and dcfcend- 

in g. 

3d, If bodies be projected upwards, with any velocities, 
the height afcended to, will be as the fquares of thofe velo¬ 
cities, or as the fquares of the times of afcending, till they 
lofe all their velocities. 

74. To illuffrate now the rules for the natural defcent of 
bodies by a tew examples, let it be required, 

1ft, To find the fpace defcended by a body in 7 feconds 
of time, and the velocity acquired. 

Anf. 

id. To find the time of generating a velocity of 100 feet 
per fecond, and the whole fpace defcended. 

Anf. 

3d, To find the time of defcending 400 feet, and the velo¬ 
city at the end of that time. 

Anf. 

PROPOSITION XIX. 

75./ If a Body be projected in Free Space, either Parallel to the 
Horizon, or in an Oblique Direction, by the Force of Gun 
Powder, or any other Impulfe; it will, by this Motion, in 
Conjunction with the Action of Gravity, defcribe the Curve 
Line of a Parabola. 

Let the body be proje&ed from the point A, in the di- 
reffion AD, with any uniform velocity ; then, in any equal 
portions of time, it would, by prop. 4, defcribe the equal 

fpacps 
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fpaces AB, BC, CD, &c, in th€ line A;D, if it were not 
drawn continually down below that line by the a6fion of 
gravity. Draw BE, CF, DG, &c, in the direction of gra¬ 
vity, or perpendicular to the horizon, and equal to the fpaces 
through which the body would defcend by its gravity, in the 
fame times in which it would uniformly pafsover the coi ref- 
ponding fpaces AB, AC, AD, &c, by the proje&ile motion. 
Then, fince by thefe two motions the body is carried over the 
fpace AB, in the fame time as over the fpace BE, and the 
fpace AC in the fame time as the fpace CF, and the fpace 
AD in the fame time as the fpace DG, &c; therefore by 
the compoiition of motions, at the end of thofe times, the 
body will be found reflectively" in the points K, F, G, &c ; 
and consequently the real path of the projeflile will be the 
curve line AEFG, &c. But the (paces AB, AC, AD, &c, 
delcribed by uniform motion, are as the times of defcripiiph; 
and the fpaces BE, CF, DG, &c, defciibed in the fame times 
by the accelerating force of gravity, are as the fquares of the 
times; confequentiy the perpendicular defcents are as the 
fquares of the fpaces in AD, that is BE, CF, DG, &c, are re- 
lpe&ively proportional to AB2, AC2, AD2, &c ; which is the 
property of the parabola by theor. 8, Con- Se£f, Therefore 
the path of the projectile is the parabolic line AEFG, &c, 
to which AD is a tangent at the point A. 

76'. Carol. I. The horizontal velocity of a proje&i'le, is 
always the fame conftant quantity, in every point of the 
curve; becaufe the horizontal motion is in a conhant ratio 
to the motion in AD, which is the uniform projeCtile mo¬ 
tion1. And’ the'conftant horizontal velocity, is in proportion 
to the projeCtile velocity, as radius to the cofine-of the angle 
DAH, or angle of elevation or deprelfion ot the piece above 
or below the horizontal line AH. 

77. Carol 2. The velocity of the projectile in thedire&ion 
of the curve, or of its tangent at any point'A, is as the fee ant 
of its angle BAI of direction above the horizon. For the 
motion in the horizontal direction A1 is conftant, and AI is 
to AB, as radius to the fecantof the angle A ; therefore the 
motion at A, in AB, is every where as the fecant ot the 
angle A, 

78. Carol. 3. The velocity in the direction DG of gravity, 
or perpendicular to the horizon, at any point G of the curve, 
is to the tirft uniform projectile velocity at A, or point of 
contadf of a tangent, as 2GD is to AD. For, thetiiriesin AD 
and DG beirig equal, and the velocity acquired by freely 

* 1 ' descending 
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defcending through DG being fuch as would carry the body 
uniformly over twice DG in an equal time, and the fpaces 
defcribed with uniform motions being as the velocities, there¬ 
fore the fpace AD is to the {'pace 2DG, as the proje£lile 
velocity at A, to the perpendicular velocity at G. 

PROPOSITION XX. 

yg. The Velocity in the Direction of the Curve, at any Point of 
it, as A, is equal to that which is generated by Gravity in 
freely defcending through a Space which is equal to One-Fourth 
of the Parameter of the Diameter of the Parabola at that 
Point. 

_* _ 1 
Let PA or AB be the height 

due to the velocity of the projec¬ 
tile at any point A, in the direction 
of the curve or tangent AC, or 
the velocity acquired by falling 
through that height; and com¬ 
plete the1 parallelogram ACDB. 
T hen is CD = AB or AP, the 
height due to the velocity jn the curve at A ; and CD is alfo 
the height due to the perpendicular velocity at D, which 
muft be equal to the former: but, by the laid corol. the velo¬ 
city at A is to the perpendicular velocity at D, as AC to 
2CD; and asthele velocities are equal, therefore AC or BD 
is equal to 2CD, or 2AB ; and hence AB or AP is equal to 
fBD, or | of the parameter of the diameter AB, by corol. to 
theor. 13 of the Parabola. 

80. Corol. 1. Hence, and from cor. 2, 
theor. 13 of the Parabola, it appears 
that, if from the diredfrix of the para^ 
bola which is the path of the proje61ile, 
feveral- lines HE be drawn perpen¬ 
dicular to the diredlrix, or parallel to 
the axis; then the velocity of the projeftile in the dire&ion 
of the curve, at any point E, is always equal to the velocity 
acquired by a body falling freely through the perpendicular 
line HE. 

81. Corol. 2. If a body, after falling through the height 
PA (laft fig. but one), which is equai to AB, and when it arr 
rives at A, have its courfe changed, by reflecfion from an 
eluffic plane AI, or otherwife, into any dire&ion AC, without 
altering the velocity; and if AC be taken = 2AP or 2AB, 

and 
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and the parallelogram be completed ; then the body will de- 
fcribe the parabola palling through the point D. 

82. Corol. 3. Becaufe AC = 2AB or 2CD or2AP, there¬ 
fore AC2 = 2AP X 2CD or AP . 4CD ; and becaufe all the 
perpendiculars EF, CD, GHareas AE2, AC2, AG2 ; there¬ 
fore alfo AP. 4EF — AE2, and AP. 4GH = AG2, &c; and, 
becaufe the rectangle of the extremes is equal to the re&angle 
of the means of four proportionals, therefore always 

it is AP : AE :: AE : 4EF, 
and AP : AC :: AC : 4CD, \ 
and AP : AG :: AG : 4GH, 
and fo on. 

PROPOSITION XXI. 

83. Having given the Direction, and the Impetus, or Altitude 
due to the Firjl Velocity of a Projeftile ; to determine the Greatefl 
Height to which it will rife, and the Random or Horizontal 
Range. 

Let AP be the height due to the 
proje&ile velocity at A, AG the di¬ 
rection, and AH the horizon. Upon 
AG let fall the perpendicular PQ, 
and on AP the perpendicular QR.; fo 
fhall AR be equal to the greatelt alti¬ 
tude C V, and 4QR equal to the hori¬ 
zontal range AH. Or, having drawn 
PQ^perp. to AG, take AG = 4AQ, and draw GH perp. to 
AH ; then AH is the range. 
For, by the laft corollary, AP : AG :: AG : 4GH ; 
and, by fimilar triangles, AP : AG :: AQ^ : GH, 

or - AP AG :: 4ACE: 4GH; 
therefore AG = 4AQj and, by fimilar triangles, AH = 4QR. 

Alfo, if V be the" vertex of the parabola, then AB or^AG 
= 2AQ^, or AQ^=: QB; confequently AR = BV, which is 
= CV by the property ol the parabola. 

84. Corol. 1. Becaufe the angle 
is a right angle, which is the 

angle in a femircircle, therefore 
if, upon AP, as a diameter, a 
femicircle be defcribed, it will 
pafs through the point Q. 

85. Corol. 2. If the horizontal 
ran^e and the proje&ile velocity 

be 
t 
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begivert, the direction of the piece fo as to hit the object H, 
will be thus eafily found: Take AD — |AH, dra\vDQ^per- 
pendicular to AH, meeting the femicircle, deferibed on the 
diameter AP, in Q_arid q; then AQ_or Aq will be the 
direction of the piece; And hence it appears, that there are 
two directions AB, A6, which, with the fame projeflile ve¬ 
locity, give the very fame horizontal range AH. And thefe 
two directions make equal angles qAD, QAP with AH and 
AP, becaufe the arc PQ_=r the arc Aq. 

86. CoroL 3. Or, if the range AH, arid diredtion AB, be 
given; to find the altitude and velocity or impetus. Take 
AD — |AH, and ere£t the perpendicular DQ, meeting AB 
in Qj fo fhall DQJae equal to the greateft altitude C V. Alfo, 
ere6t AP perpendicular to AH, and QP to AQj fo fhall 
AP be the height due to the velocity. 

87. CoroL 4. When the body is projected with the fame 
velocity, but in different directions : the horizontal ranges 
AH will be as the fines of double the angles of elevation.— 
Or, which is the fame, as the reffangle of the fine and co¬ 
fine of elevation. For AD or RQ_, which is |AH', is the 
fine of the arc AQ^, which meafures double the angle QAD 
of elevation. 

And when the dire&iori is the fame, but the velbcitfcs1 
different; the horizontal ranges are as the fquare of the 
velocities, or as the height AP, which is as the fquare of the 
velocity ; for the fine AD or RQ^ or f AH is as the radiuS, 
or as the diameter AP. 

Therefore, when both are different, the ranges ate in the' 
compound ratio of the fquares of the velocities, and the fines 
of double-the angles of elevatiori, 

88i CoroL 5. The greateft range is when the angle of ele¬ 
vation is 45°, or half a right angle; for the double of 45 is 
90, Which has the greateft fine. Or the radius OS, which 
is | of the' range, is the greateft fine. 

Arid hence the greateft range, or that at an elevation' of 
45°> is juft double the altitude AP which is due to the velo¬ 
city, or equal to 4VC. And confequently, in that cafe, C 
is the focus of the parabola, and AH its parameter. Alfo, 
the ranges are equal, at angles equally above and belowr45°. 

89. Carol. 6. When the elevation is 150', the double of 
which, or 30°, has its fine equal to half the radius; confe¬ 
quently then its range will be equal to AP, or half1 the greateft 
range at the elevation of 45°; that is, the range at 150, is 
equal to the impetus or height due to the projectile velocity. 

90. Carol. 7, 
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90. Corol. 7. The greateft altitude CV, being equal to 
AR, is as the verfed fine of double the angle of elevation, 
and alfo as AP or the fquare of the velocity- Or as the 
fquare of the fine of elevation, and the fquare of the velo¬ 
city ; for the fquare of the fine is as the verfed fine of the 
double angle. 

91. Corol. 8. The time of flight of the projectile, which is 
equal to the time of a body falling freely through GH or 
4CV, four times the altitude, is therefore as the fquare root 
of the altitude, or as the projectile velocity and fine of the 
elevation. 

scholium. 
\ 

92. From the laft propofition, and its corollaries, may be 
deduced the following let of theorems, for finding all the 
circumftances of projectiles on horizontal planes, having any 
two of them given, Thus, let s, c, t denote the line, cofine, 
and tangent of elevation \ J, v the fine and verfed fine of 
the double elevation ; R the horizontal range, T the time of 
flight, V the projeCtilc velocity, H the greateft height of the 
projeCtile, g =r 1 feet, and a the impetus, or the altitude 
due to the velocity V. Then, 
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And from any of thefe, the angle of direction may be 
found. Alfo, in thefe theorems, g may, in many cafes, be 
taken = 16, without the fmall fraction T’T, which will be 
pear enough for common ufe. 

PROPOSITION XXII. 

93. To determine the Range on-an Oblique Plane; having given 
the Impetus or Velocity, and the Angle of Direction. 

Let AE be the oblique plane, at a given angle, either 
$bove or beiqw the horizontal plane AH; AG the direction 

' of 
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of the piece, and AP the alti¬ 
tude due to the projediile ve¬ 
locity at A. 

By the lafl propofition, find 
the horizontal range AH to the 
given velocity and direction ; 
draw HE perpendicular to AH, 
meetingthe oblique plane in E; 
draw EF parallel to AG, and 
FI parallel to HE; fo (hall 
the proje&ile pafs through I, and the range on the oblique 
plane will be AI. As is evident by theor. 15 of the Para¬ 
bola, where it is proved, that if AH, AI be any two lines 
terminated at the curve, and IF, HE parallel to the axis ; 
then is EF parallel to the tangent AG. 

96. Coral. 1, If AO be drawn perp. to the plane AI, and 
AP 

94. Other-wife, without the Horizontal Range. 

Draw PQ^perp. to AG, and QD perp. to the horizontal 
plane AF, meeting the inclined plane in K; take AE — 4AK, 
draw EF parallel to AG, and FI parallel toAPor DQ; fo 
fhali AI be the range on the oblique plane. For, AH = 4AD, 
therefore EH is parallel to FI, and fo on, as above. 

Olherwife, 

95. Draw Pq making the angle APq =r the angle GAI; 
then take AG = 4Aq, and draw GI perp. to AH. Or, draw 
qk perp. to AH, and take AI = 4Ak. Alfo, kq will be 
equal to cv the greateft height above the plane. 

For, by cor. 2, prop. 2o, AP : AG :: AG : 4GI; 
- and, by fim. triangles, AP : AG :: Aq : GI, 

or AP : AG : : 4Aq : 4GI ; 
therefore AG = 4Aq ; and by fim. triangles, AI = 4Ak. 

Alfo, qk, or iGI, is = to cv by theor. 13 of the Parabola. 
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AP be bife&ed by the perpendicular STO ; then with the 
centre O defcribing a circle through A and P, the fame will 
alfo pafs through q, becaufe the angle GAI, formed by the 
tangent AI and AG, is equal to the angle APq, which will 
therefore (land on the fame arc Aq. 

97. Cord. 2. If there be given the range and velocity, or 
the impetus, the direction will hence be eafily found thus : 
Take Ak = JAl, draw kq perp. to AH, meeting the circle 
delcribed with the radius AO in two points q and q ; then 
Aq or Aq will be the direction of the piece. And hence it 
appears, that there are two directions, which, with the fame 
impetus, give the very fame range AI. And thefe two di¬ 
rections make equal angles with AI and AP, becaufe the arc 
Pq is equal the arc Aq. They alfo make equal angles with a 
line drawn from A through S, becaufe the arc Sq is equal 
the arc Sq. 

98. Carol. 3. Or, if there be given the range AI, and the 
direction Aq ; to find the velocity or impetus. TakeAk = 
JAI, and ereCt kq perp. to AH, meeting the line of direction 
in q ; then draw qP making the Z AqP = Z Akq ; fo (hall 
AP be the impetus, or the altitude due to the projeCtile 
velocity. 

99. Carol. 4. The range on an oblique plane, with a given 
elevation, is direCtly as the re&angle ot the cofine of the 
diredlion of the piece above the horizon, and the fine of the 
direction above the oblique plane, and reciprocally as the 
fquare of the cofine of the angle of the plane above or be¬ 
low the horizon. 

For, put s = fin. Z qAI or APq, 
c ~ cof. Z qAH or fin. PAq, 

C = cof. Z 1 AH or fin. Akd or Akq or AqP. 
Then, in the triangle APq, C : s :: AP : Aq ; 
and in the triangle Akq, C : c :: Aq : Ak ; 
theref. by compofition, C2: a :: AP : Ak = JAI. 

So that the oblique range AI = X 4AP. 

100. The range is the greateft when Ak is the greateft; 
that is, when kq touches the circle in the middle point S ; 
and then the line of dire&ion pafles through S, and bifeCts 
the angle formed by the oblique plane and the vertex. Alfo, 
the ranges are equal at equal angles above and below this 
direction for the maximum. 

* Ioi. Cord, 5. The greateft height cv or kq of the projec- 

. tile. 
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tile, above the plane, is equal to ~ X AP. And therefore! 

it is as the impetus and fquare of the fine of dii e&ion above 
the plane dire&ly, and fquare of the cofine of the plane’s 
inclination reciprocally. 

For - C (fin. AqP) : s (fin. APq) :: AP : Aq, 
and C (fin. Akq) : s (fin.. kAq) :: Aq : kq, 
theref. by comp. C2 Is2:: AP : kq. 

102. Corel. 6. The time of flight in the curve AvI is = 
2s AP 
Try i 
c g 

where g = i6tV feet. And therefore it is as 

the velocity and fine of diredtion above the plane dire&ly, 
and cofine of the plane’s inclination reciprocally. For the 
time of deferibing the curve, is equal to the time of falling 

freely through GI or 4kq or ^ X AP. Therefore, the 

time being as the fquare root of the diftance, 

Vg: fv^vP:: i": 
2s AP 
^ V * the time of fight. 
c - g 

SCHOLIUM. 

103, From the foregoing corollaries may be colledfed the 
following fet of theorems, relating to projedds made on any 
given inclined planes, either above or below the horizontal 
plane. In which the letters denote as before, namely, 

c — cof. of dire&ion above the horizon,^ 
C = cof. of inclination of the plane, 

s — fin. of direction above the plane, 
R the range on the oblique plane, 
T the time of flight, 
V the projedtile velocity, 
H the greatefl height above the plane, 
a the impetus, or alt. due to the velocity V, 

g ~ i6tV feet- ■"'Then, 

R = 
CS 

— ^ 4^ -£L. 
“C**v 

__ EL qp2. 
s 

= *H. 
s 

H - 
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1 ^ Hi iV sR H I = =-y— * 
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= = 
gc 

- 2d—. 
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And from any of thefe, the angle of direflion may be found. 

PRAC- 
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PRACTICAL GUNNERY. 

Jo4. THE two foregoing propofitions contain the whole 
theory of proje&iles, with theorems for all the cafes, regu¬ 
larly arranged for ufe, both for oblique and horizontal planes. 
But, before they can be applied to ule in refolving the feveral 
cafes in the pra&ice of gunnery, it is necefifary that fome 
more data be laid down, as derived from good experiments 
made with balls or (hells difcharged from cannon or mortars, 
by gunpowder, under different circumftances. For, without 
fuch experiments and data, thofe theorems can be of very 
little ufe in real pra&ice, on account of the imperfedtions and 
irregularities in the firing of gunpowder, and the expulfion 
of balls from guns, but more efpecially on account of the 
enormous refinance of the air to all proje&iles that are made 
■with any velocities that are conliderable. As to the cafes in 
which projedtiles are made with fmall velocities, or fuch as 
do not exceed 200 or 300, or 400 feet, per fecond of time, 
they may be refolved tolerably near the truth, efpecially for 
the larger (hells, by the parabolic theory laid down above. 
But, in cafes of great projedHle velocities, that theory is quite 
inadequate, without the aid of feveral data drawn from many 
and good experiments. For fo great is the effedl of the re¬ 
finance of the air to projcdfiles of confiderable velocity, that 
fome of thofe which in the air range only between 2 and 3 
miles at the mod, would in vacuo range about ten times as 
far, or between 20 and 30 miles. 

The effedls of this reliftance are alfo various, according to 
the velocity, the diameter, and the weight of the projedfile. 
So that the experiments made with one fize of ball or fhell, 
will not ferve for another fize, though the velocity fhould be 
the fame; neither will the experiments made with one velocity 
ferve for other velocities, though the ball be the fame. And 
therefore it is plain that, to form proper rules for pradfical 
gunnery, we ought to have good experiments made with each 
fize of mortar, and with every variety of charge, from the 
lead: to the greatell. And not only fo, but thefe ought alfo 
to be repeated at many different angles of elevation, namely, 
for every (ingle degree between 30° and 6o° elevation, and at 
intervals of 50 above 6o° and below 30°, from the vertical 
-diredlion to point blank. By fuch a courfe of experiments 
it will be found, that the greatell: range, inftcad of being 
conftantly that for an elevation of 450, as in the parabolic 
theory, will be at all intermediate degrees between 30 and 45, 

y being 
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being more or lefs, both according to the velocity and the 
weight of the projeftile; the fmaller velocities and larger 
Ihells ranging farthefi: when proje&ed almoft at an elevation 
of 450; while the greateft velocities, efpeciaily with the 
fmaller (hells, range fartheff with an elevation of about 30°. 

105. There have, at different times, been made certain 
fmall parts of fuch a courfe of experiments as is hinted at 
above. Such as the experiments or practice carried on in 
the year 1773, on Woolwich Common; in which all the 
(izes of mortars were ufed, and a variety of fmall charges 
of powder. But they were all at the elevation of 450 ; and 
confequently thefe are defeftive in the higher charges, and 
in all the other angles of elevation. 

Other experiments were alfo carried on in the fame place 
in the year 1784 and 1786, with various angles of elevation 
indeed, but with only one fixe of mortar, and only one 
charge of powder, and that but a fmall one too: fo that all 
thofe nearly agree with the parabolic theory. Other experi¬ 
ments have alfo been carried on with the balliftic pendulum, 
at different times; from which have been obtained fome of 
the laws for the quantity of powder, the weight and velocity 
of the ball, the length of the gun, &c. Namely, that the 
velocity of the ball varies as the fquare root of the charge 
dire&ly, and as the fquare root of the weight of ball reci¬ 
procally; and that, fome rounds being fired with a medium 
length of one pounder gun, at 150 and 45® elevation, and 
with 2, 4, 8, and 12 ounces of powder, gave nearly the ve¬ 
locities, ranges, and times of flight, as they are here fet 
down in the following Table. 

Powder. 
Elevation, 

of gun. 
Velocity 
of ball. 

Range. 

-— .—A 

Time of 
flight. 

oz. 
2 >5° 

feet. * 
860 

feet. 
4100 9" 

4 1230 5:0° 1 2 
8 ls 1 640 6oco 

12 1680 6700 1 St 
2 45 860 5100 21 

106. But as We are not yet provided with a fufficient 
number and variety of experiments, on which to eflablifh 
true rules for practical gunnery, independent of the parabolic 
theory, we muff content ourfelves with the data of fome one 

certain 
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certain experimented range and time of flight, at a given 
angle of elevation ; and then by help of thefe’ and the rules 
in the parabolic theory, determine the like circumdances for 
other elevations that are not greatly different from the for¬ 
mer, as in the following examples: 

107. Example 1. If a ball of ilb. acquire a velocity of 
1600 feet per fecond, when fired with 8 ounces of powder ; 
it is required to find with what velocity each of the feveral 
kinds of (hells will be difcharged by the full charges of 
powder, viz. 

Nature of the {hells in inches 13 
Their weight in lbs. - - 196 
Charge of powder in lbs. - 9 

0
 

0
 

8 
48 

2 

si 
16 

1 

4t 
8 

1 
2 

Anf. the velocities are - 485 477 462 566 566 

108. Exam. 2. If a fhell be found to range 1000 yards, 
when difcharged at an elevation of 450; how far will it 
range when the elevation is 30° 16', the charge of powder 
being the fame ? Anf. 2612 feet or 871 yards. 

109. Exam. 3. The range of a (hell, at 450 elevation, 
being found to be 3750 feet : at what elevation rauft the 
piece be fet, to ftrike an objeft at the diflance of 2810 feet, 
with the fame charge of powder ? 

Anf. at 240 16', or at 65° 44'. 

no. Exam. 4. With what impetus, velocity, and charge 
of powder, mull a 13 inch fhell be fired, at an elevation of 
320 12', to ftrike an objefl at the diflance of 3250 feet ? 

Anf. impetus 1802, veloc. 340, charge 41b. 7f oz. 

in. Exam. 5. A fhell being found to range 3500 feet, 
when difcharged at an elevation of 250 I2/ ; how far then 
will it range at an elevation of 36° 15' with the fame charge 
of powder ? Anf. 4332 feet. 

112. Exam. 6. If, with a charge of 9II). of powder, a 
fhell range 4000 feet ; what charge will fuffice to throw it 
3000 feet, the elevation being 450 in both cafes ? 

Anf. 6|lb. of powder. 

113. Exam. 7. What will be the time of flight for any 
given range, at the elevation of 450'? 

Anf. the time in fees, is | the lq. root of the range in feet, 

114. Exam. 8. In what time will a fhell range 3250 feet, 
at an elevation of 320 ? Anf. 11| fee. nearly. 

VOL. II. XI r* 
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115. Exam. 9. How far will a (hot range on a plane which 
afcends 8° 15', and on another which defcends 8° 15'; the 
impetus being 3000 feet, and the elevation of the piece 
320 30' ? Anf. 4244 feet on the afeent, 

and 6745 feet on the defeent. 

116. Exam. 10. How much powder will throw a 13 inch 
fhell 4244 feet on an inclined plane, which afcends 8° 15', 
the elevation of the mortar being 32° 30' ? 

Anf. 7*3765^. or 71b. 6 oz. 

117. Exam. 11. At what elevation mull a 13 inch mortar 
be pointed, to range 6745 feet, on a plane which defcends 
8° 15'; the charge being 7 fib. of powder ? Anf. 320 30'. 

118. Exam. 12. In what time will a 13 inch (hell ftrike a 
plane which rifes 8° 30', when elevated 450, and difeharged 
with an impetus of 2304 feet ? Anf. I4f feconds. 

The DESCENT of BODIES on INCLINED PLANES and 

CURVE SURFACES.—The MOTION of PENDULUMS. 

«* PROPOSITION XXIII. 

119. If a IE eight W he fujlained on an Inclined Plane AB, by 
a Power P, ailing in a DireIIion WP, parallel to the Plane. 
'Then 

The Weight of the. Body, W, 
The Sujlaining Power, P, and 
The PrefJ'ure on the Plane, p, 

are refpeSlively as 

The Length AB, 
The Height BC, and 
The Bafe AC, 

of the Plane, 

For, draw CD perpendicular 
to the plane. Now here are three 
forces, keeping one another in 
equilibrio; namely, the weight, 
or force of gravity, affing per¬ 
pendicular to AC, or parallel 
to BC ; 
the power afting parallel to DB; 
and the preffure perpendicular to AB, or parallel to DC: 
but when three forces keep one another in equilibrio, they 
jre proportional to the fides of the triangle CBD, made by 

lines 
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lines in the diredfion of thofe forces, by prop. 8 ; therefore 
thofe forces are to one another as CB, BD, DC. But the 
two triangles ABC, CBD are equiangular, and have their 
like fides proportional; therefore the three CB, BD, DC, 
are to one another refpedlively as the three AB, BC, AC ; 
which therefore are as the three forces W, P, p. 

120. Corol. i. Hence the weightW, power P, and prefiure/, 
are refpediively as radius, fine, and coline, 
of the plane’s elevation BAC above the horizon. 

For, lince the fides of triangles are as the fines of their 
oppofite angles, therefore the three AB, BC, AC, 
are refpedfively as fin. C, fin. A, fin. B, 
or as - - - - radius, fine, cofine, 

of the angle A of elevation. 

Or, the three forces are as AC, CD, AD; perpendicular 
to their diredfions. 

121. Corol. 2. The power or relative weight that urges a 
BC 

body W down the inclined plane, is — x W ; or the 

force with which it defcends, or endeavours to defcend, is as 
the fine of the angle A of inclination. 

122. Corol. 3. Hence, if there be 
two planes of the fame height, and 
two bodies be laid upon them which 
are proportional to the lengths of 
the planes; they will have an equal 
tendency to defcend down the planes. 
And confequently they will mutually fufiain each other if 
they be connedfed by a firing adling parallel to the planes. 

123. Corol. 4. In the fame manner, 
when the power P adts in any other 
diredlion whatever, WP ; by drawing 
CDE perpendicular to the diredfion 
WP, the three forces in equilibrio, 
namely, the weight W, the power 
P, and the preflure on the plane, will 
ftill be refpedfively as AC, CD, AD, 
drawn perpendicular to thp direction 
of thofe forces. 

M 2 

1 

? RO- 
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PROPOSITION XXIV. 

124. If a JVelght W <?;z Inclined Plane AB, A? /« Equilibria 
with another Weight P hanging freely; then if they be jet 
a moving, their Perpendicular Velocities, in 1 that Place, will 
be Reciprocally as thofe Weights. 
Let the weight W defeend a very 

final 1 fpace, from W to A, along the 
plane, by which the firing PFW, will 
come into the pofition PFA. Draw 
WH perpendicular to the horizon AC, 
and WG perpendicular to AF-: then 
WH will be the fpace perpendicularly 
defeended by the weight- W ; and AG, 
or the difference between FA and FW, 
will be the fpace perpendicularly afeended by the weight P; 
and their perpendicular velocities are as thofe fpaces WH 
ancf AG palled over in thofe direftions, in the fame time* 
Draw CDF perpendicular to AF, and DI perpendicular to 
AC. 

Then, 
in the fim. figs, AGWH and AEDI, 
and in the fim. tri. AEC, DIC, 
but, by cor. 4, prop. 23, 
therefore, by equality, 

AG:WH::AE:DI; 
AC: CD :: AE: Dl; 
AC:CD ::W :P; 
AG: WH :: W :P. 

That is, their perpendicular fpaccs, or velocities, are re¬ 
ciprocally as their weights ormaffes. 

125. Corol. 1. Hence it follows, that if any two bodies be 
in equilibrio on two inclined planes, and if they be fet a 
moving, their perpendicular velocity will be reciprocally as 
their weights. Becaufe the perpendicular weight which fuf- 
tains the one, would alfo fuflain the other. 

126. Corol. 2. And hence alfo, if two bodies fuftain each 
other in equilibrio, on any planes, and they be put in motion ; 
then each body multiplied by its perpendicular velocity, will 
give equal products. 

PROPOSITION XXV. 

127* The Vtlocity acquired by a Body defending freely down an 
Inclined Plane AB, is to the Velocity acquired by a Body fall¬ 
ing Perpendicularly, in the fame Time ; as-the Height of the 
Plane BC, is to its Length AB. 

For the force of gravity, both perpendicularly and on the 
plane, 
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plane, is conftant; and thefe two, by 
corol. 2, prop. 23, are to each other 
as AB to BC. But, by art. 28, the 
velocities generated by any conftant 
forces, in the fame time, are as thole 
forces. Therefore the velocity down 
BA is to the velocity down BC, in the fame time, as the 
force on BA to the force on BC : that is, as BC to BA. 

128. Corol, 1. Hence, as the motion down an inclined 
plane is produced by a conftant force, it will bean uniformly 
accelerated motion ; and therefore the laws before laid down 
lor accelerated motions in general, hold good for motions on 
inclined planes ; fuch, for inftance, as the following : That 
the velocities are as the times of defcending from reft ; that 
the fpaces defcended are as the fquares of the velocities, or 
fquares of the times ; and that, if a body be thrown up an 
inclined plane, with the velocity it acquired in defcending, it 
will lofe all its motion, and afcend to the fame height, in the 
fame time, and will repafs any point of the plane with the 
fame velocity as it pafted it in defcending. 

129. Corol. 2. Hence alfo, the fpace defcended down an 
inclined plane, is to the fpace defcended perpendicularly, in 
the fame time, as the height of the plane CB, to its length 
AB, or as the fine of inclination to radius. For the fpaces 
defcribed by any forces, in the fame time, are as the forces, 
or as the velocities. 

130. Corol. 3. Confequently the velocities and fpaces de¬ 
fcended, by bodies down different inclined planes, are as the 
fines of elevation of the planes. 

131. Corol. 4. If CD be drawn perpendicular to AB; 
then, while a body falls freely through the perpendicular 
fpace BC, another body will, in the fame time, defcend down 
the pa*rt of the plane BD. For, by fimilar triangles, - - 
BC : BD :: BA : BC, that is, as the fpaces defcended, by 

corol. 2. 

Or, in any right-angled triangle BDC, 
having its hypothenufe BC perpendicular to 
the horizon, a body will defcend down any 
of its three fides BD, BC, DC, in the fame 
time. And therefore, if upon the diameter 
BC a circle be defcribed, the times of de¬ 
fcending down any chords BD, BE, BF, 
DC, EC, FC, &c,„ will be all* equal, and 

' " each 
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each equal to the time of falling freely through the perpen¬ 

dicular diameter BC. 
, g . s 

PROPOSITION XXVI. 

132. The Time of defeending down the Inclined Plane BA, is to 
the Time of falling through the Height of the Plane BC, as 
the Length BA to the Height BC. 

Draw CD perpendicular to AB. 
Then the times of deferibing BD and 
BC are equal, by the laft corol. Call 
that time /, and the time of deferibing 
BA call T. - 

Now, becaufe the fpaces described 
by conftant forces, are as the fquares of the times; therefore 
V : T2 :: BD : BA. 

But the three BD, BC, BA are in continual proportion; 
therefore BD : BA :: BC2 : BA2 ; 
hence, by equality, /2 : T2 :: BC2 : BA2, 

or t : T :: BC : BA. 
1 ' ‘; ■* / • . . mft 

133. Corel. Hence the times of defeending down different 
planes, of the fame height, are to one another as the lengths 
of the planes. 

v PROPOSITION XXVII. 

134. A Body acquires the Same Velocity in defending down any 
Inclined Plane BA, as hy falling perpendicularly through the 
Height of the Plane BC. 

For, the velocities generated by any conftant forces, are 
in the compound ratio of the forces and times of a&ing. 
But if we put 

F to denote the whole force of gravity in BC, 
f the force on the plane AB, ^ 
t the time of deferibing BC, and 
T the time of defeending down AB ; 

then, by art. 119, F : f l! BA : BC ; 
and by art. 132, t l T :: BC : BA ; 
theref. by comp. F/ if T:: 1 : 1. 

That is, the compound ratio of the forces and times, or 
the ratio of the velocities, is a ratio of equality. 

135. Corol. 1. 
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135. Carol. 1. Hence the velocities acquired, by bodies 
defeending down any planes, from the fame height, to the 
fame horizontal line, are equal. 

136. Carol. 2. If the velocities be equal, at any two equal 
altitudes, D, E ; they will be equal, at all other equal alti¬ 
tudes A, C. 

137. Carol. 3. Hence alfo, the velocities acquired by de- 
fcending down any planes, are as the fquare roots of the 
heights. 

PROPOSITION XXVIII. 

138. If a Body defcend down any Number of Contiguous Planes 
AB, BC, CD ; it will at lafl acquire the Same Velocity, as a 
Body falling perpendicularly through the Same Height ED, 
fuppojing the Velocity not altered by changing from one Plane to 
another. - - 

Produce the planes DC, CB to 
meet the horizontal line EA pro¬ 
duced in F and G. Then, by 
art. 135, the velocity at B is the 
fame, whether the body defcend 
through AB or FB. And therefore 
the velocity at C will be the fame, 
whether the body defcend through ABC or through FC, 
which is alfo again, by art. 135, the fame as by defeending 
through GC. Confequently it will have the fame velocity 
at D, by defeending through the planes AB, CD, as by de¬ 
feending through the plane GD ; fuppofing no obftrudlion 
to the motion by the body impinging on the planes at B and C : 
and this again is the fame velocity as by defeending through 
the fame perpendicular height ED. 

139. Carol. 1. If the lines ABCD, &c, be fuppofed inde¬ 
finitely fmall, they will form a curve line, which will be the 
path of the body ; from which it appears, that a body ac¬ 
quires alfo the fame velocity in defeending along any curve, 
as in falling perpendicularly through the fame height. 

140. Carol. 2. Hence alfo, bodies acquire the fame velo¬ 
city, by defeending from the fame height, whether they 
defcend perpendicularly, or down any planes, or down any 
curve or curves. And if their velocities be equal, at any one 
height, they will be equal at all other equal heights. There¬ 
fore the velocity acquired by deicending down any lines or 
curves, are as the fquare. roots of the perpendicular heights. 

141. Carol. 
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141. Corol. 3. And a body, after its defeent through any 
curve, will acquire a velocity which will carry it to the fame 
height through an equal curve, or through any other curve, 
either by running up the fmooth concave fide, or by being 
retained in the curve by a firing, and vibrating like a pen¬ 
dulum : Alfo, the velocities will be equal, at all equal alti¬ 
tudes; and the afeent and defeent will be performed in the 
fame time, if the curves be the fame. 

• * ■» 4 -r . 4 4 _• v4 i kv 1‘. < 

PROPOSITION XXIX. 

142. 'the Times in which Bodies defend through Similar Paris 
of Similar Curves, ABC, abc, placed alike, are as the Square 
Roots of their Lengths. 

That is, the time in AC is to the time in ac, asy'AC 
to fdiC. 

For, as the curves are fimilar, they may 
be confidered as made up of an equal 
number of correfponding parts, which are 
every where, each to each, proportional to 
the whole. And as they are placed alike, 
the correfponding fmall fimilar parts will 
alfo be parallel to each other. But the 
time of deferibing each of thefe pairs of correfponding pa¬ 
rallel parts, by art. 128, are as the fquare roots of their 
lengths, which, by the fuppofition, are as y'AC to yac, the 
roots of the whole curves. Therefore, the whole times are 
in the fame ratio of yAC to yac. 

143. Corol. 1. Becaufe the axes DC, Dc, of fimilar curves, 
are as the lengths of the fimilar parts AC, ac ; therefore the 
times of defeent in the curves AC, ac, are as yDC to yDc, 
or the fquare roots of their axes. 

144. Carol. 2. As it is the fame thing, whether the bodies 
run down the fmooth concave fide of the curves, or be made 
to deferibe thofe curves by vibrating like a pendulum, the 
lengths being DC, Dc ; therefore the times of the vibration 
of pendulums, in fimilar arcs of any curves, are as the fquare 
roots of the lengths of the pendulums. 

SCHOLIUM. 

145. Having, in the laft corollary, mentioned the pen¬ 
dulum, it may not be improper here to add fome remarks 
concerning it. 

A pen- 
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A pendulum confifis of a ball, or 
any other heavy body B, hung by a 
fine firing or thread, moveable about 
a centre A, and defcribing the arc 
CBD ; by which vibration the fame 
motion happens to this heavy body, as 
wTould happen to any body defcend- 
ing by its gravity along the fpherical 
fuperficies CBD, if that fuperficies was perfectly hard and 
fmooth. If the pendulum be carried to the fituation AC, 
and then let fall, the ball in defcending will defcribe the arc 
CB ; and in the point B it will have that velocity which is 
acquired by defcending through CB, or by a body falling 
freely through EB. This velocity will be fufficient to caufe 
the ball to afcend through an equal arc BD, to the fame 
height D from whence it fell at C : having there lofi all its 
motion, it will again begin to defcend by its own gravity ; 
and in the lowefi point B it will acquire the fame velocity as 
before ; w7hich will caufe it to reafcend to C : and thus, by 
afcendmg and defcending, it will perform continual vibrations 
in the circumference CBD. And if the motions of pendu¬ 
lums met with no refiftance from the air, and if there were 
no friflion at the centre of motion A, the vibrations of pen¬ 
dulums would never ceafe. But from thofe obftrudtions, 
though fmall, it happens, that the velocity of the ball in the 
point B is a little diminifhed in every vibration ; and confe- 
quently it does not return precifely to the fame points C or 
£>, but the arcs defcribed continually become fhorter and 
fhorter, till at length they grow infenfible; unlels the motion 
be afiifted by a mechanical contrivance, as in clocks, called 
3 maintaining power. 

DEFINITION. 

146. If the cir¬ 
cumference of a cir¬ 
cle be rolled on a 
right line, begin¬ 
ning at any point A, 
and continued till 
the fame point A 
arrive at the line 
again, making jufi one revolution, and thereby meafuring 
out a firaight line ABA equal to the circumference of the cir¬ 
cle, while the point A in the circumference traces out a curve 
line ACAGA ; then this curve is called a cycloid \ and fome 
of its properties are contained in the following lemma. 

LEM- 
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F L E M M A. 

147. If the generating or revolving circle be placed in the 
middle of the cycloid, its diameter coinciding with the axis 
AB, and from any point there be drawn the tangent CF, the 
ordinate CpE perp. to the axis, and the chord of the circle 
AD ; Then the chief properties are thefe : 

The right line CD ~ the circular arc AD ; 
The cycloidal arc AC = double the chord AD; 
The femi-cycloid AC A = double the diameter AB, and 
The tangent CF is parallel to the chord AD. 

, PROPOSITION XXX. 

148. When a Pendulum vibrates in a Cycloid; the Time of one 
Vibration, is to the Time in which a Body falls through Half 
the Length of the Pendulum, as the Circumference of a Circle 
is to its Diameter. 

Let ABa be the cycloid; 
DB its axis, or the diameter 
of the generating femicircle 
DEB; CB = 2DB the 
length of the pendulum, or 
radius of curvature at B. 
Let the ball defeend from 
T, and, in vibrating, de¬ 
scribe the arc FBf. Divide 
FB into innumerable fmall 
parts, one of which is Gg ; 
draw FEL, GM, gm perpendicular to DB. On LB deferibe 
the femi-circle LMB, whofe centre is O ; draw Mp parallel 
to DB ; alfo draw the chords BE, BH, EH, and the radius , 
OM. 

Now the trianglesBEH, BHKare equiangular; therefore 

BK: BH:: BH: BE, or BH2 = BK. BE, or BH =/BK .BET 
And the equiangular triangles Mmp, MON, give - - 
Mp : Mm :: MN : MO. Alfo, by the nature of the cy¬ 
cloid, Hh is equal and parallel to Gg. 

If another body defeend down the chord EB, it will have 
the fame velocity as the ball in the cycloid has at the fame 
height. So that Kk and Gg are palled over with the fame 
velocity, and confequently the time in palling them will be 
as their lengths Gg, Kk, or as Hh to Kk, or BH to BK by 

fimilar triangles, or\/BK . BE to BK, or ^/BE to ^BK, 
or as y'BL to ^/BN by fimilar triangles. 

That is, the time in Gg ; time in Kk :: v'BL : \/BN. 
Ag an, 

f 

C 

I 
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Again, the time of defcribing any fpace with an uniform 
motion, is dire&ly as the fpace, ancl reciprocally as the ve¬ 
locity ; alfo, the velocity in K or Kk, is to the velocity at B, 
as yKK to ^EB, or as ^LN to LB; and the uniform velo¬ 
city for EB is equal to half that at the point B, therefore the 

Kk tTR 
time in Kk : time in EB :: -rvr : t—tv-ft ' \ (by fim. tri.) 

LB 
yLN * iy/LB 

:: Nn or Mp : 2y/BL . LN. 
Nn 

VLN * fVLB _ 
That is, the time in Kk : time in EB :: Mp : 2^/BL . LN. 
But it was, time in Gg : time in Kk :: y'BL : ^/BN ; theref. 

bycomp. timeinGg : time inEB :: Mp^y/BN.NLor2NM. 
But, by fim, fti. Mm : 2OM or BL :: Mp : 2NM. 
Theref. time in Gg : time in EB :: Mm : BL. 

Confequently the fum of all the times in all the Gg’s, is to 
the time in EB, or the time in DB, which is the fame thing, 
as the fum of all the Mm’s, is to LB ; 
that is, the time in Fg : time in DB :: Lm : LB, 
and the time in FB : time in DB :: LMB : LB, 
or the time in FBf : time in DB :: 2LMB ; LB. 

That is, the time of one whole vibration, 
is to the time of falling through half CB, 
as the circumference of any circle, 
is to its diameter. 

149. CoroJ. 1. Hence all the vibrations of a pendulum in 
a cycloid, whether great or fmall, are performed in the fame 
time, which time is to the time of falling through the axis, 
or half the length of the pendulum, as 3*1416 to 1, the ratio 
of the circumference to its diameter; and hence that time 
is eafily found thus. Put pz=z 3*1416, and / the length of 
the pendulum, alfo g the fpace fallen by a heavy body in 
V of time. 

then y/g : y/\l:: I // yj— the time of falling through \If 
2g 

l P J—, which therefore is the time theref. 1 : p :: yj 

of one vibration of the pendulum. 

150. And if the pendulum vibrate in a fmall arc of a circle ; 
becaufe that fmall arc nearly coincides with the fmall cycloidal 
arc at the vertex B ; therefore the time of vibration in the 
fmall arc of a circle, is nearly equal to the time of vibration in 

the 
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the cycloidal arc ; and confequently the time of vibration in 

afinall circular arc, is equal to p<J—t where l is the radius 

of the circle. 

151. So that, if one of thefe, g or /, be found by expe¬ 
riment, this theorem will give the other. Thus, if^, or the 
fpace fallen through by a heavy body in i^of time, be found, 
then this theorem will give the length of the feconds pendu¬ 
lum; Or, if the length of the feconds pendulum be ob- 
ferved by experiment, which is the ealier way ; this theorem 
will give g the defcent of gravity in i°. Now, in the lati¬ 
tude of London, the length of a pendulum which vibrates 
feconds, has been found to be 39I inches ; and this being 

• ' ' . . . go! 
written for / in the theorem, it gives p^J- H r // 

2S 
from 

hence is found g — ±p2I = ±p2 X 39! = i93'o/ inches — 
163*3-feet, for the defcent of gravity in 1"; which it has alfo 
been found to be, very exaftly, by many accurate experi¬ 
ments. 

SCHOLIUM. 

152. Hence is found the length of a pendulum that fhall 
make any number of vibrations in a given time. Or, the 
number of vibrations that fhall be made by a pendulum of 
a given length. Thus, fuppofe it were required to find the 
length of a half feconds pendulum, or a quarter-feconds 
pendulum ; that is, a pendulum to vibrate twice in a fecorid, 
or 4 times in a fecond. Then, fince the time of vibration is 
as the fquare root of the length, 

therefore 1 : \ :: ^391 : \'U 

or 1 : \ 39J : — 92 inches nearly, the 
4 

length of the half-feconds pendulum. 
And 1: T‘T :: 39^: 2\ inches, the length of the quarter- 

feconds pendulum. 
Again, if it were required to find how many vibrations a 

pendulum of 80 inches long will make in a minute. Here 

,391- -t/8o : ^39-g- :: 60" or i' : 60^- 
80 7fv'31‘3 — 

41 *95987, or almoft 42 vibrations in a minute. 

153. In thefe propofitions, the thread is fuppoied to b« 
very fine, or of no fenfible weight, and the ball very final], 
or all the matter united in one point; alfo, the length of 
the pendulum, is the diftance from the point of fufpenfion, 
or centre of motion, to this point, or centre of the final 1 

ball. 
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ball. But if the ball be large, or the firing very thick, or 
the vibrating body be of any other figure ; then the length 
of the pendulum is different, and is meafured, from the 
centre of motion, not to the centre of magnitude of the 
body, but to fuch a point, as that if all the matter of the 
pendulum were collected into it, it would then vibrate in 
the fame time as the compound pendulum ; and this point is 
called the Centre of Ofcillation ; a point which will be treated 
of in what follows. 

The MECHANICAL POWERS, &c. 

154. WEIGHT and Power, when oppofed to each other, 
fignify the body to be moved, and the body that moves it; 
or the patient and agent. The power is the agent, which 
moves, or endeavours to move, the patient or weight. 

155. Equilibrium, is an equality of adlion or force, be¬ 
tween two or more powers or weights, adling again!! each 
other, by which they deftroy each other’s effedls, and remain 
at reft. 

156. Machine, or Engine, is any mechanical inftrument 
contrived to move bodies. Arid it is cornpofed of the me¬ 
chanical powers. 

157. Mechanical Powers, are certain fimple machines, 
which are commonly employed for railing greater weights, 
or overcoming greater refinances, than could be effedled by 
the natural ftrength without them.—Thefe are ufually ac¬ 
counted fix in number, viz. the Lever and Balance, the 
Pulley, the Wheel and Axle, the Wedge, the Inclined 
Plane, and the Screw. 

158. Mechanics, is the fcience of forces, and the effedls 
they produce, when applied to machines, in the motion of 
bodies. 

159. Statics, is the fcience of weights, efpecially when 
confidered in a ftate of equilibrium. 

160. Centre of Motion, is the fixed point about which a 
body moves. And the Axis of Motion, is the fixed line 
about which it moves. 

161. Centre of Gravity, is a certain point, upon which a 
body being freely fufpended, it will reft in any pofition. 

Of 
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Of ike LEVER. 

162. A Lever is any inflexible rod, bar, or beam, which 
ferves to raife weights, while it is fupported at a point by a 
fulcrum or prop, which is the centre of motion. The lever 
is fuppofed to be void of gravity or weight, to render the 
demonftrations eafier and Ampler. There are four kinds of 
levers. 

163. A Lever of the Firfl 
Kind has the prop C be¬ 
tween the weight W and 
the power P. And of this 
kind are balances, fcales, 

, fcif- 

164. A Lever of the Se¬ 
cond Kind has the weight 
between the power and the 
prop. Such as oars, rud¬ 
ders, cutting knives thatare 
fixed atone end, &c. 

crows, hand-fpikes 
fars, pinchers, 8cc. 

165. A Lever of theThird 
Kind has the power be¬ 
tween the wTeight and the 
prop. Such as tongs, the 
bones and mufcles of ani¬ 
mals, a man rearing a lad¬ 
der, &c. 

166. A Fourth Kindis fome- 
timcs added, called the Bended 
Lever. As a hammer drawing a 
nail. 

167. In all thefe machines, the power may be reprefented 
by a weight, which is its mod natural meafure, adfing down¬ 
ward : but having its direction changed, when neceffary, by 
means of a fixed pulley. 

I 
PRO- 
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PROPOSITION XXXI, 

168. When the Weight and Power keep the Lever in Equilibria, 
they are to each other Reciprocally as the Difiances of their 
Lines of Diredion from the Prop. That is, P : W:: CD: CE; 
where CD and CE are perpendicular to WO and AO, which 
are the Di red ions of the two Weights, or the Weight and Power 
W and A. 

For, draw CF parallel to AO, and 
CB parallel to WO : Alfo,join CO, 
which will be the direftion of the 
preffure on the prop C; for there can¬ 
not be an equilibrium unlefs the di¬ 
rections of the three forces all meet 
in, or tend to, the fame point, as O. 
Then, becaufe thefe three forces 
keep each other in equilibrio, they are 
proportional to the lides of the tri¬ 
angle CBO or CFO, which are drawn 
in the direction of thofe forces; 
therefore - - P: W:: CF: FO or CB* 
But, becaufe of the parallels, the 
two triangles CDF, CEB are equi¬ 
angular, therefore - CD 
Hence, by equality, - P 

CE::CF: CB. 
W :: CD: CE. 

That is, each force is reciprocally proportional to the 
diflance of its direction from the fulcrum. 

And it will be found that this demonftration will ferve for 
all the other kinds of levers, by drawing the lines asdirefted. 

169. Corol. 1. When the two forces aft perpendicularly on 
the lever, as two weights, See; then, in cafe of an equili¬ 
brium, D coincides with W, and E with P ; confequently 
then the above proportion becomes P : W :: CW : CP, ,or 
the diftances of the two forces from the fulcrum, taken on 
the lever, are reciprocally proportional to thofe forces. 

170. Corol. 2. If any force P be applied to a lever at A ; 
its effeft on the lever, to turn it about the centre of mo¬ 
tion C, is as the length of the lever CA, and the fine of the 
angle of direftion GAE. For the perp. CE is as CA X s.Z A. 

171. Corol. 3. Becaufe the produft of the extremes is 
equal to the produft of the means, therefore the produft of 

the 
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the power by the diftance of its direction, is equal to the 
produ£t of the weight by the diftance of its dircfdion. 

That is, P x CE = W x CD. 
• • ,r' . * . + 

172. Coroh 4. II the lever, with the weight and power 
fixed to it, be made to move about the centre C; the mo¬ 
mentum of the power will be equal to the momentum of the 
weight; and their velocities will be in reciprocal proportion 
to each other. For the weight and power will defcribe 
circles whofe radii are the difiances CD, CE ; and fince the 
circumferences or fpaces defcribed, are as the radii, and alfo 
as the velocities, therefore the velocities are as the radii CD, 
CE; and the momenta, which are as the maffes and velo¬ 
cities, are as the momenta and radii ; that is, as P X CE and 
W x CD, which are equal by cor. 3. 

173. Corol. 5. In a ftraight lever, kept in equilibrio by a 
weight and power aiding perpendicularly ; then, of thefe 
three, the power, weight, and preffure on the prop, any one 
is as the diftance of the other two. 

174. Corol. 6. If fe- 
veral weights P, Q_, R, 
S, a£I on a ftraight 
lever, and keep it in 
equilibrio ; then the 

A 1 3 C 73 V. 

- J 

Iq, i < 

one fide of the prop, 
will be equal to the fum on the other fide, made by multiply¬ 
ing each weight by its diftance ; namely, 
P X AC + Q^X J?C = R x DC 4- S x EC. 

For, the effedt of each weight to turn the lever, is as the 
weight multiplied by its diftance; and in the cafe of an 
equilibrium, the fums of the effedts, or of the products on 
both Tides, are equal. 

175. Cord. 7. Becaufe, when 
two weights Q_ and R are in 
equilibrio, Qj R :: CD : CB; 

therefore, by compofition, Q_4 R : Q_ 1: BD : CD, 
and Q^4 R : R :: BD : CB. 

That is, the fum of the weights is to either of them, as 
the fum of their distances is to the diftance of the other. 

SCHO. 
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SCHOLIUM. 

176. On the foregoing prin¬ 
ciples depends the nature of 
fcales and beams, for weigh¬ 
ing all forts of commodities. 
For, if the weights be equal, 
then will the diftances be equal 
alfo, which gives the conftruc- 
tion of the common fcales, 
which ought to have thefe pro¬ 
perties : - • 

1 ft, That the points of fufpenfion of the fcales and the 
centre of motion of the beam, A, B, C, fhould be in a 
straight line: 2d, That the arms AB, BC be of an equal 
length: 3d. That the centre of gravity be in the centre of 
motion B, or a little below it: 4ih, That they be in equilibrio 
when empty: 5th, That there be as little fridfion as poffible 
at the centre B. A defefl in any of thefe properties, makes 
the fcales either imperfedf or falfe. But it often happens that 
the one fide of the beam is made fhorter than the other, and 
the defefl covered by making that fcale the heavier, by which 
means the fcales hang in equilibrio when empty; but when 
they are charged with any weights, fo as to be hill in equili¬ 
brio, thofe weights are not equal ; but the deceit will be de- 
tefled by changing the weights to the contrary fides, for then 
the equilibrium will be immediately deflroyed. 

T77. To find the true weight of any body by fuch a falfe 
balance :—Firft weigh the body in one fcale, and afterwards 
weigh it in the other ; then the mean proportional between 
thefe twro weights, will be the true weight required. For, if 
any body b weigh W pounds or ounces in the fcale D, and 
only w pounds or ounces in the fcale E : then we have thefe 
two equations, namely, AB . b — BC . W. 

and BC . b — AB . w ; 
the produff ofthetw'o is AB . BC . b2 — AB . BC . Ww\ 
hence then - - - b2 — Wzu, 

^and b =.^/Wzu, 
the mean proportional, which is the true weight of the body b. 

178. The Roman Statera, or Steelyard, is alfo a lever, but 
of unequal brachia or arms, fo contrived, that one weight only 
may ferve to w^eigh a great many, by Hiding ft backward and 
forward, to different diftances on the longer arm of the lever; 
and it is thus conftrudfed : 

Vol. II. N N Let 
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Let AB be the fteelyard, and C its centre of motion, from 
whence the divifions muft commence if the two arms juft 
balance each other: if not, Aide the conftant moveable weight 
1 along from B towards C, till it juft balance the other end 
without a weight, and there make a notch in the beam, 
marking it with a cypher o. Then hang on at A a weight W 
equal to I, and Aide I back towards B till they balance each 
other; there notch the beam, and mark it with I. Then 
make the weight W double of I, and Aiding I back to balance 
it, there mark it with 2. Do the fame at 3, 4, 5,, &c, by 
making W equal to 3, 4, 5, &c, times I; and the beam is 
finifhed. Then, to find the weight of any body b by the 
fteelyard; take off the weight W, and hang on the body b 
at A ; then Aide the weight I backward and forward till it 
juft balance the body b, which fuppofe to be at the number 5; 
then is b equal to 5 times the weight of I. So, if I be one 
pound, then b is 5 pounds ; but if I be 2 pounds, then b is 
10 pounds; and fo on. < 

.—f - 

Of the WHEEL and AXLE. 

PROPOSITION xxxir. 

lyc). In the Wheel-and-Axle; the Weight and Power will be 
tn Equilibria, when the Power P is to the Weight W, Reci¬ 
procally as the Radii of the Circles where they aft ; that ist as 
the Radius of the Axle CA, where the Weight hangs, to the 
Radius of the Wheel CB, where the Power afts. That isf 
P : W :: CA : CB. 

HERE the cord, by which the power P a&s, goes about 
the 
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the circumference of the wheel, while 
that of the weight W goes round its 
axle, or another fmaller wheel, attach¬ 
ed to the larger, and having the fame 
axis or centre C. So that BA is a lever 
moveable about the point C, the power 
P afting always at the diftance BC, 
and the weight W at the diftance CA; 
therefore P : W :: CA : CB. 

180. Corel. 1. If the wheel be put 
in motion ; then, the fpaces moved 
being as the circumferences, or as the radii, the velocity of 
W will be to the velocity of P, as CA to CB ; that is, the 
weight is moved as much flower, as it is heavier than the 
power; fo that what is gained in power, is loft in time. 
And this is the univerfal property ot all machines and 
engines. 

181. Corel. 2. If the power do not aft at right angles to 
the radius Cb, but obliquely; draw CD perpendicular to 
the dire&ion of the power ; then, by the nature of the lever, 
P : W ::CA : CD. 

SCHOLIUM. \ 

182. To this power be¬ 
long all turning or wheel 
machines, of different radii. 
Thus, in the roller turning 
on the axis or fpindle CE, 
by the handle CBD ; the 
power applied at B is to 
the weight W on the roller, 
as the radius of the roller 
is to the radius CB of the handle. 

183. And the fame for all cranes, capftans, windlaffes, and 
fuch like; the power being to the weight, always as the ra- 

. dius or lever at which the weight afts, to that at which the 
power afts ; fo that they are always in the reciprocal ratio 
of their velocities. And to the fame principle may be re¬ 
ferred the gimblet and augur for boring holes. 

184. But all this, however, is on fuppolition that the ropes 
or cords, fuflaining the weights, are of no fenfible thicknefs. 
For, if the thicknefs be conliderable, or if there be feveral 
folds of them, over one another, on the roller or barrel; then 
we muft meafure to the middle of the outermoft rope, for 

N 2 the 
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the radius of the roller; or, to the radius of the roller We 
mud: add half the thicknefs of the cord, when there is but 
one fold. 

185. The wheel-and-axle has a great advantage over the 
dimple lever, in point of convenience. Fora weight can be 
raided but a little way by the lever; whereas, by the conti-. 
nual turning of the wheel and roller, the weight may be raided 
to any height, or from any depth. 

186. By increafmg the number of wheels too,' the power 
may be multiplied to any extent, making always the lefs 
wheels to turn greater ones as far as we pleafe: and this is 
commonly called Tooth and Pinion Work, the teeth of one 
circumference working in the rounds or pinions of another, 
to turn the wheel. And then, in cafe of an equilibrium, the 
power is to the weight, as the continual product ol the radii of 
all the axles, to that of all the wheels. So, if the power P 

turn th@ wheel Q, and this turn the fmali wheel or axle R, 
and this turn the wheel S, and this turn the axle T, and 
this turn the wheel V, and this turn the axle X, which raifes 
the weight W; then P: W ;: CB. DE . FG : AC. BD .EF. 
And in the fame proportion is the velocity of W flower than 
that of P. Thus, if each wheel b& to its axle, as 10 to 1 ; 
then P : W 11 13 : 109 or as 1 to 1000. So that a power 
of one pound will balance a weight of 1000 pounds ; but 
then, v(7hcn put in motion, the power will move 1000 times 
fader than the weight. 

O? 
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Of the PULLEY. 

187. A Pulley is a fmall wheel, commonly made of wood 
or brafs, which turns about an iron axis palling through the 
centre, and fixed in a block, by means of a cord palled 
round its circurnference,'which ferves to draw up any weight. 
The pulley is either fingle, or combined together, to increale 
the power. It is alfo either fixed or moveable, according as 
it is fixed to one place, or moves up and down with the 
weight and power. 

PROPOSITION XXXIII. 

188. If a Power fuflain a Weight by means of a Fixed Pulley: 
the Power and Weight are Equal. 

For through the centre C of the pulley 
draw the horizontal diameter AB : then 
will AB reprefent a lever of the fir If kind, 
its prop being the fixed centre C ; from 
which the points A and B, where the 
power and weight a£f, being equally 
diflant, the power P is confequently equal 
to the weight W. , . 

189. Coral. Hence, if the pulley be put 
in motion, the power P will defcend as 
fall as the weight W afcends. So that 
the power is not incrcafed by the ufe of 
the fixed pulley, even though the rope go over feverai of 
them. It is, however, of great fervice in the railing of 
weights, both by changing the direction of the force, for 
the convenience ot acting, and by enabling a perfon to raifea 
weight to any height without moving from his place, and alfo 
by permitting a great many perfons at once to exert their 
force on the rope at P, which they could not do to the weight 
itfelf; as is evident in raifing the hammer or weight of a 
pile-driver, as well as on many other occafions. 

PROPOSITION XXXIV, 

I90. If a Power fuflain a Weight by means of One Moveable 
Pulley; the Power is but Half the Weight. 

* • 

For, here AB may be confidered as a lever of the fecond 
. kind. 
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kind, the power a&ingat A, 
the weight at C,and the prop 
or fixed point at B; and be- 
caufe P:W::CB:AB, 
and CB = -§AB, therefore 
P = IW, orW= 2P. 

19.1. Corel. 1. Hence it is 
evident, that, when the pul¬ 
ley is put in motion, the ve¬ 
locity of the power will be 
double the velocity of the 
weight, as the point P de- 
feends twice as fall as the point C and weight W rifes. It 
is alfo evident, that the fixed pulley F makes no difference 
in the power P, but is only ufed to change the direction of 
it, from upwards to downwards. 

192. Corol. 2. Hence we may ellimate the efFefil of a combi¬ 
nation of any number of fixed and moveable pulleys; by which 
we (hail find that every cord going over a moveable pulley, 
always doubles the power, fince each end of the rope bears 
an equal fhare of the weight \ while each rope that is fixed 
to a pulley, only increafes the power by unity. 

Of the INCLINED PLANE, 

193. THE Inclined Plane, is a plane inclined to the 
horizon, or making an angle with it. It is often reckoned 
one of the fimple mechanic powers; and the double inclined 
plane makes the wedge. It is employed to advantage in raif- 
ing heavy bodies in certain fituations, diminifhing their 
weights by laying them on the inclined planes. 

r r 0- 
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PROPOSITION XXXV. 

194.. The Power gained by the Inclined Plane, is in Proportion as 
the Length of the Plane is to its Height. That is, when a 
Weight W is fujlained on an Inclined Plane BC, by a Power 
P, a ft ingin the Direction DW, parallel to the Plane ; then the 
Weight W, is in proportion to the Power P, as the Length of the 
Plane is to it 's height; that is, W : P :: BC : AB. 

For, draw AE perp. to 
the plane BC, or to DW. 
T hen we are toconfider that 
the body W is fuftained by 
three forces, viz. ift, its 
own weight or the force ot 
gravity, a&ing perp. to AC, or parallel to BA; 2d, by the 
power P, adfing in the diredfion WD, parallel to BC, or 
BE ; and gdly, by the re-adfion of the planes, perp. to its 
face, or parallel to the line EA. But when a body is kept 
in equilibrio by the a&ion of three forces, it has been proved, 
that the intenfities of thefe forces are proportional to the Tides 
of the triangle, ABE, made by lines drawn in the directions 
of their a£tions ; therefore thofe forces are to one another as 
the three lines - AB, BE, AE; that is, 
the weight of the body W is as the line AB, 
the power P is as the line - BE, ' 
and the preffure on the plane as the line AE. 
But the two triangles ABE, ABC are equiangular, and have 
therefore their like fides proportional; that is, 
the three lines - AB, BE, AE, 
are to each other refpe&ively as the three BC, AB, AC, 
or alfo as the three - BC,AL, CE, 
which therefore are as the three forces W, P, p, 
where p denotes the preffure on the plane. That is, 
W : P :: BC : AB, or the weight is to the power, as the 
length of the plane is to its height. 

See more on the Inclined Plane, at pa. 167, &c. 

195. Scholium. The inclined plane comes into ufe in fome 
fituations in which the other mechanical powers cannot be 
conveniently applied, or in combination with them. As, in 
Aiding heavy weights either up or down a plank or other 
plane laid (loping ; or letting large cafks down into a cellar, 
or drawing them out of it. Alfo, in removing earth from a 
lower fituation to a higher, by means of wheel-barrows, or 
otherwife, as in making fortifications, &c; inclined planes, 
made of boards, laid aflope, ferve for the barrows to run 
upon. 
r ' Of 
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Of all the various directions of drawing bodies up an in¬ 
clined plane, or fuftaining them on it, the mofl favourable 
is where it is parallel to the plane BC, and pafTmg through 
the centre of the weight: a direction which is eafily given 
to it, by fixing a pulley at D, fo that a cord palling over it, 
anfi fixed to the weight, may act or draw parallel to the plane, 
In every other pofition, it would require a greater power to 
fupport thevbody on the plane, or tq draw it up. For if one 
end of the line be fixed at W, and the other end inclined down 
towards B, below the direction W D, the body would be drawn 
down againft the plane, and the power mad be inqreafed in 
proportion to the "greater difficulty of the tra&ion. And, on 
the other hand, if the line were carried above the direction 
of the plane, the power mud be alfo increafed ; but here only 
in proportion as it endeavours to lift the body off the plane. 

If the length BC of the plane be equal to any number of 
times its perp. height AB, as fuppafe 3. times; then a power 
P of I pound, hanging freely, will balance a weight W of 3 
pounds, laid on the plane ; and a power P of 2 pounds, will 
balance a weight W of 6 pounds ; and fo on, always 3 times 
as much. But then if they be fet amoving, the perp. defcent 
of the power P, will be equal to 3 times as much as the perp. 
afcent of the weight W. For, although the weight W 
afcends up the-direction of the oblique plane BC, juif as faff 
as the power P defcends perpendicularly, yet the weight rifes 
only the perp. height AB, while it afcends up the whole 
length of the plane BC, which is 3 times as much ; that is, 
for every foot of the perp. rife of the weight, it afcends 3 feet 
up in the direction of the plane, and the power P defcends. 
juft as much, or 3 feet. 

Of the WEDGE. 

196. THE Wedge is a piece of wood 

or metal, in form of half a rectangular 
prifm. AF or BG is the breadth of its 
back; CE its height; GC, BC its fides; 
and its end GBC is compoled of two 
equal inclined planes GCE, BCE, 

PRO- 
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PR.OPOSITION XXXVI. 

197. When a JVedge is in Equilibria ; the Power a cling againfl 
the Back, is to the Force acting Perpendicularly againfl either 
Side, as the Breadth of the Back AB, is to the Length of the 
Side AC or BC. 

For, any three forces, which fufiainone 
another in equilibrio, are as the corre- 
fponding fides of a triangle drawn per¬ 
pendicular to the directions in which they 
add. But AB is perp. to the force adding 
on the back, to urge the wedge forward ; 
and the fides AC, BC are perp. to the 
forces adding upon them; therefore the 
three forces are as AB, AC, BC. 

198. Carol. The force on the back, f AB, 
Its eftedd in direct, perp. to AC, ; AC, 
And its effedd parallel to AB ; ^DC, 

are as the three lines (which are perp. to them. 
And therefore the thinner a wedge is, the greater is its 

effedd, in fplitting any body, or in overcoming any refifiance 
againfl the fides of the wedge, 

SCHOLIUM. 

199. But it mufd be obferved, that the refifiance, or the 
forces above mentioned, refpect one fide of the wedge only. 
For if thofe againft both fides be taken in, then, in the fore¬ 
going proportions, we mufi take only half the back AD, or 
elfe we mufi take double the line AC or DC. 

In the wredge, the friddion-againft the fides is very great, at 
leaft equal to the force to be overcome, becaufe the wedge re¬ 
tains any pofition to which it is driven; and therefore the 
refifiance is doubled by the friddion. But then the wedge has 
a great advantage over all the other powers, arifing from the 
force of percuflion or blow with which the back is firuck, 
which is a force incomparably greater than any dead weight 
or preffure, fuch-as is employed in other machines. And ac¬ 
cordingly we find it produces effedds vafily fuperior to thofe 
of any other power; fuch as the fplitting and raffing the 
largeft and hardeft rocks, the railing and-lifting the largeft 
flrip, by driving a wedge below it, which*a-man can do by 
the blow of a mallet: and thus it appears that the frnall blow 
of a hammer, on the back of a wedge, is incomparably greater 
than any mere preffure, and will overcome it. 

Of 
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7 Or THE SCREW. 

200. THE Screw is one of the fix mechanical powers, 
chiefly, ufed in prefling or fqueezing bodies clofe, though 
fometimes alfo in railing weights. 

The ferew is a fpiral thread or groove cut round a cy¬ 
linder, and every where making the fame angle with the 
length of it. So that if the furface of the cylinder, with 
this fpiral thread on it, were unfolded and ftretched into a 
plane, the fpiral thread would form a ftraight inclined plane, 
whofe length would be to its height, as the circumference of 
the cylinder, is to the diftance between two threads of the 
ferew: as is evident by confideringthat, in making one round, 
the fpiral rifes along the cylinder the diftance between the 
two threads. 

PROPOSITION XXXVII, 

201. The Force of a Power applied to turn a Screw round, is 
ta the Force with which it prejjes upward or downward, Jetting 
a fide the Friction, as the Diftance between two Threads, is to the 
Circumference where the Power is applied. 

The ferew being an inclined plane, or half wedge, whofe 
height is the diftance between two threads, and its bafe the 
circumference of the ferew ; and the force in the horizontal 
direction, being to that in the vertical one, as the lines per¬ 
pendicular to them, namely, as the height of the plane, or 
diftance of the two threads, is to the bafe of the plane, or cir¬ 
cumference of the ferew; therefore the power is to the pref- 
fure, as the diftance of two threads is to that circumference. 
But, by means of a handle or lever, the gain in power is iu- 
creafed in the proportion of the radius of the ferew to the 
radius of the power, or length of the handle, or as their cir¬ 
cumferences. Therefore, finally, the power is to the prefliire, 
as the diftance of the threads, is to the circumference de- 
feribed by the power. 

2o2. Carol. When the ferew is put in motion; then the 
power is to the weight which would keep it in equilibrio, as 
the velocity of the latter is to that of the former; and hence 
their two momenta are equal, which are produced by mul¬ 
tiplying each weight or power by its owm velocity. So that 
this is a general property in all the mechanical powers, 
namely, that the momentum of a power is equal to that of 
the weight which would balance it in equilibrio; or that 
each of them is reciprocally proportional to its velocity. 

3 S C H 0-* 
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SCHOLIUM. 

203. Hence we can eafily 
compute the force of any ma¬ 
chine turned by a ferew. Let 
the annexed figurereprefent a 
prefs driven by a ferew, whofe 
threads are each a quarter of 
an inch afunder; and let the 
ferew be turned by a handle 
of 4 feet long, from A to B; 
then, if the natural force of 
a man, by which he can lift, 
pull, or draw, be 150 pounds; and it be required to deter¬ 
mine with what force the ferew will prefs on the board at D, 
when the man turns the handle at A and B, with his whole 
force. Now the diameter AB of the power being 4 feet or 
48 inches, its circumference is 48 X 3* 141b or 150-f- nearly; 
and the diflance of the threads being l of an inch ; there¬ 
fore the power is to the preffure, as 1 to 603!: but the 
power is equal to 15olb ; theref. as 1 : 603j- :: 150 : 90480; 
and confequently the preffure at D is equal to a weight of 
90480 pounds ; independent of fri&ion. 

204. Again, if the end- 
lefs ferew AB be turned 
by a handle AC of 20 
inches, the threads of 
the ferew being diftant 
half an inch each ; and 
the ferew turn a tooth¬ 
ed wheel E, whofe pinion 
L turns another wheel F, 
and the pinion M of this 
another wheel G, to the 
pinion or barrel of which 
is hung a weight W ; it is 
required to determine what 
weight the man will be able 
to raife, working at the 
handle C; fuppofing the 
diameters of the wheels to 
be 18 inches, and thofeof 
the pinions and barrel 2 
inches; the teeth and pi¬ 
nions being all of a fize. 

'3ui>>nuji;rjnu.: 

X> 

Here 
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Here 20 X 3*1416 x 2 = 125*664, is the circumference 
of the power. 

And 125 664 to f, or 251*328 to 1, is the force of the 
fcrew alone. 

Alfo, 18 to 2, or 9 to 1, being the proportion of the 
wheels to the pinions ; and as there are three of them, 
therefore 93 to 1, or 729 to 1, is the power gained by the 
wheels. 

Confequently 251*328 X 729 to i, or 1832184- to 1 nearly, 
is the ratio of the power to the weight, ariiing from the ad¬ 
vantage both of the fcrew and the wheels. 

But the power is 1501b; therefore 150 X 1832184-1 of 
27482716 pounds, is the'weight the man cati fuflain, which 
is equal to 12269 tons weight. 

But the power has to overcome, not only the weight, but 
alfo the friclion of the fcrew, which is very great, in fome 
cafes equal to the weight itfelf, lince it is fometimes fufficient 
to fuflain the weight, wdien the power is taken off. 

....■ ■ ■ - 

On the CENTRE of GRAVITY. 

205. THE Centre of Gravity of a body, is a certain 
point within it, on which the body being freely fufpended, 
it will red in any pofition ; and it wall always defcend to the 
lowed place to which it can get, in other pofitions. 

PROPOSITION XXXVIII. 

206. If a Perpendicular to the Horizon, from the Centre of 
Gravity of any Body, fall Within the Baje of the Body, it 
\will reft in that Pojttion; but if the Perpendicular fall 
Without the Bafe, the Body will not reft in that PoJition> 
but will tumble down. 

' y ’•*’ ’*> j* < * • A. 4 < « • * i 1 - ! ■. A, 

For, if CB be the perp. 
from the centre of gravity C, 
within the bafe : then the body 
cannot fall over towards A ; 
becaufe, in turning on the point 
A, the centre of gravity C 
would deferibe an arc which 
would rife from C to E ; con¬ 
trary to the nature of that centre, which only reds when ip 
the lowed place. For the fame reafon, the body will not 
fall towards D. And therefore it will dand in that pofition. 

But 
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But if the perpendicular fall without the bafe, as Cb ; 
then the body will tumble over on that fi^de; becaufe, in 
turning on the point a, the centre c defcends by defcribing 
the delcendmg arc ce. 

207. Corel. 1. If a perpendicular, drawn from the centre 
of grayitv, fall juft on the extremity of the bafe; the body 
may ftand; but any the leaft force will caufe it to fall that 
way. And the nearer the perpendicular is to any fide, or* 
the narrower the bafe is, the eafier it will be made to fall, 
or be pufhed over that way ; becaufe the centre of gravity 
has the lefs height to rife : which is the reafon that a globe 
is made to roll on a fmooth plane by any the leaft force. 
But the nearer the perpendicular is to the middle of the 
bafe, or the broader the bafe is, the firmer the body ftands. 

208. Corol. 2. Hence, if the centre of gravity of a body 
be fupported, the whole body is fupported. And the place 
of the centre of gravity rauft be accounted the place of the 
body ; for into that point the whole matter of "the body may 
be luppofed to be colleffed, and therefore all the force alfo 
with which it endeavours to defeend. 

209. Corol. 3. From the property which 
the centre of gravity has, of always de- 
feending to the lowed: point, is derived 
an eafy mechanical method of finding that 
centre:' . 

Thus, if the body be hung up by any 
point A, and a plumb line AB be hung by 
the fame point, it will pafs through the 
centre of gravity ; becaufe that centre is 
cot in the lowed: point till it fall in the 
plumb line. Mark the line AB upon it. 
Then hang the body up by any other 
point D, with a plumb line DE, which 
will alfo pafs through the centre of gra¬ 
vity, for the fame reafon as before ; and 
therefore that centre muft be at C where 
the two plumb lines crofs each other. 

210. Or, if the body be fufpended by 
two or more cords GF, GH, &c, then 
a plumb line from the point G will cut 
the body in its centre of gravity C. 
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it t. Likewife, becaufe a body refts when its centre of gra¬ 
vity is fupported, but not elfe ; we hence derive another eafy 
method of finding that centre mechanically. For, if the 
body be laid on the edge of a prifm, and moved backward 
and forward till it reft, or balance itfelf; then is the centre 
of gravity juft over the line of the edge. And if the body 
be then fhifted into another pofition, and balanced on the 
edge again, this line will alfo pafs by the centre of gravity ; 
and confequently the interfedtion of the two will give the 
centre itfelf. 

PROPOSITION XXXIX. 

212. The Common Centre of Gravity C of any two Bodies A, B, 
divides the Line joining their Centres, into two Parts, which 
are Reciprocally as the Bodies. 

That is, AC : BC :: B : A. 

For, if the centre of gravity C be fupported, the two' 
bodies A and B will be fupported, A. . q 
and will reft in equilibrio. But, A C B 
by the nature of the lever, when 
two bodies are in equilibrio about a fixed r mt C, they are 
reciprocally as their diftances from that point ; therefore 
A : B :: CB : CA. 

213. Corol. 1. Hence, AB : AC :: A + B : B ; or, the 
whole diftance between the two bodies, is to the diftance of 
either of them from the common centre, as the fum of the 
bodies is to the other body. 

t 

214 Corol. 2. Hence alfo, CA.A=rCB.B; or the two 
produdfs are equal, which are made by multiplying each body 
by its diftance from the centre of gravity. 

215. Corol. 3. As the centre C is preflfed with a force equal 
to both the weights A and B, while the points A and B are 
each prefled with the refpedfive weights A and B. There¬ 
fore, if the two bodies be both united in their common 
centre C, and only the ends A and B of the line AB be 
fupported, each will ftill bear, or be prefled by the fame 
weights A and B as before. So that, if a weight of ioolb. 
be laid on a bar at C, fupported by two men at A and B, 
diftant from C, the one 4 feet, and the other 6 feet; then 
the nearer will bear the weight of 6olb, and the farther only 
4olb. weight. 

216. Corol. 
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216. Carol. 4. Since the 
effeff of any body to turn 
a lever about the fixed 
point C, is as that body 
and its diftance from that point; therefore, if C be the 
common centre of gravity of all the bodies A, B, D, E, F, 
placed in the ftraight line AF ; then is CA . A + CB . B = 
CD . D 4- CE . E -f CF. F ; or, the fum of the produffs 
on one fide, equal to the fum of the produdts on the other, 
made by multiplying each body by its difiance from that 
centre. And if feveral bodies be in equilibrium upon any 
llraight lever, then the prop is in the centre of gravity. 

217. Carol. 5. And although 
the bodies be not fitu^ted in a 
llraight line, but fcattered about 
in any promifcuous manner, the 
fame property as in the laft co¬ 
rollary (fill holds true, if perpen¬ 
diculars to any line whatever af 
be drawn through the feveral 
bodies and their common centre of gravity, namely, that 
Ca . A 4" Cb • B =, Cd . D 4- Ce • E f Cf. F. For the 
bodies have the fame effeff on the line af, to turn it about the 
point C, whether they are placed at the points a, b, d, e, f, 
or in any part of the perpendiculars Aa, Bb, Dd, Ee* Ff. 

PROPOSITION XL. 

218. If there be three or more Bodies, and, if a Line be drawn 
from any one Body D to the Centre of Gravity of the reft C ;• 
then the Common Centre of Gravity E of all the Bodies, di¬ 
vides the line CD into two Parts in E, which are Reciprocally 
Proportional as the Body D to the Sum of all the other Bodies. 

That is, CE : ED :: D : A 4- B &c. 

For, fuppofe the bodies A and B 
to be colleffed into the common 
centre of gravity C, and let their fum 
be called S. Then, by the laft prop. 
CE : ED :: D : S or A 4- B &c. 

219. Carol. Hence we have a method of finding the com¬ 
mon centre of gravity of any number of bodies; namely, by 
firft finding the centre of any two of them, then the centre 
of that centre and a third, and fo on for a fourth, or 
fifth, See. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION XLI• 

% 

220. If there be taken any Point P, in the Line pa fug through 

the Centres of two Bodies; then the Sum of the two Products, 
of each Body multiplied by its Diftance from that Pointy is equal 

to the Product of the Sum of the Bodies multiplied by the Dif 

tance of their Common Centre of Gravity C from the fame 

Point P. 

That is, PA . A + PB . B = PC . A + B. 

For, by the 38th, CA.A — CB.B, 

A 
O 
li 

that is .PA — PC.A — BC — PJB. B; 
therefore, by adding, 

PA. A -f PB. B — PC . ATB. 

221. Coral. 1. Hence, the two bodies A and B have the 
fame force to turn the lever about the point P, as if they 
were both placed in C their common centre of gravity. 

Or, if the line, with the bodies, move about the point P; 
the fum of the momenta of A and B, is equal to the mo¬ 
mentum of the fum S or A -f- B placed at the centre C. 

222. Corol. 2. The fame is alfo true of any number of 
bodies whatever, as will appear by cor. 4, prop. 39, namely, 

PA . A -f- PB . B -f PD . D &c. — PC . A+~B -f D &c, 
where P is any point whatever in the line AC. 

And, by cor. 5, prop. 39, the fame thing is true when the 
bodies are not placed in that: line, but any w7here in the per¬ 
pendiculars palling through the points A, B, D, &c ; namely, 

Pa . A 4- Pb . B + Pd . D &c. = PC . A -f B + D &c. 

223. Corol. 3. And it a plane pafs through the point P 
perpendicular to the line CP; then the diftance of the com¬ 
mon centre of gravity from that plane, is 

Pa . A -f- Pb . B 4* Pd • D See . 
PC =  --A-—B + „ &c-, that is, equal to the 

fum of all the forces divided by the fum of all the bodies. 
Or, if A, B, D, &c, be the feveral particles of one mafs 
or compound body ; then the diftance of the centre of gra¬ 
vity of the body, below any given point P, is equal to the 
forces of all the particles divided by the whole mafs or body, 
that is, equal to all the Pa . A, Pb . B, Pd . D, &c, divided 
by the body or fum of the particles A, B, D, &c. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION XLII. 

2124. To find the Centre of Gravity of any Body, or of any Syfem 
of Bodies, 

Through any point P draw a 
plane, and let Pa, Pb, Pd, &c, 
be the diftances of the bodies 
A, B, D, &c, from the plane ; 
then, by the laft cor. the diftance 
of the common centre of gravity 
from the plane, will be 
pp_Pa. A-j-Pb.B-f-Pd ,D &c 

A + B+TB" 8^ 

Qr jg 
p— 

E 

IA 

C 

H 

225. Or, if b be anybody, and QPR any plane; draw 
PAB &c, perpendicular to QR, and through A, B, &c, 
draw innumerable fedtions of the body 
b parallel to the plane QR. Let s denote 
any of thefe fecfions, and d = PA, or 
PB, &c, its diftance from the plane QR. 
Then will the diftance of the centre of 
gravity of the body from the plane be 

fum of all the ds A , .r . 
PC =1---. And if the 

diftance be thus found for two inter¬ 
fering planes, they will give the point 
in which the centre is placed. 

226. But the diftance from one plane is fufficient for any 
regular body, becaufe it is evident that, in fuch a figure, the 
centre of gravity is in the axis, or line palling through the 
centres of all the parallel fe&ions. 

Thus, if the figure be a parallelogram, or a 
cylinder, or any prifm whatever; then the axis 
or line, or plane PS, which bife61s all the lec¬ 
tions parallel to QR, will pafs through the 
centre of gravity of all thole feflions, and 
confequently through that of the whole figure 
C. Then, all the fe&ions s being equal, and 
the body b = PS . r, the diftance of the centre 

will be PC = PA-J + PB„-*.,+,&£ _ . . . 
0 

PA + PB + PD &c PA + PB -f &c 
-T- -J-X J =- 

P 

■ 

D— 

■c 

PS 

VoL. II. O But 
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But PA + -{- &c, is the fum of an arithmetical pro- 
greflion, beginning at o, and increafing to the greateft term 
PS, the number of the terms being alfo equal to PS; 
therefore the fum PA -f- BP 4- = fPS. PS ; and con- 

iPS ps 
fequently PC = ^-= fPS j that is> ^ie centre of 

gravity is in the middle of the axis of any figure whofe pa¬ 
rallel fedlions are equal. 

227. In other figures, whofe parallel fe<51ions are not equal, 
but varying according to fome general law, it will not be 
eafy to find the fum of all the PA . s, PB . s', PD . s", &cf 
except by the general method of Fluxions; which cafe, 
therefore, will be bell referved till we come to treat of that 
do£lrine. It will be proper, however, to add here fome ex¬ 
amples of another method of finding the centre of gravity of 
a triangle, or any other right-lined plane figure. 

PROPOSITION XLIII. 

228. To find the Centre of Gravity of a Triangle. 

From any two of the angles draw 
lines AD, CE, to bife£t the oppofite 
Tides; fo will their interfe&ion G be 
the centre of gravity of the triangle. 

For, becaufe AD bife£ls BC, it bi- 
fe£ls alfo all its parallels, namely, all 
the parallel fedtions of the figure; 
therefore AD palfes through the centres 
of gravity of all the parallel feftions or 
component parts of the figure; and coafequently the centre 
of gravity of the whole figure lies in the line AD. For the 
fame reafon, it alfo lies in the line CE. And confequently 
it is in their common point of interfe&ion G. 

229. Corel. The diftanee of the point G, is AG = f AD, 
and CG = ~CE; or AG = 2GD, and CG ==• 2GE. 

For, draw BF parallel to AD, and produce CE to meqt 
it in F. Then the triangles AEG, BEF are fimilar, and alfo 
equal, becaufe AE — BE ; confequently AG == BF. But 
the triangles CDG, CBF are alfo equiangular, and CB being 
*= 2CD, therefore BF =e 2GD. But BF is alfo = AG ; 
confequently AG = 2GD or |AD. In like manner, 
CG = 2GE or f CE. 

PRO- 
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proposition xnv. 

230. To find the Qentre of Gravity of a Trapezium. 
: tr i i 4 * 

Di vide the .trapezium ABCD into 
two triangles,:,by the diagonal B D, and 
'find E, F the centres of gravity of thefe 
two triangles ; then (hall the centre of fravity ot the trapezium lie in the line 

IF connecting them. And therefore 
if EF be divided, in G, in the alternate 
ratio of the two triangles, namely, 
'EG : GF :: triangle BCD : triangle 
ABD, then G will be the centre of gravity of the tra¬ 
pezium. 

231. Or, having found the two points E, F, if the tra¬ 
pezium be divided into two other triangles BAC, DAC, by 
the other diagonal AC, and the centres of gravity H and I of 
thefe two triangles be alfo found; then the centre of gravity 
of the trapezium will alfo lie in the line HI. 

So that, lying in both the lines, EF, HI, it muft neceflarily 
lie in their interfe&ion G. 

232. And thus we are to proceed for a figure of any 
greater number of fides, finding the centres of their com¬ 
ponent triangles and trapeziums, and then finding the coni- 
mon centre of every two of thefe,.. till they be all reduced 
into one only. 

Of the ufe of the place of the centre of gravity, and the 
nature of forces, the following practical problem is added, 
to find the force of a bank of earth prefifmg againft a wall, 
and the force of the wall to fupport it. 

PROPOSITION XLV. 

.233. To determine the Force with which a Bank of Earthy or 
fuch like, preffis againji a PTall, and the Dimenjions of the 
tVall neceJJ'ary to fupport it. 

Let ACDE be a vertical fe&ion of a 
bank of earth, and fuppofe that, if it 
were not fupported, a triangular part of 
it, as ABE, would Aide down, leaving 
it at what is called the natural flope BE; 
but that, by means of a wall AEFG, it 
is fupported, and kept in its place.—It 
is required to find the force of ABE, 
and the dimenfions of the wall AEFG. 

Q 2 Let 
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♦ Let H be the centre of gravity of .the triangle ABE, 
from which draw HI perpendicular tp the horizontal line 
AB, HK to the Upright face of the wall AE, and HL to the 
Hope face of the earth BE. Now the centre pf gravity H 
maybe accounted the place of the triable'.ABE^Qr'the 
point into which it is all collefted ; and it is fuftairied by 
three forces, namely, its weight adling in the direction Iff, 
the refiftance of the plane BE in the dire&ion LH, and the 
refinance of the plane AE in the direftion KH ; and thefe 
three forces, fuftaining the body in equilibrio, are as the three 
lines perpendicular to their directions, namely, as the three 
lines AB, BE, AE; therefore the weight of the body ABE, 
is to its pteffure againll K, as AB is to AE. But f AE . AB 
is the area of the triangle ABE ; and if m be the fpecific 
gravity of the earth, then |AE . AB . m is as its weight. 
Therefore, as AB : AE :: |AE . AB . m : ^AF2 . m, the 
force or prefture againft K : which therefore is proportional 
to the fquare of the altitude AE, whatever be the breadth 
AB, or the angle of the (lope AEB. And the effeft of this 
prelfure to overturn the wall, is alfo as the length of the 
lever KE or f AE : confequently its effect is \ AE2 . m . fAE, 
or 4AE3 . m. Which mud be balanced by the counter rc- 
ftftance of the wall, in order that it may at leaf! be fup- 
ported. _ 

Now, if M be the centre of gravity of the wall, into 
which its whole matter may be fuppofed to be collected, and 
acting in the direction MNW, its effetf will be the fame as 
if a weight W were fufpended from the point N of the 
lever FN. Hence, if A be put for the area of the wall 
AFFG, and n its fpecific gravity ; then A . n will be equal 
to the weight W, and A . n . FN its effect on the lever to 
prevent it from turning about the point F. And as this 

i effort muff be equal to that of the triangle of earth, that it 
may juft fupport it, which was before found equal to 
-^AE2 . m ; therefore A . n . FN = jAE3 . w, in cafe of an 
equilibrium. 

234. But now, both the breadth of the wall FE, and the 
lever FN, or place of the centre of gravity M, will depend 
on the figure of the wall. If the wall be retfangular, 
or as broad at top as bottom; then FN — -J-FE, and the 
area A = AE . FE ; confequently the effort of the wall 
A . n . FN is = JFE2 . AE . n; which muff be — yAE3 . m% 
the effort of the earth. Anti the refolution of this equation 

gives the breadth of the wall FE = AE So that the 
3* 

breadth 
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breadth of the wall is always proportional to its height, and 
is always the fame at the fame height, whatever the flope , 
may be. But the breadth mull be made a little more than 
the above value of it, that it may be. more than a bare balance 
to the earth. 

* i . f r. 

235. If the wall be of brick; its fpecific gravity is about 
2000, and that of earth about 1984; namely, m to n as 

2m 
1984 to 2ooo: then^/— = *813 = if very nearly ; and 

hence FE — 4-a AE. That is, whenever a brick redlangular 
wall is made to fupport earth, its thicknefs mull be at lealb 

of its height. But if the wall be of Hone, whofe fpecific 

gravity is about 2520; then yj— == *7246= T8T nearly : that 

is, when the re&angular wall is of Hone, the breadth mull 
be at leaft TST of its height. 

236. But if the figure of the wall 
be a triangle, the outer fide tapering 
to a point at top. Then the lever 
FN = J-FE, and the area A = 
-|FE . AE ; confequently its effort 
A . n. FN is = 4FE2 . AE . n; which 
being put = 4AE3 . m, the equation 

gives FE = AE^/-^ for the breadth 

of the wall at the bottom, for an equilibrium in this cafe 
alfo. Where again FE'is as AE, and indeed equal to it 
when the two fpecific gravities are equal; which is nearly 
the cafe when this wall is of brick. But when it is of ftone; 

then s/~- = ‘8873 as ■§ nearly : that is, the triangular ftone 

wall muff have its thicknefs at bottom equal to f of its 
height. 

And in like manner, for other figures of the wall. 

PROPOSITION XLVI. 

227- To determine the Thicknefs of a Pier, necejfary to fupport a 
Given Arch. 

Let 
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Let ABCD be half the 
arch, and DEFG the pier. 
From the centre of gravity 
Kof the arch draw KL per¬ 
pendicular to the horizon. 
Then the weight of the arch 
in dire&ion KL will be to 
the horizontal pufh at A in 
dire.&ion LA, as KLtoLA. 

For the weight of the arch 
in dire&ion KL, the hori¬ 
zontal pufh or lateral preffure in dire&ion LA, and the pufh 
in dire£lion KA> will*be as the three fides KL, LA, KA. 
So that if A denote the weight or area of the arch ; then 
LA 

. A will be its force at A in the direction LA ; and 

. GA . A its effe6t on the lever GA to overfet the piar, 

or to turn it about the point F. 
Again, the weight or area of the pier, is as EF . FG; and 

therefore EF . FG . |FG, or |EF . FG2, is its effe£Lon the 
lever ^FG, to prevent the pier from being overfet; fuppofing 
the length of the pier, from point to point, to be no more 
than the thicknefs of the arch. 

But that the pier and arch be in equilibrio, thefe two ef¬ 
fects muft be equal. Therefore we have ^EF. FG2 = 

. GA . A, and confequently FG = X A 

is the thicknefs of the pier as required. 

Example i. Suppofe the arc ABM to be a femicircle ; and' 
that DC or AC = 45, BC 6, andGA =18 feet. - Then. 
KL will be found 1= 40, Ab = 15 nearly, and EF = 69 ; 
alfo, the area ABCD or A = 704^. Therefore FG = 

£F. KL" • A = nearl>'- which 
is the thicknefs of the pier. 

Example 2. Suppofe, in the fegment ABM, AM — 100, 
OB = 41^, BC = 6f, and AG — 10. Then EF = 58, 
•^==35, AL=^ 15 nearly, and ABCD or A =. 842. There¬ 
to pr — ,2GA . AL A 20.15' 
‘°re FG- v'lF. KL • A -84»= n*nearly, 

is the thicknefs ot the pier in this cafe, . 
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On the CENTRES of PERCUSSION, OSCILLATION, 
and GYRATION. 

238. THE Centre of Percussion, of a body, or a fyf- 
tcm of bodies, revolving about a point, or axis, is that point, 
which linking an immoveable objeCl, the whole mafs lhali 
not incline to either fide, but reft as it were in equilibrio,, 
without adling on the centre of fufpenfion. 

239. The Centre of Ofcillation is that point, in a body vi¬ 
brating by its gravity, in which if any body be placed, or if 
the whole mafs be colleCled, it will perform its vibrations in 
the fame time, and with the fame angular velocity, as the 
whole body, about the fame point or axis of fufpenfion. 

240. The Centre of Gyratipn, is that point, in which if 
the whole mafs be colle&ed, the fame angular velocity wi^l 
be generated in the fame time, by a given force a&ing at 
any place, as in the body or fyftem itfelf. 

241. The angular motion of a body, or fyftem of bodies, 
is the motion of a line conne&ing any point and the centre 
or axis of motion; and is the fame in all parts of the fame 
revolving body. And in different, unconne&ed bodies, each 
revolving about a centre, the angular velocity is as the ab- 
folute velocity direClly, and diltance Irom the centre in- 
verfely ; fo that, if their abfolute velocities be as their radii _ 
or diftances, the angular velocities will be equal. 

PROPOSITION XLVII. 
J ■ , ..... , . s/ : , 

242. To find the Centre of PercvjfJion of. a Body, or Syjiem of 
Bodies. 

Let the body revolve about an axis 
paffing through any point S in the line 
SGO, paffing through the centres of gra¬ 
vity and percuflion, G and O. Let MN 
be the feClion of the body, or the plane 
in which the axis SGO moves. And 
conceive all the particles of the body to 
be reduced to this plane, by perpendi¬ 
culars let fall from them to the plane: a 
fuppofition which will not affeCl the 
centres G, O, nor the angular motion 
of the body. 

Let A be the place of one of the particles, fo reduced ; 
joiiv 
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join SA, and draw AP perpendicular to AS, and Aa per¬ 
pendicular to SGO: then AP will be the direction of A’s 
motion, as it revolves about S; and the whole mafs being 
Hopped at O, the body A will urge the point P forward, with 
a force proportional to its quantity of matter and velocity, 
or to its matter and diftance from the point of fufpenfion S ; 
that is, as A . SA; and the efficacy of this force in a direc¬ 
tion perpendicular to SO, at the point P, is as A . Sa, by 
fimilar triangles ; alfo, the effedf of this force on the lever, 
to turn it about O, being as the length of the lever, is as 

A . Sa , PO = A . Sa . SO — SP — A . Sa . SO — A . Sa . SP 
= A. Sa . SO — A . SA2. In like manner, the forces of B 
and C, to turn the fyftem about O, are as 

B . Sb . SO — B . SB2, and 
C . Sc . SO — C . SC2, &c. 

But, (ince the forces on the contrary fides of O deftroy 
one another, by the definition of this force, the fum of the 
pofitive parts of thefe quantities, muff be equal to the fum of 
the negative parts, . ; .* .. : 
that is, A . Sa . SO -f- B . Sb . SO -j- C . Sc . SO &c = - - 

A . SA2 -p B . SB2 -f- C . SC2 &c ; and 
t _A . SA2 -f B . SB2 4. C . SC2 &c 

. hence _ A - Sa BTSb + C . Sc &c. * 

which is the difiance of the centre of percuffion below the 
axis of motion. 

And here it muft be obferved that, if any of the points 
a, b, Stcy fall on the contrary fide of S, the correfponding 
produ£t A . Sa, or B . Sb, &c, mud be made negative. 

243. Cor si. 1. Since, by cor. 3, pr. 40, A ft- B + C &c, 
or the body b X the diftance of the centre of gravity, SG, 
is = A . Sa -p B Sb -p C . Sc &c,, which is the denominator 
of the value of SO ; therefore the diftance of the centre of 

A.SA2 +B .SB2 +C . SC2 &c 
percuffion, is SO =-^-?—— -. 
r SG x body b 

244. Carol. 2. Since, by Geometry, theor. 36, 37, 
it is SA2 = SG2 -p GA2 — 2SG . Ga, 
and SB2 = SG2 -p GB2 + 2SG . Gb, 
and SC2 = SG2 -p GC2 -f 2SG . Gc, &c; 

and, by cor. 5, pr. 40, the fum of the laft terms is nothing, 
namely, — 2SG . Ga -P 2SG . Gb 4. 2SG . Gc &c — o; 
therefore the fum of the others, or A . SA2 -p B . SB2 &c - 

= A-pB&c.SG2 *p A.GA2 -pB.GB2 + C.GC2 &c, 
or = ^.SG2 + A.GA2 4-B.GB2-pC.GC2 &c; 
which being fubftituted in the numerator of the foregoing 
value of SO, gives 

SO = 
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l. SGa -f A . GA2 -f B . GB2 -f &c 
n,(j —--■—-> 

crfc , A.GA2 +B.GB2 +C.GC2&c 
or SO = SG +-gQ—-"• - 

245. Carol. 3. Hence the diflance of the centre of per- 
cufiion, always exceeds the diflance of the centre of gravity, 

, r • A1 nr\ A. GA2 4* B . GB2 &c 
and the excels is always UU ^-j—g^j-. 

246. And hence alfo, SG GO = /^Ggl&c ; 

that is, SG . GO is always the fame conftant quantity, 
wherever the point of fufpenfion S is placed ; fince the point 
G and the bodies A, B, &ct are conftant. Or GO is always 
reciprocally as SG, that is, GO is lefs, as SG is greater; and 
coufequently the point rifes upwards and approaches towards 
the point G, as the point S is removed to the greater dif- 
tance ; and they coincide when SG is infinite. But when S 
coincides with G, then GO is infinite, or O is at an infinite 
di fiance. 

PROPOSITION XLVIII. 

247. If a Body A, at the Defiance SA from an Axis puffing 
through S, be ?nade to revolve about that Axis by any Force of 
acting at P in the Line SP, Perpendicula/ to the Axis of Mo- 
tion: It is required to determine the Quantity or Matter of 
another Body Q_, which being placed at P, the Point where 
the Force aris, it Jhall be accelerated in the Same Manner, as 
when A revolvtd at the Di fiance SA ; and confequently, that the 
Angular Pelocity of A and about S, may be the Same in 
Both Cafes. 

By the nature of the lever, SA : SP ;: / : 

.f the efFeft of the force/, adling at P, ‘S’ ^ 

on the body at A; that is, the force/a£lingat P, 
will have the fame effeft on the body A, as the 

SP 
force f ailing dire&ly at the point A. But 

uA 

as ASP revolves altogether about the axis at 
S, the abfolute velocities of the points A and S, or of the 
bodies A and Q_, will be as the radii SA, SP, of the circles 
defcribed by them. Here then we have two bodies A and Q , 

SP 
which being urged dire6tly by the forces/and g^/, acquire 

velocities 
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velocities which'are a,s SP and SA. But the motive forces 
of bodies are as their mafs and velocity : therefore 
op S A 2 

/:/: :A. SA:Q^. SP, and SP2 :SA2 :/A:Q>= ~2 A, 

which therefore exprelTes the mafs of matter Which, being 
placed at P, would receive the fame angular motion from the 
aftion of any force at P, as the body A receives. So that the 
refiftance of any body A, to a force adting at any point P, is 
diredily as the fquare of its diftance SA from the axis of mo¬ 
tion, and reciprocally as the fquare of the diftance SP of the 
point where the force a&s. 

248. Carol, i. Hence the force which accelerates the point 
f' SP2 

P, is to the force of gravity, as ' ' t0 I* °r as-^*' 

to A. SA*. 

249. Carol. 2. If any number of bodies 
A, B, C, be put in motion, about a fixed 
axis patting through S, by a force a6I- 
ing at P; the point P will be accele¬ 
rated in the fame manner, and confe- 
quently the whole fyftem will have the 
fame angular velocity, if, inftead of the 
bodies A, B, C, placed at the diftances SA, SB, SC, there 

be fubftituted the bodiesA, -r^B, -gp- C ; thefe 

being collected into the point P. And hence, the moving 
force being/, and the matter moved being 
A .SA2 4-B.SB2 -j-C.SC2 , f /.SP2 

SP2 ’theret* A. SA2 +B.SBq^CTSC^ 
is the accelerating force ; which therefore is to the accele¬ 
rating force of gravity, as/. SP2 to A s SA2 4- B . SB2 4- 
C . SC2. 

250. Coral. 3. The angular velocity of the whole fyftem 
f SP 

of bodies, is as JTSA* +'B7Se^cTSC*- For the ab!o'' 

lute velocity of the point P, is as the accelerating force, or. 
dire&ly as the motive force / and inverfely as the mafs 
A.SA2 &c , , , , . . 
~Sp2-; but the angular velocity is as the abfolute 

velocity diredily, and the radius SP inverfely ; and therefore 
the angular velocity oi P, or of the whole fyftem, which is 

. f SP 
the fame thing, is as-r-r~--- _ . «• 

A, bA2 4- iTSB2 4- C . SC2’ 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION XLIX. 
1 

251. To determine the Centre of Ofcillation of any Compound 
Mafs or Body MN, or of any Syfem of Bodies A, B, C, &c. 

Let MN be the plane of vibration, to which let all the 

matter be reduced, by letting fall perpendiculars from every 
particle, to this plane. Let 
G be the centre of gravity, 
and O the centre of ofcilla- 
tion; through the axis S 
draw SGO, and the hori¬ 
zontal line ; then from 
every particle A, B, C, &c, 
let fall perpendiculars A a, 
Apy Bb, B^,Cr, Cr, to thefe 
two lines ; and join SA, SB, 
SC i alfo, draw Gm, On 
perpendicular to S^. Now 
the forces of the weights 
A, B, C, to turn the body 
about the axis, are A . Sp, 
B . Sq, —C . Sr ; therefore, by cor. 3, prop. 48, the angular 

• , ,, nirr .A. S/> -j- B . S q C . br 
motion generated by all thelelorcesis SB2-|-CS 

Alfo, the angular veloc. any particle />, placed in O, gene- 
. , r n , . . . . p . Sn S» 

rates in the lyitem, by its weight, 1S so2’ orSC_SO> 

becaufe of the fimrlar triangles SGw, SOn. But, by 
the problem, the vibrations are performed alike in both 
cafes, and therefore thefe two exprefifions muff be equal to' 

each other, that is 
S m A . Sp + B . by — C . Sr 

SG. SO ~ A. SA4 -f- B. SB2 -j- G . SC2 * 
„ Sw A . SA2 4- B . SB2 4- C . SC2 

and hence SO = X -*—r— -5—3—■-—» ■ ■' '■ • 
SG A . bp -h B . bq — 5w . br 

But, by cor. 2, pr. 41, the fum A . -f- B , — C . Sr 
(A + B 4- C). S/tf ; therefore the diltance SO == - - - 
A .SA~ -f- B . SBa + C.SCz A.SAZ4-B. SBZ+C .SC; 

SG . (A -J- B -f- Cj A . S# -|- B. S^ -j- C . Sr 
by prop. 42, which is the diftance of the centre of ofcillation 
O, below the axis of fufpenhon ; where any of the produfls 
A . S^, B . S^, mull be negative, when a, b, &c, lie on 
the other fide of S. So that this is the fame expreftioii as 
that for the diftance of the centre of percuflion, found in 
prop. 47. 

Hence 
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Hence it appears, that the centres of pcrcufiion and of 
ofcillation, are in the very fame point. And therefore the 
properties in all the corollaries there found for the former, 
are to be here underftood of the latter. 

252. Coro/. 1. If p be any particle of a body b, and d its 
diftance from the axis of motion S ; alfo G, O the centres of 
gravity and ofcillation. Then the didance of the centre of 
ofcillation of the body, from the axis of motion, is - • 

CO fum of all the pd2 

SG X the body b 

253. Carol. 2. If b denote the matter in any compound 
body, whofe centres of gravity and ofcillation are G and O ; 
the body P, which being placed at P, where the force afts as 
in the lad proportion, and which receives the fame motion 

* * v gQ (JQ 

from that force as the compound body b, is P = - —. b. 

For, by corol. 2, prop. 47, this body Pis = - * - 
A. SA2 -4- B . SB3 -j- C . SC2 B . . - 

' —-—. But, by corol. 1, prop. 46, 
SP2 

SO . b = A 
^ SG . SO , 
SG SA2 + B . SB2 -f* C 4 SC2 \ therefore 

SI >2 

SCHOLIUM. 

254. By the method of Fluxions, the centre of ofcillation, 
for a regular body, will be found from cor. 1. But for an 
irregular one ; fufpend it at the given point; and hang up 
alfo a fimple pendulum of fuch a length, that, making them 
both vibrate, they may keep time together. Then the length 
of the fimple pendulum, is equal to the diftance of the centre 
of ofcillation of the body, below the point of fufpenfion. 

255. Or it will be ftill better found thus: Sufpend the 
body very freely by the given point, and make it vibrate in 
fmall arcs, counting the number of vibrations it makes in 
any time, as a minute, by a good (lop watch ; and let that 
number of vibrations made in a minute be called n : Then 

{hall the diftance of the centre of ofcillation, be SO = — 
nn 

Inches, For, the length of the pendulum vibrating feconds, 
or 60 times in a minute, being 39! inches \ and the lengths 
of pendulums being reciprocally as the fquare of the number 
of vibrations made in the fame time ; therefore - - - 

39i : length of the 

pendulum 

6o! 
n n n n 
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pendulum which vibrates n times in a minute, or the diftance 
of the centre of ofcillation below the axis of motion. 

256. The foregoing determination of the point, into which 
all the matter of a body being colle&ed, it (hall ofciliate in 
the fame manner as before, only refpe&s the cafe in which 
the body is put in motion by the gravity of its own particles, 
and the point is the centre of ofcillation : but when the body 
is put in motion by fome other extraneous force, inftead of 
its gravity, then the point is different from the former, and 
is called the Centre of Gyration ; which is determined in the 
following manner : 

PROPOSITION L. 

257. To determine the Centre of Gyration of a Compound Body or 
of a Syjiem of Bodies. 

Let R be the centre of gyration, or 
the point into which all the particles A, 
B, C, &c, being colle£!ed, it lhall receive 
the fame angular motion from a force f 
adfing at P, as the whole fyftem re¬ 
ceives. 

Now, by cor. 3, pr. 47, the angular 
velocity generated in the fyftem by the 
, , . /. SP . 

force^>18 as A .SA* + and 
by the fame, the angular velocity of the fyftem placed in R, 

f. SP 
^ —j— R [ C &ccj SR7 * by making thefe two ex— 

preflions equal to each other, the equation gives . - - 
SR _ ,A . SA2 -f B . SB2 -f- C . SC2 

A + B + C 
the centre of gyration below the axis of motion. 

for the diftance of 

258. Carol. 1. Becaufe A.SA2 -fB.SB2 &c = SG . SO.£, 
where G is the centre of gravity, O the centre of ofcillation, 
and h the body A -{- B -f C &c ; therefore SR2 — SG . SO ; 
that is, the diftance of the centre of gyration, is a mean pro¬ 
portional between thofe of gravity and ofcillation. 

259. Corol. 2. If p denote any particle of a 

tarice from the axis of motion; then SR2 = 

body bt at d dif- 
fum o fall the pdz 

body b 

I PRO- 
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PROPOSITION LI. 
** * .. 

260. To determine the Velocity with which a Ball moves, which, 
being foot againjl a Battijtic Pendulum, caufes it to vibrate 
through a Given Angle. 

- The Balliftic Pendulum, is a heavy block 
of wood MN, fufpended vertically by a 
Prong horizontally iron axis at S, to which 
it is conneded by a firm iron Pern. This 
problem is the application of the laft pro- 
pofition, or of prop. 47, and was invented 
by the very ingenious Mr. Robins, to de¬ 
termine the initial velocities of military 
projediles; a circum fiance very ufeful in 
that fcience; and it is the bell method yet 
known for determining them with any degree of accuracy. 

Let G, R, O be the centres of gravity, gyration, and 
ofcillation, as determined by the foregoing propofitions ; and 
let P be the point where the ball ffrikes the face of the pen¬ 
dulum; the momentum of which, or the product of its 
weight and velocity, is expreflea by the force/, ading at P, 
in the foregoing propofitions. Now, 

Put p 
b 

g 
0 

r 
i 
v 
u 
c 

the whole weight of the pendulum, 
the weight of the ball, 
SG thedift. of the centre of gravity, 
SO the dift. of the centre of ofcillation, 
SR =\/go the di(t. of die centre of gyration, 
SP the diftance of the point of impad, 
the velocity of the ball, 
the velocity of the point of impad P, 
chord of the arc deferibed by the point O. 

Bv prop. 49, if the mafs^) be placed all at R, the pen¬ 
dulum will receive the fame motion from the blow in the 

SR2 r2 fo 
point P : and as SP2 ; SR2 lip: . p or — ^ or yr p, 

(prop. 47), the mafs which being placed at P, the pendulum 
will ftill receive the fame motion as before. Here then are 

two quantities of matter, namely, b and -yy py the former 

moving with the velocity v, and linking the latter at reft ; to 
determine their common velocity w, with which they will 
jointly proceed forward together after the ftroke. In which 

cafe. 
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cafe, by the law of the impafft of non-elafiic bodies, we have 

4?p 4- b t b : • v : w, and therefore v = --- w the ve- 

locity of the ball in terms of uy the velocity of the point P, 
and the known dimenfions and weights of the bodies. 

But now to determine the value of u, we mu ft have re-* 
courfe to the angle through which the pendulum vibrates ; 
for when the pendulum defeends down again to the vertical 
petition, it will have acquired the fame velocity with which 
it began to afeend, and, by the laws of falling bodies, the 
velocity of the centre of olcillation is fuch, as a heavy body 
■would acquire by freely falling through the verfed fine of the 
arc deferibed by the fame centre O. But the chord of that 
arc is c, and its radius is o\ and, by the nature of the circle, 
the chord is a mean proportional between the verfed fine and 

£ £ 
diameter, therefore 2o : c :: c : —, the verfed fine of the 

20 

arc deferibed by O. Then, by the laws of falling bodies, 

Vi&rV 
£ C 

v/—:: 
v 20 

.2 a 
32^: —, the velocity acquired by the 

point O in defeending through the arc whofe chord is c, 

where a = i6Tv feet: and therefore 0 \ i :: cJ— : —-v/~» 
1 z v 0 0 v 0 

which is the velocity w, of the point P. * 

Then, by fubftituting this value for u, the velocity of the 

ball, before found, becomes v = 
bit -f gop 2d 

X S° 
b io ' 0 

that the velocity of the ball, is diredfly as the chord of the 
arc deferibed by the pendulum in its vibration. 

SCHOLIUM. 

261. In the foregoing folution, the change in the centre 
of olcillation is omitted, which is caufed by the ball lodging 
in the point P. But the allowance for that fmall change, 
and that of fome other fmall quantities, may be feen in my 
Tra£ls, where all the circumftances of this method are treated 
at full length. 

262. For an example in numbers of this method, fuppofe 
the weights and dimenfions to be as follow ; namely, 

P = 
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t = 5701b, 
b — i8oz i*dr 
= i 13xlb, 

g = 7*i i«c. 
o = 84^ inc. 
= 7*065 feet 

* = 94t3o inc. 
r — i8*/3inc. 

bii+gop 

X 

bio 

18-73 

X £— 

12 

Then 

1-131X 94‘3*+78{ X 84^ X $7° 
ri3iX94fVxB4^ 

656-56. 

. , ,2a , 224 , IQ3 
And J~ — 4/ = v/—— = 

v* v7*065 42 39 
2<I337' 

Therefore 656-56 x 2*1337, or 1401 feet, is the velocity, 
per fecond, with which the ball moved when it flruck the 
pendulum. 

Of HYDROSTATICS. 
1 * \ j . 

263. Hydrostatics is the fcience which treats of the 

preffure, or weight, and equilibrium of water and other 

fluids, efpecially thofe that are non-elaftic. 

264. A fluid is elaftic, when it can be reduced into a lefs 
bulk by compreffion, and which reftores itfelf to its former 
bulk again when the preffure is removed ; as air. And it is 
non-elaftic, when it is non compreflible or expanfible ; as 
water, &c. 

PROPOSITION LII. 

265. If any Part of a Fluid be raifed higher than the rejl, by 
any Force, and then left to itfelf; the higher Parts will defcend 
to the lower Places, and the Fluid will not ref, till its Surface 
be quite even and level. 

For, the parts of a fluid being eafily moveable every way, 
the higher parts will defcend by their fuperior gravity, and 

raife the lower parts, till the whole come to reft in a level 

or horizontal plane. 

266. Carol, 1. Hence, water which com¬ 
municates with other water, by means of 
a clofe canal or pipe, will ftand at the 
fame height in both places. Like as waters 
in the two legs of a fyphon. 

267. Carol. 2, For the fame reafon, if a 
fluid gravitate towards a centre; it will dif- 
pofe itfelf into a fpherical figure, the centre 
of which is the centre of force. Like as 
the fea, in refpeft of the earth. 
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PROPOSITION LIII. 

2^8. When a Fluid is at reft in a VejJ'ei, the Bnfe of which is 
Parallel to the Florizoh ; Equal Parts of the Bafe are Equally 
PnjJ'ed hy the Fluid. 

For, on every equal part of the bafe there is an equal 
column of the fluid lupported by it. And as all the columns 
are of equal height, by the la 11 propofition, they are of equal 
weight, and therefore they prefs, the bafe equally; that, is, 
equal parts of the bafe fullain an equal prelTure. 

269. Coroi. 1. All parts of the fluid prefs equally at the 
fame depth. 

For, if a plane parallel to the horizon be conceived to be 
drawn at that depth ; then, the prefl'ure being the fame in 
any part of that plane, by the propofition, therefore, the 
parts of the fluid, inltead of the plane, fuftain the fame 
preflure at the lame depth. 

270. Coroi. 2. The prefl'ure of the fluid at any depth, is 
as the depth of the fluid. 

For the prelfure is as the weight, and the weight is as the 
height of the fluid. 

271 . Coroi. 3. The preflure of the fluid on any horizontal 
furface or plane, is equal to the weight of a column of the 
fluid, whole bafe is equal to that plane, and altitude is its 
depth below the upper furface of the fluid. 

PROPOSITION LIV. 

272. When a Fluid is preffed by its own Weighty or by any other 
Force ; at any Point it preffes Equally, in All Direct ions what¬ 

ever. 

This arifes from the nature of fluidity, by which it yields 
to any force in any direction. If it cannot recede from any 
force applied, it will prefs againft other parts ot the fluid in 
the diredfion of that force. And the prelfure in all direc¬ 
tions will be the fame: for if it were lefs in any part, the 
fluid would move that way, till the prelfure be equal every 

way. 

273. Coroi. 1. In a veflel containing a fluid ; the preflure 
is the fame againlt the bottom, as again!! the fides, or even 
upwards, at the fame depth. 

Voi. II. P 274. Corel, 
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274. Corol. 2. Hence, and from 
the lall propofition, if ABCD be a 
veflel of water, and there be taken, 
in the bafe produced, DE, to repre- 
fent the preflu re at the bottom ; 
joining AE, and drawing any pa¬ 
rallels to the bafe, as FG, HI; then 
fhall FG reprefent the preflure at 
the depth AG, and HI the preflure at the depth AI, and fo 
on; becaufe the parallels - FG, HI, ED, 
by fim. triangles, areas the depths AG, AI, AD; 
which areas the preflures, by the propofition. 

And hence the fumof all the FG, HI, &c, or area of the 
triangle ADE, is as the preflure again!! all the points G, I, 
&c, that is, again A the line AD. But as every point in the 
line CD is prefled with a force as DE, and that thence the 
preflure on the whole line CD is as the re&angle ED . DC, 
while that againlt the fide is as the triangle ADE or a AD. DE; 
therefore the preflure on the horizontal line DC, is to the 
preflure againll the vertical line DA, as DC to |DA. And 
hence, if the veflel be an upright reflangular one, the preflure 
on the bottom, or whole weight of the fluid, is to the preflure 
againflone fide, as the bafe is to hall that fide. And there¬ 
fore the weight of the fluid is to the preflure againll all the 
four upright fides, as the bafe is to half the upright furface. 
And the fame holds true alfo in any upright veflel, whatever 
the fides be, or in a cylindrical veflel. Or, in the cylinder, 
the weight of the fluid, is to the preflure again!! the upright 
furface, as the radius of the bafe is to double the altitude. 

Moreover, when the reflangular prifm becomes a cube, it 
appears that the wreight of the fluid on the bafe, is double 
the preflure againll one of the upright fides, or half the 
preflure again!! the whole upright furface. 

275. Corol. 3. The preflure of a fluid again!! any upright 
furface, as the gate of a fluice or canal, is equal to half the 
weight of a column of the fluid whofe bafe is the furface 
prefled, and its altitude the fame as the altitude of that 
furface^ 

For the preflure on a horizontal bafe equal to the upright 
furface, is equal to that column ; and the preflure on the 
upright furface is but half that on the bafe, of the fame 
area. 

So that, il b denote the breadth, and d the depth of fuch a 
gate or upright furface; then the preflure again!! it, is equal 
to the weight of the fluid whofe magnitude is \bd2 =s 
JAB. AD2. c §& 

If 
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If the fluid be water, a cubic foot of which weighs iooo 
ounces, or 62^ pounds; and if the depth AD be 12 feet, 
the breadth AB 20 feet; then the content, or{AB . AD2, is 
1440 feet; and the preffure is 1440000 ounces, or 90000 
pounds, or 40-3- tons weight nearly. 

PROPOSITION LVi 

276. The PrejJ'ure of a Fluid on a Surface any how itfimerfed iri 
it, either Perpendicular, or Horizontal, or Oblique ; is equal to the 
{Height of a Column cf the Fluid, whofe Safe is equal to the Sur¬ 

face preffed, and its Altitude equal to the Depth of the Centre of 
Gravity of the Surface preffd below the 'l op or Surface of the 
Fluid, 

For, conceive the furface prefled to be divided into innu¬ 
merable ledfions parallel to the horizon; and let s denote 
any one ot thofe horizontal fedlions, alfo d its diftance or 
depth below the top furface of the fluid. Then, by art. 272, 
the preflTure of the fluid on the fedtion is equal to the weight 
oi ds; confequently the total preflTure on the whole furface is 
equal to all the weights ds. But, if b denote the whole fur- 
face prefled, and g the depth of its centre of gravity below the 
top of the fluid * then, by art. 222 or 225, bg is equal to the 
fum of all the ds. Confequently the whole preffure of the 
fluid on the body or furface bi is equal to the weight of the 
bulk bg of the fluid, that is, of the column whofe bafe is the 
given furface b, and its height is g the depth ol the centre of 
gravity in the fluid. 

PROPOSITION LVI* 

277. The Preffure of a Fluid, on the Bafe of the Vejfel in which 
it is contained, is as the Bafe and Perpendicular Altitude; 
whatever be the Figure of the Vejfel that contains it. 

If the Tides of the bafe be upright, fo that 
it be a prifm of an uniform width through¬ 
out; then the cafe is evident; for then the 
bafe fupports the whole fluid, and the preflure 
is juft equal to the weight of the fluid. 

But if the veffel be wider at top than bot¬ 
tom; then the bottom fuftains, or is preffed 
by, only the part contained within the up- A A........h 
right lines aC, bD ; becaufe the parts ACa, 
BDb are fupported by the (ides AC, BD ; 
and thofe parts have no other effect on the 
part abDC than keeping it in its pofltion, by 
the lateral preffure againft aC and bD, which 
does not alter its perpendicular preffyre down- 

P 2 wards. 
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a AB 

C Cel 

wards. A.nd thus the preflure on the bottom is lefs than the 
weight ot the contained fluid. 

And if the veffel be widefl: at bottom ; then 
the bottom is Hill prefled with a weight which 
is equal to that of the whole upright column 
ABDC. For, as the parts of the fluid are in 
equilibrio, all the parts have an equal preflure 
at the fame depth; fo that the parts within Cc 
and dD prefs equally as thofe in cd, and there¬ 
fore equally the fame as if the Tides of the veflel had gone tip- 
right to A and B, the deteft of fluid in the parts ACa and 
BD£ being exadlly compenfated bv the downward preflure 
or refiflance of the Tides aC and bD againft the contiguous 
fluid. And thus the preffure on the bafe may be made to 
exceed the weight of the contained fluid, in any proportion 
whatever. 

So that, in general, be the veflels of any figure whatever, 
regular or irregular,' upright or Hoping, or varioufly wide 
and narrow in different parts, if the bafes and perpendicular 
altitudes be but equal, the bafes always fuflain the fame 
preffure. And as that preflure, in the regular upright veffel, 
is the whole column ot the fluid, w'hich is as the bafe and 
altitude ; therefore the preffure in all figures is in the fame 
ratio. 

278. Cohl. 1. Hence, when the heights are equal, the 
preflures are as the bafes. And when the bafes are equal, 
the preffure is as the heights. Bug when both the heights 
and bafes are equal, the preflures are equal in all, though 
their contents be ever fo different. 

279. Corol 2. The preflure on the bafe of any veflel, is 
the fame as on that of a cylinder, of an equal bafe and 
height. 

280. Corol. 3. If there he an inverted fy- 
phon, or bent tube, ABC, containing tw o dif¬ 
ferent fluids CD, ABD, that balance each 
other, or reft in equilibrio; then their heights 
in the two legs, AF, CD, above the point of 
meeting, will be reciprocally as their denfities. 

For, if they do not meet at the bottom, 
the part BD balances the part BE, and there¬ 
fore the part CD balances the part AE ; that 
is, the weight of CD is equal to the weight 
of AE. And as the fprface at I) is the fame, 
where they ad! again ft each other, therefore 
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So, if CD be water, and AE quickfilver, which is near 
14 times heavier ; then CD will be = 14AE; that is, if 
AE he 1 inch, CD will be finches; if AE be 2 inches, 
CD will be 28 inches: and fo on, 

\ 

PROPOSITION L VII. 

281. If a Body be immerfed in a Fluid of the Same Denfity or 
Specific Gravity; it will refl in any Place where it is put. 
But a Body of Greater Derfity will Sink ; and one of a Lefs 
Derfity will Afcend to the Top, and Float. 

The body, being of the fame denfity, or of the fame 
weight with the like bulk of 'the fluid, will prefs the fluid 
under it, juft as much as if its fpace 
was filled with the fluid itfelf. The 
prelfure then all around it will be 
the fame as if the fluid were in its 
place; consequently there is no 
force, neither upward nor down¬ 
ward, to put the body out of its place. 
And therefore it will remain where- 
ever it is put. 

But if the body be lighter; its 
reffure downward will be lefs than 
etore, and lels than the water up* 

ward at the fame depth; therefore 
the greater force will overcome the lefs, and pufh the body 
upward to A. 

And if the body be heavier, the prefTure downward will 
be greater than the fluid at the fame depth ; and therefore 
the greater force will prevail, and carry the body down to the; 
bottom at C. 

282. Corol. I. A body immerfed in a fluid, iqfes as much 
weight, as an equal bulk of the fluid weighs. And the fluid 
gains the fame weight. 

Thus, if the body be of equal denfity with the fluid, it 
lofes all its weight, and fo requires no force but the fluid to 
fuftain it. If it be heavier, its weight in 1 he water will be 
only the difference between its own weight and the weight 
of the fame bulk of water; and it requires a force to fuftaift 
it juft equal to that difference. But ifit.be lighter, it re¬ 
quires a force equal to the fame difference of weights to 
kteep it from rifing up in the fluid. 

383. Corol. 2. The weights loft, by immerging the fame 
Jjody ip different fluids, are as the fpecific gravities of the 

fluids. 
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fluids. And bodies of equal weight, but different bulk, lofe, 
in the fame fluid, weights which are reciprocally as the fpe- 
cific gravities oi the bodies, or diredily as their bulks. 

284. Carol. 3. The whole weight of a body which will 
float in a fluid, is equal to as much oi the fluid, as the im- 
merfed part of the body takes up, when it floats. 

For the preffure under the floating body, is juft the fame 
as fo much of the fluid as is equal to the immerfed part; and 
therefore the weights are the lame. 

285. CoroL 4. Hence the magnitude of the whole body, 
is to the magnitude of the part immerfed, as the fpecific gra¬ 
vity of the fluid, is to that of the body. 

For, in bodies of equal weight, the denlities, or fpecific 
gravities, are reciprocally as their magnitudes. - 

286. CoroL 5. And becaufe, when the weight of a body 
taken in a fluid, is fubtradicd from its weight out of the 
fluid, the difference is the weight of an equal bulk of the 
fluid ; this therefore is to its weight in the air, as the fpecific 
gravity of the fluid, is to that of the body. 

Therefore, if W be the weight of a body in air, 
w its weight in water, or any fluid, 
S the fpecific gravity of the body, and 
s the fpecific gravity of the fluid ; 

then W — w : W :: s : S, which proportion will give 
either of thofe fpecific gravities, the one from the other. 

W 
Thus S = the fpecific gravity of the body; 

W — w 
W_w- 

and s — —the fpecific gravity of the fluid. 

So that the fpecific gravities of bodies, are as their weights 
in the air dire&ly, and their Ipfs in the fame fluid inversely. 

287. CoroL 6. And hepce, for two bodies connedled to¬ 
gether, or mixed together into one compound, of different 
fpecific gravities, we have the following equations, denoting 
their weights and fpecific gravities, as below, viz. 

= weight of the heavier body in air, q c. r 
h =z weight of the fame in water, J 1lS Pec* gravityj 

L 5= weight of the lighter body in air, 
/ = weight pf the fame in water, 

C == weight of the compound in air, 
c — weight of the fame in water, 

w the fpecific gravity of water. Then 

' 5ft,. 

j* j its fpec. gravity; 

| / its fpec. gravity; 
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(H — /.') S — Hzv, ] From which equations may be 
ad, (L — I)s — Lw, 
3d, (C — c)f — Czv, 
4th, H -f- L =_ C, 

t h, h *4 / c, 
V. H . L C 

6lh’T + 7=7- 

found any of the above quantities, 
in terms of the reft. 

Thus, from one of the firft three 
equations, is found the fpecific gra- 

• 1.71) 
vity of any body, as s — j—-—^ by 

dividing the abfolute weight of the 
body by its lofs in water, and multiplying by the fpecific 
gravity of water. 

But if the body L be lighter than water; then / will be 
negative, and we mull divide by L 4 / indead of L — and 
to find / we mud have recourfe to the compound mafs C; and 

becaufe, from the 4th and 5th equations, L — / = C — c— 

H — h, therefore s = 77^-r-m-rr: that is, divide 
(C — *) —(H — h) 

the abfolute weight of the light body, by the difference be¬ 
tween the Idles in water, of the compound and heavier 
body, and multiply by the fpecific gravity of water. Or 

S /L 
thus, s — g-g ■■■—as found from the lad equation. 

Alfo, if it were required to find the quantities of two 
ingredients mixed in a compound, the 4th and 6th equations 
would give their values as follows, viz. 

H if-’) S C, and L (s -/) * c, 
(b — " (S — s)J 

the quantities of the two ingredients H and L, in the com 
pound C. And fo for any other demand. 

PROPOSITION LVIII. 

To find the Specific Gravity of a Body, 

588. Case i.—When the body is heaveier than water ; weigh 
it both in water and out of w ater, and take the difference, 
which will be the weight lod in water. Then, by corol. 6, 

prop. 57, s = ~——r, where B is the weight of the body 

out of water, b its weight in water, s ifs fpecific gravity, and 
iv the fpecific gravity of w?ater. That is, 

As the weight lod irj water, 
Is to the whole or abfolute weight, 
So is the fpecific gravity of water, 
Xo the fpecific gravity of the body. 

Exam- 
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Example. If a piece of flone weigh iolb, but. in water 
only 6|lb, required its fpecific gravity, that of water being 
iooo ? Anf. 3077. 

289. Case ii.—When the body is lighter than watp\ Jo that 
it will not jink ; annex to it a piece of another body., heavier 
than water, fo that the mafs compounded of the two may 
fink together. Weigh the denier body and the compound 
mafs, feparately, both in water, and out of it; then find how 
much each lofes in water, by fubtracling its weight in water 
from its weight in air; and fubtraft the lefs of thefe re¬ 
mainders from the greater. Then fay, by proportion, 

As the lad remainder, 
Is to the weight of the light body in air, 
So is the fpecific gravity of water, 
To the fpecific gravity of the body. 

That is, the fpecific gravity is j 
* 

by cor. 6, prop. 57. 

Lw 

(C -Vj - (H - *)* 

Example. Suppofe a piece of elm weighs 151b in air; 
and that a piece of copper, which weighs 181b in air and 
161b in water, is affixed to it, and that the compound weighs 
61b in water ; required the fpecific gravity of the elm ? 

Anf. 600. 

290. Case iii.—For a fluid of any fort.—Take a piece of 
a body of known fpecific gravity ; weigh it both in and out 
of the fluid, finding the lofs of weight by taking the differ¬ 
ence of the Lyvo; then fay, 

As the whole or abfolute weight, 
Is to the lofs of weight, 
So is the fpecific gravity of the folid. 
To the fpecific gravity of the fluid. 

That is, the fpec. gray, w — by cor. 6, pr. 57. 

Example. A piece of cafi iron weighed 34tVo ounces in 
a fluid, and 40 ounces out of it; of what fpecific gravity is 
that fluid ? Anf. 1000. 

PROPOSITION LIX. 

291. To find the Quantities of Two Ingredients in a Given 
Compound. 

Take the three differences of every pair of the three fpe- 
' ■ ' cifk 
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cine gravities, namely, fhe fpecific gravities of the compound 
and each ingredient; and multiply each fpecific gravity by the 
difference of the other two. Then fay, by proportion, 

As the greateif product, 
Is to the whole weight of the compound. 
So is each of the other two produdfs, 
To the weights of the two ingredients. 

That is, the one H 

(S -f)t 

{/- *) S 
' (S —s)J 

C, by cor. 6, prop. 57 

C; and the other - - 

(S-’)/ 
Example. A compofition of ii2lb being made of tin and 

copper, whofe fpecific gravity is found to be 8784; required 
the quantity of each ingredient, the fpecific gravity of tin 
being 7320, and that of copper 9000 ? 

Anfvvcr, there is iooib of copper, 
and confequently I2lb of tin. 

in the compofition. 

SCHOLIUM. 

292. The fpecific gravities of fevcral forts of matter, as 
found from experiments, are expreffed by the numbers an¬ 
nexed to their names in the following Fable: 

A Table of the Specific Gravities of Bodies, 

Platina (pure) 22000 Clay - 2160 
Fine gold 19640 Brick %• 2000 
Standard gold 18888 Common earth - 1984 
Quickfilver (pure) 14000 Nitre - 1900 
Quieklil ver (common) 13600 I vory / 1825 
Lead ”325 Brimftone mm 1810 
Fine filver - 11091 Solid gunpowder 1745 
Standard filver *°535 Sand - 1520 
Copper 9000 Coal - 1250 
Copper halfpence 8915 Box-wood - 1020 
Gun metal 8784 Sea-water - - io3° 
Call; brafs 8000 Common water _ 1000 

Steel 7850 Oak - 925 
Iron 7645 Gunpowder, clofe fhaken 937 
Caft iron 7425 Ditto, in a loofe heap 836 
Tin 7320 Afh — 800 
Clear cryftal glafs 3‘5° Maple 7 55 
Granite 3000 Elm - 600 
Marble and hard ftone 2700 Fir - - 55o 
Common green glafs 2600 Charcoal 

/ . t 

Flint 25/0 Cork - 240 
Common ftone 2520 Air at a mean ftate At 

293* Note* 
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293. Note. The feveral Torts of wood are fuppofed to be 
dry. Alfo, as a cubic foot of water weighs juft 1000 ounces 
averdupois, the numbers in this table exprefs, not only the 
fpecific gravities of the feveial bodies, but alfo the weight of 
a cubic foot of each, in averdupois ounces; and therefore, 
by proportion, the weight of any other quantity, or the 
quantity of any other weight, may be known, as in the next 
two propofuions. 

PROPOSITION LX. 

294. To find the Magnitude of any Body, from its Weight* 

As the tabular fpecific gravity of the body, 
Is to its weight in averdupois ounces, 
So is one cubic foot, or 1728 cubic inches, 
To its content in feet, or inches, refpe&ively.' 

Example 1. Required the content of an irregular block of 
common ftone, which weighs 1 ewt, or ii2lb ? 

Anf. I228ff44 cubic inches. 

Example 2. How many cubic inches of gunpowder are 
therein 1 lb weight ? Anf. 30 cubic inches nearly. 

Example 3. How many cubic feet are there in a ton weight 
.of dry oak ? Anf. 384H cubic feet. 

PROPOSITION LXI, 

295. To find the Weight of a Body, from its Magnitude, 

As one cubic foot, or 1728 cubic inches, 
Is to the content of the body, 
So is its tabular fpecific gravity. 
To the weight of the body. 

Example 1, Required the weight of a block of marble, 
whofe length is 63 feet, and breadth and thickneis each 
12 feet ; being the dimenfions of one of the ftones in the 
walls of Balbeck ? 

Anf. 683-— ton, which is nearly equal to the burthen of 
an Eaft-fndia fhip. 

Example 2. What is the weight of 1 pint, ale meafure, of 
gunpowder ? Anf. 19 oz. nearly. 

Example 3. What is the weight of a block of dry oak, 
which meafures 10 feet in length, 3 feet broad, and 2\ feet 
deep or thick ? Anf. 4335-ff lb« 

Or 
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Of HYDRAULICS. 

296. Hydraulics is the fcience which treats of ’ the 
motion cf fluids, and the forces with which they adl upon 
bodies. 

PROPOSITION LXII. 

297. If a Fluid run through a Canal or River, or Pipe of various 
Widths ^ always filing it ; the Velocity of the Fluid in different 
Parts of it, AB, CD, will be Reciprocally as the Franfverfe 
Sections in thoje Parts. 

That is, veloc. at A : veloc. 

at C :: ; or :: CD 

: AB ; where AB and CD de¬ 
note, not the diameters at A 
and B, but the areas or fedtions, 
there. 

For, as the channel is always equally full, the quantity of 
water running through AB is equal to the quantity running 
through CD, in the lame time ; that is, the column through 
AB is equal to the column through CD, in the farpe time ; 
or AB X length of its column = CD X length of its 
column; therefore AB : CD :: length of column through 
CD : length of column through AB. But the uniform ve¬ 
locity of the water, is as the fpace run over, or length of 
the columns; therefore AB : CD :: velocity through CD : 
velocity through AB. 

29$. Corel. Hence, by obferving the velocity at any place 
AB, the quantity of water difeharged in a fecond, or any 
pther time, will be found, namely, by multiplying the fedfion 
AB by the velocity there. 

But if the channel be not a clofe pipe or tunnel, kept 
always full, but an open canal or river ; then the velocity in 
ail parts of the iedfion will not be the fame, becaufe the 
velocity towards the bottom and Tides will be diminilhed by 
the friction againft the bed or channel ; and therefore a me* 
dium among the three ought to be taken. So, if the velo¬ 
city at the top be r joo feet per minute, 
that at the bottom - 60 
and that at the Tides - 50 

3 ) 210 fum ; 
dividing their fum by 3 gives 70 for the mean velocity, 
which is to be multiplied by the fe£iion, to give the quan¬ 
tity difeharged in a minute. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION L XI11. 

*gg. The Velocity with which a Fluid runs out by a Hole in the 

Bottom or Side of a Vejfely kept always full, is equal to that 
which is generated by Gravity through the Height of the 
Water above the Hole; that .is, the Velocity of a Heavy Body- 

acquired by falling freely through the Height AB. 

Divide the altitude AB into a great 
number of very fmall parts, each being i, 
their number ay or a ~ the altitude AB'. 

Now, by prop. 54, the preflure of the 
fluid againft the hole B, by which the 
motion is generated, is equal to the 
weight of the column of fluid above it, 
that is the column whofe height is AB 
or vz, and bafe the area of the hole B. Therefore the 
preflure on the hole, or fmall part of the fluid 1, is to its 
weight, or the natural force of gravity, as a to 1. But, by 
art. 28, the velocities generated in the fame body in any 
time, are as thofe forces; and becaufe gravity generates the 
velocity 2 in defeending through the fmall fpace I, therefore 
I : a 1: 2 ; 2ay the velocity generated by the .preflure of 
the column of fluid in the fame time. But 2a is alfo, by 
corol. i, prop. 6, the velocity generated by gravity in de¬ 
feending through a or AB. That is, the velocity of the 
i filling water, is equal to that which is acquired by a body in 
falling through the height AB. 

300. Corol. 1. The velocity, and quantity run out, at dif¬ 
ferent depths, areas the fquare roots of the depths. For the 
velocity acquired in falling through AB, is as y'AB. 

301. Corol. 2. The water fpouts out with the fame velo¬ 
city, whether it be downward, or upward, or fideways \ 

becaufe the preflure of fluids is the fame in all directions, at 
the fame depth. And therefore, if the adjutage be turned 
upward, the jet will afeend to the height of the furiace of 
the water in the veflfel. And this is confirmed by experience, 
by which it is found that jets real ly gfeend nearly to the height 
of the refervoir, abating a fmall quantity only, for the friction 
againft the fides, and fome refiifanee from the air and from 
the oblique motion of the water in the hole. 

302. Corol. 3. The quantity run out in any time, is equal 
to a column or prifm, whofe bafe is the area of the hole, 
and its length the fpace delcribed in that time by the velocity 
acquired by falling through the altitude of the fluid. And 

the 
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the quantity is the fame, whatever be the figure of the ori¬ 
fice, if it is of the fame area. 

Therefore, if b denote the height'of the%fiuid, 
a the area of the orifice, and 
g — i6t’? feet, or 193 inches ; 

then 2ayj gb will be the quantity of water difcharged in a 
fecond of time ; or nearly ayjh cubic feet, when a and b 

are taken in feet. 
So, for example, if the height h be 25 inches, and the 

orifice a = 1 fqware inch ; then 2ay/gb = 2^25 X 193 =s' 
139 cubic inches, which is the quantity that would be dif¬ 
charged per fecond. 

SCHOLIUM. 
4 

303. When the orifice is in the fide of the veffel, then the 
velocity is different in the different parts of the hole, being 
lefs in the upper parts of it than in the lower. However, 
when the hole is but fmall, the difference is inconliderable, 
and the altitude may be eitimated from the centre of the 
hole, to obtain the mean velocity. But when the orifice is 
pretty large, then the mean velocity is to be more accurately 
/computed by other principles, given in the next propofition. 

304. It is not to be expefted that experiments, as to the 
quantity of water run out, will exactly agree with this 
theory, both on account of the refiftance of the air, the re¬ 
finance of the water again ft the fides of the orifice, and the 
oblique motion of the particles of the water in entering it. 
For, it is not merely the particles fituated immediately in the 
column over the hole, which enter it and iffue forth, as if 
that column only were in motion ; but alfo particles from all 
the furrounding parts of the fluid, which is in a commotion 
quite around ; and the particles thus entering the hole in all 
diredlions, (trike again ft each other, and impede one an¬ 
other’s motion: from whence it happens, that the real ve,~ 
locity through the orifice, is fomewhat lefs than that of a 
Angle body only, urged with the fame preliure of the fuper- 
incumbent column of the fluid. And experiments on the 
quantity of water difcharged through apertures, lhew that 
the quantity rnuft. be diminifhed, by tliofe caufes, rather more 
than the fourth part, when the orifice is fmall, or fuch as to 
make the mean velocity equal to that in a body railing 
through i the height of the fluid above the orifice. Or elfe, 
that the orifice is not quite full of particles that fpout out with 
the whole velocity, afligned in the propofition. 

305. Experiments have alio been made on the extent to 
which 
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which the fpout of water ranges on a horizontal plane, and 
compared with the theory, by calculating it as a projectile 
difcharged with the velocity acquired by defcending through 
the height of the fluid. For, when the aperture is in the 
fide of the veflel, the fluid fpouts out horizontally with a 
uniform velocity, which, combined with the perpendicular 
velocity from the action of gravity, caufes the jet to form 
the curve of a parabola. Then the 
diftances to which the jet will 
fpout on the horizontal plane BG, 
will be as the roots of the reCf- 
angles of the fegments AC . CB, 
AD.DB,AE.EB. Forthefpaces 
BF, BG, are as the times and ho¬ 
rizontal velocities ; but the velo¬ 
city si as y/AC, and the time 
of the fall, which is the fame as 
the time of moving, is as ^/CB ; therefore the diftance BF 

is as ^/AC . CB ; and the diflance BG as y/AD . DB. And 
hence, if two holes are made equidiftant from the top and 
bottom, they will projeft the water to the fame diftance ; 
for if AC = EB, then the reftangle AC . CB is equal the 
re£tangle AE . EB ; which makes EF the fame for both. 
Or, if on the diameter AB a femicircle be defcribed ; then, 
becaufe the fquares of the ordinates CH, DI, EK are equal 
to the redfangles AC . CB, &c * therefore the diftances BF, 
BG are as the ordinates CH, DI. And hence alfo it follows, 
that the proje&ion from the middle point D will be fartheft, 
for DI is the greateft ordinate. 

Thefe are the proportions of the diftances : but for the 
abfolute diftances, it will be thus. The velocity through 
any hole C, is fuch as will carry the water horizontally 
through a fpace equal to 2AC in the time of falling through 
AC : but, after quitting the hole, it defcribes a parabola, and 
comes to F in the time a body wdll fall through CB ; and to 
find this diftance, fince the times are as the roots of the 

fpaces, therefore yAC : ^/CB :: 2AC : 2^AC . CB = 
2CH = BF, the fpace ranged on the horizontal plane. And 
the greateft range BG 2D1, or 2AD, or equal to AB. 

And as tbefe ranges anfwer very exa&ly to the experi¬ 
ments, this confirms the theory, as to the velocity afiigned. 

PRO- 
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PROPOSITION LXIV. 

306. If a Notch or Slit EH in form of a P arallele gram ^ he 

cut in the Side of a Vejfelyfull of Water, AD ; the Quantity 

of JVaUr flowing through it, will be £ of the Quantity flowing 

through an equal Orifice, placed at the whole Depth EG, or at 

the Baj'e GH, in the Same Time; it being fuppofed that the 
Vtjfel is always kept full. 

For the velocity at GH is to the velo¬ 
city at 1L, as v'EG to yTI; that is, as 
GH or IL to IK, the ordinate of a pa¬ 
rabola EKH, whole axis is EG. There¬ 
fore the fum of the velocities at all the 
points I, is to as many times the velocity 
at G, as the fum of all the ordinates IK# 
to the fum of all the IL’s, namely, as 
the area of the parabola EGH, is to the area EGHF ; that 
is, the quantity running through the notch EH, is to the 
quantity running through an equal horizontal area placed at 
GH , as EGHKE to EGHF, or as 2 to 3 ; the area of a para¬ 
bola being of its circumscribing parallelogram. 

307. Corel. 1. The mean velocity of the water in the 
notch, is equal to of that at GH. 

308. Corol. 2. The quantity flowing through the hole 
1GHL, is to that which would flow through an equal orifice 
placed as low as GH, as the parabolic frufium iGHK, is to 
the redtangle 1GHL. As appears from the demonftration. 

« ■—am——   

Of PNEUMATICS, 

309. Pneumatics is the fcience wdfleh treats of the 
properties of air, or elaftic fluids. 

PROPOSITION LXV. 

310. Air is a Heavy Fluid Body; and it Surrounds the Eartht 

and Gravitates on all Pa) ts of its Surface. 

These properties of air are proved by experience.—That 
it is a fluid, is evident from its eafily yielding to any the lead 
force imprefled on it, without making a Cenfible refinance. 

But when it is moved brifcly, by any means, as by a fan 
or a pair of bellows ; or when any body is moved very brifkly 
through it ; in thefe cafes we become fenfible of it as a body, 
by the refinance it makes in fuch motions, and likewife by 

its 
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its Impelling or blowing away any light fubftances. So that* 
being capable of refilling, or moving other bodies by itsim- 
pulfe, it mull itfelf be a body, and be heavy, like all other 
bodies, in proportion to the matter it contains; and therefore 
it will prefs on all bodies that are placed under it. 

Alfo, as it is a fluid, it will fpread itfelf all over on the 
earth; and, like otlfer fluids, it wiii gravitate and prefs every 
where on the earth’s lurface. 

311. The gravity and preflure of the air 
is alfo evident from many experiments. 
Thus, for inftarice, if water, or quickfilver, ' 
be poured into the tube ACE, and the air be 
fuffered to prefs on it, in both ends of the 
tube, the fluid will reft at the fame height in 
both legs of the tube : but if the air be drawn 
out of one end as E, by any means ; then 
the air prefling on the other end A, will prefs 
down the fluid in this leg at B, and raife it up in the other to 
D, as much higher than at B, as the preflure of the air is 
equal to. By which it appears, not only that the air does 
really prefs, but alfo what the quantity of that preflure is 
equal to. And this is the principle of the barometer. 

PROPOSITION LX VI. 

312. The Air is aijo an Flajiic Fluid, being Condenfible and 
Expanjiblc. And the Law it obfeives is this, that its Denfity 

is proportional to the Force which compress it. 

This property of the air is proved by many experiments. 
Thus, if the handle of a fyringe be pufhed inwards, it will 
condenfe the inclofed air into lefs fpace, thereby (hewing its 
condenflbility. But the included air, thus condenfed, will 
be felt to ad flrongly againft the hand, refilling the force 
comprefling it more and more ; and, on withdrawing the 
hand, the handle is pufhed back again to where it was at 
firft. Which lhews that the air is elaftic. 

313. Again, fifl a ftrong bottle half full of 
water, and then inferta pipe into it, putting 
its lower end down near to the bottom, and 
cementing it very clofe round the mouth of 
the bottle. Then, if air be flrongly injeded 
through the pipe, as by blowing with the 
mouth or otherwife, it will pafs through the 
water from the lower end, afeending into the 
parts before occupied with air at B, and the 

whole 
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whole mafs of air become there condenfed, becaufe the water 
is not compreffible into a lefs fpace. But, on* removing 
the force which injected the air at A, the water will begin to' 
nfc from thence in a jet, being pufhed up the pipe by the 
nicreafed elafticity of the air B, bv which it prelTes oh the 
• nr fare of the water, and forces it through the pipe, till as 
much be expelled as there was air forced in ; when the air 
at B wiii be reduced to the fame denfity as at firft, and, the 
balance being reftored, the jet will ceale. 

314. Likewtfe, if into a jar of water 
AB, be inverted an empty glafs tumbler 
CD, or fueh-like, the mouth dowmward ; 
the water will enter it, and partly fill it, 
but not near fo high as the water in the 
jar, compreffing and condenfing the air 
into a lefs fpace in the upper parts C, and 
caufing the glafs to make a fenfible re¬ 
finance to the hand in pufiling it down. 
Then, on removing the hand, the elaf- 
ticiry of the internal condenfed air throws the glafs up again. 
All thefe fhewing that the air is condenfible and elaftic, 

315. Again, to fhew the rate or proportion 
of the elafticity to the condensation ; take a 
longcrooked glafs tube,equally wide through¬ 
out, or at lead in the part BD, open at A, 
but clofe at the other end B. Pour in a little 
quickfilver at A, juft to cover the bottom to 
the bend at CD, and to flop the communi¬ 
cation between the external air and the air 
in BD. Then pour in more quicklilver, and 
mark the correiponding heights at which it 
Hands in the two legs: fo, when it rifes to 
H in the open leg AC, let it rife to E in the 
clofe one, reducing its included air from the 
natural bulk BD to the contracted fpace BE, 
by the prelfure of the column He ; and when the quickfilver 
Hands at I and K, in the open leg, let it rife to F and G in 
the other, reducing the air to the refpeclive fpaces BF, BG, 
by the weights of the columns I /, K». I hen it. is always 
found, that the condenfations and elalticities areas the coin- 
preffing weights, or columns, oi the quickfilver, and the at- 
mofphere together. So, if the natural bulk oi the air BD be 
compreffed into the fpaces BE, BF, BG, which are a. of 
BD, or as the numbers 3, 2, 1; then the atmofphere, together 
with the correfponding columns IT, l/> will alfo be 

Vol. u. ql found 
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found to be in the fame proportion reciprocally, viz. as j-, 

-f, or as the numbers 2, 3, 6. And then He = ^A, I f— A, 
and Kf rrr 3A ; where A is the weight of the atmofphere. 
Which (hews, that the condenfations are dire&ly as the 
compreffing forces. And the elafiicities are in the fame 
ratio, fince the columns in AC are fuftained by the elafti- 
cities in BD. 

From the foregoing principles may be deduced many ufe- 
v ful remarks, as in the following corollaries, viz. 

316. Cord. 1. The fpace which 
any quantity of air is confined in, 
is reciprocally as the force that 
comprelTes it. So, the forces which 
confine a quantity of air in the cy¬ 
lindrical fpaces AG, BG, CG, are 
reciprocally as the fame, or reei- 
prpcallyas theheights AD, BD,CD. 
AAd therefore, if to the two perpen¬ 
dicular lines DA, DH, as afymptotes, the hyperbola IKL be 
defcribed, and the ordinates AI, BK, CL be drawn; then the 
forces which confine the air in the fpaces AG, BG, CG, 
•will be direfctly as the correfponding ordinates AI, BK, CL, 
fince thefe are reciprocally as the abfciffes AD, BD, CD, 
by the nature of the hyperbola. 

317. Carol. 2. All the air near the earth is in a ftate of 
qompreffon, by the weight of the incumbent atmofphere. 

318. Cord. 3. The air is denfer near the earth, than in 
high places ; or denfer at the foot of a mountain than at 
the top of it. And the higher above the earth, the lefs 
denfe it is. 

319. Cord. 4. The fpring or elafiicity of the air, is equal 
to the weight of the atmofphere above it; and they will pro¬ 
duce the lame effedfs; fince they always fuflain and balance 
each other. 

320. Carol. 5. If the denfity of the air be inereafed, pre- 
ferving the fame heat or temperature ; its fpring or elafiicity 
will likewife be inereafed, and in the fame proportion. 

321. Corel. 6. By the gravity and preffure of the atmo¬ 
fphere, on the furface of fluids, the fluids are made to rife 
in any pipes or veffels, pTen the fpring or preffure within is 
decrealed or taken off. 

T R 04 
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PROPOSITION LX VII • 

32 2. Heat hereofcs the E’aft:city of the Airf and Cold Dnji'i- 
nijhes it. Or, Heat Expands, and Cold Condenfes the Air. 

This property is alfo proved by experience. 

323. Thus, tie a bladder very clofe with fome air in it; 
and la'y it before the fire : then as it w’arms, it will more and 
more difiend the bladder, and at lari burfl it, if the heat be 
continued, and increafed high enough. But if the bladder 
be removed from the fire, as it cools it will contraft again, as 
before. And if was upon this principle, that the firfi air- 
balloons were made by Montgolfier: foe,, by heating the air 
within them, by a fire underneath, the hot air difiends them 
to a fize which occupies'a fpace in the atmofphere, whofe 
weight of common air exceeds that of the balloon. 

324. Alfo, if a cup or glafs, writh a little air in it, be 
inverted into a vefiel of w?ater ; and the whole be heated over 
the fire, or otherwife; the air in the top wdl expand till it 
fill the glafs, and expel the w*ater out of it ; and part of the 
air itfelf will follow, by continuing or increafing the heat. 

Many other experiments, to the fame effect, might be 
adduced, all proving the properties mentioned in the pro- 
pofition, 

.SCHOLIUM, 

325. So that, when the force of the elafticity of air is 
confidered, regard muff be had to its heat or temperature ; 
the fame quantity of air being more or lefs elaftic, as its 
heat is more or lefs. And it has been found, by experiment, 
that the elafticity is increafed by the 435th part, by each de¬ 
gree of heat, of which there are 180 between the freezing 
and boiling heat of water. 

326. N.B, Water expands about the part, with 
each degree of heat. (Sir Geo. Shuckburgh, Philoi. Tranf, 

?777>p- 5^°? &c-) 
Alfo, the • 

1 *2oi or ig- ^ Spec, grav.of air 
water 1000 
mercury 13592 

Or thus, air 1*22201*1-5-' 
water 1000 
mercury 13600 

0.2 

when the barom. is 29*5, 
and the thermom. is 550 
wiiich are their mean heights 
in this country, 

when the barom. is 
and thermometer 

30, 
55. 

PRO* 
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PROPOSITION LXVIII. 

327. The PVcight or Preffure of the Atmofphere, on any Rafe at 
the Earth's Surface, is equal to the IVcighi of a Column of 

fftickfiher, of the Same Bafe, and ike Height of which is 

between 28 and 31 inches. 

This is proved by the barometer, an inflrument which 
roeafures the preffure of the air, and which is deferibed be¬ 
low. For, at fome feafons, and in fome places, the air fuf- 
tains and balances a column of mercury, oi about 28 inches: 
but at other times it balances a column of 29, or 30, or 
near 31 inches high,; feldom 'in the extremes 28 or 31, but 
commonly about the means 29 or 30. A variation which 
depends partly on the different degrees of heat in the air near 
the lurface of the earth, and partly on the commotions and 
changes in the atmofphere, from winds and other caul’es, by 
which it is accumulated in fome places, and depreffed in 
others, being thereby rendered denfer and heavier, or rarer 
and lighter ; which changes in its {fate are almoff continually 
happening in any one place. But the medium date is com¬ 
monly about 29! or 30 inches. 

328. Corel. 1. Hence the preffure of the atmofphere on 
every fquare inch at the earth’s furface, at a medium, is very 
near 15 pounds averdupois, or rather 14I pounds. 

For, a cubic foot of mercury weighing 13600 ounces 
nearly, an inch of it will weigh 7-866 or almoff 8 ounces, 
or near half a pound, which is the weight of the atmofphere 
for every inch of the barometer on a bale of a fquare inch ; 
and therefore 30 inches/or the medium height, weighs very 
near 14! pounds. 

329. Carol. 2. Hence alfo, the weight or preffure of the 
atmofphere, is equal to that of a column of water from 32 
to 35 feet high, or on a medium 33 or 34 feet high. 

For, water and quick filver are in weight nearly as I tp 
, 13*6 ; fo that the atmofphere will balance a column of water 

13*6 times as high as one of quickfilver ; confequently 

I3‘6 times 28 inches — 381 inches, or 31-f feet, 
13-6 times 29 inches = 394 inches, or 32-^- feet, 
13*6 times 30 inches — 408 inches, or 34 feet, 
13-6 times 31 inches = 422 inches, or 35-i- feet. 

And hence a common fucking pump will not raife wgter 
higher than about 33 or 34 feet. And a fypjion will not run, 
if the perpendicular height of the top of it be more than about 
33 or 34 feet. • 7 
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330. Coro}. 3. If the air were of the fame uniform den- 
fity at every height up to the top of the atmofphere, as at 
the furface of the earth; its height would be about 5J miles 
at a medium. 

For, the weights of the fame bulk of air and water, are 
nearly as 1’222 to 1000 ; therefore as 1*222 : 1000 :: 33J feet 
: 27600 feet, or 5-t miles nearly. And fo high the atmo- 
fphere would be, if it were all of uniform denfity, like water. 
But, inilead of that, from its expanfive and elafiic quality, 
it becomes continually more and more rare, the farther above 
the earth, in a certain proportion, which will be treated of 
below, as alfo the method of meafuring heights by the bato- 
meter, which depends on it. '< 

331. Carol. 4. From this propofition and the lad it fol- 
lows, that the height is always the fame, of an uniform 
atmofphcre above any place, which (hall be all of the uniform 
denfity with the air there, and of equal weight or preffure 
with the real height of the atmofphere above that place, 
whether it be at the fame place at different times, or at any 
different places or heights above the earth ; and that height 
is always about miles, or 27600 feet, as above found. For, 
as the* denfity varies in exadi proportion to the weight of the 
column, therefore it requires a column of the fame height 
in ail cafes, to make the refpedfive weights or preifures. 
Thus, if W and w be the weights of atmoiphere above any 
places, D and d their denfities, and H and h the heights of 
the uniform columns,' of the fame denfities and weights ; 
Then H x D =♦= W, 

N 
— w 

iar H 1 The temperature 

being the fame. 

PROPOSITION L XIX. 

,332..The Denfity of the Atmofphere, at different Heights above 

the Earth, Decreases in fuel) Sort) that when the Heights 

increaje in Arithmetical Progrefjion, the Denjiiies deer cafe m 

Geometrical Progreffion. , 

Let the indefinite perpendicular line AP, 
erebted on the earth, be conceived to be divided 
into a great number of very fmail equal parts 
A, B, C, D, &c, forming fo.many thin llrata 
of air in the atmofphere, all of different denfity, 
gradually decreafiug from the greateif at A : 
then the denlity of the feveral liiata A, B, C, 
D, &c, will be in geometrical pro^reflion de¬ 
creasing. 

For, 
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For, as the flrata A, B, C, &c, are all of equal thickne&, 
the quantity of matter in each of them, is as the denfity fhere; 
but the denfity in any one, being as the compreffing force, is 
as the weight or quannty of all the matter from that place 
upward to the top of the atmofphere ; therefore the quantity 
of matter in each itratum, is alfo as the whole quantity from 
that place upward. Now, if from the whole weight at any 
place as B, the weight or quantity in the ftratum B be fub- 
tiadled, the remainder is the weight at the next ftratum C : 
that is, from each weight fubtra&ing a part which is propor¬ 
tional to itfelf, leaves the next weight; or, whicn is the 
fame thing, from each denfity fubtradting a part which is 
always proportional to itfelf, leaves the next denfity. But 
when any quantities are continually diminifhed by parts which 
are proportional to themfelves, the remainders form a feries 
pf continued proportionals; confequently thefe denfities are 
in geometrical progreffion. 

Thus, if the firft denfity be D, and from each be taken 

its //th part: then there will remain its --- part, or the — 
n 1 n 

part, putting m for n — i \ and therefore the feries of den¬ 

fities will be D, — D, ^-D, ^--D, —D, &c, the common 

ratio of the feries being that of n to m. 

SCHOLIUM. 
r 

333. Becaufe the terms of an arithmetical feries, are pro¬ 
portional to the logarithms of the terms of a geometrical 
feries ; therefore different altitudes above the earth’s furface, 
are as the logarithms of the denfities, or of the weights of air, 
at thofe altitudes. 

So that, if D denote the denfity at the altitude A, 
and d - the denfity at the altitude a \ 

then A being as the log. of D, and a as the log. of d, 

the dif. of alt. A — a will be as the log. D 7— log. dor log. 

And if A =rr o, or D the denfity at the’furface of the earth \ 

then any alt. above the furface a, is as the log. of 
D 

d' 

Or, in general, the log. of ~ is as the altitude of the one 

place above the other, whether the lower place beat the fur¬ 
face of the earth, Or any where elfe. 

And from this property is derived the method of deter¬ 
mining the heights of* mountains and other eminences, by 

« the 
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the barometer, which is an indrument that meafures the 
preffure or denfuy of the air at any place. For, by taking, 
with this indrument, the preffure or denfity, at the foot of 
a hill for indance, and again at the top of it, the differ¬ 
ence of the logarithms of thefe two preffures, or the lo¬ 
garithm of their quotient, will be as the difference of al¬ 
titude, or as the height of the hill; fuppofing the tempe¬ 
ratures of the air to be the fame at both places, and the 
gravity of air not altered by the different didances from 
the earth’s centre. 

334. But as this formula expreffes only the relations be¬ 
tween different altitudes* with refpedt to their denfities, re- 
courfe mud be had to forne experiment, to obtain the real 
altitude which correfponds to any given denfity, or the oen- 
fity which correfponds to a given altitude. And there are 
various experiments by which this may be done. The fird, 
and mod natural, is that which refults from the known fpe- 
cific gravity of air, with refpedf to the w’hole preffure of the 
atmofphere on the furface of the earth. Now, as the alti- 

tude a is always as log. y ; affuine h fo that az=: hx log. — , 

where h will be of one condant value for all altitudes; and to 
determine that value, let a cafe be taken in which we know the 
altitude a correlponding to a known denfity d\ as for indance, 
take a — t foot,-or I inch, orfomefuch (mail altitude; then, 
becaufe the denfity D may be rneafured by the preffure of the 
atmofphere, or the uniform column of 27600 ieet, when the 
temperature is 550; therefore 27600 feet will denote the 
denfity D at the lower place, and 27599 the lefs denfity d at 

I foot above it ; confequently i = ^x log. T* which, 

by the nature of logarithms, is nearly = h x ~342944^_ 
27600 

= nearly; and hence b = 63551 feet; which gives, 

for any altitude in general, this theorem, viz. a — 63551 X 
, Ii . , M f . M 
Jog. —, or=z 63551 X log. — reet, or 10592 X log. — 

fathoms; where M is the column of mercury which is equal 
to the preffure or weight of the atmofphere at the bottom, 
and m that at the top of the altitude a; and where M and m 

may be taken in any meafure, either feet, or inches, See. 

335. Note, that this formula is adapted to the mean tem¬ 
perature of the air 550; But, for evvry degree of tempera¬ 

ture 
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ture different from this, in the medium between the tempe¬ 
ratures at the top and bottom ot the altitude a. that altitude 
will vary by its 435thpart ; which mult be added when that 
medium exceeds 55°, otherwife fubtradied. 

336. Note alfe, that a column of 30 inches of mercury 
varies its length by about the yfe part of an inch for every 
degree of heat, or rather tAto of Te whole volume, 

337. But the formula may be rendered much more con¬ 
venient for ufe, by reducing the faffor 10592 to icocc, by 
changing the temperature proportionally from 550: r as 
the diff. 592 is the 18th part of the whole fadlo 0: 92; 
and as 18 is the 24th part of 435; therefore the co; re¬ 
sponding change of temperature is 240, which red. e 

M 
550 to 310. So that the formula is, a = iocoo X log 

fathoms, when the temperature is 31 degrees; and lor every 
degree above that, the refult is to be increased by fo many 
times its 435th part. 

338. Exam. 1. To find the height of a hill when the 
prellure of the atmofphere is equal to 29*68 inches of mer¬ 
cury at the bottom, and 25*28 at the top ; the mean tempe¬ 
rature being 500? Anf. 4378 feet, or 730 fathoms 

339. Exam. 2. To find the height of a hill when the 
atmolphere weighs 29*45 inches of mercury at the bottom, 
and 26*82 at the top, the mean temperature being 330 ? 

Anf. 2385 feet, or 397\ fathoms. 

340. Exam. 3. At what altitude is the denfity of the at- 
mofpherc only the 4th part of what it is at the earth’s fur- 
lace ? Anf. 6020 fathoms. 

By the weight and preffure of the atmofphere, the effe& 
and operations of pneumatic engines may be accounted for, 
and explained; fueh as fyphons, pumps, barometers, <&c ; of 
which it may not be improper here to give a brief defcrip- 
tion. 

Of the ‘SIPHON. 

341. The Siphon, or Syphon, is 
anv bent tube, having its two legs 
either of equal or ol unequal length.- 

If it be filled with water, and then 
inverted, with the two open ends 
downward, aj)d held level in that pe¬ 
tition ; the water will remain fufpend- 

• ed 
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ed in it, if thetwo legs be equal. For the atmofphere will 
prefs equally on the furface of the water in each end, and 
l'upport them, if they are not more than 34 feet high; and 
the legs being equal, the water in them is an exatf countcr- 
poife by their equal weights ; fo that the one has no power 
to move more than the other; and they are both supported 
by the atmofphere. 

But if now the fyphon be a little inclined to one fide, fo 
that the orifice of one end be lower than that ol the other ; 
or if the legs be of unequal length, which is the fame thing ; 
then the equilibrium is dedroyed, and the water will all de- 
fcend out by the lower end, and rife up in the higher. For, 
the air preffmg equally, but thetwoends weighing unequally, 
a motion mud commence where the power is greateft, and fo 
continue till all the water has run out by the lower end. 
And if the fhorter leg be immerfed into a vefifel of water, 
and the fyphon be let a running as above, it will continue to 
run till all the water be exhaufted out of the veffel, or at 
lealf as low as that end ot the fyphon. Or, it may be fet a 
running without filling the fyphon as above, by only invert¬ 
ing it, with its fhorter leg into the veffel of water; then, 
with the mouth applied to the lower orifice A, fuck the air 
out; ^nd the water will prefently follow, being forced up 
into the fyphon by the preffure of the air on the water in the 
veffel. 

Of the PUMP. 

342. TrfERE are three forts 
of Pumps; the Sucking, the 
Lifting, and the Forcing Pump. 
By the former, water can be 
raifed only to about 34 feet, viz. 
by theprefiureoi the atmofphere; 
but by the others, tpany height; 
but then they require more appa¬ 
ratus and power. 

The annexed figure reprefents 
a common fucking pump. AB 
is the barrel of the pump, being 
a hollow cylinder, made of me- 
tdl, and fmooth within, or of 
wood for very common pur- 
pofes. CD is the handle, move- . 
able about the pin D, by .moving, 
the end C'up and down. DF “ 

an 
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an iron rod turning about a pin D, whidi coririefls it to fhe 
end of the handle. This rod is fixed to the pifton, bucket, 
or fucker, FG, by which this is moved up and down within 
the barrel, which it muft fit very tight and ciofe, that no air 
or water may pafa between the pifton and the tides of the 
barrel; and for this purpofe it is commonly armed with 
leather. The pifton is made hollow, or it has a perforation 
through it, the orifice of which is covered by a valve H 
opening upwards. 1 is a plug firmly fixed in the lower part 
of the barrel; alfo perforated, and covered by a valve K 
opening upwards. 

343. When the pump is firfl to be worked, and the water 
is below the plug I; raife the end C of the handle, then the 
pifton defcending, eompreffes the air in HI, which by its 
fpring {huts faff the vaive K, and puflies up the valve H, 
and fo enters into the barrel above the pifton. Then put¬ 
ting the end C of the handle down again, raifes the pifton 
or fucker, which lifts up with it the column of air above it, 
the external atmofphere by.its preffure keeping the valve H 
fhut: the air in the barrel- being thus exhaufted, or rarefied, 
is no longer a counterpoife to that which preffes on the fur- 
face of the water in the well, this is forced up the pipe, and 
through the valve K, into the barrel of the pump. Then 
puftiing the pifton down again into this water, now in the 
barrel, its weight (huts the lower valve K, and its refifiance 
forces up the valve of the pifton, and enters the upper part 
£>f the barrel, above the pifton. Then, the bucket being 
raifed, lifts up with it the water which had paffed above its 
valve, and it runs out by the cock L ; and taking off the 
weight below it, the preffure of the external atrnofphere on 
the water in the well again forces it up through the pipe and 
fpwer valve ciofe to the pifton, all the way as it afeends, 
thus keeping the barrel always full of water. And thus, by 
repeating the ftrokes of the pifton, a continued difeharge is 
made at the cock L. 

Of the AIR-PUMP. 

344. NEARLY on the fame principles as the water-pump, 
is the invention of the Air-pump, by which the air is drawn 
out of any veffel, like as water is drawm out by the former. 
A brafs barrel is bored and polifhed truly cylindrical, and ex¬ 
actly fitted with a turned pifton, fo that no air can pafs by 

the 
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the (ides of it, and furnifhed with a proper valve opening up. 
Ward. Then, by lifting up the pifton, the air in the clofe 
velfel below it follows the pifton, and fills the barrel; and 
being thus diffufed through a larger fpace than before, when 
it occupied the velfel or receiver only, but not the barrel, 
it is made rarer than it was before, in proportion as the ca¬ 
pacity of the barrel and receiver together, exceeds the re¬ 
ceiver alone. Another ftroke of the piiion exhaufts another 
barrel of this now rarer air, which again rarefies it in the 
fame proportion as before. And fo on, for any number of 
flrokes of the piiion, {fill exhaufling in the fame geometrical 
progreffion, of which the ratio is that which the capacity of 
the receiver and barrel together exceeds the receiver, till this 
is exhaulled to any propofed degree, or as far as the nature 
of the machine is capable of performing ; which happens 
When the eiafticity of the included air is fo far diminifhed, 
by rarefying, that it is too feeble to pulh up the valve of the 
pifton, and efcape. 

345. From the nature of this exhaufling, in geometrical 
progrellion, we may eafily find how much the air in the re¬ 
ceiver is rarefied by any number of flrokes of the pifton ; or 
what number of fuch flrokes is neceftary, to exhauft the re¬ 
ceiver to Any given degree. Thus, if the capacity of the re¬ 
ceiver and barrel together, be to that of the receiver alone, 
as c to r, and 1 denote the natural denlity of the air at firft ; 
then 

c 7' the denfity after 1 ftroke of the pifton. 

c : r , the denfity after 2 ftrokes,, 

r2 r3 
c ! r :: ~: -7, the dienfity after 3 flrokes, 

c - cJ u 
7"n 

&c, and —, the denlity after n ftrokes. 

So, if the barrel be equal to \ of the receiver; then c : r 
an . 

:: 5:4; and ~ = o'8n is = d the denfity after n turns. 

And if n be 20, then 0820 — *0115 is the denfity of the 
included air alter 20 ftrokes of the pifton ; which being the 
86^ part of 1, or the firft denfity, it follows that the air is 

■$6^-5. times rarefied by the 20 ftrokes. 

346. Or, if it were required to find the number of 
flrokes neceftary to rarefy the air any number of thnci ; be- 

'caufe 
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caufe ~ is = the propofed denfity d; therefore, taking th6 

log. d 

hr—hr’ 
the 

\ . 

logarithms, n X log.'—=r log. dy and« = 

number of ftrokes required. So, if r be of c, and it be 
required to rarefy the air loo tunes: then d = or oi 5 

and hence n — 5°°; — 2of nearly. So that in 2of 
1- 5 -1. 4 

ftrokes the air will be rarefied ioo times. 

Of the DIVING BELL and CONDENSING MACHINE. 

347. On the fame principles too, depend the operations 
and e£Fe£t of the Condenfing Engine, by which air may be 
condenfed to any degree, inftead of rarefied as in the air- 
pump. And, like as the air-pump rarefies the air, by ex¬ 
tracting always one barrel of air after another ; fo, by this 
other machine, the air is condenfed by throwing in or adding 
always oiie barrel of air after another ; which it is evident 
may be done by only turning the valves of the pifton and 
barrel, that is, making them to open the contrary way, and 
working the pifton in the fame manner ; fo that, as they 
both open upward, or outward, in the air-pump, or rare* 
fier, they will both open downward, or inward, m the C011- 
denfer. 

348. And on the fame principles, namely, of the com- 
preifion and elaftieity of the air, depends the ufe of the 
Diving Bell, which is a large veftel, in which a perfon de- 
fcends to the bottom of the lea, the open end of the veftel 
being downward; only, in this cafe the air is not con¬ 
denfed by forcing more oi it into the fame fpace, as in the 
condenfing engine ; but by comprefting the fame quantity of 

■air into a leis fpace in the bell, by increafing always the 
force which compreftes it. 

349. If a veftel of any fort be inverted into water, and 
puihed or let down to any depth in it; then by the preflure 
oLthe water fome of it will afcend into the veftel, but not fo 
high as the water without, and wall comprefs the air into lefs 
fpdce, according to the difference between the heights of the 
internal and external water ; and the denfity and elaftic force 
of the air will be increafed in the fame proportion, as its 
fpace in the veftel is diminifhed. 

So, 
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So, if the tube CE be inverted, and pufhed down into 
water, till the external water exceed the internal, by the 
height AB, and the air of the tube be reduced to the Ipace 
CD ; then that air is prefled both by a co¬ 
lumn of water of the height AB, and by 
Xhe whole atmofphere which prefles on the 
upper furface of the water • consequently 
the Space CD is to the whole Space CE, as 
the weight of the atmofphere, is to the 
weights both of the atmofphere and the 
column of water AB. So that, if AB be 
about 34 feet, which is equal to the force 
of the atmofphere, then CD will be equal 
to fCE ; but if AB be double of that, or 
68 feet, then CD will be-jCE ; and So on. And hence, by 
knowing the depth AF, to which the veflel is Sunk, we can 
ealily find the point D, to which the water will rife within 
it at any time. For let the weight of the atmofphere at 
that time be equal to that of 34 feet of water ; alfo, let the 
depth AF be 20 feet, and the length of the tube CE 4 feet : 
then, putting the height of the internal water DE = x, 

it is - 34 -r AB : 34 :: CE : CD, 
that is, 34 -4- AF—DE : 34 :: CE : CE — DE, 
or - 54 — x : 34 :: 4 : 4 — * ; 

hence, multiplying extremes and means, 216 — 58* x* 

— 136, and the root is — 1*414 of a foot, or 17 inches 
nearly; being the height DE to which the water will rife 
within.the tube. 

350. But if the veflel be not equally 
wide throughout, but of any other 
fhape, as of a bell-like form, fm?h as 
is ufed in diving ; then the altitudes 
will not obferve the proportion above, 
but the fpaces or bulks only, will re- 
fpeef that proportion, namely, 34 -F 
AB : 34 :: capacity CKL : capacity 
CHI, if it be common or frefh water; 
and 33 -j- AB : 33 :; capacity CKL : 
capacity CHI, if it be fea-water. From 
which proportion, the height DE may 
be found, when the nature or ihape of th 
js known. 

1 

e veflel or bell CKL 
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Of the BAROMETER. 

35t. -THE Barometer is an inftrument for meafuring 
the prefTure of the atmofphere, and elafticity of the air, at 
any time. It is commonly made of a glafs tub.e, of near 
3 feet long, clofe at one end, and filled with mercury/ 
When the tube is full, by flopping the open end with the 
finger, then inverting the tube, and immerling that end with 
the finger into a bafon of quickfilver, on removing the finger 
from the orifice, the quickfilver in the tube will delcend into 
the bafon, till what remains in the'tube be of the fame weight 
with a column of the atmofphere , which is commoniy be¬ 
tween 28 and 31 inches of quickfilver; and leaving an entire 
vacuum in the upper end of the tube above the mercury. 
For, as the upper end of the tube is quite void of air, there 
is no preflure dowmwards but from the column of quickfilver, 
and therefore that will be an ex aft balance to the counter 
preflure of the whole column of atmofphere, afting on the 
orifice of the tube by the quickfilver in the bafon. The 
tipper three inches of the tube, 
namely, from 28 to 31 inches, 
have a fcale attached to them, 
divided into inches, tenths, and 
hundredths, for meafuring the 
length of the column at all times, 
by observing which divifion of the 
fcale the top of the quickfilver is 
oppofite to; as it afcends and de- 
fcends within thefe limits, ac¬ 
cording to the fiatc of the atmo¬ 
fphere. 

So that the weight of the quick¬ 
filver in the tube, above that in 
the bafon, is at all times equal to 
the weight or p Wfure of the co¬ 
lumn of atmofpiTerc above it, and 
of the fame bafe with the tube ; 
and hence the weight of it may 
at all times be computed being 
nearly at the rate of half a pound 
averdupois for every inch of 
quickfilver in the tube, on every 
Iquare inch of bale ; or more exatfly, it is ^ of a poun4 
on the fquare inch, for every inch in the altitude of the 
quickfilver . for the cubic inch ol quickfilver weighs jufl 

^-V^ib, or nearly f a pound, in the mean temperature of 5 c;0 

of 
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of heat. And confequently, when the barometer Rands at 
30 inches, or 2\ feet high, which is the medium or Randard 
height, the whole preilureof the atmosphere is equal to I4| 
pounds, on every Square inch of the bafe. And fo in pro¬ 
portion for other heights. 

m. 

/cs 

Of the THERMOMETER. 

352. THE Thermometer is aninftrument for meafuring 
the tempera-ure of the air, as to heat and cold. 

It is found.by experience, that all bodies expand by heat, 
and contrail by cold : and hence the degrees of expanfion 
become the meafujre of the degrees of heat. Fluids are 
more convenient for this purpofe, than folids: and quick¬ 
filver is now mod; commonly ufed for it. 
A very fine glafs tube, having a pretty 
large hollow ball at the bottom, is filled 
about half way up with quickfilver: the 
whole being then heated very hot till the 
quickfilver rife quite to the top, the top 
is then hermetically fealed, fo as perfectly 

to exclude all communication with the 
outward air. Then, in cooling, the quick¬ 
filver contrails, and confequently its fur- 
face defeends in the tube, till it come to a 
certain point, correfpondent to the tem¬ 
perature or heat of the air. And when . 
the weather becomes warmer, the quick¬ 
filver expands, and its furface rifes in the 
tube; and again contrails and defeends 
when the weather becomes cooler. So 
that, by placing a fcale of any divifions 
againft the fide of the tube, it will fhow 
tlie degrees of heat, by the expanfion and 
eontrailion of the quickfilver in the tube; 
obferving at what divifion of the fcale the 
top of the quickfilver (lands. And the 
method of preparing the fcale, as ufed in 
England, is thus :—Bring the thermometer into a tempe¬ 
rature of jufl freezing, by immerfing the ball in water juft 
freezing, or in ice jufi thawing, and mark the fcale where 
the mercury then (lands, for the point of freezing. Next, 
jmmerge it in boiling water ; and the quiokfilver will rife to 
a certain height in* the tube ; which mark alfo on the fcale, 

for 

10. 

29 
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for the boiling point, or the heat of boiling water. Then 
the diftance between tbefe two points is divided into 180 
equal divifions, or degrees; and the like equal degrees are alfo 
continued to any extent below the freezing point, and above 
the boiling point. The divifions are then numbered as 
follows, namely, at the freezing point is let the number 32, 
and confequently 212 at the boiling point • and all the other 
numbers in their order. 

This divifion of the fcale, is commonly called Fahrenheit’s. 
According to this divifion, 55 is at ’the mean temperature of 
the air in this country ; and it is in this temperature, and in 
an atmofphere which fuflains a column of 30 inches of 
quickfilver in the barometer, that all meafures and Ipecific 
gravities are taken, unlefs when otherwife mentioned ; and 
in this temperature and preffure, the relative we-ghts or 
fpecific gravities, of air, water, and quickfilver, are as 

if for air, f and thefe alfo are the weights of a cubic 
1000 for water, < foot of each, in averdupois ounces in 

13600 for mercury; (_that fiate of the barometer and ther¬ 
mometer. For other ffaitesof the thermometer, each of thefe 
bodies expands or contracts according to the following rate, 
with each degree of heat; viz. 

Air about - part of its bulk, 

Water about tttt Part °f *ts bulk, 
Mercury about jduo Pa^ *ts bulk. 

On the MEASUREMENT of ALTITUDES by the 
BAROMETER and THERMOMETER. 

353. FROM the principles laid down in the Scholium to 
prop. 69, concerning the mealuring of altitudes by the baro¬ 
meter, and the foregoing deferiptions of the barometer and 
thermometer, we may now collecf together the precepts for 
the pradfice of fuch mealurements, which are as follow : 

Fir/I, Obferve the height of the barometer at the bottom 
of any height, or depth, intended to be incalured ; with the 
temperature of the quickfilver by, means of a thermometer 
attached to the barometer, and alfo the temperature of the air 
in the fhade by a detached thermometer. 

Secondly. Let the fame thing he done alfo at the top of the 
faid height or depth, and at the fame time, or as near the 
fame time as may be. And let thofe altitudes of barometer 
be reduced to the fame temperature, if it be thought necef- 
i'ary, by correcting either the -one or-the other, that is, 

augment 
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augment the height of the mercury in the colder .tempe¬ 
rature, or dimimfh that in the warmer, by its part for 
every degree of difference of the two. 

Third, Take the difference of the common logarithms of 
the two heights of the barometer, corrected as above if ne», 
ceffary, cutting off three figures next the right hand for 
decimals, thereR being fathoms in whole numbers. 

Fourth, Correct the number laft found for the difference 
of temperature of the air, as follows: Take halt the fum 
of the two temperatures, for the mean one ; and for every 
degree which this differs from the temperature 310, take fo 
many, times the -^T part of the fathoms above found, and 
add them if the .mean temperature be above 31 °, but fub- 
tradf them it the mean temperature be below 310; and the 
fum or difference will be the true altitude in fathoms; or, 
being multiplied by 6, it will be the altitude in feet. 

354. Example 1. Let the Rate of the barometers and ther¬ 
mometers be as follows ; to find the altitude, viz. 

Barom. 
- 'Thermom. 

attach. detach. 

r 57 57 
' 43" 42 

Anf. the alt. is 

727t3o Lower 29*68 
Upper 25*28 

355. Exam. 2. To find the altitude, when the Rate of the 
barometers and thermometers is as follows, viz. 

Barom. 

Lower 29*45 
Upper 26*82 

Thermom. 
attach. detach. 

38 31 
41 35 

Anf. the alt. is 
4o8§ fath. 

On the RESISTANCE of FLUIDS, with their 

FORCES and ACTION on BODIES. 

PROPOSITION LXX. 

356. If any Body move through a Fluid at Refit or the Fluid 
move againfl the Body at Refl; the Force or Ref Jinnee of the 
Fluid \againfl the Body, will be as. the Square of the Velocity 
and the Denfty of the. Fluid. That is, R oc dv2. 

For, the force or refiRance is as the quantity of matter or 
particles ltruck, and the velocity with which they are Rruck, 
But the quantity or number of particles Rruck, in any time, 
"‘Voi.. IT R arc 
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are as the velocity and the denfity of the fluid. Therefore 
the refiftance, or force of the fluid, is as the denlity and 
fquare of the velocity. 

\ 

357. Corot. I. The refiftance to any plane, is alfo more 
or lefs, as the plane is greater or lei’s; and therefore the 
refiftance on any plane, is as the area of the plane a, the 
denfity of the medium, and the fquare of the velocity. That 
is,\R oc adv2. 

. 358. Corot. 2. If the motion be not perpendicular, but 
oblique to the plane, or to the face of the body; then the 
refiftance, in the dire&ion of motion, will be diminifhed in 
the triplicate ratio of radius to the fine of the angle of in¬ 
clination of the plane to the direction of motion, or as the 
cube of radius to the cube of the fine of that angle. So 
that R oc adv2s*y putting 1 — radius, and s = fine of the 
angle of inclination CAB. 

For, if AB be the plane, AC the 
direftion of motion, and BC perpen¬ 
dicular to AC; then no more particles 
meet the plane than what meet tfye 
perpendicular BC, and therefore their 
number is diminifhed as AB to BC, or 
as 1 to s. But the force of each par¬ 
ticle, ftriking the plane obliquely in the dire&ion CA, is alfo 
diminifhed as AB to BC, or as 1 to s; therefore the refift¬ 
ance, which is perpendicular to the face of the plane by 
art. 52, is as i2 to s2. But again, this refiftance in the di¬ 
rection perpendicular to the face of the plane, is to that in 
the dire&ion AC, by art. 51, as AB to BC, or as I to r. 
Confequently, on all thefe accounts, the refiftance to the 
plane when moving perpendicular to its face, is to that when 
moving obliquely, as i3 to r3, or I tor3. That is, the re¬ 
fiftance in the direction of the motion, is diminifhed as 
i to s3, or in the triplicate ratio of radius to the fine of in* 
ciination. 

PROPOSITION IXXl. 

359. The Real Refiftance to a Plane, by a Fluid a Ping in a 
Direction Perpendicular to its Face, is equal to the Weight of 
a Column of the Fluid, whofe Bafe is the Plane, and Altitude 
equal to that which is due to the Velocity of the Motion, or 
through which a Hqavy Body muft fall to acquire that Ve» 
iocity, *; 

The refiftance to the plane moving through a fluid, is the 
- * fame 
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fame as the force of the fluid in mptipn wjth the fame velo¬ 
city, on the plane at reft. But the force of the fluid in 
motion, is equal to the weight or prelfure which generates 
that motion ; and this is equal to the weight or prelfure of a 
column of the fluid, whofe bafe is the area of the plane, and 
its altitude that which is due to the velocity. 

360. Carol. 1. If a denote the area of the plane, v the 
velocity, n the denfity or fpecific gravity of the fluid, and 
g = 16-^ feet, or 193 inches. Then, the altitude due to the 

velocity v being 
V‘ v4 

therefore a X n X -== 
4g 4g 

be the whole refiftance, or motive force R. 

anv 

17 
will 

361. Carol. 2. If the dire&ion of motion be not perpen¬ 
dicular to the face of the plane, but oblique to it, in any 
angle, whofe fine is s. Then the refiftance to the plane will 
, anvzs3 
be-. 

- 4g 

362. Carol. 3. Alfo, if w denote the weight of the body, 
whofe plane face a is refilled by the abfolute force R : the# 

R ~ **• * 
the retarding force f, or —, will be 

anv2sr 

4gw 

363. Carol. 4. And if the body be a cylinder, whofe face 
or end is a, and radius r, moving in the direflion of its 
axis: bccaufe then s = I, and a = pr2t wherep = 3*1416 ; 

then - *V r~ will be the refilling force R, and — - the 
' 4g 6 4gw 

retarding force f 

364* Coral. 5. This is the value of the refiftance when 
the end of the cylinder is a plane perpendicular to its axis, or 
to the dire&ion of motion. But Were its face an elliptic 
feflion, or a conical furface, or any other figure every where 
equally inclined to the axis, or direction 01 motion, the fine 
of inclination being s: then, the number of particles of the 
fluid linking the face being ftill the fame, but the force of 
each, oppofed to the direction of motion, diminilhed in the 
duplicate ratio of radius to the fine of inclination, the refill¬ 

ing force R would be i-.. 
* 4g 

K 2 f RO« 
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% PROPOSITION LXXII. 
i ^ 1 » • -4 * j J • , w ' j , V • , , v. . . 

The Refinance io a Sphere moving through a Fluid, is but 
alf the Refinance to its Great Circle, or to the End of a 

\ Cylinder of the Same Diameter, moving with an equal Ve¬ 
locity. .V V • - • • 

• \ 

Let AFEB be half the fphere, moving 
in the direction CEG. Defcribe the pa¬ 
raboloid AIEKB on the fame bafe. Let 
any particle of the medium meet the 
femicircle in F, to which draw the tan¬ 
gent FG, the radius FC, and the ordi¬ 
nate F1H. Then the force of any par¬ 
ticle on the furface at F, is to its force 
on the bafe at H, as the fquare of the 
fine of the angle G, or its equal the,angle FCH, to the 
fquare of radius, that is, as HF2 to CF2. Therefore the 
force of all the particles, or the whole fluid, on the whole 
furface, is to its force on the circle of the bafe, as all the 
HF2 to as many times CF2. ButCF2 is— CA2 — AC . CB, 
and HF2 = . HB by the nature of the circle ; alfo, 
AH . HB : AC . CB :: HI : CE by the nature of the pa¬ 
rabola ; confequently the force on the fpherical furface, is 
to the force on its circular bafe, as all the Hi’s to as many 
CE’s, that is, as the content of the paraboloid to the on- 
tent of its circumfcribed cylinder, namely, as i to 2. 

366. Corel. Hence, the refiflance to the fphere is R = 
pnv2r2 

—> being the half of that of a cylinder* of the fame 

diameter. For example, a gib iron ball, whofe diameter is 
4 inches, when moving through the air with a velocity of 
1600 leet per fecond, would meet a refiflance which is equal 
to a weight of 132-flb, over and above the p re flu re of the 
atmofphere, for want of the counterpoize behind the ball. 

PRACTICAL EXERCISES in MENSURATION. 

Quest, i. WHAT difference is therebetween a floor 
28 feet long by 20 broad, and two others, each of half the 
dimenfions; and what do all three come to at 45s. per 
fquare, or ico fquare feet ? 

Anf. dih 280 fq. feet, Amount 18 guineas. 
r Quest. 2. 
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• Quest. 2. An elm plank is 14 feet 3 inches long, and I 
would have ju 11 a fquare yard flit off it; at what diftance 
from the edge mud the line be ftruck ? Anf. 7}-*- inches'. 

Quest. 3. A ceiling contains 114 yards 6 feet of plafter- 
ing, and the room 28 feet broad; what is the length of it ? 

Anf. 36-5.'feet. 

Quest. 4. A common joift is 7 inches deep, and 21- 
thick ; but I want a fcantling juft as big again, that fhall be 
3 inches thick; what will the other dimenlion be ? 

Anf. Ilf. inches. 

Quest. 5. A wooden ciftern coft me 3s. 2d. painting 
within,*at 6d. per yard; the length of it was 102 inches, 
and the depth 21 inches; what was the width ? 

Anf. 271 inches. 

Quest. 6. If my court-yard be 47 feet 9 inches fquare, 
and I have laid a foot-path with Purbeck Hone, of 4 feet 
wide, along one fide of it; what will paving the reft with 
flints come to, at 6d. per fquare yard ? Anf. 5I. 16s. o£d. 

Quest. 7. A ladder, 40 feet long, maybe fo planted, 
that it (hall reach a window 33 feet from the ground on one 
fide of the ftreet; and, by only turning it over, without 
moving the foot out of its place, it will do the fame by a 
window 21 feet high on the other fide ; what is the breadth 
of the ftreet ? Anf. 56 feet inches. 

Qu est. 8. The paving of a triangular court, at i8d. per 
foot, came to iool; the longeft of the three fides was 
88 feet; required the fum of the other two equal fides ? 

Anf. 106 85 feet. 

Quest. 9. There are two columns in the ruins of Perfe* 
polis left Handing upright; the one is 64 feet above the 
plain, and the other 50: in a ftraight line between thefe 
ffands an ancient fmall ftatue, the head of which is 97 feet 
from the fummit of the higher, and 86 feet from the top of 
the lower column, the bafe of which meafures juft 76 feet 
to the centre of the figure’s bafe. Required the diftance 
between the tops of the two columns ? Anf. 157 feet nearly. 

Quest. 10. The perambulator, or furveying wheel, is fo 
contrived, as to turn juft twice in the length of 1 pole, or 
l6\ feet; required the diameter ? Anf. t626 feet. 

Quest, ii. In turning a one-horfe chaife within a ring of 
a certain diameter, it was oblerved, that the outer wheel 
made two turns, whilp the inner made but one: the wheels 

were 
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were both 4 feet high; and, fuppofing them fixed at the 
ftatutable diftance of 5 feet afunder on the axletree, what 
was the circumference of the track deferibed by the outer 
wheel ? Anf 62*832 feet. 

Quest. 12. What is the fide of that equilateral triangle, 
whole area coft as much paving at 8d. a foot, as the palli- 
fading the three Tides did at a guinea a yard ? 

Anf. 72746 feet. 

Quest. 13. In the trapezium ABCD, are given, AB = 13, 
BC = 314, CD = 24, and DA = 18, alfo B a right angle ; 
required the area ? Ann 410*122. 

Quest. 14. A roof, which is 24 feet 8 inches by 14 feet 
6 ipches, is to be covered with lead at 81b. per fquare foot: 
what will it come to at 18s. per cwt. Anf 22I. 19s. iofd. 

Quest. 15. Having a re&angular marble flab, 58 inches 
by 27, I would have a fquare foot cut off parallel to the 
fliorter edge; I would then have the like quantity divided 
from the remainder parallel to the longer fide ; and this al¬ 
ternately repeated, till there (hall not be the quantity of a 
foot left: what will be the dimenfions of the remaining 
piece ? Anf 20*7 inches by 6*o86. 

Quest. 16. Given two fidesof an obtufe-angled triangle, 
which are 20 and 40 poles; required the third lide, that the 
triangle may contain juft an acre of land ? 

, Anf 58*876 or 23*099. 

Quest. 17. The end wall of a houfe is 24 feet 6 inches 
in breadth, and 40 feet to the eaves; 4 of which is 2 bricks 
thick, 4 more is i\ brick thick, and the reft 1 brick thick. 
Now the triangular gable rifes 38 courfes of bricks, 4 of 
which ufually make a Foot in depth, ^nd this is but 4\ inches, 
or half a brick thick : what will this piece of work come tqf 
at 5I. 10s. per ftatute rod ? Anf 20I. jis. 7§d. 

Quest, 18. How many bricks will it take to build a 
wall, 10 feet high, and 500 feet long, of a brick and half 
thick ; reckoning the brick 10 inches long, and 4 courfes to 
the foot in height ? Anf. 72000, 

Quest. 19. How manybricks will build a fquare pyramid 
of 100 feet on each fide at the bafe, and alfo 100 feet per¬ 
pendicular height : the dimenfions of a brick being fuppafed 
10 inches long, 5 inches broad, and 3 inches thick ? 

Anf. 3840000. 

Quest. 20. If, from a right-angled triangle, whofe bafe 
is 12, and perpendicular 16 feet, a line be drawn parallel to 

the 
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the perpendicular, cutting off a triangle whofe area is 24 
fquare Feet; required the fides of this triangle ? / 

Anf, 6, 8, and 10. 

Quest. 21. The ellipfe in Grofvenor-fquare meafure3 
840 links acrofs the longeft way, and 612 the fhorteft, within 
the rails; now the walls being, 14 inches thick, what ground 
do they inclofe, and what do they ftand upon ? 

A r f inclofe 4 ac. or. 6 p. 
n * \ ftand on *760* fq. feet. 

Quest. 22. If a round pillar, 7 inches over, have 4 feet 
of (tone in it; of what diameter is the column, of equal 
length, that contains 10 times as much ? 

Anf. 22*136 inches. 

Quest. 23. A circular fifti-pond is to be made in a garden, 
that (hall take up juft: half an acre; what mull be the length 
of the chord that ftrikes the circle ? Anf. 27J yards. 

Quest. 24. When a roof is of a trq£ pitch, or making a 
right angle at the ridge, the rafters are nearly | of the breadth 
of the building: now fuppofing the eaves-boards to proje£f 
10 inches on a fide, what will the new ripping a houfe coft, 
that meafures 32 feet 9 inches long, by 22 feet 9 inches broarti 
on the flat, at 15s. per fquare ? Anf. 81. 15s. 

Quest. 25. A cable, which is 3 feet long, and 9 inches in 
compafs, weighs 22lb; what will a fathom of that cable 
weigh, which meafures a foot about ? Anf. 78^-lb. 

Quest. 26. My plumber has put 281b. per fquare foot 
into a ciftern, 74 inches and twice the thicknefs of the lead 
long, 26 inches broad, and 40 deep ; he has alfo put three 
flays acrofs it within, of the fame ftrength, and 16 inches deep, 
and reckons 22s. per cwt, for work and materials. I, being 
a mafon, have paved him a wovkfhop, 22 feet 10 inches 
broad, with Purbeck ftone, at 7d. per foot; and on the ba¬ 
lance 1 find there is 3s. 6d. due to him; what was the length 
of the workfhop, fuppofing (heet lead of of an inch thick 
to weigh 5*89916. the fquare foot. Anf. 32 feet, 0^ inch. 

Quest. 27. The diftance of the centres of two circles, 
whole diameters are each 50, being given, equal to 30 ; 
what is the area of the fpace inclofed by their circum¬ 
ferences? Anf. 559*119. 

Qp est, 28. If 20 feet of iron railing weigh half a ton, 
when the bars are an inch and quarter fquare; what will 
50 feet come to at 3|d. per lb, the bars being but £ of an 
inch fquare ? Anf. 20I. os. 2d. 

Quest. 2g> 
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/ Qp. est. 29. The area of an equilateral triangle, whole 
bafe falls on the diameter, and its vertex in the middle of 
the arc of a femicircle, is equal to 100 : what is the diameter 
of the femicircle ? ‘ Anf. 26-32148. 

Quest. 30. It is required to find the thicknefs of the 
lead in a pipe, of an inch and quarter bore, which weighs 
141b per yard in length; the cubic foot of lead weighing 
11325 ounces? Anf. *20737 inches. 

Quest, 31. Suppofing the expence of paving a femicir- 
cular plot, at 2s. 4d. per foot, come to 10I; what is.the 
diameter of it? Anf. 14*7737 feet. 

Quest. 32. What is the length of a chord which cuts off 
^ of the area from a circle whofe diameter is 289 ? 

Anf. 278*6716. 

Quest. 33. My plumber hasfet me up a cittern, and, his 
fhop-book being burnt, he has no means of bringing in the 
charge, and 1 do not choofe to take it down to have it 
weighed ; but bv meafure he finds it contains 64^ fquare 
feet, and that it is precifely £ of an inch in thicknefs. Lead 
was then wrought at 211. per fother of 19-*- cwt. It is 
required from thefe items to make out the bill, allowing 
6-£- oz. for the weight of a cubic inch of lead ? 

Anf. 4I. ns. 2d. 

Quest. 34. What will the diameter of a globe be, when 
the lolidity and fuperficial content are expreffed by the fame 
number ? Anf. 6. 

Quest. 35. A fack, that would hold 3 bufliels of corn, 
is 22y inches broad when empty; what will another fack 
contain, which, being of the fame length, has twice its 
breadth or circumference ? • Anf. 12 bufhels. 

Quest. 36. A carpenter is to put an oaken curb to a 
round well, at 8d. per foot fquare : the breadth of the curb 
is to be 7! inches, and the diameter within 3! feet: what 
will be the expence ? Anf. 5s. 2|d, 

Quest. 37. A gentleman has a garden 100 feet long, and 
80 feet broad; and a gravel walk is to be made of an equal 
width half round it: what mull the breadth of the walk bet 
to take up juft half the ground ? Anf. 25*968 feet* 

Qu est. 38. 1 he top of a may-pole, being broken off by 
a blaft of wind, ft ruck the ground at 15 feet diftance from 
the foot of the pole ; what was the height of the whole 
may pole, fuppofing the length of the broken piece to be 

39'fcet? Anf. 75 feet! 
Quest. 39, 
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Quest. 39. Seven men bought a grinding Rone, of 60 
inches diameter, each paying 3- part of the expence ; what 
part of the diameter muft each grind down for his {hare ? 

1 Anf. the ift 4*4508, 2d 4*8400, 3d 5*3535, 4th 6*0765, 
5th 7*2079, 6th 9*3935, 7th 22*6778 inches. 

Quest. 40. A maltfter has a kiln,, that is 16 feet 6 inches 
fquare : but he wants to puil it down, and build a new one, 
that may dry three times as much at once as the old one ; 
what muft be the length of its fide ? Anf. 28 feet, 7 inches. 

Quest. 41. How many 3 inch cubes may be cut out of a 

12 inch cube ? Anf. 64. 

Quest. 42. How long muft the tether of a horfe be, that 
will allow him to graze, quite around, juft an acre of 
ground ? Anf. 39J yards. 

Quest. 43. What will the painting of a conical fpire come 
to, at 8d, per yard; fuppofing the height to be 118 feet, and 
the circumference of the bafe 64 feet ? Anf. 14I. os. 8|d. 

Quest. 44. The diameter of a ftandard corn bufhel is 
l8| inches, and its depth 8 inches; then what muft the 
diameter of that bufhel be, whofe depth is y\ inches ? 

Anf. 19*1067 inches. 

Quest. 45. Suppofe the ball on the top of St. Paul’s 
church is 6 feet in diameter; what did the gilding of it coll 
at 3|d per fquare inch ? Anf. 237I. 10s. ich 

Quest. 46. What will a fruftum of a marble cone come 
to, at 12s. per folid foot ; the diameter of the greater end 
being 4 feet, that of the lefs end i|, and the length of the 
ftant fide 8 feet ? Anf. 30I. is. io^d. 

Quest. 47. To divide a cone into three equal parts by 
fefclions parallel to the bafe, and to find the altitudes of the 
three parts, the height of the whole cone being 20 inches ? 

Anf. the upper part 13*867 
the middle part 3*605 
the lower part 2*528 

Quest. 48. A gentleman has a bowling-green, 300 feet 
long, and 200 feet broad, which he would raife 1 loot higher, 
by means of the earth to be dug out of a ditch that goes 
round it: to what depth muft the ditch be dug, fuppofing its 
breadth to be every where 8 feet ? Anf. 7|-§-.teet. 

Quest. 49. How high above the earth muft a perfon be . 
jraifed, that he may fee^- of its furface ? 

Anf. to the height of the earth’s diameter. 
Quest. 50. 

i 
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Quest. 50. A cubic foot of brafs is to be drawn into 
wire, of an inch diameter ; what will the length of 
the wire be, allowing no lofs in the metal ? 

Anf. 97784*797 yards, or 55 miles 984797 yards. 
Quest. 51. Of what diameter mult the bore of a cannon 

be, which is call for a ball of 241b weight, fo that the 
diameter of the bore may be T’^ of an inch more than that 
of the ball ? Anf. 5*647 inches. 

Quest. 52. Suppofing the diameter of an iron 91b ball to 
be 4 inches, as it is very nearly; it is required to find the 
diameters of the feveral balls weighing 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12, 
18, 24, 32, 36, and 42lb, and the caliber of their guns, 
allowing of the caliber, or ^ of the ball’s diameter, for 
windage. _Anfwer._ 

Wt 

ball. 

Diameter 

ball. 

0 

Caliber 

gun. 

1 I*9230 1*9622 

2 2*4228 2*4723 
3 2*7734 2*8301 

4 3*0526 3’1 H9 
• 6 3*4943 3*5656 

9 4*0000 4*0816 

12 4*4026 4*4924' 

18 5*0397 5‘i+2J 
24 5'J469 5*6601 

32 6*1051 6*2297 

36 6*3496 6-4792 

42 
t 

6*6844 6-8208 

Quest. 53. Suppofing the windage of all mortars to be 
-gs of the caliber, and the diameter of the hollow part of the 
fheli to be T7o °* the caliber of the mortar: it is required to 
determine the diameter and weight of the (hell, and the 
quantity or weight of powder requifite to fill it, for each of 
the feveral forts of mortars, namely, the 13, io, 8, 5-8, and 
4*6 inch mortar. Anfwer. 

Calib. Diameter Wt {bell Wt of Wt (hell 

more. fheli. empty. powder. filled. 

4*6 4*523 8*320 o*583 8*903 

5*8 5‘7°3 16*677 1*168 i J7*a*45 
8 7-867 43*764 3*065 46*829 

10 9*^33 85*476 , 5*986 . 91*462 

13 12*783 187*791 200*942 

Ques. 54. 
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Quest. 54. If a heavy fphere, whofe diameter is 4 inches, 
be let fall into a conical glafs, full of water, whofe diameter 
is 5, and altitude 6 inches ; it is required to determine l^w 
much water will run aver ? 

Anf. 26*272 cubic inches, or nearly J of a pint. 

Quest. 55. The dimenfions of the fphere and cone being 
tlxe fame as in the laft queftion, and the cone only £ full of 
water; required what part of the axis of the fphere is im- 
roerfed in the water ? Anf. *546 parts of an inch. 

Quest. 56. The cone being Hill the fame, and | full of 
water; required the diameter of a fphere which /hall be juft 
all covered by the water ? Anf. 2*445996 inches. 

Quest. 57. If a perfon, with an air balloon, afcend ver¬ 
tically from London, to fuch height that he can juft fee 
Oxford appear in the horizon; it is required to determine 
his height above the earth, fuppoftng its circumference to be 
25000 miles, and the diftance between London and Oxford 
49*5933 miles ? Anf. TVoV °f a mile, or 547 yards 1 foot. 

Quest. 58, In a garri/on there are three remarkable ob¬ 
jects, A, B, C, the diftances of which from one to another 
are known to be, AB 213, AC 424, and BC 262 yards; f 
am defirous of knowing my po/ition and diftance at a place 
.or ftation S, from whence I obferved the angle ASB 130 30', 
and the angle CSB 290 50'* both by geometry and trigono¬ 
metry. 

Arifwer. 

AS 6057122; 
BS 429*6814; 
CS 524-23<?5. 

S' f r . r 

Quest. 59. Required the fame as in the laft queftion, 
when the point B is on the other fide of AC, fuppoling 
AB 9, AC 12, and BC 6 furlongs; alfo the angle A$B 
33° 45/> and angle BSC 220 30'* 

Anfwer. 

A3 10*64, BS 15*64, CS 14*01. 

Quest. 60. It ia required to determine the magnitude of 
a cube of gold, of the ftandard finenefs, which /hall be 

equal 
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equal to a fum of 480 million of pounds fler.ling ; fuppofmg 
a guinea to weigh 5 dwts 9J grains. Anf. 18*691 feet. 

Quest. 61. The ditch of a fortification is 1000 feet long, 
9 feet deep, 20 feet broad at bottom, and 22 at top; how 
much water will fill the ditch ? 

Anf. 1158127 gallons nearly. 

Quest. 62. If the diameter of the earth be 7930 miles, 
and that of the moon 2160 miles: required the ratio of their 
furfaces, and alfo of their folidities; fuppofing them both to 
be globular, as they are very nearly ? 

Anf. the furfaces are as 13! to 1 nearly;. 
and the folidities as 49^ to 1 nearly. 

PRACTICAL EXERCISES concerning SPECIFIC 

GRAVITY. 

THE Specific Gravities of Bodies, are their relative 
weights contained under the fame given magnitude; as a 
cubic fbot, or a cubic inch, See. 

The fpecific gravities of feveral forts of matter, are ex- 
prefled by the numbers annexed to their names in the Table 
of Specific Gravities, at page 221 ; from whence the num¬ 
bers are to be taken, when wanted. 

Note. The feveral forts of1 wood are fuppofed to be dry. 
Alfo, as a cubic foot of water weighs juft 1000 ounces 
averdupois, the numbers in the table exprefs, not only the 
fpecific gravities of the feveral bodies, but alfo the weight of 
a cubic foot of each in averdupois ounces ; and hence, 
by proportion, the? weight of any other quantity, or the 
quantity of any other weight, may be known, as in the foL 
lowing problems: , ? . ■ 

PROBLEM I. 

To find the Magnitude of any Body, from its Weight. 

As the tabular fpecific gravity of the body, 
Is to its weight in averdupois ounces, 
So is one cubic foot, or 1728 cubic inches, 
To its content in feet, or inches, refpc&ively. 

EXAM- 
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EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. Required the content of an irregular block of 
common ftdne, which weighs icwt, or ii2lb. 

Anf. 1228|-cubic inches. 

Exam. 2. How many cubic inches of gunpowder are 
there in 1 lb weight ? Anf. 30 cubic inches nearly. 

Exam. 3. How many cubic feet are there in a ton weight 
of dry oak ? Anf, 38m cubic feet. 

PROBLEM II. 

Tq find the Weight, of a Body, from its Magnitude. 

As one cubic foot, or 1728 cubic inches. 
Is to the content of the body. 
So is its tabularTpecific gravity, 
To the weight of the body. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. Required the yveight of a block of marble, 
whofe length is 63 feet, and breadth and thicknefs each 
12 feet; being the dimenfions of one of the ftones in the 
walls of Balbeck ? 

Anf. 683^ ton, which is nearly equal to the burthen 
of an Eaft-India fhip. 

Exam. 2. What is the weight of 1 pint, ale meafure, of 
gunpowder? Anf. 19oz. nearly. 

Exam. 3. What is the weight of a block of dry oak, 
which mealures 10 feet in length, 3 feet broad, and 2\ feet 
deep ? N Anf. 4335iflb, 

PROBLEM III. * 

To find the Specific Gravity of a Body. 

Case i. Wh,en the body is^heavier than water, weigh 
it both in water and out ct water, and take the difference, 
which will be the weight loft in water. Then fay. 

As the weight loft in water, 
Is to the whole weight, 
So is the fpecific gravity of water, 
To the fpecific gravity of the body. 

EXAMPLE. 

A piece of ftone weighed iolb, but in water only 6±ib, 
required its fpecific gravity ? Anf. 2609. 

Case 
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Case 2. When the body is lighter than water, fo that it 
will not quite (ink; affix to it a piece of another body, heavier 
than water, fo that the mafs compounded of the two may 
(ink together. Weigh the denfer body and the compound 
mafs, feparately, both in water, and out of it; then find how 
much each lofes in water, by fubtradfing its weight in water 
from its weight in air; and fubtraft the lefs of thefe re* 
mainders from the greater. Then fay, 

As the laft remainder. 
Is to the weight of the light body in air, 
So is the fpecific gravity of water, 
To the fpecific gravity of the body. 

EXAMPLE. 

Suppofe a piece of elm weighs 151b in air; and that a 
piece of copper, which weighs i81b in air, and i6lb in water, 
is affixed to it, and that the compound weighs 6ib in water ; 
required the fpecific gravity of the elm ? Anf. 600. 

PROBLEM IV. 

To find the Quantities of Two Ingredients in a Given 
Compound. 

Take the three differences of every pair of the three 
fpecific gravities, namely, the fpecific gravities of the com¬ 
pound and each ingredient; and multiply the difference of 
every two fpecific gravities by the third. Then, as the 
greateft produfl, is to the whole weight of the compound, 
10 is each of the other products, to the two weights of the 
ingredients. 

EXAMPLE. 

A compofitton of 1I2lb being made of tin and copper, 
whofe Ipecific gravity is found to be 8784; required the 
quantity of each ingredient, the fpecific gravity of tin being 
7320, and of copper gooo? 

Aniwer, there is ioolb of copper 7 . r.* 
and confequently I2lb of tin J In t^ie comP°^tlon* 
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Of the WEIGHT and DIMENSIONS of BALLS 
and SHELLS. 

THE weight and dimenfions of Balls and Shells might be 
found from the problems laft given, concerning fpecific gra¬ 
vity. But they may be found flill eafier by means of the 
experimented weight of a ball of a given fize, from the 
known proportion of fimilar figures, namely, as the cubes 
of their diameters. 

PROBLEM I. 
t 

To find the Weight of an Iron Ball, from its Diameter. 

An iron ball of 4 inches diameter weighs 91b, and the 
weights being as the cubes of the diameters, it will be, as 
64 (which is the cube of 4) is to 9, fo is the cube of the 
diameter of any other ball, to its weight. Or, take of 
the cube of the diameter, for the weight. Or, take | of 
the cube of the diameter, and | of that again, and add the 
two together, for the weight. 

EXAMPLE S. 

Exam. i. The diameter of an iron fhot being 6*7 inches, 
required its weight ? Anf. 42*294^. 

Exam. 2. What is the weight of an iron ball, whofe 
diameter is 5*54 inches ? Anf. 241b. 

PROBLEM II. 

To find the Weight of a Leaden Ball. 

A leaden ball of 4J inches diameter weighs 171b ; there¬ 
fore, as the cube of 41 is to 17, or nearly as 9 is to 2, fo is 
the cube of the diameter of a leaden ball, to its weight. 

Or, take f of the cube of the diameter, for the weight, 
nearly. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam, u Required the w'eight of a leaden ball of 6*6 
inches diameter ? Anf. 63*8881b* 

Exam. 2. What is the weight of a leaden ball of 5*24 
inches diameter P Anf. 321b nearly. 

PRO* 
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PROBLEM III. 

To find the Diameter of an Iron Ball. 

Multiply the weight by y\> and the cube root of the 
product will be the diameter. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. Required the diameter of a 42lb iron ball ? 
* Anf. 6*685 inches. 

Exam. 2. What is the diameter of a 241b iron ball ? 
Anf. 5*54 inches. 

• 1 • 
• «, • *• • • - 

PROBLEM TV. 

To find the Diameter of a Leaden Ball. 

Multiply the weight by 9, and divide the produft by 2 ; 
then the cube root of the quotient will be the diameter. 

examples. 

Exam. i. Required the diameter of a 641b leaden ball ? 
Anf. 6*604 inches. 

Exam. 2. What is the diameter of an 81b leaden ball ? 
Anf. 3*302 inches. 

PROBLEM V. 

To find the Weight of an Iron Shell. 
y 

Take of the difference of the cubes of the externa! 
and internal diameter, for the weight of, the fhell. 

That is, from the cube of the external diameter, take the 
cube of the internal diameter, multiply the remainder by 9, 
and divide the produft by 64. 

examples. * 

Exam. i. The outfide diameter of an iron fhell being I2*8? 

and the inlide diameter 9*1 inches; required its weight? 
Anf. 188*941 lb. 

Exam. 2. What is the weight of an iron fhell, whofe ex¬ 
ternal and internal diameters are 9*8 and 7 inches ? 

Anf. 84|lb» 

PRO- 
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PROBLEM VI. 

To find how much Powder will fill a Shell. 

Divide the cube of the internal diameter, in inches, by 
^57*3, for the lbs of powder. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. How much powder will fill the fhell whofe in¬ 
ternal diameter is 9*1 inches ? Anf. I3TV lb nearly. 

Exam. 2. How much powder will fill the fhell whofe in¬ 
ternal diameter is 7 inches ? Anf. 61b, 

PROBLEM VII. 

‘To find how much Powder will fill a Reclangtdar Box. 

Find the content of the box in inches, by multiplying the 
length, breadth, and depth all together. Then divide by 30 
for the pounds of powder. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. I. Required the quantity of powder that will fill a 
box, the length being 15 inches, the breadth 12, and the 
depth 10 inches? Anf. 6olb. 

' * 

Exam. 2. How much powder will fill a cubical box whofe 
fide is 12 inches? Anf. 57-flb* 

PROBLEM VIII. 

To find how much Powder will fill a Cylinder. 

Multiply the fquare of the diameter by the length,' than 
divide by 38*2 for the pounds of powder. 

examples. 

Exam. i.'How much powder will the cylinder hold, 
whofe diameter is 10 inches, and length 20 inches ? 

Anf. 524 lb nearly. 

Exam. 2. Ko\v much powder can be contained in the 
cylinder, whofe, diameter is 4 inches, and length 12 inches ? 

Anf. Sth:lb* 

VOL. II. s PRO- 
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PROBLEM IX. 
I 

To find the Size of a Shell to contain a given Weight of Powder. 

Multiply the pounds of powder by 57*3, and the cube 
root of the product will be the diameter in inches. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. 1. What is the diameter of a (hell that* will hold 
13^ lb of powder ? Anf. 9*1 inches. 

Exam. 2. What is the diameter of a (hell to contain 61b 
of powder ? Anf. 7 inches. 

PROBLEM X. 

To find the Size of a Cubical Box, to contain a given Weight 
of Powder. 

Multiply the weight in pounds by 30, and the cube root 
of the product will be the fide of the box in inches. 

examples. 

Exam. i. Required the fide of a cubical box, to hold 5<?lb 
of gunpowder? Anf. 11*44 inches. 

Exam. 2. Required the fide of a cubical box, to hold 
4oolb of gunpowder ? Anf. 22*89 inches. 

PROBLEM XI. 
» 

[To find what Length of a Cylinder will be filled by ei given 
Weight of Gunpowder. 

Multiply the weight in pounds by 38*2, and divide the 
produft by the fquare of the diameter in inches, for the 
length. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. What length of a 36 pounder gun, of 6f inches 
diameter, will be filled with ialbof gunpowder? 

Anf. 10*314 inches. 

Exam. 2. What length of a cylinder, of 8 inches diameter, 

may be filled with 2olb of powder ? Anf. I Iff inches. 
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Of the PILING of BALLS and SHELLS. 

Iron Balls and Shells are commonly piled, by horizontal 
courfes, either in a pyramidical or wedge-like form ; the bale 
being either an equilateral triangle, a fquare, or a redlangle. 
In the triangle and fquare, the pile will finifli in a tingle 
ball; but in the re£Iangle, it will finith in a tingle row of 
balls, like an edge. 

In triangular and fquare piles, the number of horizontal 
rows, or courfes, is always equal to the number of balls in 
one fide of the bottom row. And in reflangular piles, the 
number of rows is equal to the number of balls in the breadth 
of the bottom row. Alfo, the number in the top row, or 
edge, is one more than the difference between the length and 
breadth of the bottom row. 

PROBLEM I. 

To find the Number of Balls in a Triangular Pile. 

Multiply continually together, the number in one fide 
of the bottom row, that number increafed by 1, and the fame 
number increafed by 2 ; and \ of the laftprodudt will be the 
anfwer. 

. That is, H'H l ‘ is the number or fum : where 
6 r 

n is the number in the bottom row’. 

examples. 

Exam. i. Required the number of balls in a triangular 
pile, each fide of the bafe containing 30 balls? Anf. 4960. 

Exam. 2. How many balls are in the triangular pile, each 
fide of the bafe containing 20 ? Anf. 1540. 

PROBLEM II. 

T1 find the Number of Balls in a Square Pile. 

Multiply continually together, the number in one fide 

of the bottom courfe, that number increafed by I, and double 
the fame number increafed by 1 ; then -i, of the lalt product 
will be the anfwer. 

That is, ” + V — “fc-1 is the number. 
0 

4 examples. 

Exam. i. How many balls are in a fquare pile of 30 rows? 
Anf. 9455. 

.V S 2 EXAM- 

I 
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Exam. 2. How many balls are in a fquare pile of 20 
ro\te ? Anf. 2870. 

PROBLEM III. 

To find the Number of Balls in a Reft angular Pile. 

From 3 times the number in the length of the bafe row, 
fubtradt one lefs than the breadth of the fame, multiply the 
remainder by the faid breadth, and the product by one more 
than the fame; and divide by 6 for the anfwer. 

That is, — — 1 * --- - is the number; where / is 
o 

the length, and b the breadth, of the loweft courfe. 
Note. In all the piles, the breadth of the bottom is equal 

to the number of courfes. And, in the oblong or redan- 
gular pile, the top row is one more than the difference be¬ 
tween the length and breadth of the bottom. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. Required the number of balls in a rectangular 
pile, the length and breadth of the bafe row being 46 and 15 ? 

Anf. 4960, 

Exam. 2. How manyfhot are in a re&angular complete 
pile, the length of the bottom courfe being 59, and its breadth 
20 ? Anf. 11060. 

PROBLEM IV. 

To find tbe Number of Balls in an Incomplete Pile. 

From the number in the whole pile, confidered as com¬ 
plete, fubtrad the number in the upper pile which is want¬ 
ing at the top, both computed by the rule for their proper 
form ; and the remainder will be the number in the fruftum, 
©r incomplete pile. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exane. i. To find the number of (hot in the incomplete 
triangular pile, one fide of the bottom courfe being 40, and 
the top courfe 20 ? Anf. 10150. 

Exam. 2. How many fhot are in the incomplete triangular 
pile, the fide of the bafe being 24, and of the top 8 ? 

Anf. 2516. 
Exam. 3. How many balls are in the incompleteiquare pile, 

the fide of the bafe being 24, and of the top 8 ? Anf. 4760, 

Exam. 4. How many (hot are in the incomplete red- 
angular pile, of 12 courfes, the length .and breadth pf the 
liafe being 40 and 20 ? Anf. 6146. 

' ■'* ‘ - 
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Of DISTANCES by the VELOCfTY of SOUND. 

By various experiments it has been found, that found flies, 
through the air, uniformly at the rate of about 1142 feet in 
I fecond of time, or a mile in 4-f feconds. And therefore, 
by proportion, any diftance may be found correfponding to 
any given time ; namely, multiplying the given time, in fe¬ 
conds, by 1142, for the correfponding diftance in feet; of 
taking T3T of the given time for the diftance in miles. 

Note. The time for the paflage of found in the interval 
between feeing the flafh of a gun, or lightning, and hearing 
the report, may be obferved by a watch, or a fmall pendulum. 
Or, it may be obferved by the beats of the pulfe in the wrift, 
counting, on an average, about 70 to a minute for perfons in 
moderate health, or 5^ pulfations to a mile; and more or 
lefs according to circumftances. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. After obferving a flafti of lightning, it was 12 

feconds before the thunder was heard; required the diftance 
of the cloud from whence it came ? Anf. miles. 

Exam. 2. How long, after firing the Tower guns, may 

the report be heard at Shooter’s-Hill, fuppofing the diftance 
€0 be 8 miles in a ftraight line ? Anf. 3feconds. 

Exam. 3. After obferving the firing of a large cannon at 

a diftance, it was 7 feconds before the report was heard; 
what was its diftance ? Anf. 1^ mile. 

Exam. 4. Perceiving a man at a diftance hewing down a 
tree with an axe, I remarked that 6 of my pulfations pafted 
between feeing him ftrike and hearing the report of the 
blow; what was the diftance between us, allowing 70 pulfes 
to a minute ? Anf. 1 mile and 19B yards. 

Exam. 5. How far off was the cloud from which thunder 
iftfued, whofe report was 5 pulfations after the flafh of light¬ 
ning ; counting 75 to a minute ? Anf. 1523 yards. 

Exam. 6. If I fee the flafh of a cannon, fired by a fhip 
in diftrefs at fea, and hear the report 33 feconds after, how 
far is (he off? Anf. 7-^ miles. 

PRAC- 
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PRACTICAL EXERCISES iu MECHANICS, STATICS, 

HYDROSTATICS, SOUND, MOTION, GRAVITY, 

PROJECTILES, and other Branches of Natural Philofophy. 

Question i. Required the weight of a call iron ball 
of 3 inches diameter, fuppoling the weight of a cubic inch 
of the metal to be o^Slb averdupois ? Anf. 3*64739^. 

Quest. 2. To determine the weight of a hollow fpherical 
iron Ihell, 5 inches in diameter, the thicknefs of the metal 
being one inch ? Anf. 13*2387 lb. 

Quest. 3. Being one day ordered to obferve how far a 

battery of cannon was from me, I counted, by my watch, 
17 feconds between the time of feeing the fialh and hearing 
the report; what then was the diftance ? Anf. 34 miles. 

Qu est. 4. It is propofed to determine the proportional 
quantities of matter in the earth and moon; the denfity of 
the former being to that of the letter, as 10 to 7, and their 
diameters as 7930 to 2160. Anf. as 71 to 1 nearly. 

Quest. 5. What difference is there, in point of weight, 
between a block of marble containing 1 cubic foot and a 
half, and another of brafs of the fame dimenlions ? 

Anf. 4961b 140Z. 

Quest. 6. In the walls of Balbeck in Turkey, the an¬ 

cient Heliopolis, there are three Rones laid end to end, now 
in light, that meafure in length 61 yards ; one of which in 
particular is 21 yards or 63 feet long, 12 feet thick, and 

12 feet broad : now if this block be marble, what power 
would balance it, fo as to prepare it for moving ? 

Anf. 683TV tons, the burthen of an Eail-India (hip. 

Quest. 7. The battering-ram of Vefpafian weighed, fup-j- 
pole ioocoo pounds; and was moved, let us admit, with 
fuch a velocity, by Rrength of hand, as to pafs through 
20 feet in one fecond of time; and this was found fufhcicnt 
to demolilh the walls of jerufalem. The queftior) is, with 
what velocity a 321b ball mult move, to do the fame exe¬ 
cution ? Anf. 62500 feet. 

Quest. 8. There are two bodies, of which the one con¬ 
tains 25 times the matter of the other, or is 25 times 
heavier ; but the lefs moves with 1000 times the velocity of 

the 
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the greater: in what proportion then are the momenta, or 
forces, with which they are moved ? 

Anf. the lefs moves with a force 40 times greater. 

Quest. 9. A body, weighing 2olb, is impelled by fuch a 
force, as to fend it through 100 feet in a fecond; with what 
velocity then would a body of 81b weight move, if it were 
impelled by the fame force ? Anf. 250 feet per fecond. 

Quest. 10. There are two bodies, the one of which 
weighs ioolb, the other 60; but the lefs body is impelled 
by a force 8 times greater than the other ; the proportion of 
the velocities, with which thefe bodies move, is required ? 
Anf. the Velocity of the greater to that of the lefs, as 3 to 40. 

Quest, ii. There are two bodies, the greater contains 
8 times the quantity of matter in the lefs, and is moved 
with a force 48 times greater ; the ratio of the velocities of 
thefe two bodies is Required ? 

Anf. the greater is to the lefs, as 6 to 1. 

Q^jest. 12. There are two bodies, one of which moves 
40 times fwifter than the other; but the fwifter body has 
moved only one minute, whereas the other has been in mo¬ 
tion 2 hours: the ratio of the fpaces deferibed by thefe two 
bodies is required ? 

Anf. the fwifter is to the flower, as 1 to 3. 

Quest, 13. Suppofing one body to move 30 times fwifter 
than another, as alfo the fwifter to move 12 minutes, the 
other only 1: what difference will there be between the 
fpaces deferibed by them, fuppofing the laff has moved 60 
inches? Anf. 1795 feet. 

Quest. 14. There are two bodies, the one of which has 
paffed over 50 miles, the other only 5 ; and the firft had 
moved with 5 times the celerity of the fecond : what is the 
ratio of the times they have been in deferibing thofe fpaces ? 

Anf. as 2 to 1. 

Quest. 15. If a lever, 40 effe£live inches long, will, by 
a certain power thrown fuccelfively on it, in 13 hours, 
raife a weight 104 feet; in what time will two other levers, 
each 18 effective inches long, raife an equal weight 73 feet ? 

Anf. 10 hours 8-^ minutes. 

Quest. 16. What weight will a man be able to raife, who 
prefles with the force of a hundred and a half, on the end 
qf an equipoifed handfpike, 109 inches long, meeting with 

aeon- 

\ 
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a convenient prop exactly 7} inches from the lower end of 
the machine ? Anf. 20721b. 

Quest. 17. A weight of i|lb, laid on the fhoulder of a 
man, is no greater burthen to him than its abfolute weight, 
or 24 ounces: what difference will he feel, between the faid 
weight applied near his elbow, at 12 inches from the fhoul- 
der, and in the palm of his hand, 28 inches from the fame ; 
and how much more mull his mufcles then draw, to fupport 
k at right angles, that is, having his arm ftretched right out?. 

Anf. 241b averdupois. 

Quest. 18. What weight hung on at 70 inches from the 

centre of motion of a Reel-yard, will balance a fmall gun 
of 9! cwt, freely fufpended at 2 inches diftance from the 
faid centre on the contrary fide ? Anf. 3o|db. 

Quest. 19. It is propofed to divide the beam of a fteel- 

yard, or to find the points of divifion where the weights of 

1,-2, 3, 4, &c, lb, on the one fide, will juft balance a conftant 
weight of 951b at the diftance of 2 inches on the other fide 
of tne fulcrum; the weight of the beam being iolb, and 

its whole length 36 inches ? 
Anf. 30, 15, 10, 7i> 5> 4t> 3ij 3> ^ 8 » See, 

Quest. 20. Two men carrying a burthen of 2oolb weight 
between them, hung on a pole, the ends of which reft on 
their fhoulders ; how much of this load is borne by each man, 
the weight hanging 6 inches from the middle, and the whole 
length of the pole being 4 feet ? Anf. 1251b and 751b. 

Quest, 21. If, in a pair of feales, a body weigh 9olb in 

one fcale, and only 4olb in the other; required its*true 
weight, arid the proportion of the lengths of the two arms 
of the balance beam, on each fide of the point of fufpenfion ? 

Anf. the weight 6olb, and the proportion 3 to 2. 

Quest. 22. To find the weight of a beam of timber, or 
other body, by means of a man’s own weight, or any other 
weight. For, inftance, a piece of tapering timber, 24 feet 
long, being laid over a prop, or the edge of another beam, 
is found to balance itfelf when the prop is 13 feet from the 
lefs end ; but removing the prop a foot nearer to the faid 
end, it takes a man’s weight of 2iolb, {landing on the lefs 
end, to hold it in equilibrium. Required the weight of the 
tree ? Anf, 25201b. 

Quest. 23. If AB be a cane or walking-ftick, 40 inches 
. fufpended by a firing SD faftened to the middle point 

D : now 
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' D: now a body being hung on at E, 6 inches diftance from D, 
is balanced by a weight of 2lb, hung on at the larger end A; 
but removing the body to F, one .inch nearer to D, the 2lb 
weight on the other fide is moved to G, within 8 inches of D, 
before the cane will reft in equilibrio. Required the weight 
of the body ? Anf. 241b. 

Quest. 24. If AB, BC be two inclined planes, of the 
lengths of 30 and 40 inches, and moveable about the joint 
at B : what will be the ratio of two weights P, Q, in equi- 
librio on the planes, in all portions of them : and what will 
be the altitude BD of the angle B above the horizontal plane 
AC, when this is 50 inches long ? > 

Anf. BD 24; and P to as AB to BC, or as 3 to 4. 

Quest. 25. A lever, of 6 feet long, is fixed at right angles 
in a ferew, whole threads are one inch afunder, fo that the 
lever turns juft once round in raifing or deprefling the ferew 
one inch. If then this lever be urged by a weight or force 
of 5olb, with what force will the ferew prefs ? 

Anf. 2261911b. 

Quest. 26. If a man can draw a weight of 1501b up the 
fide of a perpendicular wall, of 20 feet high ; what weight 
will he be able to raife along a fmooth plank of 30 feet long, 
laid aflope from the top of the wall ? Anf. 2251b, 

Quest. 27. If a force of 1501b be applied on the head of 
a reiftangular wedge, its thicknefs being 2 inches, and the 
length of its fide 12 inches ; what weight will it raife or ba¬ 
lance perpendicular to its fide ? Anf. 9001b. 

Quest. 28. If a round pillar, of 30 feet diameter, be 

raifed on a plane, inclined to the horizon in an angle of 750, 
or the (haft inclining 15 degrees out of the perdendicular; 
what length will it bear before it overfet ? 

Anf. 30 (2 + V3) or 111*9615 feet. 

Quest. 29. If the greateft angle at which a bank of na¬ 
tural earth will fiand, be 450 ; it is propoled to determine 
what thicknefs an upright wall oi ftone muft be made 
throughout, juft to fupport a bank of 12 leet high ; the fpe- 
cific gravity of the ftone being to that of earth, as 5 to 4. 

Anf. I2v/t8t, or 876356 fact. 

Quest. 30. If the ftone wall be made like a wedge or 
having its upright fetftion a triangle, tapering to a point at 
top, but its tide next the bank of earth perpendicular to the 
horizon ; what is its thicknefs at the bottom, fo as to fup¬ 
port the fame bank ? Anf. I2y-|, or 10733126 feet. 

Quest. 31. 
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Quest. 31. But if the earth will only Rand at an angle of 
30 degrees to the horizontal line ; it is required to determine 
the thicknefs of wall in both the preceding cafes ? 

Anf. the breadths are the fame as before, becaufe the area 
of the triangular bank of earth is increafed in the fame 
proportion as its horizontal pufh is decreafed. 

Quest. 32. To find the thicknefs of an upright reflan- 
gular wall, necefTary to fupport a body of water; the water 
being 10 feet deep, and the wall 12 feet high ; alfo the fpecific 

gravity of the wall to that of the water, as 11 to 7. 
Anf. 4*204374 feet. 

Quest. 33. To determine the thicknefs of the wall at 
the bottom, when the feflion of it is triangular, and the al¬ 
titudes as before. Anf. 5*1492866 feet. 

Quest. 34. Suppofing the diflance of the earth from the 
fun to be 95 millions olTniles; I would know at what dis¬ 
tance from him another body mud be placed, fo as to re¬ 
ceive light and heat quadruple to that of the earth. 

Anf. at half the diflance, or 47^ millions. 

Quest. 35. If the mean diflance of the fun from us be 
106 of his diameters; how much hotter is it at the furface of 
the fun, than under our equator ? 

Anf. 11236 times hotter. 

Quest. 36. The diflance between the earth and fun being 
accounted 95 millions of miles, and between Jupiter and 
the fun 495 millions; the degree of light and heat received 
by Jupiter, compared with that of the earth, is required? 

Anf. or nearly of the earth’s light and heat. 

Quest.'37. A certain body on the furface of the earth 
weighs a cwt, or H2lb; the queflion is, whither this body 
mull be carried, that it may weigh only iolb ? 

Anf. either at 3*3466 femi-diameters, or ^ of a femi- 
diameter, from the centre. 

Quest. 38. If a body weigh 1 pound, or 16 ounces, on 
the furface of the earth ; what will its weight be at 50 miles 
above it, taking the earth’s diameter at 7930 miles? 

Anf. 15 oz. 9f dr. nearly. 

Quest. 39. Whereabouts, in the line between the earth 

and moon, is their common centre of gravity ; fuppofing 
the earth’s diameter to be 7930 miles, and the moon’s 2160 ; 

alfo the denfity of the former to that of the latter, as 99 to 

68, or 
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68, or as 10 to 7 nearly, and their mean diftance 30 of the 

earth’s diameters ? 

Anf. at parts of a diameter from the earth’s centre, 
or parts ot a diameter, or 648 miles, below the 
furface. 

Quest. 40. Whereabouts, between the earth and moon, 

are their attra61ions equal to each other ? Or, where mull 
another body be placed, fo as to remain fufpended in equi- 
librio, not being more attrafled to the one than to the other, 
or having no tendency to fall either way? Their dimenfions 
being as in the lall queftion. 

Anf. From the earth’s centre 26T9T \ of the earth’s di- 
From the moon’s centre 3T2r J ameters. 

Quest. 41. Suppofe a ftone, dropt into an abyfs, fhould 
be hopped at the end ot the nth fecond after its delivery ; 
what fpace would it have gone through? Anf. 1946-5-4-feet. 

Quest. 42. What is the difference between the depths of 
two wells, into each of which (hould a hone be dropped at 
the fame inftant, the one will ftrike the bottom at 6 feconds, 
the other at 10? Anf. 10294 feet. 

Quest. 43. If a ftone be ig\ feconds in defcending from 
the top of a precipice to the bottom, what is its height ? 

Anf. 611544 feet. 

Quest. 44. In what time will a mufket ball, dropped from 
the top of Salifbury fteeple, faid to be 400 feet high, reach 
the bottom ? Anf. 5 feconds nearly. 

Qu est, 45. If a heavy body be obferved to fall through 
too feet in the laft fecond of time, from what height did it 

fall, and how long was it in motion ? 
Anf. time 3444 fee. and height 209$%%% feet. 

Quest. 46. A ftone being let fall into a well, it was ob¬ 
ferved that, after being dropped, it was 10 feconds before the 
found of the fall at the bottom reached the ear. What is 
the depth of the well? Anf. 1270 feet nearly. 

Quest. 47. It is propofed to determine the length of a 
pendulum vibrating feconds, in the latitude of London, 
where a heavy body tails through i6Ty feet in the firft fecond 
of time? Anf. 39*ir inches. 

By experiment this length is found to be 49§ inches. 

Quest. 48. What is the length of a pendulum vibrating 
in 2 lecoads ; alfo in half a fecond, and in a quarter fecond ? 

Anf. the 2 fecond pendulum 1564 N 
the ~ fecond pendulum 944 • 
the \ fecond pendulum 2^-% inches. 

• Quest. 49, 
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Quest. 49. What difference will there be in the numbed 
of vibrations, made by a pendulum of 6 inches long, and 
another of 12 inches long, in an hour’s time ? Anf. 2692I. 

Quest. 50. Obferved that while a Hone was defcending, 
to meafure the depth of a well, a firing and plummet, that 
from the point of fufpenfion, or the place where it was held, 
to the centre of ofcillation, rneafured juft 18 inches, had 
made 8 vibrations, when the found from the bottom returned. 
What was the depth of the well ? Anf. 412*61 feet. 

Quest. 51. If a ball vibrate in the arch of a circle, 10 de¬ 
grees on each fide of the perpendicular; or a ball roll down 
the lowed 10 degrees of the arch ; required the velocity at 
the loweft point ? the radius of the circle, or length of the 
pendulum, being 20 feet. Anf. 4*4213 feet per fecond. 

Quest. 52. If a ball defcend down a fmooth inclined 
plane, whofe length is 100 feet, and altitude 10 feet; how 
long will it be in defcending, and what will be the laft ve¬ 
locity ? 

Anf. the veloc. 25*364 feet per fee. and time 7*8852 fee. 

Quest. 53. If a cannon ball, of ilb weight, be fired 
againft a pendulous block of wo’od, and, ftriking the centre 
of ofcillation, caufe it to vibrate an arc whofe chord is 30 
inches; the radius of that arc, or diftance from the axis to 
the loweft point of the pendulum, being 118 inches, and 
the pendulum vibrating in fmall arcs 40 ofcillations per mi¬ 
nute. Required the velocity of the ball, and the velocity of 
the centre of ofcillation of the pendulum, at the loweft point 
of the arc ; the whole weight of the pendulum being 5001b ? 

Anf. veloc. ball 1956*6054 feet per fee. 
and veloc. cent, ofcil. 3*9054 feet per fee. 

Quest. 54. Hoy/ deep will a cube of oak fink in common 

water ; each fide of the cube being I foot ? 

Anf. 11-jJg- inches. 

Quest. 55. How deep will a globe of oak fink in water ; 
the diameter being 1 foot ? Anf. 9*9867 inches. 

Quest. 56. If a cube of wood, floating in common water, 
have 3 inches of its height dry above the water, and 47-§-y 
inches dry when in fea-water ; it is propofed to determine 
the magnitude of the cube, and what fort oi wood it is made 
of ? Anf. the wood is oak, and each fide 40 inches. 

Quest. 57. An irregular piece of lead ore weighs, in air 
12 ounces, but in waier only 7 • and another fragment 

weighs 
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weighs in air 14I ounces, but in water only 9; required 
their comparative denfities, or fpecific gravities r 

Anf. as 145 to 132, 

Quest. 58. An irregular fragment of glafs, in the fcale, 
weighs jyi grains, and another of magnet 102 grains ; but 
in water the firft fetches up no more than 120 grains, and 
the other 79 : what then will their fpecific gravities turn out 
to be? Anf. glafs to magnet as 3933 to 5202 

or nearly as 10 to 13. 

Quest. 59. Hiero, king of Sicily, ordered his jeweller to 
make him a crown, containing 63 ounces of gold. The work¬ 
men thought that, fubftituting part filver was only a proper 
perquilitej which taking air, Archimedes was appointed to 
examine it; who, on putting it into a vefiel of water, found 
it raifed the fluid 8*2245 cubic inches : and having difcovered 
that the inch of gold more critically weighed io'36 ounces, 
and that of filver but 5*85 ounces, he found by calculation 
what part of the king’s gold had been changed. And you are 
defired to repeat the procefs. Anf. 28*8 ounces. 

Quest. 60. Suppofing the cubic inch of common glafs 
weigh 1*4921 ounces troy, the fame of fea-water *59542, and 
of brandy *5368 ; then a feaman having a gallon of this liquor 
in a glafs bottle, which weighs 3‘84lb out of water, and, to 
conceal it from the officers of the cuifoms, throws it over¬ 
board. It is propofed to determine, if it will fink, how much 
force will juft buoy it up ? Anf. 14-1496 ounces. 

Quest. 61. Another perfon has half an anker of brandy, 
of the fame fpecific gravity as in the laft queftion; the wood 
of the cafk fuppofe meafures of a cubic foot; it is propofed 
to aflign what quantity of lead is juft Tequifite to keep the 
cafk and liquor under water s Anf. 89*743 ounces. 

Quest. 62. Suppofe, by meafurement, it be found that a 
man of war, with its ordnance, rigging, and appointments, 
links fo deep as to difplace 50000 cubic feet of frefh water ; 
what is the whole weight of the vefiel ? Anf. 13951V tons. 

Quest. 63. It is required to determine what would be the 
height of the atmofphere, if it were every where of the 
fame denfity as at the furface of the earth, when the quick- 
filver in the barometer ftands at 39 inches; and alfo, what 
would be the height of a -water barometer at the fame time ? 

Anf. height of the air 29166-! feet or 5*5240 miles, 
height of water 35 feet. 

Quest. 64. 
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Quest. 64. With what velocity would each of thofe three 

fluids, viz. quickfilver, water, and air, ifiue through/a fmall 
orifice in the bottom of veflels, of the refpeftive heights of 
30 inches, 35 feet, and 5*5240 miles ; eftimatipg the prefiure 
by the half altitudes, and the air rufhing into a vacuum ? 

Anf. the veloc. of quickfilver 8*567 feet, 
the veloc. of water - 33*55 
the veloc. of air - 968*6 

But, eftimating by the whole altitude, the veloc. 
of air is - - - - - 1369*8 

And the mean between thefe two is - 1169*2 
wrhich is nearly the velocity of found, and alfo nearly equal 
to the velocity of a ball through the air when it fullers a 
refiftance equal to the preffure of the atmofphere. 

Quest. 65, A very large vefTel of 10 feet high (no matter 
what fhape) being kept conflantly full of watei, by a large 
fupplying cock at the top ; if 9 fmall circular holes, each 
i of an inch diameter, be opened in its perpendicular fide at 
every foot of the depth: it is required to determine the fe-> 
veral difiances to which they will fpout on the horizontal 
plane of the bafe, and the quantity of water difeharged by 
all of them in 10 minutes ? 

Anf. the difiances are 
^36 or 6‘oooco 
v/64 - 8*ooooo 
,/84 - 9-16515 
,/96 - 9-79796 
y'lOO - 10*00000 

^96 - 9-79796 
v/84 - 9-16515 
^64 - 8*ooooo 
^36 - 6*ooooo 

and the quantity difeharged in 10 min. 123*8849 gallons. 

Note. In this folution, the velocity of the water is fupJ 
poled to be equal to that which is acquired by a heavy body 
in falling through the whole height ot the water above the 
orifice, and that it is the fame in every part of the holes. 

* 

Quest. 66. If the inner axis of a hollow globe of copper, 
exltaufted of air, be 100 feet; what thicknefs muft it be 
of, that it may juft float in air ? 

Anf. *02688 of an inch thick. 

Orest. 67. 
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Quest. 67. If a fpherical balloon of copper, of of an 
inch thick, have its cavity of 100 feet diameter, and be filled 
with inflammable air, of of the gravity of common air, 
what weight will juft balance it, and prevent it from rifing 
up into the atmofphere? Anf. 279811b. 

Quest. 68. If a glafs tube, 36 inches long, clofe at top, 
be funk perpendicularly into water, till its lower' or open 
end be 30 inches below the furface of the water ; how high 
will the water rife within the tube, the quickfilver in the 
common barometer at the fame time ftanding at 29! inches ? 

Anf. 2*26545 inches. 

Quest. 69. If a diving bell, of the form of a parabolic 
conoid, be let down into the fea to the feveral depths of 
5, 10, 15, and 20 fathoms; it is required to aftign the 
refpedfive heights to which the water will rife within it: 
its axis and the diameter of its bale being each 8 feet, 
and the quickfilver in the barometer ftanding at 30*9 
inches ? 

Anf. at 5 fathoms deep the water rifes 2*03546 feet, 

at 10 - - - - 3’o6393 
at 15 - - - - 370267 
at 20 - - - 4.14658. 

Thu 
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The DOCTRINE of FLUXIONS. 

DEFINITIONS AND PRINCIPLES. 

Art. i. In the Doftrine of Fluxions, magnitudes or 
quantities of all kinds, are confidered, not as made up of a 
number of frnall parts, but as generated by continued mo¬ 
tion, by means of which they increafe or decreafe. As, a 
line by the motion of a point ; a furface by the motion of a 
line ; and a folid by the motion of a furface. So likewife, 
time may be confidered as reprelented by a line, increafing 
uniformly by the motion of a point. And quantities of all 
kinds whatever, which are capable of increafe and decreafe, 
may, in like manner, be reprelented by lines, furfaces, or 
folids, conceived to be generated by motion. * 

2. Any quantity, thus generated, and variable, is called a 
Fluent, or a Flowing Quantity. And the rate or proportion 
according to which any flowing quantity increafes, at any 
pofition or inftant, is the Fluxion of the faid quantity, at 
that pofition or inftant: and it is proportional to the mag¬ 
nitude by which the flowing quantity would be uniformly 
increafed, in a given time with the generating celerity uni¬ 
formly continued during that time. 

3. The frnall quantities that are adlually generated, pro¬ 
duced, or defcribed, in any frnall given time, and by any 
continued motion, either uniform or variable, are called 
Increments. 

4. Hence, if the motion of increafe be uniform, by which 
increments are generated, the increments will in that cafe 
be proportional, or equal, to the meafures of the fluxions ; 
but if the motion of increafe be accelerated, the increment 
lo generated, in a given finite time, will exceed the fluxion : 
and if it be a decreafing motion, the increment, fo generated, 
will be lefs than the fluxion. But if the time be indefinitely 
fmall, lo that the motion be confidered as uniform for that ' 
inftant; then thefe nhfcent increments will always be pro¬ 
portional, or equal, to the fluxions, and may be fubftituted 
inftead ol them, in any calculation. 

5. To 
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5. To illufirate thefe definitions: Sup- m 
pole a point m be conceived to move from ——- ..... 
the pofition A, and to generate a line AP, A P p 
by a motion any how regulated; and 4 
fuppofe the celerity of the point ?n} at 
any pofition P, to befuch, as would, if from thence it fhould 
become or continue uniform, be fufficient to caule the point 
to defcribe, or pafs uniformly over, the diflance Pp, in the 
given time allowed for the fluxion : then will the faid line 
Pp reprefent the fluxion of the fluent, or flowing line, AP, 
at that pofition. 
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6. Again, fuppofe the right line 
mn to move, from the pofition AB, 
continually parallel to itfelf, with 
any continued motion, fo as to ge¬ 
nerate the fluent or flowing rect¬ 
angle ABQP, whilft the point m 
defcribes the line AP: alfo, let the diflance Pp be taken, as 
before, to exprefs the fluxion of the line or bafe AP; and 
complete the re&angle PQqp. Then, like as Pp is the 
fluxion of the line AP, fo is Pq the fluxion of the flowing 
parallelogram AQ; both thefe fluxions, or increments, being 
uniformly defcribed in the fame time. 

7. In like manner, if the folid 
AERP be conceived to be gene¬ 
rated by the plane PQR moving, 
from the pofition Al3E, always 
parallel to itfelf, along the line 
AD; and if Pp denote the fluxion 
oi the line AP : Then, like as 
the reftangle PQ qp, or PQ X Pp, 
exprefi’es the fluxion of the flowing reCfangle ABQP, fo alfo 
ihall the fluxion of the variable folid, orprifm ABERQP, be 
exprefled bv the prifm VQRrqp, or the plane PR X P/>- 
Andj in both thefe laft two cafes, it appears, that the fluxion 
ot the generated reftangle, or prifm, is equal to theproduCf 
of the generating line, or plane, drawn into the fluxion oi 
the line along which it moves. 
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8. Hitherto the generating line, or plane, has been con- 
fidered as of a conftant and invariable'magnitude ; in which 
cafe the fluent, or quantity generated, is a refhangle, or a 
prifm, the former being defcribed by the motion of a line, 
and the latter by the motion of a plane. So, in like manner 
are other figures, whether plane or folid, conceived to be 

Vol.JI, T defcribed 
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defcribed, by the motion of a Variable Magnitude, whether 
it be a line or a plane. Thus let a variable line PQ_ be 
carried by a parallel motion along AP, or whilft a point P 
is carried along, and deferibes the line AP, fuppofe another 

point Q_ to be carried by a motion perpendicular to the for¬ 
mer, and to deferibe the line PQj let pq be another pofition 
of PQ^, indefinitely near tor the former ; and draw Qr parallel 
to AP. Now, in this cafe, there are feveral fluents, or flowing 
quantities, with their refpeftive fluxions : namely, the line or 
fluent AP, the fluxion of which is Pp or Qr ; the line or 
fluent PQj the fluxion ol which is rq \ the curve or oblique 
line AQ_, defcribed by the oblique motion of the point Q^, 
the fluxion of which is Q q; and la Illy., the furface APQ_, 
defcribed by the variable line PQ^, the fluxion of which is 
the rectangle PQr/>, or PQ_X Pp. In the fame manner 
may any folid be conceived to be defcribed, by the motion 
ol a variable plane parallel to itfelf, fubfiituting the variable 
plane for the variable line; in which cafe, the-fluxion of the 
lolid, at any pofition, is reprefented by the variable plane, 
at that pofition, drawn into the fluxion of the line along 
which it is carried. 

g. Hence then it follows in general, that the fluxion of 
any figure, whether plane or folid, at any pofition, is equal 
to the feefion oh it, at that pofition, drawn into the fluxion 
of the axis, or line along which the variable fedlion is fup- 
pofed to be perpendicularly carried ; that is, the fluxion of 
the figure AQP, is equal to the plane PQ^ X Pp, when that 
figure is a folid, or to the ordinate PQ_ X Pp, when the 
figure is a furface. 

ro. It alfo follows, from the fame premifes, that, in any 
curve, or oblique line, AQ^, whofe abfeifs is AP, and ordi¬ 
nate is PQ_, the fluxions of thefe three form a fmall right- 
angled plane triangle Q^ qr; for Qr = Pp is the fluxion of 
the abfeifs AP, qr the fluxion of the ordinate PQ^, and q 

the fluxion of the curve or right line AQ^ And confequently 
that, in any curve, the fquare of the fluxion of the curve, is 
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equal to the fum of the fquares of the fluxions of the abfeifs 
and ordinate, when thefe two are at right angles to each 
other. 

11. From the premifes it alfo appears, that contempora¬ 
neous fluents, or quantities that flow or increafe together, 
which are always in a conflant ratio to each other, have their 
fluxions alfo in the fame conflant ratio, at every pofition. 
For, let AP and BQ_ be two con¬ 
temporaneous fluents, deferibed in 
the fame time by the motion of 
the points P and Q_, the contem¬ 
poraneous pofitions being P, Q_, 
and />, q; and let AP be to BQ^, 
or /Ip to Bq, conftantly in the 
ratio of 1 to n. Then is ?i X AP — BQ^, 

and n X Ap — B^; 
therefore, by fubtraflion, n X Pp = Q^q; 
that is, the fluxion - P/> : fluxion Q q :: 1 in, 
the fame as the fluent AP : fluent BQ_ :: 1 : 
or, the fluxions and fluents are in the fame conflant ratio. 

But if the ratio of the fluents be variable, fo will that of 
the fluxions be alfo, though not in the fame variable ratio 
with the former, at every pofition. 

NOTATION, &C. 

12. To apply the foregoing principles to the determina¬ 
tion of the fluxions of algebraical quantities, by means of 
which thofe of all other kinds are determined, it will be 
neceflary firft to premife the notation commonly ufed in this 
fcience, with fome obfervations. As, firft, that the final 
letters of the alphabet z, y, x, w, &c, are ufed to denote 
variable or flowing quantities; and the initial letters, ay b, c, 
dy 8ccf to denote conflant or invariable ones: Thus, the 
variable bafe AP of the flowing re£langular figure ABQP, in 
art. 6, may be reprefented by *; and the invariable altitude 
PQ^, by a: alfo, the variable bafe or abfeifs AP, of the 
figures in art. 8, may be reprefented by*; the variable or¬ 
dinate PQ_, byy; and the variable curve or line AQ^, by z. 

Secondly, that the fluxion of a quantity denoted by a fingle 
letter, is reprefented by the fame letter with a point over it: 
Thus, the fluxion of *is expreffed by x, the fluxion ofy by 
yy and the fluxion of z by z. *As to the fluxions of conflant 
or invariable quantities, as of a, b, cy &c, they are equal 
to nothing, becaufe they do not flow or change their mag¬ 
nitude. * * 

T 2 Thirdly, 
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Thirdly, that the increments of variable or flowing quan¬ 
tities, are alfo denoted by the fame letters with a fmail ' 
over them: Thus, the increments of *, y, z, are x, y, z. 

13. From thefe notations, and the foregoing principles, 
the quantities, and their fluxions, there confidered, will be 
denoted as below. Thus, in all the foregoing figures put 

the variable or flowing line - - AP = x, 
in art. 6, the conftant line - - PQ = *> 
in art. 8, the variable ordinate - PQ = r. 
alfo, the variable line or curve - AO — z: 

Then fhall the feveral fluxions be thus reprefented, namely, 
x — Pp the fluxion of the line AP, 

ax = PQqp the fluxion of ABQP in art. 6, 
yx — POrp the fluxion of APQ in art. 8, 

z = Qq — \/xz the fluxion of AQ; and 
ax — Pr the fluxion of the folid in art. 7, if a denote 

the conflant generating plane PQR. Alfo, 
x — BQ in the figure to art. 11, and 

r;x = Qq the fluxion of the lame. 

14. The principles and notation being now laid down, we 
may proceed to the practice and rules of this do&rine, which 
con lifts of two principal parts, called the Diredt and Inverfe 
Method of Fluxions; namely, the direft method, which 
confitts in finding the fluxion of any propofed fluent or flow¬ 
ing quantity ; and the inverfe method, -which confifls in 
finding the fluent of any propofed fluxion. As to the former 
of thefe two problems, it can always be determined, and that 
in finite algebraical terms; but the latter, or finding of fluents, 
can only be eflFeded in fame certain cafes, except by means of 
infinite feries.—Firfl then, of 

The DIRECT METHOD of FLUXIONS. 

To find the Fluxion of the Produff or Re ff angle of two Variable 
Quantities. 

15. Let ARQP, — xy, be the flow¬ 
ing or variable reefangle, generated by 
two lines PQ and RO, moving always 
perpendicular to each other, from the 
pofitions AR and AP ; denoting the 
one by x, and the other by y ; fup- 
pofing a" and y to be fo related, that 
the curve line A(^> may always pafs through the interfeftion 
Q of thefe lines, or the oppolite angle of the rcdte-ngle. 

Now, 
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Now, the redangle confifts of the two trilincar fpaces 
APQ_, ARQ_, of which the 

fluxion of the former is PQ_X P/>, or yx, and 
that of the latter is - RQ x Rr, or xy, by art, 8 ; 

therefore the fum of the two, xy -j- xy, is the fluxion of the 
whole rectangle xy or ARQP. 

* 

The Same Other-wife. 
16. Let the fldes of the redangle, x and y, by flowing, 

become x -f- x and y -f- y : then the produd of thefe two, 
or xy -f- xy T yx *-p *7 will be the new or contemporaneous 
value of the flowing rectangle PR or xy; fubtrad the one 
value from the other, and the remainder, xy -f- yx -f- *v» 
will be the increment generated in the fame time as x oV y ; 
of which the lafl: term xy is nothing, or indefinitely fmall, 
in refped of the other two terms, becaufe x and y are 
indefinitely Imall in refped of x and y; which term 
being therefore omitted, there remains xy 4- yx for the 
value of the increment; and hence, by fubflituting x and y 
for xandj, to which they are proportional, there arifes 
xy -j- yx for the true value of the fluxion of xy; the fame 
as before. 

17. Hence maybe eafily derived the fluxion of the powers 
and products of any number ol flowing or variable quantities 
whatever ; as of xyz, or wxyz, or vwxyz, Scc. And, firfl, 
for the fluuion ol xyz: put p — xy, and the whole given 
fluent xyz — q, or q ~ xyz = pz. "1 hen, taking the fluxions 

of q = pz, by the lafl: article, they are q = pz pz; but 

p — xy, and (op = xy ~\- xy hy the fame article; fubflituting 

therefore thefe values of p and p inftead of them, in the • • 
value of q, this becomes q — xyz + xyz -p xyz, the fluxion 
of xyz required ; which is therefore equal to the fum of the 
produds, arifing from the fluxion ol each letter, or quantity, 
multiplied by the produd of the other two. 

Again, to determine the fluxion of wxyz, the continual 
produd of four variable quantities; put this produd, namely 
wxyz, or qw, — r, where q — xyz. as above. Then, taking 

the fluxions bv the lafl article, r z=z qw qw ; which, by fub- 

ftituting for q and q their values as above, becomes - - 

r = wxyz -p wxyz -p wxyz -p wxyz, the fluxion of zvxyz 
as required : confiding of the fluxion of each quantity, drawn 
into the produds of the other three. 

In 
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la the very fame manner it is found, that the fluxion of 
• • 

vwxyz is vwxyz -f~ vwxyz -j- vwxyz -j- vwxyz -f- vwxyz; and 
fo on, for any number of quantities whatever ; in which it is 
always found, that there areas many terms as there are variable 
quantities in the propofed fluent; and that thefe terms confilf 
of the fluxion of each variable quantity, multiplied by the 
produft of ail the reft of the quantities. 

18. From hence is eafily derived the fluxion of any power 
of a variable quantity, as of a2 , or a3, or a4, &c. bor, in 
the produtft or reftangle xy, ii x = y, then is xy ~ xx or a2 , 

and alfo its fluxion xy -J- xy — xx -f- xx or 2 ax, the fluxion 
of A2. 

Again, if all the three a, y, % be equal ; then is the pro- 
dutft of the three xyz —■ a3 ; and confequently its fluxion 
xyz -f- xyz -j- xyz z= xxx -j- #xx -j- xxx or 3X2 a, the fluxion ot x3. 

In the fame manner, it will appear that 
the fluxion of a*4 is = 4a3a, 
the fluxion of a5 is — 5x4x, and, in general, 
the fluxion of xn is — nxx'-tx ; 

where n is any pofitive whole number whatever. 

That is, the fluxion of any pofitive integral power, is equal 
to the fluxion of the root (a), multiplied by the exponent of 
the power («), and by the power of the fame root whofe 
index is lefs by 1, (a11-1). 

And thus, the fluxion of a 4- cx being cxy 
that of (a cx )2 is 2cx X T cx )or2acx -f- 2c2xxy 
that of (a -j- cx2 j2 is 4cxx X (a 4- cx2)or jyacxx -j- 4r2A3A, 
that of (a-2 4- y2)2 is (4aa + 4>y) X (x2 + y2), 
that of (a -j- cy2 V is (3# -j- 6cyy) X (x -j- cy2)2. 

ig. From the conclufions in the fame article, we may alfo 
derive the fluxion of any fra^Iion, or the quotient of one 
variable quantity divided by another, as of 
x , # X 
y . For, put the quotient or fradflion — — q \ then, multiply¬ 

ing by the denominator, x = qy ; and, taking the fluxions, 
• • 

a* — qy .4- qy, or qy — x — qy ; and, by divifion, 
• • 

• x q v • • x 
q —-- — — (by fubftituting the value of qy or —), 

y y 
• ♦ 

VM) K* 

y 

y 
y as required. 
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That is* the fluxion of any fra&ion, is equal to the fluxion 
of the numerator drawn into the denominator, minus the. 
fluxion of the denominator drawn into the numerator, and 
the remainder divided by the fquare of the denominator. So 

that the fluxion of .5? is * X fc ** or ! 
y ' y y 

2o. Hence, too, is eafily derived the fluxion of any negative 

integer power of a variable quantity, as of x-*, or -t, which 
oc 

hs the fame thing. For here the numerator of the fraction 
is 1, whofe fluxion is nothing; and therefore, by the laft 
article, the fluxion of fueh a fradfion, or negative power, 
is barely equal to minus the fluxion of the denominator, di¬ 
vided by the fquare of the faid denominator. That is, the 

fluxion of x-nt or 
1 . nxn‘1 x 71 x 

is — 
X“ .V?n X" 

or the fluxion of any negative integer power of a variable 
quantity, as .*-n, is equal to the fluxion of the root, multi¬ 
plied by the exponent of the power, and by the next power 
lefs by 1, 

The fame thing is otherwife obtained thus : Put the pro- 

or —■ 
-4- i 

or 7/x-nix; 

pofed fradlion, or quotient q ; then is qxn =? 1 ; 

and, taking the fluxions, we have 
• • 
qxn -j- qnxn-1 x = o; hence qxn =«—qrixn~1 x; divide by*n, then 
• ' qnx 

x 
(by fubftituting — for q), 

nx 
sx +~ or == 

nx-n-1 x • the fame as before. 

that of - 

that of - x- 

that of - ax 

A- 2 

. 4 

1 • ry • 
• 

X 
or 

x 
is — x 2x, or — o 1 

X" 

1 2X 
or 0 IS — 2.v* 3.v or— 

X* * 
1 . • 3* 

or 
X3 

is — 3x-4xor— ir- 
a • 4ax 

or 
X* 

IS — 4ax‘*x or— 
Xb 

that of 4-*)-1 or ■—t— is—(a-\-x)-2xcr- 
' 1 a-{- x v 

x 

(a-\-x) 

and that of c[a-f-3*7')-2 or is •— 12exx X 

or 
12 exx 

(a + 2x*)3' 

21. Much 
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2r. Much in the fame manner is obtained the fluxion of 
m " 

any fradlional power of a fluent quantity, as of x» , or nJxm, 
r . , ' m 

For, put the propofed quantity = q; then, raifing each 
to the n power, gives xm = qn; 

take the fluxions, fo fhall mx — nq*-'q ; then 

dividing by nqn-\ gives q = 

Which is ftill the fame rule, as before, for finding the fluxion 
of any power of a fluent quantity, and which therefore is ge¬ 
neral, whether the exponent be pofitive or negative, integral 

3 I 
or fra&ional. And hence the fluxion of ax2 is %axzx9 

ax ax 
_ ^/-vu -v»     4 // v* * v*    - 

nixm'Ix 

nq i»-i 

mxm~lx 
_m 

w.vm‘n 

m*i 
5. Yn x» 

I . i-J # _i. 

that of axz is \ax2 x = i/wr"2# x 
2* 2 

2 v/at 
and that of 

— x2 or (a2 — Ar2)i is \[a2 — x2)~z X —'2xx=z 
XX 

V o'- 
T • 

a: 

22. Having now found out the fluxions of all the ordinary 
forms of algebraical quantities; it remains to determine thofe 
of logarithmic expreffions, and alfo of exponential ones, that 
is, fuch powers as have their exponents variable or flowdng 
quantities. And firft, for the fluxion of Napier’s, or the 
hyperbolic logarithm. 

23. Now, to determine this from 
the nature of the hyperbolic fpaces. 
Let A be the principal vertex of an 
hyperbola, having its afymptotes CD, 
CP, with the ordinates DA, BA, PQ, 
&c, parallel to them. Then, from the 
nature of the hyperbola and of loga¬ 
rithms, it is known that any fpace ABPQ is the log. of the 
ratio of CB to CP, to the modulus ABCD. Now, put 
1 = CB or BA the fide of the fquare or rhombus DB; 
m = the modulus, or CB X BA ; or area of DB, or fine of 
the angle C to the radius 1 j alfo the abfeifs CP — at, and the 
ordinate PQj= y. 1 hen, by the nature of the hyperbola, 
CP X PQ is always equal to DB, that is, xy = m\ hence 

in* ~% tux 
y — —, and the fluxion of the fpace, or xy is — — PQ qp 

the fluxion of the log. of v, to the modulus m. And, in 
the hyperbolic logarithms, the modulus m being i, therefore 

x . 
— IS 
X 
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* is the fluxion of the hyp. log. of #; which is therefore 
X 

equal to the fluxion of the quantity, divided by the quantity 
it felt. 

Hence the fluxion of the hyp. log. 

x 
of 1 + x is 

of 1 X IS 

I +*’ 

- X 
* 

I - X 

r , • X “f- ~> 4 
OI X -f* Z IS -:-, 

X + z 

ra -f x . x (a — x) + & [a 4* *) w a — x. 

a — * {a — xy a 4* x 
_ . naxn-1 ** 

of axn is 

2ax 

a4 

ax- 

fix 

x 

24. By means of the fluxions of logarithms, are ufually 
determined thofe of exponential quantities, that is, quantities 
which have their exponent a flowing or variable letter. 
Thefe exponentials are of two kinds, namely, when the root 
is a conftant quantity, as ex, and when the root is variable as 
well as the exponent, as yx 

25. In the firft cafe, put the exponential, whofe fluxion 
is to be found, equal to a Angle variable quantity z, namely, 
z = ex; then take the logarithm of each, fo fhall log. z = 

x X log. e ; take the fluxions of thefe, fo (hall — = x X log. e 

by the lafl article ; hence z = zx X log. e — exx X log. 
which is the fluxion of the propofed quantity ex or z, and 
which therefore is equal to the laid given quantity drawn 
intathe fluxion of the exponent, and into the log. of the root. 

Hence alfo, the fluxion of [a 4* 0nX [a + CY* X X 
log. (a + c). 

26. In like manner, in the fecond cafe, put the given 
quantity yx — z ; then the logarithms give log. z —x X log.y, 

and the fluxions give ~ = x x lo g.y 4* x X *~S hence - - 

z zx X log. y 4- ~^ — (by fubflituting yx for 2) yxx X 

log. y 4* which is the fluxion of the propofed quan¬ 
tity yx; and which therefore confllls of two terms, of which 

the 
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the one is the fluxion of the given quantity confidering the 
exponent as conftant, and the other the fluxion of the fame 
quantity confidering the root as conftant. 

Of SECOND, THIRD, &c, FLUXIONS. 

HAVING explained the manner of confidering and deter* 
mining the firft fluxions of flowing or variable quantities ; 
it remains now to confider thofe of the higher orders, as 
fecond, third, fourth, &c, fluxions. 

27. If the rate or celerity with which any flowing quan¬ 
tity changes its magnitude, be conftant, or the fame at every 
pofition ; then is the fluxion of it alfo conftantly the fame. 
But if the variation of magnitude be continually changing, 
either increafmg or decreasing ; then will there be a certain 
degree of fluxion peculiar to every point or pofition ; and 
the rate of variation or change in the fluxion, is called the 
Fluxion of the Fluxion, or the Second Fluxion of the given 
fluent quantity. In like manner, the variation or fluxion of 
this fecond fluxion, is called the Third Fluxion of the firft 
propofed fluent quantity ; and fo on. 

Thcfe orders of fluxions are denoted by the fame fluent 
letter, wdth the correfponding number of points over it : 
namely, two points for the fecond fluxion, three points for 
the third fluxion, four points for the fourth fluxion, and fo 

• • 

on. So, the different orders of the fluxion of xt are x, x, 
• • • • 
xy X, &c ; w'here each is the fluxion of the one next before it. 

28. This defcription of the higher orders of fluxions 
may be illuftrated by the figures exhibited in page 274; 
where, if # denote the abfeifs AP, and y the ordinate PQ; 
and if the ordinate PQ or y flow along the ablcifs AP or x, 
with an uniform motion ; then the fluxion of xy namely, 
x Yp or Or, is a conftant quantity, or x = o, in all the 
figures. Alfo, in fig. 1, in which AQ is a right line, y — rq, 
or the fluxion of PQ, is a conftant quantity, or y — o; for, 
the angle Q, — the angle A, being conftant, Qr is to rq, or 
x toy, ilia conftant ratio. But in the 2d fig. rq, or the 
fluxion of PQ, continually incrcafes more and more; and 

\ in 
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In fig. 3 it continually decreafes more and more, and there¬ 
fore in both thefe cafes y has a lecond fluxion, being pofitive 
in fig. 2, but negative in fig. 3. And fo on, for the other 
orders of fluxions. 

Thus, if, for inftance, the nature of the curve be fuch 
that *3 is every where equal a2y; then, taking the fluxions, 
it is a2y = t>x2x ; and, eonfidering .x always as a conflant 
quantity, and taking always the fluxions, the equations of 
the feveral orders of fluxions wil« be as below, viz. 

the iff fluxions a2y = 3x2xy 

the 2d fluxions- a2y =z 6xx2, 

the 3d fluxions a2y = 6*3, 
/• 

the 4th fluxions a2y = o, 

and all the higher fluxions alfo = o, or nothing. 

Alfo, the higher orders of fluxions are found in the fame 
manner as the lower ones. Thus, 

- - - 3fj; 
2y, confi- 'l 
2 andy, is / 

and the flux, of this'againT or the 3d \ •% , lg ••• , 6-,, 
flux, of y3, is - - - - - / ♦>/ / 1 jjj j 

29. In the foregoing articles, it has been fuppofed that the 
fluents increafe, or that their fluxions are pofitive ; but it 
often happens that fome fluents decreafe, and that therefore 
their fluxions are negative : and whenever this is the cafe, the 
fign of the fluxion muff be changed, or made contrary to 
that of the fluent. So, of the rectangle xy% when both x 
andy increafe together, the fluxion is xy *4* xy ; but if one 
of them, asy, decreafe, while the other, x, increafes; then, 
the fluxion ofy being —y, the fluxion ol xy will in that cafe 
be xy — xy. This may be i) lull rated 
by the annexed rectangle APQK. — x\\ 
fuppofed to be generated by the moLion 
of the line PQ from A towards C, and 
by the motion of the line RQ from B 
towards A : For, by the motion of PQ, 
from A toward* C, the reftangle is 
increafed, and its fluxion is -j-.vy ; but, 
by the motion of RO, from B towards 
A, the rectangle is decreafed, and the 
fluxion of the decreafe is xy \ therefore, 

v taking 

—3y2y T 6yy2 ; 

the firfl fluxion of y3 is 
its 2d flux, or the flux, of y 

dered as the rectangle of 3y 
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taking the fluxion of the decreafe from that of the increafo 
the flexion of the re&angle xy, when x increases and y de- 
creafes, is xy — xy. 

30. We may now collefl all the rules together, which have 
been demonftrated in the foregoing articles, lor finding the 
fluxions of all forts of quantities. And, 

1 ft. For the fluxion of Any Power of a flowing quantity.— 
Multiply all together the exponent ot the power, the fluxion 
of the root, and the power next lefs by 1 of the fame root. 

2d, For the fluxion of the Reft angle of two quantities.—Mul¬ 
tiply each quantity by the fluxion of the other, and connect 
the two produ£ts together by their proper figns. 

3d, For the fluxion of the Continual Product of any number 
of flowing quantities.—Multiply the fluxion of each quantity 
by the product of all the other quantities, and connefl all 
the produ&s together by their proper figns. 

4th, For the fluxion of a Fraction.—From the fluxion ot the 
numerator drawn into the denominator, lubtraff the fluxion 
of the denominator drawn into the numerator, and divide 
the refult by the fquare of the denominator. 

5th, Or, the 2d, 3d, and \th cafes may be all included under 
one, and performed thus.—Take the fluxion, of the given ex-^ 
preflion as often as there are variable quantities, in it, fuppofing 
firfi: only one of them variable, and the reft confiant; then 
another variable, and the rell conftant; and fo on, till they 
have all in their turns been lingly fuppofed variable : and 
connect all tliefe fluxions together with their own figns. 

6th, For the fluxion of a Logarithm.—Divide the fluxion 
of the quantity by the quantity itfelf, and multiply the refult 
by the modulus of the fyftem of logarithms. 

Note, The modulus of the hyperbolic logarithms is i, 
and the modulus of the common logs, is - 043429448. 

yth, For the fluxion of an Exponential quantity, having the 
root Conflant.—Multiply all together, the given quantity, the 
fluxion of its exponent, and the hyp. log. of the root. 

8th, For the fluxion of an Exponential quantity having the 
root Variable.—To the fluxion of the given quantity, found 
by the ift rule, as if the root only were variable, add the 
fluxion of the fame quantity, found by the 7th rule, as if 
the exponent only were variable; and the^fum will be the 
fluxion for both of them variable. 

Note, When the given quantity confilts of feveral terms, 
find the fluxion of each term feparately, and connefl them 
all together with their proper figns. 

31. FRAC- 



Fluxions. 

31. PRACTICAL EXAMPLES TO EXERCISE THE FOREGOING 

RULES. 

1. The fluxion of axy is 

2. The fluxion of bxyz is 

3. The fluxion of cx X [ax — cy) is 1 

4. The fluxion of tf1"/1 is 

5. The fluxion of xmynzr is 

6. The fluxion of (,v -|- y) X (x — y) is 

7. The fluxion of 2ax2 is 

8. The fluxion of 2x3 is 

9. The fluxion of 3x4y is 

10. The fluxion of 4x3y4 is 
r 

11. The fluxion of ax2y — x2y3 is 

12. The fluxion of 4x4 — x2y -f* 3byz is 
x_ 

13. The fluxion of yx or *n is 
m 

14. The fluxion of yxm or xn is 
tn 

I v The fluxion of —-— or — or at" n is ■J n / m 
V*‘ 

X 

16. The fluxion of yx or xz is 

17. The fluxion of y or x3 is 

18. The fluxion of \/x2 or x3 is 

19. The fluxion of yjx3 or x2 is 

20. The fluxion of yx3 or. a*4 is 
± 

21. The fluxion of yx4orx3 is 

22. The fluxion of yd* + .r2 or a2 -{- x22 is 
- ---r 

23. The fluxion ofv^2 — x2 or a2 —x21 is 

24. The fluxion of V'2rx — xx or 2rx — xx2 is 

25. The fluxion of - or (a2 —x2) 2 is 
v'a2 — x2 

26. The fluxion of ax — xxT is 
27. The 
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27. The fluxion of 2xs/a2 flb x2 is 

x~2 is 28. The fluxion of a2 - 

29. The fluxion of ^/*z or xz2 is 
_i 

30. The fluxion of ^Jxz — zz or xz — zz 

31. The fluxion of 

32. The fluxion of 

a^Jx 
or x 2 is 

a 

ax 

41 -f* X 

,.rn 

IS 

3?. The fluxion of ■— is 
yn 

34. The fluxion of — is 

C 
35. The fluxion of — is 

XX 

36. The fluxion of ■ is 
• si _. V a 

37. The fluxion of 
z 

* + z 

38. The fluxion of is 

IS 

39. The fluxion of —; is 
\ ir 

y . 

40. The fluxion of is 
z 

41. The fluxion of — = ' -■■■ is 
\/x~ —y 

42. The fluxion of the hyp. log. of ax is 

43. The fluxion of the hyp. log. of 1 -f- ,v is 

44. The fluxion of the hyp.'log, of 1 — x is 

45. The fluxion of the hyp. log. of *2 is 

46. The fluxion of the hyp. log. of yjz is 

47. The fluxion of the hvp. log. of #m is 
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2 
48. The fluxion of the hyp. log. of — is 

I -L x 
49. The fluxion of the hyp. log. of-is 

50. The fluxion of the hyp. log. of 
• * ' > M ■ • 

51. The fluxion of c* is 

52. The fluxion of iox is 

I - .V 

I - X 

I -j- x 
is 

53. The fluxion of a + is 

54. The fluxion of iooxy is 

55. The fluxion of „vz is 

56. The fluxion of ylox is 

57. The fluxion of ,v* is 

58. The fluxion of is 

59. The fluxion of xy is 

60. The fluxion of icy2 is 

61. The fecond fluxion of xy is 

62. The fecond fluxion of xy, when k is conflant, is 

63. The fecond fluxion of at" is 

64. The third fluxion of xn, when k is conflant, is 

65. The third fluxion of xy is 

The INVERSE METHOD, or the FINDING of FLUENTS. 

32. It lias been obferved, that a Fluent, or Flowing Quan- 
/ tity, is the variable quantity which is confldered as increafing 

or decreafing. Or, the fluent of a given fluxion, is fuch a 
quantity, that its fluxion, found according to the foregoing 
rules, lhall be the fame as the fluxion given or propofed. 

33. It may farther he obferved, that Contemporary Fluents, 
or Contemporary Fluxions, are fuch as flow together, or for 
the fame time.—When contemporary fluents are always 
equal, or in any conflant ratio ; then alfo are their fluxions 
relpeflively either equal, or in that fame conflant ratio. 
That is, if x — y, then is k = y ; or if a; : y :: n \ I, then 
is x : y : l n : 1 ; or if x<~ ny, then is k '=3 ny. 

34. It 
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34. It is eafy to find the fluxions to all the given forms of 
fluents; but, on the contrary, it is difficult to find the fluents 
of many given fluxions; and indeed there are numberlefs 
cafes in which this cannot at all be done, excepting by the 
quadrature and re&ification of curve lines, or by logarithms, 
or by infinite feries. For, it is only in certain particular 
forms and cafes that the fluents of given fluxions can be 
found ; there being no method of performing this univer- 
fally, a priori, by adiredt inveftigation, like finding the fluxion 
of a given fluent quantity. We can only therefore lay down 
a few rules for fuch forms of fluxions as we know, from the 
direft method, belong to fuch and fuch kinds of flowing 
quantities: and thefe rules, it is evident, muff chiefly confifl 
in performing fuch operations as are the reverfe of thofe by 
which the fluxions are found of given fluent quantities* The 
principal cafes of which are as follow. 

35. To find the Fluent of a Simple Fluxion; or of that in 
which there is no variable quantity, and only one fiuxional 
quantity. 

This is done by barely fubflituting the. variable or flowing 
quantity inflead of its fluxion ; being the refult or reverfe of 
the notation only.—Thus, 

The fluent of ax is ax. 
The fluent of ay -f- 2y is ay -|~ 2y. 
The fluent of y/a2 .v2 is y/a2 x2. 

36. When any Power of a flowing quantity is Multiplied by the 
b lux ion of the Root. 

Then, having fubflituted, as before, the flowing quantity 
for its fluxion, divide the refult by the new index of the 
power. Or, which is the fame thing, take out, or divide by, 
the fluxion of the root; add 1 to the index of the power; 
and divide by the index fo increafed. Which is the reverfe 
of the ill rule for finding fluxions. ~ 

So, if the fluxion propofed be - 3*5x. 
Leave out, or divide by, .v, then it is 3V5 ; 
add 1 to the index, and it is - yx6 ; 
divide by the index 6, and it is - ■§-*a orf*6, 
which is the fluent of the propofed fluxion 3*sx. 

In like manner, 

'I he fluent of 2axx is 
The fluent of Jv2* is * * ’ ■ * 

The 
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The fluent of 4.x2 x is 

The fluent of 2y+ y is 
§ 

The fluent of az*z is 

The fluent of x2x -}- 3yly is 
The fluent of xn~xx is 
The fluent of nyn~iy is 

1 

The fluent of —*, or z-az is 
z2 

The fluent of ~ is 
yn 

The fluent of is 
The fluent of (a4 -{— JF4 3jK is 
The fluent of (a3 -{- z3)4z2z is 
The fluent of (an 4- Arn)m xn~lx is 
The fluent of (a2 -j-y2)3 yy is 

The fluent of —ZZ-is 
V a2 4- £2 

The fluent of —~— is 
V a — x 

*■ * f « ».'»*> j • 

37. the Root under a Vinculum is a Compound Quantity; 
and the Index of the part or factor fVtthaut the Vinculumy in- 
creafed by I, is fame Multiple of that Under the Vinculum : 

Put a Angle variable letter for the compound root; and 
fubftitute its powers and fluxion inftead of thofe, of the fame 
value, in the given quantity; fo will it be reduced to a Am¬ 
pler form, to which the preceding rule can then be applied. 

Thus, if the given fluxion be F — (a2 fl- x2)rx3x, where 
3, the index of the quantity without the vinculum, increafed 
by 1, making 4, which is juft the double of 2, the exponent 
of x2 within the vinculum: therefore, putting z = a2 4- -v2, 
thence x2 = z —a2, the fluxion of which is 2xx z; hence 

then x3x = \x2z z=.\z (z — a2), and the given fluxion F, or 

(a3 4* x2f:x3x, is = ~z3z (z — a2) or = ^zrz—\a2z"z; and 

hence the fluent F is = T\'zT — fV2%T — 32*(tV* — ■&«*). 
Or, by fubftituting the value of z inftead of it, the fame 

fluent is 3 (a2 4- v2)3XGfo** 

VoL. II. 
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In like manner for the following examples. 

To find the fluent of fa T cx X x2x. 

To find the fluent of a cx*x2x. 

To find the fluent of (a 4* cx^Y X dx2x- 

To find the fluent of 

To find the fluent of 

cz: .1 

s/ a -j- 

CZ2n~iZ 

Va 4- &n 

or (a + z) xczz. 

or (a 4- zn) Vz3"-1^. 

To find the fluent of -■ ~ — or (az 4- z*)zz-6z 

To find the fluent of —^ — or (a—x'Y x"**'1 A. 
-in-i v 

38. When there are ftveral ’Terms; involving Two or more Va¬ 
riable Quantities, having the Fluxion of each Multiplied by the 
ether Quantity or Quantities : 

Take the fluent of each term, as if there was only one 
variable quantity in it, namely, that whofe fluxion is con¬ 
tained in it, fuppofing all the others to be conftant in that 
terrii \ then, if the fluents of all the terms, fo found, be the 
very fame quantity in all of them, that quantity will be the 
fluent of the whole. Which is the reverie of the 5th rule 
for finding fluxions: Thus, if the given fluxion be xy 4" xy* 
then the fluent of xy is xy, fuppofing y conftant; and the fluent 
of xy is alfo xy, fuppofing x conftant ; therefore xy is the 
required fluent of the given fluxion xy 4- xy} 

In like manner, 

The fluent of xyz .+ xyz -f- xyz is 

The fluent of 2xyx 4- x2y is 
_ 1 1 

The fluent of \x~zxy7‘ 4" 2xzyy is 
- ■ . v. 4 

The fluent of — 
— xy x xy. 
—5—~ or-f is 
y y y 

The fluent of or 
'la xx 2 • ax y 

v7 
is 

.vVy 
39. I Then 
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• • 

39. When the given Fluxional ExpreJJion is in this Form ——* 

namely, a Fraction, including Two Quantities, being the Fluxion 
of the former of them drawn into the latter, minus the Fluxion 
of the latter drawn into the fortner, and divided by the Square 
of the latter : 

Then, the fluent is the fta£lion —, or the former quantity 

divided by the latter. That is. 

The fluent of ——is—. And, in like 

The fluent of 

r 
2 xxy2 

manner. 

— 2x2\y . x2 
-ez. 1S — 

f 

Though, indeed, the examples of this cafe may be pert 
formed by the foregoing one. Thus, the given fluxion 

^reduces to — — or —-xyy2; of which, 
y yyy 

• • v 
OC ' X 

the fluent of — is —, fuppofing y conflant; and 
y y 

X 
the fluent of —* xyy-2 is alfo xy-1 or —, when * is conflant; 

! therefore, by that cafe, is the fluent of the whole ——— 
y y 

40. When the Fluxion of a Quantity is Divided by the Quantity 
iifelf: 

Then the fluent is equal to the hyperbolic logarithm of that 
quantity ; or, which is the fame thing, the fluent is equal to 
2*30258509 multiplied by the common logarithm of the fame 
quantity. 

• . ' * 
X? 0 

So, the fluent of — or x'x isihe hyp. log. of x. 
x 

The fluent of-is 2 X hyp. log. of x, or hyp. log. jc2. 
PC 

ox 
The fluent of-is 2 X hyp. log. x, or z=z hyp. log. of x7-» 

X 
X 

The fluent of 
a x 

the fluent of--* is 
a -f- *v3 

U 2 

is 

is 

41. Many 
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41, Many fluents may be found by the Dire El Method thus ? 

Take the fluxion again of the given fluxion, or the fecond 
T • ■ ^ . X '3 

fluxion of the fluent fought; into which fubftitute *— for x9 

V 2 
d— for y, &c : that is, make *, x, x, as alfo, y, y, y, &c, to 
y . 
be in continual proportion, or fo that x I x :: x l x, and - 
y : / :: y : y, &c ; then divide the fejuare of the given^ 
fluxional expreflion by the fecond fluxion, juft found, and 
the quotient will be the fluent required in many cafes. 

s. ‘ •■••tit. r» * • ' ' »•. 55^5.* 

Or the Jame rule may be otherwife delivered thus : 

_ . - • ■ . 
In the given fluxion F, write x for x, y for /, &c, and 

call the refultG, taking alfo the fluxion of this quantity, G; 
’ • m _ _ 

then make G : F :: G : F ; fo fhall the fourth proportional 
F be the fluent fought in many cafes. 

It may be proved if this be the True fluent, by taking fhfe 
fluxion of it again, which, if it agree with the propofed 
fluxion, will (hew that the fluent is right; otherwife, it is 
wrong. 

« 4 ' j 

E X A M PL E S. 

£xa m. r. Let it be required tofliid the fluent of nx"mi x. i 
• \ -r 

Here F = nxn~i x, write x for x, then uxn'ix or tixn — G ; 

the fluxion of this is G±'H'h,nlx; therefore G : F :: G : F* 
becomes /z2#11'1 x : nxn~'lx :: nxn : xn — F, the fluent fought. 

Exam. 2. To find the fluent of xy 4* xy, x 

Here F = xy 4- x'y \ then, writing x for xf and y for/, 
_ • 

it is xy 4* xy or 2xy — G ; hence G = 2xy 4- 2*/ ; then 
• • 
G : F :: G : F, becomes 2xy 4-. 2x/ : dy 4- xy • • 2*y : x) 
= F, the fluent fought. 

• ' . ,V .. . ' . ■ j 
42. To find Fluents by means of a Table of Forms of Fluxioni 

and Fluents. 

In the following Table are contained the moft ufualTorrUi 
of fluxions that occur in the practical folution of problems! 
with their correfponding fluents fet oppofite to them; b)l 
means of which, namely, by comparing any propofed fluxiorj 
with the correfponding form in the table, the fluent of it will 
befound. 

,v FormsI 
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Forms. 
- . 

Fluxions. 

I 

1 

Arn“T.v 
» ) > * 

u 

f 

” • * * '¥ i»r w i.... 

■' . ' \ V >" * * 

ni 
Armn-,.r 

(*±*T **"1 

IV 
(cZ + .tf11)"1'** X 

n % 

\ 

V 

(myx 4- nxy) x *ra- iyn-1, 

.wx: , wy, 
or (— 4-~) xllY 

x y J 

mxm~lxynzx ~\-nxmyn'1y-zr -j- rxx*ytlzt?tzt 
or (,mxyz 4- nxyz -\- rxyz)x*'-1yn~IzT-1, 

or (— 4- 4-} xmvn2r, 
' x y z' ' 

VII 
• •> i . . 
x T. r 
- or # ,v 
JC 

VIII a 4~ at11 

# -•••-■'■ •-» v. r * * »„ -i 
x-lx 

IX 
! 

(j-txn 

r 

i 

X 

IU-I " „ , 

JC2 3C 

2 — x,n 

xi 

IL. 

in-r. 

X1 X 

a-\-xn 

Fluents. 

xn I 
—, or — 
n n 

4“ (cz4~tfn)m 
— mn — 

I * 
X 

mn 

mna (a + xn) m 

mna 
X (£+*”J' 

,nm 

xmyn 

xmjnzT 

log. of x 

4~ — log. of a 4~ *n 
— n — 

na 
log. of —~r— 

5 a+ xn 

293 

- loff. 0fV^±LL 
n y/a " y/a-\/Xn 

XII X 
i»-'x 

\J 4~# 4-*n 

2 4 *n 
—~ x arc to tan. J—, or 
riy/a a 

X arc to cofine a X 
n y/a a 4-*n 

n log- ofv.v11 +V+a+x" 
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Forms. Fluxions. Fluents. 

xiii 

in.1 __ 

Xz - X 

fa—*n 

2 #n 
- X arc to fin. f—, or 
n v a 
1 fixn 

— X arc to verf. —- 
n a 

XIV 
x-1 X 1 Irr. rf ±\/a±*"+V“ 

fa -f- xn nfa sj a + vn -)- fa 

XV X"1 X 

f— a 4- *n 

2 r xn 
- X arc to lecant f—, or 
n^a a 

I r 'la — xn 
-X arc to conn. —--- 
n fa # 

XVI dx — x2 ~ circ. ferr. to diam. d Sc verf. x 
2 

XVII cnXx 
cnx 

n log. c 

XVIll xyx log. y -f- xy±~ty 
1 
f 

Note. The logarithms, in the above forms, are the hyper¬ 
bolic ones, which are found by multiplying the common 
logarithms by 2*302585092094. And the arcs, whole fine, 
or tangent, &c, are mentioned, have the radius 1, and are 
thofe in the common tables of fines, tangents, and fecants. 
Alfo, the numbers mt w, &c, are to be fome real quantities, 
as the forms fail when m ©, or n =. p, &c. 

The Ufe of the foregoing Table 0} Forms of Fluxions and Fluents. 

43. In ufing the foregoing table, it is to be obferved, that 
the firff column ferves only to fhew the number of the form ; 
in the fecond column are the feveral forms of fluxions, which 
are of different kinds or claflies ; and in the third or lafl 
column, are the correfponding fluents. 

The method of ufing the -table, is this. Having any 
fluxion given, to find its fluent: Firft, Compare the given 
fluxion with the feveral forms of fluxions in the fecond co¬ 
lumn of the table, till one of the forms be found that agrees 

'■ . . with: 
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with it; which is done by comparing the terms of the 
given fluxion with the like parts of the tabular fluxion, 
namely, the radical quantity of the one, with that of the 
other; and the exponents of the variable quantities of 
each, both within and without the vinculum ; all which, 
being found to agree or correfpond, will give the particular 
values of the general quantities in the tabular form : then 
fubilitute thefe particular values in the general or tabular 
form of the fluent, and the refult will be the particular 
fluent of the given fluxion ; after it is multiplied by any 
co-efficient the propofed fluxion may have. 

EXAMPLES. 
A 

Exam. i. To find the fluent of the fluxion 3*3x. 

This is found to agree with the firft form. And, by com 
paring the fluxions, it appears that x = at, and n 
or n 8 . 

T 9 
T - 5 X - 

which being lubftituted in the tabular fluent, or 

gives, after multiplying by 3 the co-efficients, 3 x f#3, 
_8 

or -I*3, for the fluent fought. 

Exam. 2. To find the fluent of ^ksl —#J,or 5 x*x(c* — x3)2. 

This fluxion, it appears, belongs to the 2d tabular form; 
for a = c3,and — xn =— at3, and n= 3 under the vinculum, 
alfo m — 1—or W—-J, and the exponent n'x of x11-1 
without the vinculum, by ufing 3 for n> isw — 1 — 2, which 

-agrees with x2 in the given fluxion: fo that all the parts of 
the form are found to correfpond. Then, fubftituting thefe 
values into the general fluent, — ,4n (« — x,njm, 

' _3 j 

it becomes — |x |(f3 — x3)'- = — V°[c3 —'X3)2. 

Exam. 3. To find the fluent of —: 
0 1 4- x3 

This is found to agree with the 8th form ; where - - 
+ x1" — 4- x3 in the denominator, or n — 3 ; and the nume¬ 
rator xn-i then becomes x2, which agrees with the numerator 
in the given fluxion ; alfo a = 1, Hence then, by fubltitu- 
ting in the general or tabular fluent, 4 log. of a 4- *n> it be- 
comes x log. of I 4" x3. 

Exam. 4. To find the fluent of axAx» 
J2 / 

Exam. 5. To find the fluent of 2(10 4* x2)'xx. 
/] V 

Exam. 6. To find the fluent of 
-f 

JL* 2 

Exam. 7. To find the fluent of 
3# * 

a-^*\ 
Exam. 8. 
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Exam. 8. To find the fluent of • 
X‘ 

X' 
X 

Exam. 9. To find the fluent of x. 
XiOQ 

• 0 

Exam. 10. To find the fluent of (—v 4- x*y2. 
x y J 

X V 
Exam. ii. To find the fluent of (-{- —) xyT. 

* 3/ 

Exam. 12. To find the fluent of — or — x~'x. 
ax a 

Exam. 12. To find the fluent of —-* 
3 _ 3 — 2X . 

Exam. 14. To find the fluent of —^.- or 2^—5 
2x X2, 2 — * 

Exam. 15. To find the fluent of —or — 
x — 3*3 1 — 3* 

Exam. 16. To find the fluent of 
■x‘ 

ax'1 x MX 
Exam. 17. To find the fluent of -- 

7 2 — 

Exam. 18. To find the fluent of 

X' 

2xx 

i 4- *4' 
j. • 

Exam. 19. To find the fluent of °X- 

t 9 vv 

Exam. 20. To find the fluent of *4r 

Exam. 21. To find the fluent of 

Vi 4- a:4 
ax 

Vx- 

Exam. 22. To find the fluent of -3>xx 
Vi — #4 

Exam. 23. To find the fluent of 

Exam. 24. To find the fluent of 

Exam. 25. To find the fluent of 

. i ‘ 

Exam. 26. To find the fluent of 

V4—X2 
2x‘IX 

Vi — x2 
ax 

^ ax2 4- x\ 

2x~*x 

Vx2 — I 

Exam. 27. 
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Exam. 27. To find the fluent of -r—-ax—. 
/ v x\ — ax7. 

Exam. 28. To find the fluent of 2xVlx— x2. 

Exam. 29. To find the fluent of a*x. 

Exam. 30. To find the fluent of 3#2Xx. 

Exam, 31. To find the fluent of 32*# log. z 4* 3*£x',3. 

Exam. 32. To find the fluent of (1 -f~ x3) xx* 
3 

Exam. 33. To find the fluent of (2 4- a-4) x2x. 

Exam. 34. To find the fluent of x2xVa2 -\-x2. 
/ ' . 

To find Fluents by Infinite Series. 

44. When a given fluxion, whofe fluent is required, is fo 
complex, that it cannot be made to agree with any of the 
forms in the foregoing table of cafes, nor made out from 
the general rules before given ; recourfe is then to be had to 
the method of infinite feries ; which is thus performed : 

Expand the radical or fraction, in the given fluxion, into 
an infinite feries of Ample terms, by the methods given for 
that purpofe in books of algebra; viz. either by divifion, or 
extraddion of roots, or by the binomial theorem, &c ; and 
multiply every term by the fluxional letter, and by fuch Ample 
variable fadior as the given fluxional exprefllon may contain. 
Then take the fluent of each term feparately, by the fore¬ 
going rules, connecting them all together by their proper 
figns ; and the feries will be the fluent fought, after multi¬ 
plied by any confiant fadlor or co-efficient which may be 
contained in the given fluxional expreffion. 

45. It is to be noted, however, that the quantities mull 
be fo arranged, as that the feries produced may be a con¬ 
verging one, rather than diverging; and this is effedted by 
placing the greater terms fore mo ft in the given fluxion. 
When thefe are known or confiant quantities, the infinite 
feries will be an afeending one ; that is, the powers of the 
variable quantity will afeend, or increafe; but if the variable 
quantity be fet foremoft, the infinite feries produced will be 
a defeending one, or the powers of that quantity will de- 
creafe always more and more in the fucceeding terms, or in¬ 
creafe in the denominators of them, which is the fame thing. 
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For example, to find the fluent of —-— 
X 

X 
2* 

Here, by dividing the numerator by the denominator, the 
propofed fluxion becomes x—2xx-\-iix2x—5*3*4-8*4*'—&c; 
then the fluents of all the"terms, being taken, give 
x— x2 -j- x3 — -Jv4 4~ fv5 —- &c, for the fluent fought. 

Again, to find the fluent of x^/i _. x2. 

Here, by extra&ing the root, or expanding the radical 

quantity V i — *2, the given fluxion becomes - - - - 
x — \xzx — —tV*6* — &c. Then, the fluents of all 
the terms, being taken, give x— %x3 — -^x5 — ttzx? — &c» 
for the fluent fought. 

©THER EXAMPLES. 

bxx 
Exam. i. To find the fluent of ^ both in an afeending 

and defeending feries. 

Exam. 2. To find the fluent of 
bx 

a + x 

3* 

in both feries. 

Exam. 2. To find the fluent of 
0 (a 4* x) 

I -- x2 --1 o v4 
Exam. 4. To find the fluent of --t-r— x. 

Exam. 5. Given z 

Exam. 6. Given z 

bx 

az 4-*' 

a* 4- ** • 

i 4“ —x 

,, to find z. 

a 4~ x 
x, to find z. 

Exam. 7. Given z = 3k*Ja 4- to find z. 

Exam. 8. Given z = 2x\J<r 4- x*t to find z. 

Exam. 9. Given z = 4x\Za2— xz, to find z. 

 5f* , to find z. Exam. xo. Given z = 
\/x2—a~ 

Exam. 11. Given z = 2xVa3—x3, to find z. 

Exam. 12. Given z = --==L==, to find z. 
V ax — xx 

Exam. 13. Given z — 2xVx3 4~ x4 4- xb, to find z. 

Exam. 14. Given z = 5-\Vax — xx, to find z. 

n 
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To Cor re Si the Fluent of any Given Fluxion. 

46. The fluxion found From a given fluent, is always 
perfedt and complete : but the fluent found from a given 
fluxion, is not always fo * as it often wants a corredtion, to 
make it contemporaneous with that required by the problem 
under confideration, &c : for, the fluent of any given fluxion, 
as x, may be either x, which is found by the rule, or it may 
be x -f-> c, or x — c, that is, x plus or minus fome conffant 
quantityc ; becaufe both x and x + c have the fame fluxion x, 
and the finding of the conffant quantity c, to be added or fub- 
tradfed with the fluent as found by the foregoing rules, is 
called correding the fluent. 

Now this correction is to be determined from the nature 
of the problem in hand, by which we come to know the* re¬ 
lation which the fluent quantities have to each other at fome 
certain point or time. Reduce, therefore, the general fluen- 
tial equation, fuppofed to be found by the foregoing rules, to 
that point or time ; then if the equation be true, it is corredt; 
but if not, it wants a corredtion; and the quantity of the 
corredtion, is the difference between the two general fides of 
the equation when reduced to that particular point. Hence 
the general rule for the corredtion is this : 

Connedt the conffant, but indeterminate, quantity r, with 
one fide of the fluential equation, as determined by the fore¬ 
going rules; then, in this equation, fubflitute for the variable 
quantities, fuch values as they are known to have at any 
particular ffate, place, or time ; and then, from that parti¬ 
cular hate of the equation, find the value of c, the conffant 
quantity of the corredfion. 

EXAMPLES. 

47. Exam. 1. To find the corredt fluent of z == ax3x. 

The general fluent is z = ax4, or z = ax4..-f* r, taking in 
the corredfion c. 

Now, if it be known that z and * begin together, or that 
% is = o, when x = o ; then writing o for both at and z, the 
general equation becomes o = o -j- r, or = c ; fo that, the 
value of c being o, the corredt fluents are z = ax4. 

But if z be — o, when * is — b, any known quantity ‘ 
then fubllituting o for z, and b for x, in the general equa¬ 
tion, it becomes o = ab4 -J- c> and from hence we find 
€z=z—ab4 ; which being written fore in the general fluential 
equation, it becomes z = ax4 — ab4, for the corredt fluents. 
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Or, if it be known that z is = Tome quantity d, when x 
is = fome other quantity as b ; then fubftituting d for 2,, and 
b for x, in the general fluential equation z == ax4 -f- c, it 
becomes d = ab4 -j- c; and hence is deduced the value of 
the corre&ion, namely, c = d—ab4 ; confequently, writing 
this value for c in the general equation, it becomes - - 
% = ax4 — ab4 4* dy for the correfil equation of the fluents 
in this cafe. 

48. And hence arifes another eafy and general way of 
corre&ing the fluents, which is this : In the general equation 
of the fluents, write the particular values of the quantities 
which they are known to have at any certain time or po- 
fition; then fubtrafl the fides of the refuiting particular 
equation from the correfponding Tides of the general one, 
and the remainders will give the correct equation of the 
fluents fought. 

So, the general equation being z — ax4 ; 
write d for z, and b lor xy then d — ab4 \ 
hence, by fubtra&ion, - z—d — ax4 — ab4, 
or2 = ax4 —ab4 4* the corredl fluents, as before. 

Exam. 2. To find the correfl fluents of z = $xx; z being 
o when * is = a. 

Exam. 3. To find the correcl fluents of z—3x</a-{-x; 
z and x being => o at the fame time. 

Exam. 4. To find the correct fluents of 
3 ax 

; fup- 
a -f- % 

pofing z and x to begin to flow together, or to be each 
= o at the fame time. 

Exam. 5. To find the corredl fluents of z = 

pofing z and* to begin together.^ 

2X 

a2 +x' ; fup- 

Of MAXIMA and MINIMA; or, The GREATEST and 

LEAST MAGNITUDE of VARIABLE or FLOWINQ 
QUANTITIES. 

49. MAXIMUM, denotes the greateft flate or quantity 
attainable in any given cafe, or the greateft value of a variable 
quantity : by which it {lands oppofed to Minimum, which is 
the leafl poflible quantity in any cafe.- 

Thus, 
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Thus, the expreflion or fum a2 4" bx, evidently increafes 
'as x, or the term bx, increafes; therefore the given expreflion 
will be the greateft, or a maximum, when x is the greateft, 
or infinite ; and the fame expreflion will be a minimum, or 
the leaft, when x is the leaft, or nothing. 

Again, in the algebraic expreflion a2 —bx, where a and b 
denote conflant or invariable quantities, and x a flowing or 
variable one. Now, it is evident that the value of this re¬ 
mainder or difference, a2 — bx, will increafe, as the term bx, 
or as x, decreafes ; therefore the former will be the greateft, 
when the latter is the fmalleft; that is, a2 — bx is a maxi¬ 
mum, when * is the leaft, or nothing at all; and the differ¬ 
ence is the leaft, when * is the greateft. 

50. Some variable quantities increafe continually ; and fo 
have no maximum, but what is infinite. Others again de¬ 
crease continually ; and fo have no minimum, but what is of 
no magnitude, or nothing. But, on the other hand, fome 
variable quantities increafe only to a certain finite magnitude, 
called their Maximum, or greateft ftate, and after that they 
clecreafe again. While others decreafe to a certain finite 
magnitude, called their Minimum, or leaft ftate, and after¬ 
wards increafe again. And laftly, fome quantities have 
feveral maxima and minima. 

Thus, for example, the ordinate BC of the parabola, or 
fuch-iike curve, flowing along the axis AB from the vertex A, 
continually'increafes, and has no limit or maximum. And 
the ordinate GF oi the curve EFH, flowing from E towards 
H, continually decreafes to nothing when it arrives at the 
point H. But in the circle ILM, th£ ordinate only increafes 
to a certain magnitude, namely the radius, when it arrives dt 
the middle as at KL, which is its maximum ; and after that 
it decreafes again to nothing, at the point M. And in the 
curve NOQ_, the ordinate decreafes only to the pofition OP, 
where it is leaft, or a minimum; arid after that/ it continually 
increafes towards Q. But in the curve RSU &c, the ordi¬ 
nates have feveral maxima, as 1ST, WX, and feveral minima, 
asVU, YZ, &c,. , 

" <1. Novv, 
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51. Now, bccaufe the fluxion of a variable quantity, is 
the rate of its increafe or decreafe; and becaufe the maximum 
or minimum of a quantity neither increafes nor decreafes, at 
thofe points or flates; therefore fuch maximum or minimum 
has no fluxion, or the fluxion is then equal to nothing. From 
which we have the following rule. 

To find the Maximum or Minimum. 

52. From the nature of the queftion or problem, find an 
algebraical expreflion for the value, or general Fate, of the 
quantity whole maximum or minimum is required ; then 
take the fluxion of that expreflion, and put it equal to no¬ 
thing ; from which equation, by dividing by, or leaving out, 
the fluxional letter and other common quantities, and per¬ 
forming other proper reductions, as in common algebra, the 
value of the unknown quantity will be obtained, determining 
the point of the maximum or minimum. 

So, if it be required to find the maximum flate of the 
compound expreflion ioox—$x2 + c, or the value of x 
when 100* — 5V2 + c is a maximum. The fluxion of this 
expreflion is ioox — loxx = o ; which being made — o, and 
divided by iox, the equation is 10 — * = o; and hence 
x — 10. That is, the value of * is 10, when the expreflion 
loo* — $x2 c is the greateft. As is eafily tried : for if 10 
be fubftituted for x in that expreflion, it becomes T c -j- 500 : 
but if, for x, there be fubftituted any other number, whether 
greater or lefs than 10 ; that expreflion wi 11 always be found 
to be lefs than + c -f- 500, which is therefore its greateft 
poflible value, or its maximum. 

53. It is evident, that if a maximum or minimum be any 
way compounded with, or operated upon, by a given conftant 
quantity, the refult will Fill be a maximum or minimum. 
That is, if a maximum or minimum be increafed, or de- 
creafed, or multiplied, or divided, by a given quantity, or 
any given power or root of it be taken ; the refult will Fill 
be a maximum or minimum. Thus, if * be a maximum or 

*- • x 

minimum, then alfo is x + a, or x — a, or ax, or —, or xa, 
& 

or \/x, ftijl a maximum or minimum. Alfo, the logarithm 
of the fame will be a maximum or a minimum. And there- 
tore, if any propOfed maximum or minimum can be made 
limpler by performing any of thefe operations, k is better to 
do fo, before the expreflion is put into fluxions. 

* • 54. When 
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£4. When the expreffion for a maximum or minimum 
contains feveral variable letters or quantities; take the fluxion 
of it as often as there are variable letters; fuppofing fir ft one 
of them only to flow, and the reft to be conftant; then another 
only to flow, and the reft conftant; and fo on for all of them: 
then putting each of thefe fluxions = o, there will be as many 
equations as unknown letters, from which thefe may be all 
determined. For the fluxion of the expreflion muft be equal 
to nothing in each of thefe cafes; otherwife the expreffion 
might become greater or lefs, without altering the values of 
the other letters, which are confidered as conftant. 

So, if it be required to find the values of x and y when 
4x2 — xy -}- 2y is a minimum. Then we have, 

Firft - 8*x — xy = o, and 8v — y — o, or y — 8v. 
Secondly, 2y — xy =■= o, and 2 — * = o, or x = 2. 
And hence y or 8v = 16. 

55. To find whether a propofed quantity admits of a Maximum 
or a Minimum. 

Every algebraic expreffion does not admit of a maximum 
or minimum, properly fo called ; for it may either increafe 
continually to infinity, or decreafe continually to nothing ; 
and, in both thefe cafes, there is neither a proper maximum 
nor minimum ; for the true maximum is that finite value to 
which an expreffion increafes, after which it decreafes again : - 
and the minimum.is that finite value to which the expreffion 
decreafes, and after that it increafes again. Therefore, when 
the expreflion admits of a maximum, its fluxion is pofitive 
before that point, and negative after it; but when it admits 
of a minimum, its fluxion is negative before, and pofitive 
after it. Hence, taking the fluxion of the expreflion a little 
before the fluxion is equal to nothing, and again a little after 
the lame ; if the former fluxion be pofitive, and the latter 
negative, the middle ftate is a maximum ; but if the former 
fluxion be negative, and the latter pofitive, the middle ft’atfe 
is a minimum. , ' 1 

So, if we would find the quantity ax — x2 a maximum or 
minimum ; make its fluxion equal to nothing, that is, - - 
ax — 2xx =z o, or [a — 2x)x nz o ; dividing by x, gives 
a — 2x — Oj or x = \a at that ftate. Now, if in the fluxion 
(a — 2x)xy the value of v be taken rather lefs than its true 
value, \at that fluxion will evidently be pofitive : but if .r be 
taken fomewhat greater than \ay the value of a — 2*t and 
confequently of the fluxion, is as evidently negative. There^. 
fore, the fluxion of ax — x2 being pofitive before, and ne¬ 

gative 
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gative after the fete when its fluxion is — o, it Follows that 
at this ftate the expreffion is not a minimum, but a maximum. 

Again, taking the expreffion x3 —ax2. its fluxion 3#2#—■ 
2i7xx= (2x—2a)xx~o\ this divided byxx.gives 3#— 2a —o, 
and x — fa, its true value when the fluxion of at3 — ax2 is 
equal to nothing. But now to know whether the given ex¬ 
preffion be a maximum or a minimum at that time, take#a 
little lefs than fa in'the value of the fluxion (3# — 2a) xx, 
and this will evidently be negative ; and again, taking x a 

little more than fa, the value of 3# — 2a, or of the fluxion, 
is as evidently pofitive. Therefore the fluxion of #3 —ax2 
being negative before that fluxion is = o, and pofitive after 
it; it follows that in this ftate the quantity #3 —ax2 admits of 
a minimum, but not of a maximum. 

56. Some Examples for Practice. 

Exam. i. To divide a line, or any other given quantity a, 
into two parts, fo that their re61angle or product may be the 
greateft poflible. 

Exam. 2. To divide the given quantity a into two parts 
fuch, that the produfft of the m power of one, by the n 
power of the other, may be a maximum. 

Exam. 3. To divide the given quantity a into three parts 
fuch, that the continual product of them all may be a 
maximum. 

Exam. 4. To divide the given quantity a into three parts 
fuch, that the continual product of the iff, the fquare of the 
2d, and the cube of the 3d, may be a maximum. 

Exam. 5. To determine a fraction fuch, that the differ¬ 
ence between its m power and n power fhall be the greateft 
poflible. >* 

Exam. 6. To divide the number 80. into two fuch parts, 
x and y, that 2x'2 -f- xy -f- 3y2 may be a minimum. 

Exam. 7. To find the greateft rectangle that can be in- 
feribed in a given right-angled triangle. 

Exam. 8. To find*the greateft redlangle that can be in¬ 
scribed in the quadrantc of a given circle. - - ^ 

Exa m. 9. To find the leaft right-angled triangle that caft 
circumfcnbe the quadrant of a given circle. 

Exam, 10. To find the greateft rc6iangle inferibed in, and 
the leaft ifolceies triangle circumfcribed about, a eiven femir 
ellipse. 

Exam. ii» 
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Exam, i r. To determine the fame for a given parabola. 

Exam. 12. To determine the fame for a given hyperbola* 

Exam. 13. To inferibe the greateft cylinder in a given 
cone ; or to cut the greateft cylinder out of a given cone. 

Exam. 14. To determine the dimenfions of a redfangular 
ciftern, capable of containing a given quantity a of water* 
fo as to be lined with lead at the leaft poflible expence* 

Exam. 15. Required the dimenfions of a cylindrical tan¬ 
kard, to hold one quart of ale meafure, that can be made of 
the leaft poflible quantity of filver, of a given thicknefs. 

Exam. 16. To cut the greateft parabola from a given 
Cone. 

Exam. 17. To cut the greateft ellipfe from a given cone. 

Exam. 18. To find the value of x when is a minimum. 

* The METHOD of TANGENTS; 

Or, To draw TANGENTS to CURVES* 
* 

THE Method of Tangents, is a method of determining 
the quantity of the tangent and fubtangent of any algebraic 
curve; th* equation of the curve being given* Or, vies 
verja, the nature of the curve, from the tangent given. 

57. If AE be any curve, and E be 
any point in it, to which it is required 
to draw a tangent TE. Draw the or¬ 
dinate ED: then if we can determine 
the fubtangent TD, limited between 
the ordinate and tangent, in the axis 
produced, by joining the points T, 
E, the line TE will be the tangent 
fought. 

58. Let due be another ordinate, indefinitely near to DE, 
meeting the curve, or tangent produced, in e\ and let Ea 
be parallel to the axis AD. Then is the elementary triangle 
Eea fimilar to the triangle TDK ; 

Vol, II. X and 
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and therefore - ta : <zE :: ED : DT. 
But - - ea : aE :: flux. ED : flux. AD. 
Therefore - flux. ED : flux. AD :: DE : DT. 

^ • 

Thatis, - y : * ::y :'~ = DT, 
y 

which is therefore the value of the fubtangent fought; 
where * is the abfeifs AD, and y the ordinate DE. 

Hence we have this general rule. 

GENERAL RULE. 

59. By means of the given equation of the curve, when 
put into fluxions, find the value of either x or y, or of 

? ; which value fubftitute for it in the expreflion DT = 
y n ; y 
and, when reduced to its fimpleft terms, it will be the value 
of the fubtartgent fought. 

' EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. Let the propofed curve be that which is defined, 
or exprefled, by the equation ax2 + xy2 — y3 = o. 

Here the fluxion of the equation of the curve is 
'laxx 4- yzx 4- 2xyy — 3y2y = o ; then, by tranfpofition, 
zaxx y2x = 3 fy — 2xyy ; and hence, by divifion, 

2 xy 
confcquently 

XX 3 V 2 xy x 3 V “ 
y 'lax 4- y2 ’ ~ 1 * 7 y 2ax 4- V2 
which is the value of the fubtangent TD fought. 

Exam. 2. To draw a tangent to a circle ; the equation of 
which is aw — x2 — y2 ; where# is the abfeifs, y the ordinate, 
and a the diameter. 

v Mr? 

Exam. 3. To draw a tangent to a parabola; its equation 
being ax — y2 ; where a denotes the parameter of the axis. 

Exam. 4. To draw a tangent to an ellipfe; its equation 
being c2 [ax — x2) — a2y2 ; where a and c are the two axes. 

Exam. 5. To draw a tangent to an hyperbola ; its equa¬ 
tion being c2[ax -\~ x2) — a2y2 • where a and c are the two 
axes. 

Exam. 6. To draw a tangent to the hyperbola referred to 
the afymptote as an axis; its equation being xy — a2 ; where 
a2 denotes the re6rangie of the abfeifs and ordinate anfwer- 
ing to the vertex of the curve. 

Of 
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Of RECTIFICATIONS; 
Or, To find the LENGTHS of CURVE LINES. 

RECTIFICATION, is the finding the length of a curve 
line, or finding a right line equal to a propofed curve. 

60. By art. 10 it appears, that the 
elementary triangle Eae, formed by the 
increments of the abfcifs, ordinate, and 
curve, is a right-angled triangle, of 
which the increment of the curve is the 
hypothenufe ; and therefore thefquare 
of the latter is equal to the fum of the 
fquares of the two former ; that is, Ee2 z= Ea2 -}- ae2. Or, 
fubftituting, for the increments, their proportional fluxions, 

it is zz — xx -f- yy, or z — x2 y2 \ where % denotes any 
curve line AE, x its abfcifs AD, and y its ordinate DE. 
Hence this rule. 

RULE. 

61. From the given equation of the curve put into 
fluxions, find the value of x2 ory2, which value fubflitute 

inftead of it in the equation z = Vx2 y2; then the fluents, 
being taken, will give the value of z, or the length of the 

' curve, in terms of the abfcifs or ordinate. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. 1. To find the length of the arc of a circle, in 
terms both of the fine, verfed fine, tangent, and fecant. 

The equation of the circle may be exprefled in terms of 
the radius, and either the fine, or the verfed fine, or tangent, 
or fecant, &c, of an arc. Let, therefore, the radius of the 
circle be CA or CE — r, the verfed fine AD (of the arc 
AE) = x, the right fine DE == y, the tangent TE — /, and 
the fecant CT = s; then, by the nature of the circle, there 
arife thefe equations, viz. 

2 rx — x 
,2^2 

Then, by means of the fluxions of thefe equations, with 
the general fiuxional equation z2 = x2 -\-y2, are obtained the 
following fiuxional forms, for the fluxion of the curve; the 
fluent of any one of which will be the curve itfelf * viz. 

rx  ry r2t r2 s 

V 2 rx xx V r2 —y2 r2 4- t \'s2 

X 
• r2 

Hence 
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Hence the value of the curve, from the fluent of each of 
thefe, gives the four following forms, in feries, viz. putting 
^ — 2r the diameter, the curve is % 

= (1 + 
x 

+ 
3*' I —3-5.?--L Sec) y/dx 

2.3d 1 2.4.5^ + 2.4.6 yd3 + ' * 

(I + JLL. 4. JS— ±-J:SyL. 4- &c) V 
2'^r2 ^ 2.4.5r4 ^ 2.4.6.7/-6 

, t2 , /4 /6 , /8 0 , 
r 1 ■ *—— *4~ ——- •— •—- —f- —- — See) /, 
v ^r2 5 r4 7r6 9r8 ' 

_ (in_r f3-r.3 4,:-l 
2.35s 2.4.55s 

r5) 
4* &c) t\ 

Now, it is evident that the fimpleft of thefe feries, is the 
third in order, or that which is exprefled in terms of the 
tangent. That form will therefore be the fitted: to cal¬ 
culate an example by in numbers. And, for this purpofe, 
it will be convenient to aflume fome arc whofe tangent, or 
at leaft the fquare of it, is known to be fome fmall Ample 
number. Now, the arc of 45 degrees, it is known, has its 
tangent equal to the radius; and therefore, taking the radius 
r== I, and confequently the tangent of 450, or /, = 1 alfo, 
in this cafe the arc of 450 to the radius r, or the arc of the 
quadrant to the diameter 1, will be equal to the infinite feries 

I — 4 *"h r T t —' &c‘ 7 
But as this feries converges very flowly, it will be proper 

to take fome fmaller arc, that the feries may converge faffer; 
fuch as the arc of 30 degrees, the tangent of which is 
= 1/4, or its fquare /2 — 4 : which being iubftituted in the 
feries, the length of the arc of 30° comes out - - - - 

(1-- 4- —■  -- 4-—1-&c)»/4. Hence,tocom- 
v 2*3 5*32 7.3s 9*34 3 
pute thefe terms in decimal numbers, after the firft, the fuc- 
ceeding terms will be found by dividing always by 3, and 
thefe quotients again by the abfolute numbers 3, 5, 7, 9, &c; 
and laflly, adding every other term together, into two Turns, 
the one the fum of the politive terms, and the other the fum 
of the negative ones ; then laflly, the one fum taken from 
the other, leaves the length of the arc Of 30 degrees; which 
being the 12th part of the whole circumference when the 
radius is 1, or the 6th part when the diameter is 1, confe¬ 
quently 6 times that arc will be the length of the whole cir¬ 
cumference to the diameter 1. Therefore, multiplying the 
firft term ^4 by 6, the product is <J\2 = 3.4641016 ; and 
hence the operation will be conveniently made as follows : 

-f- Terms, 
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Terms. — Terms. 
I ) 3*4641016 ( 3*4641016 

0-3849002 3 ) r1547005 ( 
5) 3849002 ( 769800 

183286 7 ) 1283001 ( 

9 \ 11) 

427667 
142556 ! 47519 

12960 

*3 ) 475*9 ( 365S 
, *°56 

93 

15 ) 
17 ) 
*9 ) 

15840 
5280 
1760 

( 
311’ 

21 \ 
587 ( 28 

8 23 ) 
25 ) 
27 ) 

196 

65 
22 

( 

! 3 

• • + 3'54<>2332 
— o'40464o6 

—0‘4046406 

So that at lafl; 31415926 is the whole circum* 
ference to the dia¬ 
meter 1. 

Exam. 2. To find the length of a parabola. 

Exam. 3. To find the length of the femicubical parabola, 
whofe equation is ax2 = y3. 

Exam. 4. To find the length of an elliptical curve. 

Exam. 5. To find the length of an hyperbolic curve. 

Of QUADRATURES; 
or, Finding the AREAS of CURVES. 

62. THE Quadrature of Curves, is the meafuring their 
areas, or finding a fquare, or other righjt-lined fpace, equal 
to a propofed curvilineal one. 

By art. 9 it appears, that any flowing 
quantity being drawn into the fluxion of 
the line along which it flows, or in the 
dire&ion of its motion, there is produced 
the fluxion of the quantity generated by 
the flowing. That is, Dd x DE or yx is 
the fluxion of the area ADE. Hence this 

RUL!, 

\ 
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RULE. 

63. From the given equation of the curve, find the value 
either of x or of y \ which value fubftitute inftead of it in 
the expreflion yx ; then the fluent of that expreflion, being 
taken, will be the area of the curve fought. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. To~find the area of the common parabola. 

The equation of the parabola being ax — y2 ; where a is 
the parameter, x the abfcifs AD, or part of the axis, and y 
the ordinate DE. 

From the equation of the curve is found y = ^fax. This 
fubflituted in the general fluxion of the area yx, gives x^Jax 

1 T 
or azx2x is the fluxion of the parabolic area; and the fluent 

13. 
‘of this, or -fa2*2 = <|x^Jax = %xy, is the area of the parabola 
ADE, and which is therefore equal to f of its circumfcribing 
reCtangle. 

Exam. 2. To fquare the circle, or find its area. 

The equation of the circle being y2 = ax —x2, or y = 

y/ax — x2, where a is the diameter; by fubftitution, the 

general fluxion of the area yx, becomes xy/ax— *2, for the 
fluxion of the circular area. But as the fluent of this cannot 

be found in finite terms, the quantity Vax — x2 is thrown 
into a feries, by extracting the root, and then the fluxion of 
the area becomes 

X X2 
x 1/ax X (1 — —:-- 

v 2 a 2.4 a2 

1. 1.3.5*-' 

2.4.6 a3 2.4.6.8a4 

then the fluent of every term being taken, it gives 

l.X I.*2 

&c); 

xJax X (- -- 
V 3 5a 

1 *3*; 

&c) 
4.7a2 4,6.9a3 

for the general expreflion of the femifegment ADE. 

When the point D arrives at the extremity of the diameter, 
then the fpace becomes a femicircle, and x = a ; and then 
the feries above becomes barely 

2 1_1_1.3 

5 
°2(: — See) 

3 5 4.7 4*6*9 
for the area of the femicircle whofe diameter is a. 

Exam. 3, 
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Exa m. 3. To find the area of any parabola, whofe equation 
is amxn — ym + n. 

Exam. 4. To find the area of an ellipfe. 

Exam. 5. To find the area of an hyperbola. 

Exam. 6. To find the area between the curve and afymp- 
tote of an hyperbola. 

Exam. 7. To find the like area in any other hyperbola 
whofe general equation is xmyn = am + n. 

To find the SURFACES of SOLIDS. 

64. IN the folid formed by the rota¬ 
tion of any curve about its axis, the 
furface may be confidered as generated 
by the circumference of an expanding 
circle, moving perpendicularly along 
the axis, but the expanding circum¬ 
ference moving along the arc or curve 
of the folid. 'Therefore, as the fluxion 
of any generated quantity, is produced, by drawing the ge¬ 
nerating quantity into the fluxion of the line or dire&ion in 
which it moves, the fluxion of the furface will be found by 
drawing the circumference of the generating circle into the 
fluxion of the curve. That is, the fluxion of the furface 

BAE, is equal to AE drawn into the circumference BCEF, 
whole radius is the ordinate DE. 

65. But, if c be = 3*1416, the circumference of a circle 
whofe diameter is i, x = AD the abfeifs, y = DE the ordi¬ 
nate, and % =: AE the curve; then 2y — the diameter BE, 

and 2cy — the circumference BCEF; alfo, AE = z — 

V*2 4-y2 • therefore 2cyz or 2cys/x2, -b y2is the fluxion of 
the furface. And confequently if, from the given equation 
of the curve, the value of x or y be found, and fubftituted 

In this expreflion 2ryv/#2 -j-i'2, the fluent of the expreflion, 
being then taken, will be the furface of the folid required. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. To find the furface of a fphere, or of any feg- 
ment. 

A 

In 
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In this cafe, AE is a circular arc, whofe equation is 

ax .v — x2, or y = sjax ■ x- 

The fluxion of this gives y 
a 2X a 2x 

2 ax 
x 

XJ V 
-x; 

hence >• = glZL*i± **1 ; 
4^ 4y2 

rf2#2 
confeq. £2 -f- j2 = and ? 4- y2 

d.x: 

2jy 

This value of 2, the fluxion of a circular arc, may be found 
more eafily thus: In the fig. to art. 60, the two triangles 
EDC, Eae are equiangular, being each of them equiangular 
to the triangle ETC : confeq. ED : EC :: Ea : Ef, that is, 

• 

y : \a :: X : 2 = —, the fame as before. J t. 2y 

The value of 2 being found, by fubftitution is obtained 
‘Icyz — acx for the fluxion of the fpherical furface, generated 
by the circular arc in revolving about the diameter AD. 
And the fluent of this gives atx for the faid furface of the 
fpherical fegment BAE. 

But at is equal to the whole circumference of the gene¬ 
rating circle ; and therefore it follows, that the furface of 
any fpherical fegment, is equal to the faid circumference of 
the generating circle, drawn into * or AD, the height of the 
fegment. 

Alfo, when x or AD becomes equal to the whole diameter a, 
the expreffion acx becomes aca or ca2, or 4 times the area of 
the generating circle, lor the furface of the whole fphere. 

And thefe agree with the rules before found in Menfura- 
tion ol Solids. 

Exam. 2. To find the furface of a fpheroid. 

Exam. 3. To find the furface ol a paraboloid. 

Exam, 4. To find the furface of an hyperboloid. 

To find the CONTENTS of SOLIDS. 

66. ANY. folid which is formed by the revolution of a 
curve about its axis (fee fall fig.), may alfo be conceived to 
be generated by the motion of the plane ol an expanding 
circle, moving perpendicularly along the axis. And there¬ 

fore 
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fore the area of that circle being drawn into the fluxion of 
the axis, will produce the fluxion of the folid. That is, 

• — 

AD x area of the circle BCF, whofe radius is DE, or dia¬ 
meter BE, is the fluxion of the folid, by art. 9. 

67. Hence, if AD — x, DE = y, c = 3*1416 ; becaufe 
cy2 is equal to the area of the circle BCF; therefore cy2x is 
the fluxion of the folid. And confequently if, from the given 
equation of the curve, the value of either y2 or x be found, 
and that value fubftituted for it in the expreflion by cy2xy the 
fluent of the refulting quantity, being taken, will be the fo- 
lidity of the figure propofed. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. To find the folidity of a fphere, or any fegment. 

The equation to the generating circle being y2 — ax — x2, 
where a denotes the diameter, by fubftitution, the general 
fluxion of the folid, cy2xy becomes caxx— cx2xy the fluent of 
which gives \cax2 —q-rv3, or -^cx2(^a — 2x)y for the folid 
content of the fpherical fegment BAE, whofe height AD is#, 

When the fegment becomes equal to the whole fphere, 
then x — ay and the above expreflion for the folidity, becomes 
±ca3 for the folid content of the whole fphere. 

And thefe deductions agree with the rules before given 
and demonftrated in the Menfuration of Solids; 

Exam. 2. To find the folidity of a fpheroid. 
Exam. 3. To find the folidity of a paraboloid. 

Exam. 4. To find.the folidity of an hyperboloid. 

To find LOGARITHMS. 

68. IT has been proved, art. 23, that the fluxion of the 
hyperbolic logarithm of a quantity, is equal to the fluxion of 
the quantity divided by the fame quantity. Therefore, when 
any quantity is propofed, to find its logarithm ; take the 
fluxion of that quantity, and divide it by the fame quantity ; 
then take the fluent of the quotient, either in a feries or 
otherwife, and it will be the logarithm fought; when cor¬ 
rected as ufual, if need be ; that is, the hyperbolic logarithm.. 

69. But, for any other logarithm, multiply the hyperbolic 
logarithm, above found, by the modulus of t*he fyftem, for 
the logarithm fought. 

Note, 
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Nrte, The modulus of the hyperbolic logarithms, is I; 
and the modulus of the common logarithms, is *43429448190, 
&c ; and, in general, the modulus of any fyftem, is equal to 
the logarithm of 10 in that fyftem divided by the number 
2*3025850929940, &c, which is the hyp. log. of 10. 

Exam. i. To find the log. of 
a 4- * 

a 

Denoting any propofed number z, whofe logarithm is 
required to be found, by the compound expreflion - - 
ii 4- x . . x 
~-L . the fluxion of the number z, is —, and the fluxion 

a a 

x2x X XX 

a a2 a3 

x3x 
-1- + a 

of the log. — = —j— 
0 z- a-\-x 

Then the fluents of thefe terms give the logarithm of z 
. . , r a -\- x x 

or logarithm 01 - - 
a a 

a- 

a 
Mult, thefe numbs, and 3 , # -j- x 
adding their logs, gives / °&* a_^ 

X2 

4- 
X 3 X4 

2 a2 3*3 4a4 

X X2 X 3 X4 

Cl 2a2 3 a3 4 a'' 

2X 

4- 
2X3 . 2xb 

a 
- -1- 

3"'3 5*5 

&c. 

&c. 

&c. 

Alfo, becaufe —— =1 + ^^, or log. — o — log. Zif. 
a~Yx a a-'rx 0 a 

therefore log. of 
a x- X 

is — — -f- 
a -f- x ' a 2a2 

and the log. of —— is-f * + ^ + * 
5 a — at 1 a 1 2az 

4- 

X 

4a4 
x4 

4 a4 

&c. 

Sec, 

u 2 2x 
the prod, gives log. = - 

3 a' 
2 O 1'4 O y 6 

+ ~+&. + &c. la¬ bel1 

Now, for an example in numbers, fuppofe it were required 
to compute the common logarithm of the number 2. This 
will be beft done by the feries, 

log. of 
a -{- x 

a — x 
a -j- x 

,.x X 
2m X (—b —t 4* 

« 3a 

y. 5 
2- + ~ &c). 
5 a* 7a7 J 

x 
2, gives a = 3*; confeq. — ~-j, and Making 

a — x w ~ ' * a ” a* 

which is the conflant faftor for every fucceeding term ; 
alfo, 2m = 2 X *43429448190 = *868588964; therefore the 
calculation will be conveniently made, by firft dividing this 
number by 3, then the quotients fucceflively by 9, and laft- 
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ly thefe quotients in order by the refpe&ive numbers 
i, 3> 5’ 7> 9* &c> an(^ after thai, adding all the terms toge¬ 
ther, as follows: 

3 ) •868588964 / . 

9 ) 289529654 1 ) *289529654 •289529654 

9 32169962 3 j 32169962 ( io723321 
9 ) 3574440 5 ) 3574440 ( 714888 

9 \ 
397160 7 ) 397160 ( 56737 

9 ) 44129 9 ) 44129 ( 49 °3 
9 ) 4903 i* ) 49°3 ( 440 
9 545 13 } 545 ( 42 
9 ) 61 15 ) 61 ( 4 

Sum of the terms gives log. 2 = *301029995 

Exam. 2. To find the log. of 

Exam. 3. To find the log of a — x. 

Exam. 4. To find the log. of a-Jr- x-% 

< ^ —_ jp 
Exam. 5. To find the log. of —:—. 
« J 0 a 4- x 

To FIND THE POINTS OF INFLEXION, 
OR OF CONTRARY FLEXURE, in CURVES. 

70. THE Point of 
Inflexion in a curve, 
is that point of it 
which feparates the 
concave from the con¬ 
vex part, lying be¬ 
tween the two; or 
where the curve changes from concave to convex, or from 
convex to concave, on the fame fide of the curve. Such as 
the point E in the annexed figures; where the former of 
the two is concave towards the axis AD, from A to E, but 
convex from E to F; and, on the contrary, the latter figure 
is convex from A to E, and concave from E to F. 

71. From 
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71. From the nature of curvature, as has been remarked 
before at art. 28, it is evident that, when a curve is concave 
towards an axis, then the fluxion ol the ordinate decreafcs, 
or is in a decreafing ratio, with regard to the fluxion of the 
abfeifs ; but, on the contrary, that it increafes, or is in an 
increafing ratio to the fluxion of the abfeifs, "when the curve 
is convex towards the axis; and confequently thofe two 
fluxions are in a conftant ratio at the point of inflexion, 
where the curve is neither convex nor concave ; that is, x is 

• • 

• y x 9 
to y in a conftant ratio, or - or — is a conftant quantity. 

* y f 
But conftant quantities have no fluxion, or their fluxion is 
equal to nothing ; fo that, in this cafe, the fluxion of 
V X 
4 orr is equal to nothing. And hence wre have this 
^ y 
general rule : 

72. Put the given equation of the curve into fluxions; • • *1' 
from which find either ^ or -r. Then take the fluxion of 

x y 
this ratio, or fra&ion, and put it equal o or nothing; and 

x y 
from this laft equation find alfo the value of the fame or 4 . 

y x 
Then put this latter value equal to the former, which will 
form an equation, from whence, andthc firft given equation, 
of the curve, x and y will be determined, being the abfeifs 
and ordinate anfwering to the point of inflexion in the 
curve, as required. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam, t . To find the point of inflexion in the curve whofe 
equation is ax2 ~ a"y + x2y. 

This equation in fluxions is 2axx — a2y -f- 2xyx -f- 
X r-j X ^ 

which gives *7 =:  -——. Then the fluxion of this quantity 
0 y 2 ax—2 xy ^ J 

made =: o, gives 2xx (ax—xy) — (a2 -j- x2) X {ax — xy — xy); 
.... . x • a2 x2 x 

and this again gives — = ——-J- X -. 
y a2—x2 a — y 

Laftly, this value of ~r being put equal the former, gives 

4- x2 a2 -}- x'‘ 

a~ — x* a—y 2x a—y 

or 3*2 — a2, and * = a<J\y the abfeifs. 

; and hence 1=a — *z, 

Hence 
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Hence alfo, from the original equation, 

y — —- == = \a, the ordinate to the point of in- 
a2 -f- x re¬ 

flexion fought. 

Exam, 2. To find the point of inflexion in a curve defined 

by the equation ay —aVax -j- xx. 

Exam. 3. To find the point of inflexion in a curve defined 
by the equation ay2 — a2x -j- x3. 

Exam. 4. To find the point of inflexion 
in the Conchoid of Nicomedes, which is 
generated or conftru&ed in this manner: 
From a fixed point P, which is called the 
pole of the conchoid, draw any number of 
right lines PA, PB, PC, PE, &c, cutting 
the given line FD in the points F, G, H, 1, 
&c : then make the diffances FA, GB, HC, IE, &c, equal 
to each other, and equal to a given line ; and the curve line 
ABCE, &c, will be the conchoid ; a curve fo called by its 
inventor Nicomedes, 

To find THE RADIUS OF CURVATURE of CURVES. 

73, THE Curvature of a Circle is conftant, or the fame 
in every point of it, and its radius is the radius of curvature. 
But the cafe is different in other curves, every one of which 
has its curvature continually varying, either increafing or 
decrealing, and every point having a degree of curvature pe¬ 
culiar to ttfelf ; and the radius, of a circle which has the fame 
curvature with the curve at any given point, is the radius of 
curvature at that point; which radius it is the bufinefs of this 
chapter to find. 

74. Let AKe he any curve, con¬ 
cave toward its axis AD ; draw an 
ordinate DE to the point E, where 
the curvature is required tobe found; 
and fuppofe EC perpendicular to the 
curve, and equal to the radius of 
curvature fought, or equal to the 
radius of a circle having the fame 
curvature there, and with that radius 
defci ibeth'efaid equally-curved circle 

BEV; 
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BE<?; laftly, draw Ed parallel to AD, and de parallel and 
indefinitely near to DE; thereby making Ed the fluxion, or 
increment of the abfcifs AD, alfo de the fluxion of the ordi¬ 
nate DE, and Ee that of the curve AE. Then put * = AD, 
y — DE, z = AE, and r =z CE the radius of curvature ; 
then is Ed — xy de —/, and Ee = z. 

Now, by flm. triangles, the three lines Ed, dey E*, 
or x, /, z, 

are refpe&ively as the three - - GE, GC, CE; 
therefore - - GC.x = GE./; 

and the flux, of this eq. is GC . x -j-GC . .v = GE .y -j- GE./, 

or,becaufeGC=:—BG,itis,GC.x—BG. x= GE .y -{- GE./. 

But, fince the two curves AE and BE have the fame cur¬ 
vature at the point E, their abfcifles and ordinates have the 
fame fluxions at that point, that is, Ed or x is the fluxion 
both of AD and BG, and de or / is the fluxion both of DE 
and GE. In the equation above, therefore, fubflitute k for 

• , • 
BG, and / for GE, and it becomes 

GCx — xx =z GEy -j- //> 
or GC*— GEj'=^2 -- y2 z=zz7. 

Now, multiply the three terms of this equation refpeclively 
V X 

by thefe three quantities, , ^rp, which are equal. 

and it becomes - y x xy 
CE 

or 
z3 

. -r — 

and hence is found r = r~—rr, for the general value of 
/ x — xy 

the radius of curvature, for all curves whatever, in terms of 
the fluxions of the abfcifs and ordinate. 

75. Farther, as in any cafe either x or y may be fuppofed 
to flow equably, that is, either x ory conilant quantities, or 
x or y equal to nothing, it follows that, by this fuppofition, 
either of the terms in the denominator, of the value of r, 
may be made to vanifh. Thus, when x is fuppofed conlfant, 
x being then = o, the value of r is barely - - - - - 

z3 z3 
; or r is = ttt when y is conflant. 

— xy yx 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam.-i. To find the radius of curvature to any point 
of 
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of a parabola, whofe equation is axz=zy2, its vertex being A, 
and axis AD. 

Now, the equation to the curve being ax — y2; the fluxion 
of it is ax = 2yy ; and the fluxion of this again is ax = 2y % 
fuppoflng y conftant; hence then r or 

*1 or ; _ [a* +4y*)* or (a + 4*)^ 
fx f'x la1 2 ija ’ 

for the general value of the radius of curvature at any point E, 
the ordinate to which cuts off the abfeifs AD = v. 

Hence, when the abfeifs x is nothing, the laft exprefflon. 
becomes barely \a = r, for the radius of curvature at the 
vertex of the parabola ; that is, the diameter of the circle of 
curvature at the vertex of a parabola* is equal to a, the pa¬ 
rameter of the axis. 

Exam. 2. To find the radius of curvature of an ellipfe, 

whofe equation is a2y2 : 

Anf. r — 

cz .ax — x*. 

(<a2c2 -f- 4 (a2 — c2) X [ax x2J )* 
2 a4c 

Exam. 3. To find the radius of curvature of an hyper¬ 

bola, whofe equation is a2y2 =± c2 . ax ~\^x2. 

Exam. 4. To find the radius of curvature of the cycloid- 

Anf. r = 2 yjaa — ax, where x is the abfeifs, and 
a the diametdr of the generating circle. 

Of INVOLUTE and EVOLUTE CURVES. 
* ' 

76. AN Evolute is any curve fuppofed to be evolved or 
opened, by having a thread wrapped clofe about it, faftened 
at one end, and beginning to evolve or unwind the thread 
from the other end, keeping always tight ftretched the part 
which is evolved or wound off: then this end of the thread 
will deferibe another curve, called the Involute. Or, the 
fame involute is deferibed in the contrary way, by wrapping 
the thread about the curve of the evolute, keeping it at tl^e 
fame time always ftretched. 

77. Thus, 
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yj. Thus, if EFGH be any curve, 
and AE be either a part of the curve, 
or a right line : then if a thread be 
fixed to the curve at H, and he wound 
or plyed dole to the curve, &c, from 
H to A, keeping the thread always 
firetched tight; the other end of the 
thread will defcribe a certain curve 
ABCD, called an Involute ; the firft 
curve EFGH being its evolute. Or, 
if the thread, fixed at H, be unwound 
from the curve, beginning at A, and keeping it alway 
it will defcribe the fame involute ABCD. 

s tightj 

78. If AE, BF, CG, DH, &c, be any pofitions of the 
thread, in evolving or unwinding ; it follows, thatthefe parts 
of the thread are always the radii of curvature, at the cor- 
refponding points, A, B, C, D ; and alfo equal to the cor- 
refponding lengths AE, AEF, AEFG, AEFGH, of the 
evolute ; that is. 

AE = AE is the radius of curvature to the point A, 
BF = AF is the radius of curvature to the point B, 
CG = AG is the radius of curvature to the point C, 
DH = AH is the radius of curvature to the point D. 

79. It alfo follows, from the premifes, that any radius of 
curvature, BF, is perpendicular to the involute at the point B, 
and is a tangent to the evolute curve at the point F. Alfo, 
that the evolute is the locus of the centre of curvature of 
the involute curve. 

80. Hence, and from art. 74, it will 
he eafy to find one of thefe curves, 
when the other is given. To this 
purpofe, put 

x = AD, the abfeifs of the involute, 
y — DB, an ordinate to the fame, 
z =z AB, the involute curve, 
r — BC, the radius of curvature, 
*0 — EF,theabfcifsoftheevoluteEC, 
« = FG, the ordinate of the fame, and 
a 3= AE, a certain given fine. 

Then, 
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Then, by the nature of the radius of curvature, it is 

yx — xy 
77. = BC — AE + EC; alfo, by fim triangles, 

x :: r s GB = 

y ::r : GC = 

rx 
• * 9 
xz2 

z • yx — xy 

>y _ y* . 
• - ■■ • •» • • • 

z /v — xy 

Hence EF = GB — DB = 
xs2 

yx — xy 
— y~ V ; 

y*2  
#5 and FC — AD — AE +GC — X — a-j- 

yx — xy 
which are the values of the abfcifs and ordinate of the 
evolute curve EC; from which, therefore, thefe may be 
found, when the involute is given. 

On the Contrary, if v and u, or the evolute, be given: 
then, putting the given curve EC = x; finceGBrrzAE -]-EC, 
or r=± a 4" s, this gives r the radius of curvature. Alfo, by 
fimilar triangles, there arife thefe proportions, viz. 

v 
rv 

5 

ru 

a -f- s 

and s : u \ \ r : — == 

s 

a -f* s 

v = GB, 

u = GC ; 

theref. AD = AE + FC — GC = a 4- u 
a 4- s 

and DB=.GB —GD = GB—EF = !t+^zc 

u = xm 

v — y 

which are the abfcifs and ordinate of the involute curve, and 
which may therefore be found, when the evolute is given. 

• • 

Where it maybe noted, that s2 — v2 -j-w2, and zzz= x2 Jry7'» 
Alfo, either of the quantities x, y, may be fuppofed to flow 
equably, in which cafe the refpemve fecond fluxion, x ory, 
will be nothing, and the correfponding term in the denomi¬ 
nator yx — xy will vanifh, leaving only the other term in it; 
which will have the eflfedt of rendering the whole operation 
Ampler. 

‘ \ 

8l. EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. To determine the nature of the curve by whofe 
evolution the common parabola AB is'defcribed. 

Vol. II. Y Here 
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Here the equation of the given involute AB, is cx 
where e is the parameter of the axis AD. Hence then 

y z=z yV.v, and y = \k\/ —, alfo y = 
x2 

■J — by making 
4x v x 1 

£ conftant. Confequently the general values of v and uy or 
of the abfcifs and ordinate, EF and FC, above given, be¬ 
come, in that cafe, 

EF == v = 

FC= a = 

'7T 

JV 
>* 

•v2 4 j'2 ■y = 4x^— ; and 

a 
— xy 

3X + \c — a. 

But the value of the quantity a or AE, by exam. I to 
art. 75, was found to be \c; confequently the laft quantity, 
FC or w, is barely — 3*. 

Hence then, comparing the values of v and w, there is 
found 3^/<r — 4uy/x, or 27cv2 = i6«3 ; which is the equa¬ 
tion between the abfcifs and ordinate of the evolute curve 
EC, (hewing it to be the femicubical parabola. 

Exam. 2. To determine the evolute of the common cy¬ 
cloid. Anf. another cycloid, equal to the former. 

To find the CENTRE of GRAVITY. 

;; 

A _a 

82. By referring to prop. 41, Ac, in Mechanics, it is feen 
what are the principles and nature of the Centre of Gravity 
in any figure, and how it is generally 
cxpreffed. It there appears, that if • 
PAQbe a line, or plane, drawn through 
any point, as fuppofe the vertex of any 
body, or figure, ABD, and if 
s denote any feftion EF of the figure, 
d — AG, its diflance below PQ, and 
b — the whole body or figure ABD; n 11 u 
then the diflance AC, of the centre of 

gravity below PQ, is univerfally denoted by — —. 

whether ABD be a line, or a plane furface, or a curve fuper- 
fides, or a folid. 

E/ _ 

r 

% \ \ 

But 
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But the fum of all the ds, is the fame as the fluent of dbt 

and b is the fame as the fluent of b ; therefore the general 
expreflion for the diflance of the centre of gravity, is AC = 

fluent of xb fluent xb 
-— --; putting x d the variable dif¬ 
fluent of b b 

tance AG. Which will divide into the following four cafes. 

83. Case i. WhenAE is fome line, as a curve fuppofe. 

In this cafe, ^is — z or^2 -\~y21 the fluxion of the curve ; 

, , , r a fluent of xz fluent of x'd id -4- yu 
and b—z: theref. AC =-=- 

z z 
is the diflance of the centre of gravity in a curve. 

84. Case 2. When the figure ABD is a plane; then 

b — yx ; therefore the general expreflion becomes AC = 
fluent of yxx r . ..n r . r . 
-Pi-~r- tor the diltance ot the centre ot gravity in a 
fluent ot yx ° 7 A 

plane. 

85. Case 3. When the figure is the fuperficies of a body 
generated by the rotation of a line AEB, about the axis 
AH. 

Then, putting c = 3*14159 &c, 'icy will denote the cir¬ 
cumference of the generating circle, and 2cyz the fluxion of 
, r r . . fluent of 2cyxz fluent of yxz 

the furface; therefore AC = -7,-—^—~ = -5:-r—- 
fluent or 2cyz fluent 01yz 

will be the diflance of the centre of gravity for a furface 
generated by the rotation of a curve line z. 

86. Case 4. When the figure is a folid generated by the 
rotation of a plane ABH, about the axis AH. 

Then, putting c= 3*14159 &c, it is cy2 = the area of 

the circle whofe radius is y, and cy2x = b, the fluxion of 
the folid; therefore 

fluent of xb fluent of cy2xx fluent of y2xx 
AC = 

fluent of cy2x fluent ol y2x fluent of b 
is the diflance of the centre of gravity below the vertex in 
a folid. 

87. EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. Let the figure propofed be the ifofceles triangle 
ABD. 

It is evident that the centre of gravity C, will be fome- 
Y 2 when 
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where in the perpendicular AH. Now, if 
a denote AH, t' = BD, x = AG, and 
^ — EF any line parallel to the bafe BD : 

cx 
then as a : c \: x : y — —; therefore, by the 

2d Cafe, AC = = 
fluent yx fluent xx 1 “ 

= 7* 
CH = 

= yAH, when a- becomes = AH: confequently 
7AH. 

In like manner, the centre of gravity of any other plane 
triangle, will be found to be at 4 of the altitude of the tri¬ 
angle ; the fame as it was found in prop. 42, Mechanics. 

Exam. 2. In a parabola ; the di Ida nee from the vertex is 
\x, or of the axis. 

Exam. 3. I11 a circular arc ; the diffance from the centre 

of the circle, is ; where a denotes-thp arc, c its chord, 
r 

and r the radius. 

Exam. 4. In a circular fedlor ; the diflance from the centre 

of the circle, is — • where ay c, r, are the fame as in exam. 3. 

Exam. 5. In a circular fegment; the didance from the 
C3 

centre of the circle is — ; wdierc c is the chord, and a the 
I2fl 

area, of the fegment. 

Exam. 6. In a cone, or any other pyramid ; the diflance 
from the vertex is or f of the altitude. 

Exam. 7. In the femifphere, or femifpheroid; the diflance 
from the centre is fr, or § of the radius. 

Exam. 8. In the parabolic conoid; the diflance from the 
bafe is 4.V, or 4 of the axis.** 

Exam. 9. In the fegment of a fphere, or of a fpheroid; 

the diflance from the bafe is --v: where x is the height 
ba — 4X b 

of the fegment, and a the whole axis, or diameter of the 
fphere. 

Exam. 10. In the hyperbolic conoid; the diflance from 
—j— x 

the bafe is ——— v ; where x is the height of the conoid, 
o 12 A-x 

and a the whole axis or diameter. 
PRAC- 
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS. 

QJJ E S T I O N I. 

A LARGE veffel, of to feet, or any other given depth, 
and of any fhape, being kept conftantly full of water, by 
means of a fupplying cock at the top; it is propofed to 
aflign the place where a fmall hole mull be made in the fide 
of it, fo that the water may fpout through it to the greateft 
diftance on the plane of the bale. 

Let AB denote the height or fide of 
the veftel ; D the required hole in the 
fide, from whence the water fpouts, in 
the parabolic curve DG, to the greateft 
diftance BG, on the horizontal plane. 

By the Scholium to prop, oi. Hy¬ 
draulics, the diftance BG is always equal 

to 2V/AD . DB, which is equal to 

/lsJx[a — x) or 2^/ax — a;2, if a be put to denote the whole 
height AB of the veffel, and v — AD the depth of the holp. 

Hence 2Max— at2, or ax — a?2, muft be a maximum. In 
fluxions, ax 2xx = o, or a — 2x = o, and 2x == a, or 
x = \a. So that the hole D muft be in the middle between 
the top and bottom ; the fame as before found at the end of 
the fcholium above quoted. 

Qju e s t i o N II. 

If the fame veffel, as in Queft, i, ftand on high, with 
its bottom a given height above a horizontal plane below ; it 
is propofed to determine where the fmall hole muft be made, 
lo as to fpout fartheft on the faid plane. 

Let the annexed figure reprefent the 
veffel as before, and MG the greateft 
diftance fpouted by the fluid DG, on 
the plane 6G. * 

Here, as before, bG — 2^/AD . 

z=.2\/x(c—x) z= 2 \/cx — x2, by put¬ 
ting Ab ~ c, and AD = x. So that 

2\Jcx — x2 or cx — x2 muft be a max^ 
imum. And hence, like as in the former queftion, 
x p= \c = |AB. So that the hole D muft be made in the 

middle 

e 
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middle between the top of the vcflel, and the given plane, 
that the water may fpout fartheft. 

QJU E S T I O N III. 

But if the fame vefTel as before, Rand on the top of an 
inclined plane, making a given angle, as fuppofe of 30 de¬ 
grees, with the horizon ; it is propofed to determine the 
place of the fmall hole, to as the water may fpout the far- 
theft on the Laid inclined plane. 

Here again (D being the place of the 
hole, and BG the given inclined plane), 

bG ~ 2FAD . Db ~ 2\j x[a — x ~f~ z), 
putting z = Bb, and, as before, a = AB, 
and xz=z AD. T hen bG muft ftill be a 
maximum, as alfo BA, being in a given 
ratio to the maximum BG, on account 
of the given angle B. Therefore ax — 
xz + xz, as well as z, is a maximum. Hence, by art. 54 of 
the Fluxions, ax — 2xx + zx — o, or a — 2x -p z = o ; 

confeq. + z — 2x — a\ and hence bG == 2Vx(a - x+z) 
becomes barely 2x. But, as the given angle GB3 is=r 30°, 
the line of which is \ ; therefore BG = 2Bb or 2z, and 
bG2= BG2— Bbxz=i 3z2=3(2^—a)*, or bG=z + (2*—u)y/2. 

Putting now thcfe two values of bG equal to each other, 
gives the equation 2x = + (2x — a)i/3> from which is found 

x = the vajue 0f AD reQUired. 
v73 +1 4 , 4 

Nate. Tn the Seled Exercifes, page 165, this anfwer is 
6 -4- \/6 

brought out —r——a> by taking the velocity as the root of 

ha/fthe altitude. 

IV. cpu ESTION 

It is required to determine the fize of a ball, which, being 
let fall into a conical glafs full of water, fhall expel the moft 
water poflible from the glafs; its depth being 6, and dia¬ 
meter 5 inches. 

Let ABC reprefent the cone of the 
glafs, and DHE the ball, touching the 
fides in the points D and F, the centre of 
the ball being at lome point F in the axis 
GC of the cone. 

Put 
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Put AG = GB = 2| z=z a, 
GC =6-b. 

AC = v/AG2 -1- GC2 = 6| = c, 
FD = FE = FH = x the radius of the ball. 

The two triangles ACG and DCF are equiangular ; theref. 

AG : AC :: DF: FC, that is, a : c:: x : 
cx 

a 
FC; hence 

GF=GC—FC aridGH = GF+FH = H-* a a 
the height of the fegment immerfed in the water. Then (by 
rule 1 for the fpherical fegment, page 48), the content 
of the faid immerfed fegment will be (6DF — 2GH) X GHa 

X *5236 = [lx — b X (x 4- b-~~)2X 1*0472, 

which mu ft be a maximum by the queftion ; the fluxion pf 

this made = 0, and divided by 2x and the common fadfors, 
2 a 4- c .. 

gives —-— X ib¬ 

ex 

a a 

& \ .2d 4" C 
-*)—(—— 

this reduced gives .v 
abc 

a 
r\ c~~a x—b) X-X 2—0; 

a 

ts. 2'\\y the radius of 
[c — a)x{c-{-2a) 

the ball. Confeqpently its diameter is 4^4 inches, as re¬ 
quired. 

PRACTICAL EXERCISES, concerning FORCES; 

WITH THE RELATION BETWEEN them and the 

TIME, VELOCITY, and SPACE described. 

Before entering on the following problems, it will be 
convenient here, to lay down a fynopfis of the theorems 
which exprefs the feveral relations between any forces, and 
their correfponding times, velocities, and fpaces deferibed ; 
which are all comprehended in the following 12 theorems, 
as collected from the principles in the foregoing parts of this 
work. 

Let /, F be any two conftant accelerative forces, adling 
on anybody, during the refpe&ive times /, T, at the end of 
which are generated the velocities v% V, and deferibed the 
fpaces r, S. Then, becaufe the fpaces are as the times and 
velocities conjointly, and the velocities as the forces and 
times; we ihall have, 

I. fn 
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I. In Conflant Forces. 

X. 
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t-S 
y2S 

— If* s' 

And if one of the forces, as F, be the force of gravity at 
the furface of the earth, and be called i, and its time T 
be—i"; then it is known by experiment that the corre- 
fponding fpace S is =r l6T'Y feet, and confequently its velo¬ 
city V nz 2S — 32£, which call 2g, namely, g = i6^V feet, 
or 193 inches. Then the above four theorems, in this cafe, 
become as here below: 

5- • t t \tv = £ft*' 

II 

6. V — 
2s 

t 
= 2gft = V4fA 

A„, 2s V S 
7- 

* * \ V ~ l&f 

II • 

8. / = 
V s y2 

——«* ' • 
2gt gV 4gs 

And from thefe are deduced the following four theorems, 
for variable forces, viz. 

II. In Variable Forces. 

9* 
• 
s II c2 ^

 • V V 

10. 
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V II Jto
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In thefe Iaft four theorems, the force f9 though variable, 

is fuppofed to be conflant for the indefinitely fmall time t, 
and they are to be ufed in all cafes of variable forces, as the 
former ones in conltant forces; namely, from the circum- 
Ranees of the problem under consideration, an expreflion is 
deduced for the value of the lorce/i which being fubftituted 
in one of thefe theorems, that may be proper to the cafe in 
hand; the equation thence refulting will determine the 
correfponding values of the other quantities, required in the 
problem. 

When a motive force happens to be concerned in the 
queffion, it may be proper toobferve, that the motive force m, 
of a body, is equal to fq> the produft: of the accelerative 
force, and the quantity of matter in it q; and the relation 
between thefe three quantities being univerfally exprelfed by 
this equation m ■= qf, it follows that, by means of it, any 
one of the three.may be expelled out of the calculation, or - 
elfe brought into it. 

Alfo, the momentum, or quantity of motion in a moving 
body, is qv, the product of the velocity and matter. 

It is alfo to be obferved, that the theorems equally hold 
good for the deftru£Hon of motion and velocity, by means 
of retarding forces, as for the generation of the fame, by 
means of accelerating forces. 

And to the following problems, which are all refolved by 
the application of thefe theorems, it has been thought proper 
to fubjoin then folutions, for the better information and con¬ 
venience of the ftudent. 

PROBLEM I. 

T'o determine the time and velocity of a body defending, ly the 
force of gravity, down an inclined piaffe; the length of the 
plane being 20 feet, and its height I foot. 

Here, by Mechanics, the force of gravity being to the 
force down the plane, as the length of the plane is to its 
height, therefore as 2o : I :: I (the force of gravity) : ^ — f. 
the force on the plane. 

Therefore, by theor. 6, v or fAgfs is f 4 X 16A X to X 
2o — ^4X i6tV = 2X feet, the latf velocity 
per fecond. And, 

By theor. 7, t or is •f 
20 

16* X 1 
To 

400 

16S 
4y\ — 4jy feconds, the time of defending. 

PRO- 
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PROBLEM II. 

If a cannon lall be fired with a velocity of 1000 feet per fecond, 

up a fmooth inclined plane, which rifes 1 foot in 2o : it is 
propofed to affign the length which it will afcend up the plane, 
before it flops and begins to return down again, and the time 
of its afcent. 

Here f — as before. 

V4 1000 ■ 60000000 
Then, by theor. 5, j — s — —-- ~ . . — 

; J Agf 4x16*-X* 193 
: 3io88o{4? or nearly 59 miles, the diitance moved. 

. , , v 1000 120000 
And, by theor. 7, t 

621 "m 
2gf ■ 2X l6r5-XT5 

io/ 2i//j$$, the time ol afcent. 
193 

PROBLEM III. 

If a ball be projected up a fmooth inclined plane, which rifes 
I foot in 10, and afcend 100 feet before it flop: required the 
time of afcent, and the velocity of projection. 

First, by theor. 6, v = y%gfi === f4 X 16^ X ^ X 
100 ssts 8^g- y'ioz=25,364o8 teet per fecond, the velocity. 

And, by theor. 7, t = f^~.z=zf 
100 10 

if' V 1 ^tV X T5 4T6 
yio =z 7*88516 feconds, the time in motion. 

yio as 

PROBLEM IV. 
\ J ' s 

If a ball be obferved to afcend up a fmooth inclined plane, 
loo feet in ten feconds, before it flop, to return back again: 
required the velocity of projection, and the angle of the plane's 
inclination. 

First, by theor. 6, v = — = =±= 20 feet per fecond, 
J t 10 r 

the velocity. 

And, by theor, 8-— That is, 
} J gt2 i6tVX ico 193 

the length of the plane is to its height, as 193 to 12. 
Therefore, 193 : 12 :: 100 : 6*2176 the height of the 

plane, or the fine of elevation to radius 100, which anfwers 
to 30 34/, the angle of elevation of the plane. w 

PRO- 
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PROBLEM V. 

By a mean of feyeral experiments, I have founds that a caji Iron 
ball, of 2 inches diameter, impinging perpe?idicularly on the 
face or end of a block of elm wood, or in the direction of the 
fibres, with a velocity of 1500 feet per fecond, penetrated 
13 inches deep into its fubfiance. It is propofed then to deter¬ 
mine the time of the penetration, and the refifiing force of the 
wood, as compared to the force of gravity, JuppoJmg that force 
to be a conjiant quantity. 

1- t . t 2i 2 X 12 I 
First, by theor. 7, / = — —-— -— 

' v 1500x12 692 
fecond, the time in penetrating. 

And, by theor. 8, /= 
] J 4g* 4Xi6^ XF4 

part of a 

81000000 

A r3X 193 
32284. That is, the refifting force of the wood, is to 

the force of gravity, as 32284 to 1. 
Bat this number will be different, according to the dia- ' 

meter of the ball, and its denfity or fpecific gravity. For, 
v 

fince/4s as — by theor. 4, the denfity and fize of the ball 

remaining the fame; if the denfity, or fpecific gravity, n, 
vary, and all the reft be conftant, it is evident that f will 

tiv ~ 
be as n; and therefore f as — when the fize of the ball 

s 

only is conftant. But when only the diameter Ovaries, all 
the reft being conftant, the force of the blow will varyas d3, 
or as the magnitude of the ball ; and the refifting furface, or 

d3 

force of refiftance, varies as d2 ; therefore f is as or as d 

only when all the reft are conftant. Confequently f is as 
dnv2 • 
-when they are all variable. 

s 
. . r f dnv2S , s dnv2 F . -, 

And fo -p — DNV2/ an<^ b — DNV2/’ where/de¬ 

notes the ftrength or firmnefs of the fubfiance penetrated, 
and is here fuppofed to be the fame, for all bails and velo¬ 
cities, in the fame fubfiance, which it is either accurately or 
nearly fo. See page 264, &c, of my Trafts, vol. i. 

Hence, taking the numbers in the problem, it is - - - 

7|XI5°0* = 4£XJS£2! = 2538462 
5 12 39 

the value of f for elm wood. Where the fpecific gravity of 
the 
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the ball is taken 7-$-, which is a little lefs than that of {olid 
call iron, as it ought, on account of the air bubble which is 
found in all call balls. 

PROBLEM VI. 

1To find how far a 24lb ball of cajl iron will penetrate into a 
block of found elm, when fired with a velocity of 1600 fed 
per fecond. 

Here, becaufe the fubfiance is the fame as in the laft 
problem, both of the balls and wood, N = n, and F — f\ 

therefore ■— 
s 

DV2 
or 

D V2r 5*55 X 16002 x 13 

dv2 ’ ~ dv2 2 X 15002 

41^ inches nearly, the penetration required. 

PROBLEM VII. 

It was found by Mr. Robins (vol. i. p. 273, of his works), 
that an 18 pounder ball, fired with a velocity of 1200 feet 
per fecond, penetrated 34 inches into found dry oak. It is re¬ 
quired to afccrtain the comparative flrength or firmnefs of oak 
and elm. 

The diameter of an 181b ball is 5*04 inches — D. Then, 
by the numbers given in this problem for oak, and in prob. 5 
for elm, we have 
/_ dv2S _ 2Xi5oo2X34 _ 100 X 17 _1700 

F DVh 5*o4X 1200^ 13 5’04X 16x13 104b 
or — nearly. 

From which it would feem, that elm timber refills more 
than oak, in the ratio of about 8 to 5; which is not probable, 
as oak is a much firmer and harder wood. But it is to be 
fufpe£led that Mr. Robins’s great penetration was owing to 
the fplitting of his timber in fome degree. 

PROBLEM VIII. 

A 24 pounder ball being fired into a bank of firm earth, with a 
velocity of 1300 feet per fecond, penetrated 15 fed: It is 
required then to afcertain the comparative refiflances of elm and 
earth. 

Comparing the numbers here with thofe in prob. 5, it is 
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f __ dv*S __ 2 X 15CO2 XI5XH __ 152 X 24 

T DVFi ~~ 5*55 x 13002 x 13 ~ 133 x 0*37 

i/T°T° — 2t° nearly = 6f nearly. That is, elm timber refills 
about 6-f- times more than earth. 

PROBLEM IX, 

To determine how far a leaden bullet, of \ of an inch diameter, 
will penetrate dry elm ; JuppoJing it fired with a velocity of 
1700 feet per Jecond, and that the lead does not change its 

figure by the Jlroke againfi the wood. 

Here Dz|, N ~ 1 i-y, n = yj-. Then, by the numbers 
and theorem in prob. 5, it is b — - - - ' - - - - 
DNV2i _J X iiy X I7QQ2 X 13_ 173 X 13 _ 63869 

dnv2 2 X 7t X 15002 2oo X 33 6600 
— inches nearly, the depth of penetration. 

But as Mr. Robins found this penetration, by experiment, 
to be only 5 inches; it follows, either that his timber muft 
have refilled about twice as much; or elfe, which is much 
more probable, that the deleft in his penetration arofe from 
the change of figure in the leaden ball, from the blow’ againll 
the wfood. » 

PROBLEM X. 

A one pound ball, projected with a velocity of 1500 feet per 
Jecond) having been found to penetrate 13 inches deep into dry 
elm: It is required to ajeertain the time of puffing through 

' every fingle inch of the 13, and the velocity lofl at each of them; 
fuppofingthe refiflance of the wood conflant or uniform. 

The velocity v being 1500 feet, or 1500 X 12 = 18000 
inches, and velocities and times being as the roots of the 
lpaces, in conltant retarding forces, as well as in accelerating 

13 _ 1 
9000 692 

part of 
2 s 26 

ones, and / being = — = *- 
v 12 X 1500 

a fecond, the whole time of palling through the 13 inches : 
therefore as 
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—V12 

V*3 

V*3 • Vl3—\/12 •• v : 

veloc. loft 

v = 58*9 :: t 

Jt2—Jll - 

**-7-v- v = 61*4::/ 
1/13 

<y/ll — y/lO 

VI3 • 
v = 64*2 &c 

-i/IO—^9 r 
67* c 

v*3 
jS=£,_ 7i-4 

VI3 
^/8 — v7 a 

V*3 , 
\!l — \/6 o 

v v = 817 
V’3 

y.„ A „ — 88.8 

a/I3 

v v = 98^2 
v^3 

</4 — 1/ 3 ^ — m*4 
\/r3 

V3—V2 
^ -*/ = 132*2 

\/*3 
\/l~ <Jl 

V13 
I — \/ O 

v*3 

^ = 172*3 

•y = 416*© 

V A 0 -V * * 

\/i3 
/ — 

V12 — x/11 
/ — ' 

V*3 
VII -V10 t — 

V13 
VIO — y/g 

VI3 ~ 

\/ 9 — 

VI3 
V%—V7 

' t - 
V»3 , 

v/7 —v/6 l -- 

1/5 _ 

v^3 
V5 —V4 

VI3 
t 

\/4 —V3 
Vr3 

n ^ 

V2—V* 

v/!3 
l ^ , 

—V1 

vx3 
y . 

V* — v/o i _ 

Time in the 

*00005 1ft 

*00006 2d 

•00006 3d 

*00007 4th 

*00007 5th 

•00007 6th 

•00008 7th 

*00008 8th 

Sum 1500*0 

00011 10th 

= *00013 nth 

— ’00017 12th 

_ — *00040 13th 
v r3 _ 

Sum or *00144 inch. 

Hence, as the motion loft at the beginning is very fmall; 
and confequently the motion communicated to any body, as 
an inch plank, in palling through it, is very fmall alfo ; we 
can conceive how luch a plank may be (hot through, without 
overfetting it. 

PRO- 
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PROBLEM XI. 

*The force of attraction, above the earthy being inverfely as the 
fquare of the d fiance from the centre ; it is propofed to determine 
the time, velocity, and other circumflances, attending a heavy 
body falling from any given height ; the defcent at the earth's 

furface being i6tV feett or 193 inches, in the firjl fecond of 
time. ~ ~ 

Put - 

r = CS the radius of the earth, 
a = CA the dill. fallen from, 
x — CP any variable diftance, 
v = the velocity at P, 
/ = time of falling there, and 
g — 16^, half the veloc. or force at S, 
f =. the iorce at the point P. 

Then we have the three following equations, viz. 

: r- :: 1 : f - 
X‘ 

the force at P, when the force of 

gravity is confidered as r ; 
tv — — x, becaufe x decreafes ; and 

* 2PT2 X 
— 2gfx—— s - VV 

X‘ 

The fluents of the laft equation give v‘ 
_ 4gr' 

Butwrhenv — a, the velocity v = o ; therefore, by cor- 
a — v 

region,A;2 — —-- 
x 

4gr = X a ax 
or v = 

A .pr a 
* - X - l/ 

any point P. 
a x 

X 
—, a general expreflion for the velocity at 

r a — r 
When x — r> this gives v = y/4gr x --for the great- 

CL 

ell velocity, or the velocity when the body ftrikes the earth. 

When a is very great in refpeft of r, the laft velocity 
T 

becomes (1--) X \j4gr very nearly, or nearly f4gr only, 
2 CL 

which is accurately the greateft velocity by falling from an 
infinite height. And this, wrhen r = 3965 miles, is'6*9506 
miles per fecond. Alfo, the velocity acquired in falling from 

the 
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the diflance of the fun, or 12000 diameters of the earth, 
is 6 9505 miles per fecond. And the velocity acquired in 
falling from the diflance of the moon, or 30 diameters, is 
6*8927 miles per fecond. 

Again, to find the time; fince tv~ —x, therefore 

1— x f a — xx 

= ~ = ^ 4gr‘ 
a 

Vax 
; the correct fluent of 

xx 

which gives t — VfffH X ( Vax — xx -f- ate to diameter a 

and verf. a — x); or the time of falling to any point P = 

1/- X fAB 4- BP)* And when * =' r, this becomes 
Hr g v 

/ = -</- x AP- -+ DS for the whole time of falling to the 
2 g sc 

furface at S ; which is evidently infinite when a or AC is 
infinite, although the velocity is then only the finite quan- 
tity \j4-gn. 

When the height above the earth’s furface is given — g ; 
becaufe r is then nearly — a> and AD nearly =: DS, the 
time t for the diflance g will be nearly 

\/ —~~r X 2DS = J—7 X \/4gr =cz 1", as it ought to be. 
4gr2 4gr 0 
If a body at the diflance of the moon at A fall to the 

earth’s furface at S. Then r — 3965 miles, a — 60r, and 
/ — 416806" = 4da. iqh. 46'46", which is the time of 
falling from the moon to the earth. 

When the attracting body is confidered as a point C ; 
the whole time of defeending to C will be - - - - - 

- v'- x ABDC = : : 
2r*g r yg 

PROBLEM XII. 

The force of at t raff ion below the earth's furface being direfily 
as the dfance from the centre : it is propoffd to determine the 
circumjlances of velocity, time, and /pace fallen by a heavy 
body from the furface, through a perforation made Jlraight to 
the centre of the earth: abjlratting from the effect of the earth's 
rotation, and fuppojing it to be a homogeneous fphere of 3965 
miles radius. 

Put 
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Put r~AC the radius of the earth, \ ' 
# — CP the dift. from the centre, 
■n-the velocity at P, 
/= the time there, ‘ 

g—i 6Xv, half the force at A, » 
f z± the force at P. 

Then CA : CP :: i if; and the three 
♦ * 

equations are rfzz~ x, and vv~ — 2gfx> and tvzzz— x. 

Hence fm and vv^= —the correft fluent of 

— X2 ^ ^ lor 
—— =PD J-S-. 
r r prvS-the 

which-gives?; — \/ 2g X- 

velocity at the point P; where PD and CE are perpendicular 
to CA. So that the velocity at any point P, is as the per¬ 
pendicular or fine PD at that point. 

When the body arrives at C, then vzzz <j2grz=if2g .AC 
m25950 feet or 4*9148 miles per fecond, which is the 
greatefi velocity, or that at the centre C. 

Again, for the time ; t; 
— x r — % 
— = v/- X 7==? 
V 2g vV 

and 
- x 

1 

2<rr 
X arc 

m V X 
the fluents give t = f— X arc to cofine — — v/ 

^ _ 
AD. So that the time of defcent to any point P, is as the 
correfposiding arc AD. «’ 

When P arrives at C, the a/bove becomes t — 
ae t r_ 

AC ^2g 
i-57o8V^ = l267l yf ~ X quadrant AE 

fecondsrr^P for the time of falling to the centre C. 

The time of falling to the centre, is the fame quantity 

I’57°S f— , from whatever point in the radius AC the body 

begins to move. For, let n be any given difiance from C 
at which the motion commences ; then, by correction, 

♦ y —— yg 
^ — 4/ —'—x2); arid hence t — —X the 

r V H2 -x 2 

V X • 
fluents of which give / ~ \/— X arc to cofine - ; which, 

& v 2g n 
j y f y 

when x 7=0, gives t zz v/— X quadrant -r 1*5708 —-, 

4>r the time of defcent to the centre C, the fame as before. 
Vol.IL- Z As 
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As an equal force, acling in contrary dire&ions, generates 
or deftroys an equal quantity of motion, in the fame time ; 
it follows that, after pafifing the centre, the body will juft 
afcend to the oppolite furface at B, in the fame time in 
which it fell to the centre from A. Then from B it will 
return again in the fame manner, through C to A ; and fo 
vibrate continually between A and B, the velocity being 
always equal at equal dillances from C on both fides ; and 
the whole time of a double ofcillation, or of pafling from A 
and arriving at A again, will be quadruple the time of pafling 

1 v 
over the radius AC, or= 2X 3'1416^/ — = ih. 24/29". 

PROBLEM XIII, 

To find the Time of a Pendulum vibrating in the Arc of a 
Cycloid. 

Let ' . ’ ' ' Z 
5 S be the point of fufpenfion ; 

SA, the length of pendulum ; 
CAB, the whole cycloidal arc; 
AIKD, the generating circle, 

to which FKE, HIG are 
perpendiculars. 

SC, SB two other equal fe- 
micycloids, upon which 
the thread wrapping, the 
end A is made to deferibe 
the cycloid BAC. 

Now, by the nature of the cycloid, AD =± DS; and 
SA =r gAD-rSC = SB = SA = AB. Alfo, if at any point 
C be drawn the tangent GP ; alfo GQ_parallel and PQ^per- 
pendicular to AD. Then PG is parallel to the chord AI by 
the nature of the curve. And, by the nature of forces, the 
force of gravity : force indirection GP :: GP : GQ_:: AI : 
AH :: AD: AI ; in like manner, the force of gravity : force 
in the curve at E *AD : AK ; that is, the accelerative force 
in the curve, is every where as the correfponding chord AI 
or AK of the circle, or as the arc AG or AE of the cycloid, 
iince AG is always = 2Ai, by the nature of the curve. So 
that the procefs and concluflona, for the velocity and time of 
defending any arc in this cafe, will be the very fame as in 
the 1 a ft problem, the nature of the forces being the fame, 
viz. £s the diflance to be palled over to the loweft point A. 

From 
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From whence it follows, that the time of a femi-vibration, 
in all arcs, AG, AE, &c, is the fame conftant quantity 

l'57°^V~= 1'57o8v/^-=1i'570V~-; and the time of 

a whole vibration from B to C, or trom C to B, is 3*1416^/-^; 
_ 

where AS AB is the length of the pendulum, g^=z i6t 
feet or 193 inches, and 3*1416 the circumference of a circle 
whofe diameter is 1. 

Since the time of a body’s falling by gravity through \J, 
or half the length of the pendulum, by the nature of defcents, 

is—■, which being in proportion to 3*1416^—, as 1 is 

to 3*1416; therefore the diameter of a circle is to its cir¬ 
cumference, as the time of falling through half the length of 
a pendulum, is to the time of one vibration. 

If the time of the whole vibration be 1 fecond, this equa¬ 

tion arifes> viz. i//=3*i4i6./—; hence /=-———{■=— 
* ^ 3’ 4*9348 

and g = 3*i4i62 x f/= 4*9348/. So that if one of thefe, 
g or /, be given by experiment, thefe equations will give the 
other. When g, for infiance, is fuppofed to be given 

i^t52 feet, or T93 inches ; then is / = 
K 

4‘9348 39*1 ri 

the length of a pendulum to vibrate feconds. Or if / = 39-*, 
the length of the feconds pendulum for the latitude of Lon¬ 
don, by experiment; then is g = 4.9348/ = 193*07 inches 

feet, or nearly 16^ feet, for the fpace defcended 
by gravity in the firft fecond of time in the latitude of Lon¬ 
don; alfo agreeing with experiment. 

Hence the times of vibration of pendulums, are as the 
fquare roots of their lengths ; and the number of vibrations 
made in a given time, is reciprocally as the fquare roots of 
the lengths. And hence alfo, the length of a pendulum 
vibrating n times in a minute, or 6o", is l = 391 X 
602 140850 

n nn 

When a pendulum vibrates in a circular arc ; as the length 
of the firing is conrtantly the fame, the time of vibration wiil 
be longer than in a cycloid ; but the two times will ap¬ 
proach nearer together as the circular arc is fmaller ; fo .that 

' Z 2 w!#h 
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when it is very fmall, the times of vibration will be nearly 
equal. Anti hence it happens that 39! inches is the length 
ot a pendulum vibrating feconds, in the very fmall arc of a 
circle. 

PROBLEM XIV. 

To determine the Time of a Body defending down the Chord of 

a Circle. 

Let C be the centre ; AB the vertical 
diameter ; AP any chord, down which a 
body is to delcend from P to A ; and PQ_ 
perpendicular to AB. 

Now, as the natural force of gravity in 
the vertical diredlion BA, is to the force 
urging the body down the plane PA, as 
the length of the plane AP, is to its 
height AQ ; therefore the velocity in PA 
and QA, will be equal at all equal per¬ 
pendicular diflances below PQ ; and confequently the 
time in PA : time in QA :: PA : QA :: BA : PA; but 
time in BA : time in QA :: [ BA : [ QA :: BA : PA ; 
hence, as three-of the terms in each proportion are the fame, 
the fourth terms mull be equal, namely the time in BA = 
the time PA. 

And, in like manner, the time in BP zz the time in BA, 
So that, in general, the times of defeending down all the 
chords BA, BP, BR, BS, &c, or PA, RA, SA, &c, are all 
equal, and each equal to the time of falling freely through 
the diameter \ as before found at art. 131, Mechanics. Which 

hr 
time is [where gz=i6fj feet, and rzz the radius AC ; 

& 

for fg : v' 2r :: 1" : [ 2r. 
z 

PROBLEM XV. 

To determine the Time of filing the Ditches of a Work with 

Water, at the Top, hy a Sluice of 2 Feet [quart; the Head 

of Water above the Sluice being 10 Feet, and the Dlmenftons 
of the Ditch being 20 Feet wide at Bottom, 22 at Top, 9 deep, 
and 1000 Feet long. 

The capacity of the ditch is 189000 cubic feet. 
But V g • f 10 •' T-g l 2y'io^the velocity of the water 

ugh the fluicc, the area of which is 4 fquare feet ; 
therefore 

B 
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therefore 8 f iof is the quantity per fecond running through 
2762c 

it; and confequently 8 \J log : 189000 4: 1" : zr 1863" 

or 317 3" nearly, which is the time of filling the ditch. 

PROBLEM XVI. 

To determine the Tftne of emptying a Fcffel of Water by a Sluice 
in the Bottom of it, or in the Side near the Bottom ; the Height 
of the Aperture being very Jmall in rejpect of the Altitude of 
the Fluid. 

Put a — the area of the aperture or fluice ; 
2g — 32- feet, the force of gravity • 
d == the whole depth of water ; 
x = the variable altitude of the furface above the 

aperture ; 
A — the area of the furface of the water. 

ThenV^ ' Vx •* 2g : the velocity with which the 

fluid will iffue at the fluice ; and hence Alai: 2 fgx \-£aL§£ 
A 

the velocity with which the furface of the water will defeend 
at the altitude v, or the fpace it would defeend in 1 fecond 
writh the velocity there. Now, in defeending the fpace 
the velocity may be confidered as unilQrm \ and uniform de* 

feents are as their times ; therefore —~-X-^X- lx :: 1": —— 
A 2 afgx 

the time of defeending x fpace, or the fluxion qf the time of 
, * _Ax , 

exhaiifling. That is, /zz-7—; which is made negative, 
z 0 2 aygx 0 

becaufe * is a decreafing quantity, or its fluxion negative. 

Then, when the nature or figure of the veffel is given, the 
area A will be given in terms ot x ; which value of A being 
fublfituted into this fluxion of the time, the fluent of the 
refult will be the time of exhaufling fought. 

So if, for example, the vefiel be any prifm, or every 
W’here of the fame breadth ; then A is a conltant quantity, 

A x 
and therefore the fluent is — — f -. But when xzss d, this 

a g 
A d 

becomes-f — t and fhould be o ; therefore the corredf 
a <r 

„ . A f d 
fluent is / = — X ~~— 

« V g 

\/ X * 

- for the time of the furface de- 

fcendtng 
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fcending till the depth of the water be at. And when xz=.o, 

the whole time of exMafting is barely — V~. 
& g 

Hence, if A be ioooo fquare feet, a — i fquare foot, 
and d= 10 feet ; the time is 7885^ feconds, or 2h. 11/ 25"-£. 

Again, if the veflel be a ditch, or canal, of 20 feet broad 
at the bottom, 22 at the top, 9 deep, and 1000 feet long; 

then is no : go 4- x :: 20 : ~° X 2 the breadth of the 
9 

furface of the water when its depth in the canal is x; and 

therefore A — ——-—— X 2000 is the furface at that time. 

Confequently / or 
Ax 

== 1100 
go 4- x X Z—L— X is 

2a y/ gx ~ ' 9 '' a\J gx 
the fluxion of the time ; the correct fluent of which, when 

180 + -f^ w / d_1000 X 186 X 3 
* X v ~ — 

£ 
x —o, is 1000 X ., , _ 

1- 9a S 9 * 4t6 
15459/7f nearly, or 4h. 17 39^, being the whole time of 
exhaufting by a fluice of 1 loot fquare. 

PROBLEM XVII. 

To determine the Velocity with winch a Ball is difeharged from 
a Given Piece of Ordnance, with a Given Charge of Gun- 
-powder. 

Let the annexed figure A_B^_C_E 
reprefent the bore of the .. ■ (3 
gun; AD being the part ~L) 1 ^ 
filled with gunpowder. 
And put 

a — AB, the part at firft filled wdth powTder ; 
h ~ AE, the whole length of the gun bore ; 
c == '7854, the area of a circle whofe diameter is 1 ; 
d— BD, the diameter of the bore ; 
e — the fpecific gravity of the ball, or weight of I cubic foot; 
g — 16^ feet, defeended by a body in 1 fecond ; 
m — 230 ounces, the preflure of the atmofphere on a fq. inch; 
« to 1 the ratio of the firft force of the fired powder, to the 

preflure of the atmofphere ; 
w — the weight of the ball. Alfo, let 
x =r AC, be any variable diflance of the ball from A, in 

moving along the gun barrel. 

u Firfl, 
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Firft, cd2 isrrthe area of the circle BD of the bore; 
theref. mcd2 is the preflure of the atmofphere on BD ; 
confcq. mncd2 is the firft force ol the powder on BD. 

But the force of the inflamed powder is proportional to its 
denfity, and thedenfity is inverfely as the fpace it fills; there¬ 
fore the lorce of the powder on the ball at B, is to the force 
on the fame at C, as AC is to AB ; that is, 

mnacd2 , r ^ 
x : a :: mncd3 : -— zr r, the motive force at C ; 

x 

confeq. — = = ft the accelerating force there. 
w wx 

tt ., c r • * 'Izmnacd2 x 
Jrience, theor. loot forces gives vv~ 2gfx~~-* x — ; 

the fluent of which is v2 = y hyp. log. of x. 

But when v — o, x = a; therefore, by corredian, 
_ Apmnacd2 , . x . , n y 

*z;2 = -— X hyp. log. — is the corredi fluent: 
w a 

confeq. v~\J hyp. log. ^ ) is the vel. of ball at C, 

and v T=zy/ -X hyp, log. ~ the velocity with which 

the ball ifiues from the muzzle at E ; where h denotes the 
length of the cylinder filled with powder, and a the length 
to the hinder part of the ball, which will be more than h 
when the powder does not touch the ball. 

Or, by lubftituting the numbers for g and my and chang¬ 
ing the hyperbolic logarithms for the common ones^ then 

v = V ^ com. log, t } the veloc. at E, in feet. 

But, the content of the ball being \cd3, its weight is 

w = = SHLr — HL— • which being fubfiituted for w, 
123 2592 3300 

in the value of v, it becomes 

v=. 2713 \/(^r X com. log. the velocity at E. 
a 

When the ball is of caft iron ; takingr==7333, the rulebecomes 

v == 1001/ (—rX log. w) for the veloc. of the caft-iron ball. 
10d ° .a 

Or, when the ball is of lead ; then 

v 8o-fV(—;: x log.— ) for the veloc. of the leaden ball. 
3 vtod ° a 

Ccroh 
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Carol. From the general expreflion for the velocity v, 
above given, may be derived what mull be the length of the 
charge of powder ay in the gun barrel, fo as to produce the 
greateft poflible velocity in the ball; namely, by making the 
value of v a maximum, or, by fquaring and omitting the 

conflant quantities, the exprefTion a X hyp. log. of 
a 

a maximum. or its fluxion equal to nothing; that is, 

n X hyp. log. — •— a — o, or hyp. log. of — = i ; hence — 
Cl Cl 

— 271828, the number whofe hyp. log. is 1. So that 
a : b :: 1 : 271828, or as 7 : 19 very nearly ; that is, the 
length of the charge, to produce the greateft velocity, is the 
~2-.th part of the length of the bore. 

By a£lual experiment it is found, that the charge for the 
greateft velocity, fomewhat exceeds that which is here com¬ 
puted from theory; as may be feen by turning to page 269 
of my volume of Tra£!s, where the correfponding parts are 
found to be, for four different lengths of gun, thus, T\-, ^ 
Ttr* To \ the parts here varying, as the gun is longer, which 
allows time lor the greater quantity of powder to be fired, 
before the ball is out of the bore. 

SCHOLIUM. 

Iii the calculation of the foregoing problem, the value of 
the conftant quantity n remains to be determined. It denotes 
the firft llrength or force of the fired gunpowder, juft before 
the ball is moved outot its place. This value is alfumed, by 
Mr. Robins, equal to 1000, that is, 1000 times the preffufe 
of the atmofphere, on any equal fpaces. 

But the value of the quantity ny may be derived much 
more accurately, from the experiments related in myTradls, 
by comparing the velocities there found by experiment, with 
the rule for the value of v, or the velocity, as above com¬ 
puted by theory, viz. - -- -- -- -- -- 

,.na . c b . , nh , r b , 
v = ioov/(—rX log. ot —1, or = ioot/f—X log. 01—J. 

Now, fuppoftng that v is a given quantity, as well as all the 
other quantities, excepting only the number 77, by reducing 
this equation, the value of the letter n is found to be as fol¬ 
lows, viz. ---------- --- 

dv v 
n -4- com. log. of 

loooa ~ a 
when h is different from a> 

ox — 
dvv 

loco h 
~ log. of 

a 

Now, 
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Now, to apply this to the experiments. By page 257 of 
the Trails, the velocity of the ball, of i'<)6 inches diameter, 
with 4 ounces of powder, in the gun No. 1, was 1100 feet 
per fecond ; and, by page 109, the length of the gun was 
28*2 ; alfo, by page 237, the length of the charge was 
3 12 inches : 10 that the values of the quantities in the rule, 
are thus : a = 3*12; b — 28-2 ; d — 1*96 ; and v = noo : 
then, by fublfituting thefe values inftead of the letters, in 

the theorem n = ~V - -f- com. log. of —, it comes otift 
ioootf a 

n =. 795, when h is confidered as the fame as a. And fo 
on, for the other experiments there treated of. 

It is here to be noted however, that there is a circum- 
ftance in the experiments delivered in the Trails, juft men¬ 
tioned, which will alter the value of the letter a in this 
theorem, which is this, viz. that a denotes the diftance of 
the (hot from the bottom of the bore; and the length of the 
charge of powder alone ought to be the fame thing; but in 
the experiments that length included, befide the length of 
real powder, the fubllanceof the thin flannel bag in which 
it was always contained, of which the neck at leaft extended 
a confiderable length, being the part where the open end was 
wrapped and tied clofe round with a thread. This circum- 
ftance caufes the value of rc, as found by the theorem above, 
to come out lefs than it ought to be, for it {news the ftrength 
of the inflamed powder when juft fired, and the flame fills 
the whole fpace a before occupied both by the real powder 
and the bag, whereas it ought to fhew the firft ftrength of 
the flame when it is fuppoied to be contained in the fpace 
only occupied by the powder alone, without the bag. The 
formula will therefore bring out the value of n too little, in 
proportion as the real fpace filled by the powder is lefs than 
the fpace filled both by the powder and its bag. In the fame 
proportion therefore mult we increafe the formula, that is, 
in the proportion of h, the length of real powder, to a the 
length of powder and bag together. When the theorem is 

fo corre&ed, it becomes ~vv. com. log. of —. 
1000h & a 

Now, by pa. 237 of the Trails, there are given both the 
lengths of all the charges, or values of a, including the bag, 
and alfo the length of the neck of the bag, w hich is 0*58 of 
an inch, which therefore mu ft be fubtra£led from all the 
values of a, to give the correfponding values of b. This 
in the example above reduces 3*12 to 2’54. 

v Hence, 
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Hence, by increaflng the above refult 795, in proportion 
of 2*54 to 3*12, it becomes 977. 

But it will bejbeft to arrange the refults in a table, with 
the feveral dimenfions, from which they are computed, as 

here below. 

Table of Velocities of Balls, and Flrft Force of Powder, &c. 

Gan. Charge. 
Velocity, 
or value 

of 

Firft force, 
or value 

of n. No. 

Length, 
or value 

of b. 

Weight 
in 

ounces. 

Length, or 
value. 

of a. \ of h. 

inches. 4 3'12 2*54 ITOO 977 
1 28*2 8 5-66 5* 08 143° 1131 

' , 
16 1074 io*i6 1430 941 

4 3*12 2-54 1180 989 
2 38-1 8 5 66 S'°8 1580 1163 

16 1074 io* 16 1660 967 

4 3’12 W54 I3°° 1031 

3 57'37 8 5-66 <•08 '79° 1229 
16 1^74 io‘i6 2000 ic6o 

4 3-12 2*54 *37° 1028 

4 79*9 8 5-66 5-08 1940 1263 
16 1074 1016 2200 1071 

1.    —* 

where the numbers in the column of velocities, 1420 and 
2200, are a little increafcd, as, from a view of the table of 
experiments, they evidently required to be. Alfo the value 
of the letter is conflantly 1*36 inch. 

Hence it appears, that the value of the letter n, ufed in 
the theorem, though not greatly different from the number 
1000, ufed by Mr. Robins, is rather various, both for the 
different lengths of the gun, and for the different charges 
with the fame gun. 

But this diverfity in the value of the quantity ny or the 
firfl force of the inflamed gunpowder, is probably owing to 
the omiffion of a material datum in the calculation of the 

laft 
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laft problem, namely, the weight of the charge of powder, 
which has not at all been brought into the computation. 
For it is manifeft, that the elaftic fluid has not only the ball 
to move and impel before it, but its own weight of matter 
alfo. The computation may therefore be renewed, in the 
enfuing problem., to take that datum into the account. 

PROBLEM XVIII. 

To determine the fame as in the lafl Problem; taking both the 
IVeigbt of Powder and the Ball into the Calculation. 

Beside the notation ufed in the lafl: problem, let ip denote 
the weight of the powder in the charge. 

Now, becaufe the inflamed powder occupies all the part of 
the gun bore which is behind the ball, its centre of gravity, 
or the middle part of the fame, will move with only half the ve¬ 
locity that the ball moves with; and this«will require the fame 
force, as half the weight of the powder, moved with the 
fame velocity as the ball. Therefore, in the concluflon de¬ 
rived in the lafl; problem, we are now, inflead of w, to fub- 
ffitute the quantity p w; and when that is done, the lafl 

2220 nad2 b 
velocity will come out, v =f( :■ — X com. log. —j. 

P w a 

Now, to And the value of p + w in terms of ad, the 
dimenfions of the ball and powder; it appears, in the firft 
place, from the calculations in the lafl fcholium, that about 
5 inches in length of a gun, of near 2 inches diameter, 
contains juft 8 ounces of powder; and as the contents of 
cylinders, or the weight of powder they will contain, are 
in the compound ratio of their length and fquare of the 

, i 'lad2 
diameter; therelore as 5 X 22 : ad2 :: 8 : —-—, which 

will be the weight of powder contained in the bore, or 
charge, whofe length is #, and diameter d; that is, 2p ■=. 
lad2 ad2 . , c , . . r 
-- , or p —-, the value or the quantity p, in terms or 

the dimenfions of the charge. 

But the value of the quantity w> or weight of the ball, 
as found in the lafl; problem, was w r= 
ed3 r . ad2 ed3 66oad2 -}- eeT 

•-. Comeq. p -f-w=z--\-=-. 
3300 ^ . 5 3300 3300 

Then, fubftituting this value of p -{- w, in the exprefiion 
above found for.the velocity, gives 

v 
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v = 2713^, 
na 

X log. - , for the laft veloc. of ball. 
660a -f- dt ~ a 

And, when the ball is of call iron, ufing 7333 tor nt 
the fame theorem becomes 

100otut . b , icoorib . h r 
v aJ-tj-.-* X log. or =: 4—- X log. —, for 

* d ‘OQei 0 a v d-\-'ogh ° a 
the laft velocity of the ball, when of caft iron. 

Corol. To determine the maximum velocity, from the 
foregoing expreflion, byfquaring, and expelling the conftant 

quantities, there is obtained at length ^ _|_^Q" X hyp. log. - 

= a maximum. Then, by making the fluxion of this 

quantity c= o, there is produced hyp. Jog. __ = 1 'oga. 

From which a may eafily be found, in any particular cafe, 
by the method of trial-and-error, and a table of hyperbolic 
logarithms. • 

Thus, taking the firft cafe in the corollary to the laft 
problem, in which b = 28'2, and d ~ 2 nearly ; then, by 
double pofition, is foon found a rz 74; which is T3T of b, 
being very near T^b, as found by experiment. 

Again, taking the fecond cafe there mentioned, in which 
b zz 38*1, and d = 2, as before. Then is eafily found 
a = 9*3; which is | or T\ of b, the very fame as found 
by experiment. 

Thirdly, taking the third cafe, in which b ~ 57*37, and 
rf=2. Then a comes out 12; which is between T’T and T‘T 
of b \ which was found ^\b by experiment. 

Laftly, taking the fourth cafe, in which b — 79*9, and 
2. Then /z comes out 15, which is of b} but was 

found near of b by experiment. 

The near agreement of thefe calculations, from theory, 
with the experiments, is a confirmation of the truth, both 
of the one and the other. And this gives a reafonable 
ground to hope, that the value of the quantity w, or the firft 
force of the fired gunpowder, when calculated from the laft 
theorem for the velocity, may come nearly the fame, when 
fired in the fame quantity, by ufing different experiments. 
Which may now be tried in the following fcholium. 

SCHOLIUM. 

Proceeding here as in the fcholium to the laft problem, to 
find the value of the letter n, in terms of v and the known 

quart- 
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quantities, from the theorem for the velocity laft found, viz. 

, lOOOtf# . b Ioooyih , b 
v;./r^„:; x loS-~> or x los- 

V 
d -f- *097/ w a 

by reduction it comes out 
,d 4- *ooa}v2 . b 

n = (——-f- log. 
v I000a b a 

or 

d-\-’G$h 

(d -[- ’o^h)v2 

a 

1 ocob + l°S-~a 

Then, calculating the value of n, 
by this theorem, from the fame 
data as in the 12 experiments made 
ufe of in the fcholium to the laft 
problem, the values of n come out 
as they are here placed in the mar¬ 
gin, which ftand in the fame order 
as thofe in the laft column of the 
table of data and refults in the 
fcholium before mentioned. Alfo, 
the correfponding values of the fame 
force riy from the former problem 
and fcholium, are fet after thefe, 
that their differences may be feen at 
one view. 

Values Valucsof 
of n n from 

from this the for- 
prob. mer prob. 

1091 977 
1396 1131 
1381 94l 
1104 9S9 
H35 H63 
141Q 967 
1152 1031 
1516 1229 
i;5e I oho 
1149 1028 
1558 1263 
1572 1071 

From a view of thefe refults, it clearly appears, that the 
theorems, for the values of v and w, found and employed in 
this problem, and the corollary and fcholium.to the fame, 
inuft be very near the truth, as the values of «, or firft force 
of the powder, come out very uniform, for all the guns, 
when the fame quantity of 
powder is fired. To make 
this uniformity more ob- 

V 

vious, they are here ar¬ 
ranged, according to the 
like weight of powder in 
each column, and for each 
gun on the fame line. 
From which it appears, 
that there is very little 
difference on account of 
the length of the gun ; hut a confiderable one for the dif¬ 
ferent quantities of powder, being, on an average, nearly, as 
follows, viz. 

Length 
of 

gun. 

Value of 7/, with powder. 

4 oz. 8 oz. 16 oz. 

inc. 
28 *2 
38*1 

S 7 *37 
79’9 

1091 
1104 
1152 

1149 

1396 
143 5 
1516 
1538 

1381 

14#9 
1556 

. 

That 
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That the firfl force of fired gunpowder, 
when 4 oz are fired, is about 1150 times 
when 8 oz are fired, is about 1500 times 
when 16 oz are fired, is about 1550 times „ 

And this increafe of ftrength is probably owing to the 
greater heat of the elaftic fluid, arifing from the greater 
quantity of powder that is fired in the gun. 

the flrength of 
the atmo- 
fphere. 

On the MOTION of BODIES in FLUIDS. 

PROBLEM XIX. 

To determine the Force of Fluids in Motion ; and the Circum• 
fiances attending Bodies moving in Fluids. 

I. IT is evident that the refifiance to a plane, moving 
perpendicularly through an infinite fluid, at reft, is equal to 
the preflure or force of the fluid on the plane at reft, and 
the fluid moving with the fame velocity, and in the contrary 
dire£iion, to that of the plane in the former cafe. But the 
force of the fluid in motion, rnuft be equal to the weight 
or preflure which generates that motion; and which, it is 
known, is equal to the weight or preflure of a column 
of the fluid, whofe bafe is equal to the plane, and its 
altitude equal to the height through which a body muft 
fall, by fehe force of gravity, to acquire the velocity of 
the fluid : and that altitude is, for the fake of brevity, call¬ 
ed the altitude due to the velocity. So that, if a denote 
the area of the plane, v the velocity, and n the fpecific 
gravity of the fluid; then, the altitude due to the velocity v 

ejjl 

being —, the whole refiftance, or motive force m, will be 

a X n X ~ L^— ; g being i6t’t feet. And hence, ca- 
4 g 4g 

tcris paribus, the refiftance is as the fquare of the velocity. 

2. This ratio, of the fquare of the velocity, may be other- 
wife derived thus. The force of the fluid in motion, muft 
be as the force of one particle multiplied by the number of 
them ; but the force of a particle is as its velocity ; and the 
number of them ftriking the plane in a given time, is alfo 
as the velocity ; therefore the whole force is as*/ X v or v2, 
^hat is, as the fquare of the velocity. 

3. If the direflion of motion, inftead of being perpendi¬ 
cular to the plane, as above fuppofed, be inclined to it in 

any 

* 
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any angle, the fine of that angle being s, to the radius i : 
then the refiflance to the plane, or the force of the fluid 
againft the plane, in the diredion of the motion, as afligned 
above, will be diminifhed in the triplicate ratio of radius to 
the fine of the angle of inclination, or in the ratio of i to 
For, AB being the diredion of the 
plane, and BD that of the motion, 
making the angle ABU, whofe fine isi ; 
the number of particles, or quantity of 
the fluid, linking the plane, will be di¬ 
minifhed in the ratio of i to s, or of 
radius to the fine of the angle B of 
inclination ; and the force of each par¬ 
ticle will alfo be diminifhed in the fame ratio of i to s: fo 
that, on both thefe accounts, the whole relifiance will be 
diminifhed in the ratio of i to s2, or in the duplicate ratio of 
radius to the fine of the faid angle. But again, it is to be 
confidered that this whole refiflance is exerted in the diredion 
BE perpendicular to the plane; and any force in the direflion 
BE, is to its effed in the direction AE, parallel to BD, as 
AE to BE, that is as i to s. So that Anally, on all thefe 
accounts, the refiflance in the direction of motion, is dimi¬ 
nifhed in the ratio of I to s3, or in the triplicate ratio of 
radius to the fine of inclination. Hence, comparing this 
with article i, the whole refiflance, or the motive force on 

/lYi'i) 2 t 3 

the plane, will be m=.-. 
r 4g.. 

4. Alfo, if w denote the weight of the body, whofe plane 
face a is refilled by the abfolute.force m ; then the retarding 

m 
force/, or —, will be 

anv2s3 

w 4g™ 

5. And if the body be a cylinder, whofe face or end is a, 
and diameter d, or radius r, moving in the di red ion of its 
axis; becaufe then i ~ 1, and a = pr2 = \pd2, where 
p — 3*1416 ; the refilling force m will be - - - - - 
npd vz nprzvz , , c r vpdzvz npr'v" 

— =: --——, and the retarding force / = - 
i6p- 4^ 16g ibgw 

6. This is the value of the refiflance when the end of the 
cylinder is a plane perpendicular to its axis, or to the diredion 
of motion. But were its.face a conical furface, or an elliptic 
fe<£tion, or any other figure every vt'here equally inclined to 
the axis, the line of inclination being s: -then, the number 

of 
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of particles of the fluid linking the face being Hill the fame, 
but the force of each, oppofed to the direction of motion, 
diminifhed in the duplicate ratio of radius to the fine of incli¬ 

nation, the refilling force m would be -~.s— J 
i & •• >™g 4g 

Bk.it if the body were terminated by an end or face of any 
other form, as a fpherical one, or fuch like, where every part 
of it has a different inclination to the axis ; then a farther 
inveftigation becomes necefiary, fuch as in the following 
propofition. 

PROBLEM XX. 

To determine the Re ft fiance of a Fluid to any Body, moving in it, 
of a Curved End; as a Sphere, or a Cylinder with a Hemi- 

fphericai End} &c» 

I. Let BEAD be a fe£lion through 
the axis CA of the folid, moving in the 
direction of that axis. To any point of 
the curve draw the tangent EG, meeting 
the axis produced in G : alfo, draw the 
perpendicular ordinates EF, ef indefi¬ 
nitely near to each other ; and draw ae 
parallel to CG. 

Putting CF — x, EF y, BE = z, s = fine ZG to ra¬ 
dius i, and p z=z 3*1416 : then 2py is the circumference whofe 
radius is EF, or the circumference deferibed by the point E, 
in revolving about the axis CA ; and 2py X Ee or 2pyz is the 
fluxion of the furface, or it is the furface deferibed by Ee, in 
the faid revolution about CA, and which is the quantity 
reprefented by a in art. 3 of the lalt problem: hence 
tiv ^ s ^ tnv ^ s ^ . . 
-- x 2pyz or d-- x yz is the refinance on that ring, 

4g ig 
or the fluxion of the refinance to the body, whatever the 
figure of it may be. And the fluent of which will be the 
refinance required. 

2. In the cafe of a fpherical form ; putting the radius CA 
E F CF 

x2, s — —' = — = —, and 
EG CE r 

or CB = r, we have y ■ 

yz or EF X Ee — CE Xae = rk; therefore the general 

Bunion X d2yz becomes X ~ X rx — X x3k; 

the 
2g Hf 
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the fluent of which, or£—- at4, is the refiftance to the fphe- 
qgr2 

rical furface generated by BE. And when at 01 CF is = r 

or CA, it becomes 2—5- for the refiftance on the whole 
*g 

hemifphere; which is alfo equal to--—, where d ■=. 2t 
. ^3 2S 

the diameter. 
■ t 

3. But the perpendicular refiflance to the circle of the 
fame diameter d or BD, by art, 5 of the preceding problem, 

is -■—£ —; which, being double the former, (hews that the 

refiftance to the fphere, is juft equal to half the direct re¬ 
fiftance to a great circle of it, or to a cylinder of the fame 
diameter. 

4. Since ^pd7, is the magnitude of the globe ; if N denote 
its denfity or fpecific gravity, its weight w will be = ±pd3N, 

j 1 r 1 1 • r r m pnv^d2 6 
and therefore the retardive force / or — =r-x 

w 32g p 

= which is alfo = by art. 8 of the general 
4gs 

theorems in page 329 ; hence then 
2n I . N 

and s — —• 
4IW s , n 

X 4d; which is the fpace that would be deferibed by the 
globe, while its whole motion is generated or deftroyed by a 
conftant force which is equal to the force of refiftance, if no 
other force aifted on the globe to continue its motion. And 
if the denfity of the fluid were equal to that of the globe* 
the refilling force is luch, as, adling conftantly on the globe 
without any other force, would generate or deftroy its motion 
in defcribing the fpace %dy or of its diameter, by that ac¬ 
celerating or retarding force. 

5. Hence the greateft velocity that a globe will acquire by 
defcending in a fluid, by means of its relative weight in the 
fluid, will be found by making the refilling force equal to 
that weight. For, after the velocity is arrived at fuch a 
degree, that the refilling force is equal to the weight that 
urges it, it will increafe no longer, and the globe will after¬ 
wards continue to defeend with that velocity uniformly. 
Now, N and n being the feparate fpecific gravities of the 
globe and fluid, N — n will be the relative gravity of the 
globe in the fluid, and therefore w — }pd3{N is the 

Vol. Ii. A a weight 
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weight by which it is urged; alfo m = 

is the refinance; confequently (N — «) 
3 ^6 _ 3 ^ 

when the velocity becomes uniform ; from which equation 

/“ N ■—— n 
is found v = • --> for the faid uniform or 

n 
greateft: velocity. 

And, by comparing this form with that in art. 6 of the 
general theorems in page 329, it will appear that its greateft 
velocity, is equal to the velocity generated by the accelerating 

^4_yi 1 

force  --—, in defcribing the fpace ±d, or equal to the ve- 
n 

locity generated by gravity in freely defcribing the fpace 

^ n X -Jd.—If N = 2n, or the fpecific gravity of the 
n 

N n 
= 1 = the 

n 
globe be double that of the fluid, then 

natural force of gravity ; and then the globe will attain its 
greateft velocity in defcribing -JA or -J of its diameter.—It is 
farther evident, that if the body be very fmall, it wdll very 
foon acquire its greateft velocity, whatever its denfity may be. 

Exam. If a leaden ball, of 1 inch diameter, defcend in 
water, and in air of the fame denfity as at the earth’s furface, 
the three fpecific gravities being as ii-§-, and 1, and -—3^-. 

Then v—VA- • . t* • ICHr— W31 . 193 — 8'5944 feet, 
is the greateft velocity per fecond the ball can acquire by de- 

fcending in water. And-z/— ^/4 . JT°T3 . . 3T4 . nearly 

— = 259*82 is the greateft velocity it can ac. 
m .3 

quire in air. 

But if the globe wrere only of an inch diameter, the 
greateft velocities it could acquire, would be only of thefe, 
namely T8^ of a foot in water, and 26 feet nearly in air. 
And if the ball were ftill farther diminifhed, the greateft 
velocity would alfo be diminifhed, and that in the fubdupli- 
cate ratio of the diameter of the ball. 

pro-* 
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PROBLEM XXI. 

To determine the Relations of Velocity, Space, and Ti?ne> of a 
Ball moving in a Fluid, in which it is projected with a Given 
Velocity. 

i. Let a — the firlt velocity of projection, # the fpace 
defcribed in any time /, and v the velocity then. Now, by 

art. 4. of the laft problem, the accelerative force/= 

where N is the denfity of the ball, n that of the fluid, and 

d the diameter. Therefore the general equation vv = 2gfs 

becomes vv ■=■ - - 
— 3 nv 

8Nrf *; and hencel Md- 

The correct fluent of this, is log. a — log. v or log. = bx. 

Or, putting 2*718281828, thenumberwhofehyp.log. is r, 
Q, • CL * 

then is   = rb% and the velocity v = .= ac-bK. 
a 

v 

2. The velocity v at any time being the c-bK part of the 
firft velocity, therefore the velocity loll in any time, will be 

cbx — 1 
the 1 — c'bx part, or the —— part of the firll velocity. 

EXAMPLES. 

Exam. i. If a globe be projected, with any velocity, in a 
medium of the fame denfity with itfelf, and it defcribe a 
fpace equal to 3d or 3 of its diameters. Then —3d, and 

1 Zn _ 3 
b~md~ 8d 

therefore bx 
.bx 

£, and 
2*o8 

.bx cu~ 3*08 
is the velocity loll, or nearly of the projedile velocity. 

Exam. 2. If an iron ball of 2 inches diameter were pro¬ 
jected with a velocity of 1200 feet per fecond ; to find the 
velocity loft after moving through any fpace, as fuppofe 
500 feet of air : we ftiould have d a — 1200, 

A a 2 xzz. 
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at—500, Nzr 7|, «zz‘ooi2 ; and therefore bx , 
yix *12 • 5°° • 3 • 6_8^ , 1200 

V$n*/8.22.10000 ”“440’ anc ^ 8 1 
C 4?o 

998 fee? 

per fecond : having loft 202 feet, or nearly a- ol its firft ve¬ 
locity. 

Exam. 3. If the earth revolved about the fun, in a medium 
as denfe as the atmofphere near the earth’s furface ; and it 
were required to find the quantity of motion loft in a year. 
Then, fince the earth’s mean denfity is about 4J, and its 
diftance from the fun 12000 of its diameters, we have 24000 
X 3*1416 — 75398 diameters~xy and bx— - - - - - 
3 • 75398 • 12.2 __ 

7*5398; hence 
.bx 

tS8o 
TsTT parts 

8. looco .9 * ' ' cu 
are loft of the firft motion in the fpace of a year, and only 
the part remains. 

Exam. 4. If it be required to determine the diftance 
moved, x, when the globe has loft any part of its motion, as 
fuppofe and the denfity of the globe and fluid equal: 

I a 8 d 
The general equation gives x — x log. -—zz — X log. 

of 2 zz 1*8483925^. So that the globe lofes half its motion 
before it has defcribed twice its diameter. 

A 

c**x • • s X 
•?. To find the time/: we have / = —=—z= 
^ v v a 

chxx 
Now, to find the fluent of this, put z = cbx ; then is bx = 

log. s, and bx 
z z> • 

-— , or x = -71-; confeq. t or-zz 
2; bz a 

zx z z c 
:— zz ~r; and hence /zz —f =——. But as t and x vanifh 
a ab ub ab 

I 

: ab ’ 
together, and when a* = o, the quantity is 

cbx— 1 1 ,1 
‘ therefore, by correction, / =z->— = — r-zz-f (-— *} 

J «b bv ba b v a 
on A 

the time fought; where b = and v — the velocity. 

Exa M. If an iron hall of 2 inches diameter were projected 
in the air with a velocity of 1200 feet per fecond ; and it 
were required to determine in what time it would pafs over 

* . 500 yards 
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500 yards or 1500 feet, and what would be its velocity at the 
end of that time: We (hould have, as in exam. 2 above, 

b = 3. —--■?— ~ and bx~ = hence 
8.22.10000 2716 2716 679 

£_27l6 ^ I _ I . I Cbx 1*7272 I 

0 i ’ a 1200 
and — 

V u 1200 O90 
nearly. Confequently v ~ 690 is the velocity ; and / = 

=2716 X (7— — —feconds, is the 
v a ' ‘ '690 1200 

time required, or i^and f nearly. 

PROBLEM XXII. 

To determine the Relations of Space, Time, and Velocity, when a 
Globe dejcends, by its o wn Wight, in an infinite Fluid. 

The foregoing notation remaining, viz. d rdiameter, 
N and n the denflty of the ball and fluid, and v, s, t, the 
velocity, fpace, and time, in motion; we have fpd3 —the 
magnitude of the ball, and ±pd3(N —,«} = its weight in 

pnd2v2 
the fluid, alfo m — —-= its refinance from the fluid : 

32£ 

confequently fpd3 (N— n) — ^ Z 
32S 

is the motive force 

by which the ball is urged ; which being divided by 
n 

for the accelerative force. 

• • • 

2, Hence vv = 2gfs^nd s 
•vv 

— I - 
N ibgtRd O 

• 
Nat/ 

2^(N 

L 
1/ W u Vi. ' w u Fx ’ V ft) 

or ab r= 2g nearly; the fluent of which is s — 

-i x log. of -———, an expreflion for the fpace s, in terms 

of the velocity v. 

3. But now, to determine v in terms of s, put c 

2*718281828 ; then, fince the log. of -—---- ~ 2&, there¬ 

fore 
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fore 
a ■v 

c7h\ or 
a v 

a 
c-2bs; hence v 

1fa — ac-lbs is the velocity fought. 

4. The greateft velocity is to be found, as in art. 5 of 

prob. 20, by making/or 1—^nV o, which 

gives v 
/ N 

\/2g Sd . - 
n 

Zn 

16§N</ 

= y/a. The fame value is 

alfo obtained by making the fluxion of v2, or of a— arlhs, 
tiro. And the fame value of v is obtained by making s in¬ 
finite, for then r2bs = o. But this velocity /a cannot be 
attained in any finite time, and it only denotes the velocity 

to which the general value of v or ija — arlhs continually 
approaches. It is evident, however, that it will approximate 
towards it the fafler, the greater b is, or the lefs d is ; and 
that, the diameters being very fmall, the bodies defcend by 
nearly uniform velocities, which are direffly in the fubdu- 
plicate ratio of the diameters. See alfo art. 5, prob. 2o, for 
other obfervations on this head. 

' S T S 
K. To find the time t. Now t — — = J — X -=•-■ — . 

v y a Vi—r2bi 

Then, to find the fluent of this fluxion, put 2; =yT —c~lhs 
v 

\i a 
I 

or 
• • 

1 — r*2bs; hence zz = bsc~lhs, and s~ 
zz 

be- 
ZZ * I 
-- ; confequently / — -y 

by/a * 1—z2’ 

and therefore the fluent is / = 

I 4- Vi — <ribs 

2 b^a 

1 

X log. 
1 + z 

I — z 2 by/a 

bs 
x log. - 

1 — VI 

the general expreflion for the time. 

2b aJ a 
X log. r, which is 

V& - V 

Exam. If it were required to determine the time and 
velocity, by defeending in air 1000 feet, the ball being of 
lead, and 1 inch diameter, j 

N# 1 
r 

Here N = n|, n = 2too> d — tV» anc^ s —■ 1000. 

Hence a = 2 • l6/r • A : jH _ 2 • *93 • 8 • 34 • 2500 
3 • 2 5 otr 3’3**2**2'3 

/ 
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193-34-$o2 an j r 3 * ttVq _ 3 ♦ 3•3«12 __ 9-9 
9.27 y 8.114. yV 8.34-2500 t>8.502 

confequently v = \/a x V^i — c*lt>s =: y/—^ —X 

/ II 
1 — 18 & = 203-f the velocity. And / — 

1 -f \/i • 2bs 

Q.b <Ja 

i'78383 _ 

1 — VI - 

the time. 

-2bs 
= v4-25°° X log. , 

v 27.193 0 042l6l7 

X log. 

8-5236", 

Note. If the globe be fo light as to afcend in the fluid ; it 
is only necelTary to change the figns of the firft two terms 
in the value of/*, or the accelerating force, by which it be- 

1 — 

refpe&s as before. 

SCHOLI U,M. 

To compare this theory, contained in the laft four pro¬ 
blems, with experiment, the few following numbers are here 
extraffed from extenfive tables of velocities and refiftances, 
refulting from a courfe of many hundred very accurate ex¬ 
periments, made in the courfe of the year 1780. 

In the firft column are contained the mean uniform or 
greateft velocities acquired in air, by globes, hemifpheres, 
cylinders, and cones, all of the fame diameter, and the alti¬ 
tude of the cone nearly equal to the diameter alfo, when 
urged by the feveral weights, expreffed in averdupois ounces, 
and Handing on the fame line with the velocities, each in 
their proper column. So, in the firft line, the numbers 
fhew, that, when the greateft or uniform velocity was accu¬ 
rately 3 feet per fecond, the bodies were urged by thefe 
weights, according as their different ends went foremoft; 
namely, by *028 oz. when the vertex ol the cone went fore- 
moft ; by ’064 oz. wrhen the bafe ol the cone went foremoll; 
by *027 oz. for a whole fphere ; by *050 oz. for a cylinder ; 
by '051 oz. for the flat fide of the hemifphere; and byo200z. 
for the round or convex fide of the hemifphere. Alfo, at 
the bottom of all, are placed the mean proportions of the 
refiftances of thefe figures in the nearell whole numbers. 
Note, the common diameter of all the figures, wras 6*375 or 
6-| inches; fo that the area of the circle of that diameter is 
juft 32 fquare inches, or f of a fquare foot; and the alti¬ 

tude 

comes/' — 
n 

N 

3>w 
lOg-Nfl * an<^ t^ien Proceec^nS 
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tude of the cone was 6^- inches. Alfo, the diarrietcr of the 
fmall hemifphere was 4| inches, and confequently the area 
of its bale is 17! fquare inches, or of a fquare foot nearly. 

From the given dimenhons of the cone, it appears, that 
the angle made bv its fide and axis, or direffion of the path, 
is 26 degrees, very nearly. 

The mean height of the barometer at the times of making 
the experiments, was nearly 30’1 inches, and of the ther¬ 
mometer 62° ; confequently the weight of a cubic foot of 
air was equal to 1^ oz. nearly, in thofe circumfiances. 

| Veloc. 

per fee. 

Cone. 

Whole 

globe. 

Cylin- 

der. 

Hemifphere. Small 

Hemif. 

flat vertex bafe. flat round 

feet. oz. oz. oz. oz. cz. cz. OZ. 

3 •028 •064 -027 •030 •031 •020 *028 

4 *048 • 109 -047 •°9° •096 •039 -048 

5 •071 •162 •068 '143 •148 •063 *072 

6 •098 •227 •094 •205 *211 *092 •103 

! ? 
•1 29 •298 •125 •278 •284 •123 •141 

1 8 •168' •382 •162 •360 *3 68 •160 •184 

i 9 •211 •478 •207 •436 •464 •199 *233 

i *260 •587 •253 •367 '573 •242 *287 

i «« •3*5 •712 •310 •688 '698 •297 ’349 
| 12 •376 •850 ’37° -826 -836 *347 •418 

13 
•440 I ‘OOO •43; •979 *988 ‘409 '49 2 

I H •512 i * 166 '5° 5 1-143 1M34 •478 '573 

j 15 •589 1*346 '581 1-327 1*336 *552 •661 

1 ib ■673 1-346 •663 1*326 1-338 '754 
17 "762 1-763 ’7 52 *'745 1 '757 •722 '853 

4 18 •878 2*002 •848 1-986 i'99S '818 '959 
i 19 ;9S9 2-200 '949 2-246 2-238 •922 1-073 

1 20 1-069 

1 
2 *54° 1-05 2*328 2‘542 1,0S3 1-196 

■Propor. 

; Numb. 
1 26 291 i 

1 
1 24 283 288 

1 
119 140 

From this table of refinances, feveral pradlical inferences 
may be drawn. As, 

1. That the refrftance is nearly as the furface ; the refift- 
aace increafmg but a very little above that proportion in the 

greater 
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greater furfaces. Thus, by comparing together the numbers 
in the 6th and laft columns, for the bafes of the two hemi- 
fpheres, the areas of which are in the proportion of 17J to 
32, or as 5 to 9 very nearly; it appears that the numbers in 
thofe two columns, exprefling, the refiflances, are nearly as 
1 to 2, or as 5 to to, as far as to the velocity of 12 feet; 
after which the refiftances on the greater furface increafe 
gradually more and more above that proportion. And the 
mean refiftances are as 140 to 288, or as 5 to 104. This 
circumftance therefore agrees nearly with the theory, 

2. The refiftance to the fame furface, is nearly as the 
fquare of the velocity; but gradually increafes more and 
more above that proportion as the velocity increafes. This 
is manifeft from all the columns. And therefore this cir¬ 
cumftance a$o differs but little from the theory, in fmall 
velocities. 

3. When the hinder parts of bodies are of different forms, 
the refiftances are different, though the fore parts be alike ; 
owing to the different preffures of the air on the hinder 
parts. Thus, the refiftance to the fore part of the cylinder, 
is lefs than that on the flat bafe of the hemifphere, or of the 
cone; becaufe the hinder part of the cylinder is morepreffed 
or pufhed, by the following air, than thofe of the other two 
figures. 

4. The refiftance on the bafe of the hemifphere, is to that 
on the convex fide, nearly as 2| to 1, inftead of 2 to 1, as 
the theory afligns the proportion. And the experimented 
refiftance, in each of thefe, is nearly J part more than that 
which is afiigned by the theory. 

5. The refiftance on the bafe of the cone is to that on 
the vertex, nearly as 2T3^ to 1. And in the fame ratio is 
radius to the fine of the angle.of the inclination of the fide 
of the cone, to its path or axis. So that, in this inftance, 
the refiftance is direfdly as the fine ol the angle of incidence, 
the tranfverfe feftion being the fame, inftead of the fquare 
of the fine. 

6. Hence we can find the altitude of a column of air, 
whofe preflure fhall be equal to the refiftance of a body, 
moving through it with any velocity. Thus, 

B b Vol.IL Let 
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Let a sc the area of the fe&ion of the body, fimilar to 
any of thofe in the table, perpendicular to the 
direftion of motion; 

r the refiftance to the velocity, in the table; and 

* '= the altitude fought, of a column of air, wliofe 
bafe is at and its preffure r. 

"Then ox 7=. the content of the column in feet, 
and \\a'x or £ax its weight in ounces ; 

* Y* # 

therefore \ax -r= r, and x =2 X -is the altitude fought in 

feet, namely, £ of the quotient of the refifiance of any body 
divided by its tranfverfe fe£fion ; which is a confiant quantity 
for all fimilar bodies, however different in magnitude, fince 
the refinance r is as the fetfiion a, as was found in art. 1. 
When a = •§• of a foot, as in all the figures in the foregoing 

table, except the fmall hemifphere: then, a* = -f-X - becomes 

x = ’^5r, where r is the refifiance in the table, to the fimilar 
body. 

If, for example, wfe take the convex fide of the large 
hemifphere, whole refifiance is *634 oz. to a velocity of 
16 feet per fecond , then r ■=. *634, and x — — 2*3775 
feet, is the altitude of the column of air vvhofe preffure is 
equal to the refifiance on a fpherical furface, with a velocity 
of 16 feet. And to compare the above altitude with that 
which is due to the given velocity, it will be 32s : 162:: 16:4, 
the altitude due to the velocity 16 ; wdiicli is near double the 
altitude that is equal to the preffure. And as the altitude is 
proportional to the fquare of the velocity, therefore, in fmall 
velocities, the refiftance to any fpherical furface, is equal to 
the preffure of a column of air on its great circle, whofe al¬ 
titude is^~| or *594 of the altitude due to its velocity. 

But if the cylinder be taken, whole refifiance r = 1*526 : 
then x — = 5*72; W'hich exceeds the height, 4, due to 
the velocity in the ratio of 23 to 16 nearly. And the differ¬ 
ence would be ftill greater, if the body were larger; and 
aifo if the velocity were more. 

7. Alfo, if it be required to find with what velocity any 
flat furface muff be moved, fo as to fuller a refifiance juft 
equal to the whole preffure of the atmofphere. 

The 
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The refiftance on the whole circle whofe area is -J of a foot, 
is *051 oz. wTith the velocity of 3 feet per fecond, it is ± of 

' *p51, or *0056 oz. only with a velocity of 1 foot.* But 
X 13600 x t — 7555t oz. ^ the whole preffure of the 

atmofphere. Therefore, as ^*0056 : ^7556 :: 1 : 1162 
nearly, which is the velocity fought. Being almoft equal to 
the velocity with which air rufhes into a vacuum. 

8. Hence may be inferred the great refinance fuffered by 
military projectiles. For, in the table, it appears, that a 
globe of 6-£ inches diameter, which is equal to the fize of an 
iron ball weighing 36th, moving with a velocity of only 
16 feet per fecond, meets with a reliftance equal to the 
preffure of -f of an ounce weight; and therefore, computing 
only according to the fquare of the velocity, the lead refin¬ 
ance that fuch a ball would meet with, when moving with a 
velocity of 1600 feet, would he equal to the preffure of 
4171b, and that independent of the preffure of the atmo¬ 
fphere itfelf on the fore part of rhe ball, which would be 
4871b more, as there would be rio preffure from the atmo- 
Iphare on the hinder part, in the cafe of fo great a velocity 
as 1600 feet per fecond. So that the whole refinance would 
be more than qoolb to fuch a velocity. 

9. Having faid, in the lad article, that the preffure of the 
atmofphere is taken entirely off the hinder part of the ball, 
moving with a velocity of 1600 feet per fecond ; which muff 
happen w’hen the bail moves farter than the particles of air 
can follow by rufhing into the place quitted and left void by 
the ball, or when the ball moves fafter than the air rufhes 
into a vacuum from the preffure of the incumbent air: let 
us therefore inquire what this velocity is.. Now, the velocity 
with which any fluid lifues, depends upon its altitude above 
the orifice, and is indeed equal to the velocity acquired by a 
heavy body in falling freely through that altitude: But, 
fuppofing the height of the barometer to be 30 inches, or 

feet, the height of an uniform atmofphere, all of the fame 
denfity as at the earth’s furface, would be 2\ X I3'6 x 833^- 
or 28333 feet; therefore y'l6 : ^28333 t: 32 : 8 ^28333 
= 1346 feet, which is the velocity fought. And therefore, 
with a velocity of 1600 feet per fceond, or any velocity above 
1346 feet, the ball muft continually leave a vacuum behind 
it, and fo muft fuftain the whole preffure of the atmofphere 
on its fore part, as well as the reliftance arifing from the 
vis inertia of the particles of air ftruck by the ball. 

jo. Upon 
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10. Upon the whole, we find, that the refinance of the 
air,' as determined by the experiments, differs very widely, 
both in refpeft to the quantity of it on all figures, and in 
refpe& to the proportions of it on oblique furfaces, frem the 
fame as determined by the preceding theory ; which is the 
fame as that of Sir Ifaac Newton, and mod: modern phi- 
lofophers. Neither (hould w^e fucceed better if we have 
recourfe to the theory given by Profeffor Gravefande, or 
others, as fimilar differences and inconfifiencies ftill occur. 

We conclude, therefore, that all the theories of the re¬ 
finance of the air hitherto given, are very erroneous. And 
the preceding one is only laid down, till further experiments, 
on this important fubjeft, (hall enable us to deduce from 
them, another, that fhall be more confonant to the true 
phenomena of nature. 

FINIS. 

ERRATA, 

^ . . ac , cr 
Pa. 324, 1. 14, far —, read - 

r a 

Pa. 346, 1. 9 from the bottom, for i'36, read 1*96. 
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